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ABSTRACT
The thesis investigates the syntactic properties of head-movement
processes as well as the structures of phrase] categories. The discussions
are based mainly, though not exclusively, on data from Berber, in
particular the Taritit dialect spoken in the northern part of Morocco. The
theoretical framework adopted is that of Government Binding (GB) as
outlined by Chomsky (1981), (1982), (1986a), (1986b) and others.
The first chapter introduces the GB theory and Its modules. The second
chapter discusses sentential structure and the properties of head-movement
processes involved in the derivation of the surface forms of sentences. The
basic properties of the sentential clause in Berber are Investigated in
detaiL On the basis of the distribution of clitics and the order of the
verbal affixes with respect to the verb the conclusion is reached that the
Infl(ection) node needs to be fleshed out in such a way that each of the
elements occupying it (AGR(eement), TENSE(TNS) and NEG(ation)) is
attributed a full categorial status in the sense of X-bar theory. It is
demonstrated that the clausal structure that results from this revision
differs with respect to the order of AGE and TNS according to whether the
language In question is SVO or VSO. The structures of infinitival clauses,
both inflected and unfinflected, as well as small clauses are also
investigated in the light of the conclusion mentioned above. Finally, the
structural properties of nominal and copular sentences in Berber and other
languages are also subjected to an analysis in terms of the same
conclusion.
The third chapter investigates the structures of nominal and
prepositional phrases, and the head-movement processes involved in their
derivation in Berber and other languages. The structure of nominal phrases
turns out to be strikingly similar to that of sentential clauses with the
slight but significant difference that instead of TNS nominal phrases
contain a !40M(inalisation) category. Surface word order variations among
languages are discussed In the light of this conclusion. The structure of
pre/postpositional phrases is found in some languages to contain an AGR
element. The chapter also incorporates an attempt to reclassify the existing
categories In terms of a binary division which recognises only two
categorial classes, verbal and nominal.
The fourth chapter investigates the processes of clitic-movement in
Berber and Romance languages, and of preposition-movement in Berber. On
the basis of the properties of these movement processes and the conclusion
reached in the second chapter with respect to the In!! node a unified
analysis of morphological and non-morphological causatives Is suggested. An
analsyis of the so-called Restructuring constructions in Italian is also
suggested where the process of restructuring is argued to be a movement
process of the embedded verbal complex to C. With respect to clitics they
are argued to be head categories with an affixal nature, and their
movement is argued to be governed by the ECP. The process of preposition
movement in Berber, on the other hand, is shown to share significant
properties with the process of citic-movement, a fact that is shown to
provide significant support for the treatment of clitics as head categories.
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GLOSSES
The following is a list of the glosses used in this thesis
1,2,3.. .etc
ACC
AGR/Agr
AOR
ASP
AUX
Cause
Conip
CS
DAT
f
FS
FUT
GEN
Infl/INFL/I
IMPR
IRREA
ii
y n—n
NEG
NOM
NOM
p
PERF
Pred
PROG
S
TNS
person
accusative
agreement
aorist
aspect
auxiliary
causative morpheme/verb
complementizer
construct state (see 2.2.1. of chapter 2)
dative Case marker
feminine
free state
future tense marker
genitive Case marker
inflection
inperfect ive
irrealis
masculine
neutral AGR (see fn.2 of chapter 2)
negation marker
nominative Case
nominalisation morpheme
plural
perfect ive
predication marker
progressive
singular
tense
With respect to data from languages other than Berber the glosses
used are those that appear In the cited sources.
The method of transcribing the Berber data used In this thesis takes
into consideration the underlying/idealised forms of morphemes rather than
their surface forms. For example, the wh-complementizer is represented as
ay- despite the fact that in some subdialects of Tarifit it surfaces as (i)g-.
Another example is the fact that the 1 and II sounds are replaced in some
subdialects of Tarifit (e.g. the Aft Waryagher subdialect) by the and dz
sounds, respectively. The reasons for choosing to provide the
underlying/idealised forms of morphemes rather than their surface forms is,
first, to make the data easily accessible to the speakers of other dialects of
Berber, and, secondly, and more importantly, to try to get across the
message that this study Is probably as relevant to other dialects of Berber
as it is to Tarifit, the underlying assumption, open to empirical
investigation, of course, being that all dialects of Berber have In common a
core syntax that forms (part of) the grammar of the Berber language.
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Chapter One
Introduction
Theoretical Framework
1.0. Introduction
The theoretical framework within which the research in this work is
conducted is the Government-Binding theory as It has been developed by
Chomsky (1981), (1982), (1986a), (1986b) and others. In this chapter I will
try to outline the general principles and main concepts of this theory with
the hope that the explanations wifi make the rest of the work reasonably
accessible to those who are not familiar with the theory. As to those who
are familiar with the theory I hope that the cjuetlons raised and the
revisions suggested will prove challenging enough to hold their attention
for the rest of the work.
1.1. Levela of representation
The mainstream GB literature recognizes the levels of analysis
represented In the following diagram :
(1)	 PF	 LF
(Move-alpha (QR))
S-structure
(Move-alpha)
D-structure
D(eep)-structure is the level at which relations between elements in a
sentence are structurally encoded in the form of phrase-markers
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represented by tree diagrams or labelled bracketing. The structural
relations between elements are constrained by the principles of X-bar
theory. The D-structure phrase-markers are mapped onto the
S(urface)-structure level by the rule/principle of Move-alpha where alpha
is a variable that ranges over all existing categories subject to parametric
variation. The S-structure phrase-markers are In their turn mapped onto
the LF (Logical Form) level by a process of Move-alpha called Quantifier
Raising (QR). LF is the interface at which the principles governing
language interact with other modules of the mind/brain. PF (Phonological
Form) is the level at which the constituents of the phrase-markers receive
a phonological representation.
The link between all these levels of representations is the Projection
Principle which guarantees that the lexical properties of lexical items be
preserved throughout the derivation, that is at all levels of representation.
Among the consequences of the Projection Principle is the fact that all
elements that move must leave behind a trace that preserves the position
evacuated.
The diagram above obviously presupposes the existence of a lexicon
which can be thought of as a set of lexical entries which specify, inter
ala, the syntactic, semantic and phonological properties of the lexical items.
The syntactic properties include the categorial specification and the
selections] or subcategorisation properties. The latter specify which
category a certain lexical item takes as complement (e.g. the verb eat takes
a noun phrase as complement). The semantic specification include a
representation of the conceptual content of the lexical item, among other
possible properties. Finally, the phonological specifications include a
phonological representation of the lexical item.
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The specifications In question have been defined here fairly loosely
and people may differ as to what information should be included in the
lexical entry of lexical elements. People may also differ as to whether to
conceive of the lexicon as a sort of store room where the idosyncrasies of
languages are relegated or as a well defined level of representation with
governing principles and functions similar in status to those which are
assumed to govern other levels of representation.
1.2. Modules of Grammar
1.2.1. I-bar theory
The principles of this theory constrain structural representations in
terms of the following schemata (cf. Chomsky (1986b)) :
(2) a. X'	 X X"*
b. X" X"* X'
where * implies zero or more occurrences. X" is a maximal projection, while
X is the head. X' is the projection intermediate between the maximal
projection and the head. X" in (a) is the complement of the head X both of
which constitute the X' projection. X in (b) is the specifier which
together with the head and its complement form the phrasal category. The
order of the head in relation to its complement is fixed by the Head
Parameter. In Head-initial languages (e.g. English, Berber) the head
precedes its complement, while In Head-final languages (e.g. Turkish,
Japanese) the head follows Its complement. The X-bar schemata hold
essentially of D-structure representations.
X-bar theory makes a distinction between lexical and non-lexical
categories. The lexical categories Include the Verb, the Noun, the Adjective
and the Preposition, all of which are distinguished in terms of a feature
system based on the feature matrix [+,- N; +,- VI. The Verb is [- N, +V],
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the Noun [+ N, - VI, the Adjective [+ N, +V] and the Preposition (or rather
adposition) [- N, - VI. The non-lexical categories include the elements that
are usually considered to belong under the I(nflection) node ( e.g.
AGR(eement), Tense (TNS), NEG(ation) element ...etc) as well as the
C(omplementizer). Chomsky (ibid) extends the range of the X-bar schemata
above to cover non-lexical categories in addition to the lexical categories.
Accordingly, the canonical structure of a clause takes on the following form
where OP stands for Complementizer Phrase and IP stands for Inflectional
Phrase :
(3) [ci' Spec [c' C En' Spec [p I [VP V NP (PP) I]]]]
The Spec of IP is the canonical subject position, while the Spec of OP is
the position occupied by moved wh-phrases.
It is not difficult to see that this version of X-bar theory has a
number of what might be considered serious defects. For example, some
categories such as Adverbs and Conjunctives seem to be completely left out
by the system. Are they lexical or non-lexical categories? If they are lexical
categories how do they fit into the feature system mentioned above? A
number of other questions arise that are left unanswered. For example,
What is the status of the non-lexical categories with respect to the feature
system? Are they specified for the categorial features as well or are they
featureless? With respect to the elements that are believed to belong under
the I node one might wonder what a strange assortment they make. AGR is
considered to be a nominal element while in fact, together with TNS, it is
one of the most robust of all the verbal satellites. One might also want to
question the distribution of the features among the so-called four major
categories mentioned above. One might wonder what Prepositions have in
common with Verbs so that they both are specified as [- N]. One might also
wonder in what sense Prepositions are different in nature from Nouns so
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that they should be assumed as having no feature in common.
In the course of this work I will suggest two major revisions of the
X-bar system. First, I will assume that all the elements that are believed to
belong under the I node are head categories in their own right with
projections that are constrained by the general X-bar schemata in (2) (cf.
Pollock (1987)). Secondly, I will assume a feature system which recognisea
only two categorial classes, verbal and nominal, which can be formally
specified in terms of the feature matrix [-, + N] or [-, + VI (cf. Abney
(1987)). Adjectives will be argued to be nominal categories and so will
Complementizers and some Adverbs. TNS and the AGH element which assigns
nominative will be argued, together with the verb, to be verbal categories.
The AGH element which assigns genitive Case and which occurs in noun
phrases in a number of languages will, however, be argued to be nominal
In nature. Elements will be classified on the basis of the nature of the Case
they assign and whether their phrasal projections can function as
arguments. All categories, including AGR and TNS, are assumed to have
lexical selectional properties which specify the categorial nature of the
elements they can take as complements.
1.2.2. Theta theory
The concern of this theory is to organise the semantic dependencies
between lexical elements in a structure. Lexical elements are assumed to
have associated with them a number of theta-roles which correspond to the
number of arguments they select. Lexical heads are assumed to directly
theta-mark their complements and Indirectly theta-mark their subject. The
theta-roles that are assigned to complements are sometimes referred to as
"internal theta-roles" while the theta-roles that are assigned to
non-derived subjects are called "external theta-roles". The class of
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theta-roles assumed may vary but it generally Includes "agent", "patient",
"goal", "experiencer" ...et.c. (see Gruber (1965), Fillmore (1968), Jackendoff
(1972)).
Central to theta-theory is the principle that is known as the "Theta
Criterion" which can be formulated as follows (of. Chomaky (1982))
(4) Each term of L.F that requires a theta role (each argument)
Is assigned a theta role uniquely, and each theta role
determined by the lexical properties of a head is uniquely
assigned to an argument.
The Theta Criterion is a "criterion of adequacy for LF", a condition on
assingment of theta-roles by the heads to their complements. Theta-role
assignment is assumed to be constrained by structural conditions.
Theta-roles are assigned from heads situated in specific positions to their
arguments also situated in specific positions. The positions to which theta
roles are assigned are generally known as 9-positions. Positions which are
not assigned a theta-role are known as 9 '-positions. At D-structure all
arguments are In 9-positions. At other levels the Theta Criterion is
satisfied through chain relations. Arguments that move are in a
chain-relation with their trace in their (thematic) D-structure position.
Assuming that arguments which do not move also form (non-movement)
chains the Theta Criterion can be thought of as essentially holding of
chains (cf. Brody (1984), Chomsky (1986a)).
In addition to the theta-roles assumed to be assigned by Verbs, Nouns
and Prepositions to their complements I will assume the existence of a
"functional" theta-role (cf. Abney (1986) & (1987)) assigned by (functional)
heads such as AGR, TNS, C to their complements. We will see that the
existence of this theta-role is crucial for some fundamental relations to
hold. I wifi also assume, along with Baker (1985), that all elements which
assign a theta role occupy independent structural positions at D-structure.
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Baker formulates this assumption as in (4) below and refers to it as the
Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH) :
(5) Identical thematic relationships between items are
represented by identical structural relationships
between those items at the level of D-structure.
As Baker argues, this hypothesis, in a sense, strengthens further the idea
that D-structure is a direct representation of thematic structures. Notice
that if AGR and TNS are assumed to be categories which assign theta roles
then by virtue of (5) each of them must occupy an independent structural
position at D-structure.
1.2.3. Case theory
This module of grammar is concerned with the assignment of Case to
noun phrases. Case In some languages (e.g. English) is abstract while in
others (e.g. Turkish) it is overt/morphological. The underlying assumption
of Case theory is that noun phrases are required to be Case-marked. There
are two different ways the Case requirement has been formulated in the
literature. One is in the form of a Case Filter which applies at PF to
exlcude noun phrases which are not Case-marked (cf. Rouveret and
Vergnaud (1980)), Chomeky (1981)). The other is in the form of what is
known as the Visibility Hypothesis suggested originally by Aoun (1982). The
latter makes Case-marking follow from theta-marking as a condition for
theta role assingnement. For a noun phrase argument to be visible for
theta-marking, which is obligatory by the Theta Criterion, the noun phrase
has to have Case (cf. Chomsky (1981), (19886a)). I will assume both
formulations of the Case requirement on noun phrases.
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Case is assumed to be assigned to noun phrases under government (see
below). In Chomsky (1981) only the Verb, the Preposition and tensed INFL
are assumed to be Case-assigning categories. In Chomksy (1986a) the Noun
and the Adjective are also
assumed to be Case-assigning categories. In the same reference1 Chomaky
Introduces a distinction between "structural Cases" and "inherent Cases".
Structural Cases are the nominative assigned by the AGR element of INFL
and the objective assigned by the verb. Inherent Cases are the oblique
assigned by Prepositions and genitive assigned by Nouns and Adjectives.
Structural Cases are assigned at S-structure while inherent Cases are
assigned at D-structure and are associated with theta-marking.
We will see later, however, that the distinction made between structural
and inherent Cases breaks down in some cases. In some languages genitive
Case-assignment by Nouns must be assumed to be structural, assigned at
S-structure under government. We wifi see also that in some languages
(some) Prepositions assign genitive Case which, according to the
classification mentioned above, Chomsky seems to treat as distinct from
oblique Case assumed to be assigned by Prepositions. Case will play a
significant role in the third chapter of this work where a binary
classification of categories is proposed which makes crucial use of the
nature of the Case assigned by the elements under investigation.
Accusative and nominative Cases will be considered to be indicative of a
verbal nature of their assigners, while the genitive will be considered to
be indicative of a nominal nature of Its assigner.
1.2.4. Government theory
The notion of government is central to the GB theory. Government
relations define strict locality domains within which certain grammatical
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relations and processes take place. The definition of government adopted in
this work is the one presented in Chomsky (1986b) in terms of the notion
of barrier :
(6) A governs B 1ff A rn-commands B and there Is no C,
C a barrier for B, such that C excludes A.
This definition incorporates three crucial notions which are "rn-command",
"exclusion" and "barrier". These notions are defined as follows,
respectively
(7) A rn-commands B 1ff A does not dominate B and every crnax
that dominates A dominates B.
(8) A excludes B if no segment of A dominates B.
(9)	 C is a barrier for B 1ff (a) or (b) :
a. C Immediately dominates D, D a Blocking Category for B;
b. C is a Blocking Category for B.
The definition of barrier obivously makes use of the notion of "Blocking
Category" which is defined as in (10) below :
(10) c is a Blocking Category (BC) for B 1ff C is not L-marked
and C dominates B.
The definition of "Blocking Category" In its turn makes use of the notion
of L-marklng which is defined as follows :
(11) A L-marks B 1ff A is a lexical category that governs B.
Let us now see how each of these definitions works, The notion of
rn-command is borrowed from Aoun and Sportiche (1983) who revised the
already existing notion of c-command so that the domain of a head is its
maxima] projection and not the first, possibly non-maximal, projection that
dominates it. In (12) below, for example, the rn-command domain of X is XP
since XP is the maximal projection of X :
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(12)
x,
x	 yp
The X' domain does not count as the rn-command domain of X because X' Is
not a maximal projection.
The notion of exclusion on the other hand is based on May '5 (1985)
assumption that for an element to be dominated by a certain maximal
projection It has to be dominated by all the member nodes of that
projection. The assumption is most relevant to adjunction structures. In
(13) below, for example, YP is not dominated by XP because YP is dominated
by only the upper node of XP which results from the adjunction process
(13) xp
Yp
	xp
x,
x	 zp
X and ZP, however, are dominated by XP because they are dominated by
both member nodes of Xp.
The notion of exclusion is based on May's assumption in the sense that
YP In (13), though not dominated by XP, is not excluded by XP because YP
is dominated by one member node (segment) of XP. A category is excluded
by a maximal projection If that category is not dominated by any member
node of that maximal projection. In (14) below, for example, Y Is excluded
by XP, unlike YP in (13) above which Is not:
10
(14) 1P
Y	 XP
I
x,
x	 zp
Having illustrated how the notions of rn-command and exclusion work let
us now turn to what maximal projections in a simple sentence are barriers.
Consider the following embedded sentential (CP) structure :
(15) ...V (p C Qp Spec [i' I [vp V NP ]]]]
Now, both VP and IP in this structure are barriers because neither of them
is L-marked. The governor of VP Is I which is not a lexical category and
therefore does not qualify as an L-marker. The governor of IP, on the
other hand, is C which Is also not a lexical category. Both VP and IP are
therefore barriers by virtue of condition (b) of the definition of barrier in
(7) above. CP, however, is not a BC because it is L-marked by the (matrix)
verb governing it. However, because CP immediately dominates IP, which is
a BC, OP becomes a barrier by inheritance. In different terms, CP is a
barrier by virtue of condition (a) of the definition of barrier in (9) above.
Let us now concentrate instead on the following structure where both
VP and IP have been adjoined to, assuming that ad junction to IP of a
wh-word is possible :
(16) ...V Ecp C [ip wh- [ip Spec I [vp wh- [VP V NP ]]]]]
In this structure neither VP nor IP are barriers for the wh-element
adjoined to them because neither VP nor IP excludes the wh-element. VP
and IP, however, remain barriers for the other elements which they
exclude.
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Chorneky (1986b) argues that there are two concepts of barrier. The
first is the one discussed above and the second is known as the
"Minimality Condition' which he formulates as in (17) below. (18) is an
extension of the definition of barrier which Chomsky remarks Is relevant to
the theory of government but not to the theory of movement :
(17) ...A...[C ...D...B...
(18) A does not govern B in (17) if C Is a projection of D
excluding A.
(19) C is a barrier for B if C is a projection of D, a zero-level
category distinct from B.
In (17) C is a barrier because its head D is a closer governor of B than A.
In different terms, D, strictly speaking C, protects B against government
by A.
Among the conditions that are formulated on the basis of government is
the Empty Category Principle (ECP) which regulates the distribution of
non-pronominal empty categories in that it requires them to be "properly
governed" where proper government is as defined in (21) below. (20) is the
definition of the ECP (cf. Lasnik and Saito (1984))
(20) Non-pronominal empty categories must be properly governed.
(21) A properly governs B iff A is coindexed with B
and A governs B.
What this definition of the ECP implies is that only antecedent-government
(i.e. government by a coindexed element) can satisfy the ECP to the
exclusion of theta-/lexical- government (i.e. government by a theta-marking
lexical category) (cf. Lasnik and Saito (ibid) and Chomsky (1986b)),
contrary to what is assumed in Chomaky (1981) (1982) and other works
where either lexical- or antecedent- government is assumed to be sufficient
to satisfy the ECP.
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1.2.5. Movement theory
Central to movement theory is the principle of Move-alpha. In principle
Move-alpha can apply freely to move any element to any position over any
distance. However, there are constraints on the application of Move-alpha
as there are constaints on the free application of a number of other
principles in the theory. Among these constraints is, obviously, the ECP
discussed above. As a condition on the successful application of Move-alpha
the ECP requires that the trace left behind be antecedent-governed. In
other words, the ECP requires that no barriers separate the moved element
from its trace. Another constraint on Move-alpha is known as the
Subjacency Condition, sometimes referred to in the context of a theory of
Bounding, which Is basicaly a locality condition on movement. It requires
that an element cannot be moved, in one step, across more than one
bounding node where bounding nodes are assumed to vary from language
to language (cf. Rizzi (1982) Chomaky (1986b)).
Further constraints are imposed by what is known as the Structure
Preserving Hypothesis (cf. Emonds (1976) Chomsky (ibid)). According to this
hypothesis only maximal projections can move to maximal projection
(Specifier) positions, while only head categories can move to head positions.
The Theta Criterion, on the other hand, requires that maximal projections
can only move to non-theta-marked positions (e.g. Spec of IP in passive
and raising constructions and Spec of CP). It follows from the Theta
Criterion that movement to complement positions is illegitimate since it gives
rise to a chain that has two theta-roles. A further crucial constraint on the
application of Move-alpha is the condition that only maximal projections and
heads can be affected, that is can be moved, to the exclusion of single-bar
projections.
Two types of movement are assumed to exist : substitution and
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adjunction (cf. Chomsky (ibid)). Substitution is the movement of either a
maximal projection or a head category to an empty Spec or head position,
while adjunction consists in the movement of a maximal projection or a head
category and the adjoining of it to a maximal projection or to a head
position. I will argue in the course of this work, however, that substitution
is not available to head-movement processes even to empty positions. All
moved head categories are adjoined to their hosts whether the latter are
empty or filled, thus always resulting in complex X-O structures, that is
complex head categories.
Movement of head-categories is assumed to be governed by a condition
that is known as the Head Movement Constraint and is formulated in
Chomsky (ibid) (cf. Travis (1984) and Baker (1985)) as follows, with a minor
adjustment bearing on the status of the complementlzer :
(22) Movement of a zero-level category B is restricted to
the position of a head A that governs the maximal
projection C of B where A theta-governs or L-marks C.
This condition clearly puts a severe locality restriction on head-movement
processes, expressing the belief that head categories can only move to the
next head position in their structure. Chomsky, however, argues that the
HMC is not likely to be a principle of UG because its effects can be made
to follow from the ECP. In chapter 4 of this work I wifi argue against the
HMC on grounds that are more crucial than the fact that its effects are
derivable from the ECP, namely that it makes wrong predictions with
respect to some head movement processes.
1.2.6. Morphology theory
Following Marantz (1984) and Baker (1985) I will assume that
morphology theory is one of the modules of Grammar in the same way that
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the other theories mentioned above are considered to be modules of
Grammar. As such the principles of morphology are not confined to certain
specific levels of representation (e.g. Lexicon or PF) but can apply at any
level. Baker (ibid) defines the role of morphology theory as involving two
tasks : one is to determine whether the X-O structures that result from
morphological processes are well-formed with respect to specific languages,
and the other is to assign well-formed X-O structures phonological
representations. Both tasks can be assumed to be carried out in the
lexicon, in the syntax or at PF. It should be clear, however, that the
domain of the principles of morphology theory Is the X-O level. Projections
beyond the X-O level are the domain of other modules.
As defined above the role of morphology theory seems to be largely
determined by language-specific factors given that the possibilities of
morphological combination and phonological representation vary between
languages. However, I will assume that in addition to these necessary
language-specific principles morphology theory contains two principles
which have universal validity, both of which are not unfamiliar. One of
these principles I will refer to as the Mfix Principle (AP) (cf. Baker (1985))
and the other I will refer to as the Head Opacity Condition (HOC). They are
defined as follows, respectively :
(23) The morphological subcategorisation frame of affixes
must be satisfied prior to the S-structure level (cf. Baker (ibid)).
(24) The internal structure of X-O categories is opaque to
Move-alpha.
(23) appears In a number of studies though perhaps In different forms,
while in others its existence Is assumed tacitly, that is without it being
formulated as a formal principle of UG. It basically requires that affixal
elements, that is elements that are marked as morphologicaly dependent by
virtue of morphological subcategorisation frames, and which are
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base-generated under independent structural positions by virtue of UTAH,
be attached to suitable categories prior to the S-structure level. By
suitable category is meant the category that is specified in the
morphological subcategorisation frame. We will Bee during the course of this
work that there exist in different languages affixal elements which are
required to attach to verbal categories while there exist others which are
required to attach to nominal categories. (23) can be understood as a well
formedness condition on the morphological make-up of elements, a sort of
filter which filters out affixes that remain stranded or which are attached
to the wrong category. As we will see later the effect that the AP has Is
that it forces syntactic head-movement processes which in some cases
become instrumental in paving the way for other syntactic relations to
hold.
(24), on the other hand, is familiar from the literature on the Lexical
Integrity Hypothesis. The fact that it makes reference to Move-alpha
specifically, instead of syntactic rules in general, follows from the status
attributed to morphology theory within the overall framework where
morphological processes can apply In the syntax. What the HOC should be
understood to mean is that Move-alpha cannot extract part of a
base-generated X-O structure, which can either be affixal or non-affixal,
and move it to another X-O position, nor can it extract an element that has
been adjoined to an X-O structure and move it to a different X-O position.
Once a moved element has been adjoined to an X-O category the resulting
structure becomes "frozen/opaque". However, the resulting X-O as a whole
can still be subject to movement since in this case Move-alpha makes
reference to the (complex) X-O as a whole and not just to parts of it.
Notice that as a consequence of the restriction on Move-alpha expressed by
(24) the situation will never arise where a head category dominates more
than one trace e.g. *[v t [V 4 1]. Therefore, Baker's (1985) (see also
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Kayne (1987)) prohibition against traces dominated by an X-O category
follows.
I have disregarded the possibility that Move-alpha could apply to move
affixes inside an X-O category as suggested by Pesetsky (1985) to solve the
80-called "bracketing paradoxes" raised by examples such as unhappier
which is required by the phonological condition on the comparative -er
element to have the structure [A "'- [A happy 
-er]], while Its semantic
interpretation implies the structure [A[A un- happy]-er] since the word
means 'more not happy' rather than 'not more happy'. Pesetsky solves the
paradox that arises by assuming that the word in question undergoes a
process of QR (Move-alpha) at LF which moves the comparative affix inside
the X-O structure to a higher (adjoined) position where it has scope over
(where scope is understood in terms of the c-command relation) the prefix
un- and the root happy to yield the appropriate interpretation. If
Pesetsky's analysis is correct then condition (24) should be understood to
mean that Move-alpha cannot extract elements out of an X-O structure. The
possibility that elements can be moved inside an X-O structure is,
accordingly, left open.
1.2.7. Binding theory
This subtheory regulates the relation between anaphors (e.g. himself,
each other), pronominals (e.g. he, pro) and r(eferential)-expressions (e.g.
John, wh-traces) and their antecedents in terms of the notion of "binding".
A is said to bind B if A rn-commands and is coindexed with B. Central to
Binding theory are the Binding Conditions which are formulated an follows
(cf. Chomsky (1986a)
(25) (A) An anaphor is bound in a local domain(B) A pronominal is free in a local domain(C) An r-expression is free
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where "local domain" is referred to as Governing Category and is defined
as the maximal projection which contains a subject and a governor for A
(i.e. anaphor, pronominal or r-expression). Chomsky (ibid) defines
Governing Category further as a "complete functional complex" (CFC) by
which is meant a maximal projection which contains, obviously, the head
(necessary by the principles of X-bar theory), the complements of the head
(necessary by the Projection Principle), and a subject whose presence
Chomsky assumes to be optional unless required by the principles of
predication to license a predicate.
Because Binding theory will not play a crucial role in this work I will
content myself here with what has been mentioned, while pointing out that
a number of problems arise with respect to Binding Conditions in Berber
(ef. Ouhalla (1988c)) and in other languages which seem to suggest that the
notion Govenment Category should probably be parametrised in relation to
individual lexical elements (cf. Manzini & Wexier (1987)).
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Chapter Two
Verb Movement
Sentential Structure
2.1. Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to analyse the structure of sentential
clauses. The main argument is that the inflectional elements AGR, TNS and
NEG which are staridardly assumed to belong under I should be treated as
categories In their own right heading projections according to the
principles of X-bar theory. These categories should also be organised in
the sentential structure hierarchically with respect to each other and to
the verb. The attempt to organise them accordingly is based on the
generalisation made by the Mirror Principle (MP) (cf.Baker (1985)) and the
constraint on head-movement imposed by the HMC/ECP.
The ultimate structure that results from the combination of these
observations and principles is fairly articulated compared with the standard
structure, where I is assumed to be the head of the sentence and which
harbours a range of inflectional elements that vary from language to
language. Having postulated the structure in question the rest of the
chapter is spent on pointing out its advantages over its predecessor as in
(3) in the previous chapter. It is shown, for example, that it accounts
fairly naturally for the SVO/VSO variation among languages in terms of the
organisation of the inflectional heads without having to resort to a
"directionality parameter". Other properties which characterise VSO
languages and differentiate them from SVO langQages are shown to fall out
without stipulation.
The postulated structure is also shown to account structurally for the
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properties of infinitival clauses, both inflected (as in Portuguese) and
non-inflected (as In English). Infinitival clauses in general are found to
have a TNS node contrary to the common belief. The difference between
inflected and non-inflected infinitives Is explained in terms of the absence
v presence of the AGR node (cf. George & Kornfilt (1981)). The structures
of small clauses Is argued to be similar to that of infinitival clauses with
the difference that In the case of small clauses the predicate is a non-VP
category. The latter property Is also argued to characterise so called
nominal sentences, i.e. sentences which do not contain a verb, as well as
some copular constructions.
2.2. Basic properties
2.2.1. Construct system and Case
The morphological shape of nouns in Berber dialects is to a certain
extent determined by their position In a syntactic structure. A noun is said
to be in the Construct State (CS) when it functions as object of a
preposition or a noun, or as a postverbal subject. Otherwise, it is in the
Normal/Free State (FS). The CS/PS alternation is manifest by a
corresponding morphological alternation determined to some extent by the
quality of the sounds which constitute the Initial syllable of the noun.
The fact that whether a certain noun is in the CS or the FS depends
on whether its governor belongs to the class of categories which induce
the CS morphology makes the Construct system look similar to a
morphological Case system of the familiar type. However, because the
Construct morphology does not correspond synchronically to a Case system
traditional grammarians working on Berber have tended to treat the CS/FS
alternation as being separate and distinct from Case-marking. We will
discuss later a number of other reasons which indicate that the Construct
system is in actual fact different from the Case system which also exists in
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the language, thus consolidating the conclusion reached by the traditional
grammarians but for totally different reasons. Before we do that, however,
let us see how the morphological make up of nouns is affected by the
CS/FS alternation
2.2.1.1. Construct-marking
The morphological variation exhibited by nouns in the CS is largely
conditioned by the quality of the segments in their Initial syllable. The
pattern that emerges, however, is highly complex, the complexity being the
immediate consequence of an intricate interplay between the number-gender
morphology and the CS morphology. The task of disentangling them and
isolating each and every morpheme and process requires a detailed
morphophonological study which is well beyond the scope of this work (I
refer the reader to Guerssel (1976) & (1983) for a phonological study of
this phenomenon in relation to the Tamazight dialect). I will therefore
simplify considerably the facts that are of immediate relevance to the
syntactic issues discussed in this work. We will come back to the
morphology of nouns in more detail in chapter 3.
Nouns In Berber are specified morphologicaly for number and gender.
Masculine nouns are generally vowel-initial while feminine nouns are
consonant-initial. The Initial vowel can be any one of the three basic
vowels in the language a, i or u, whereas the initial consonant in feminine
nouns is generally j, the consonantal sound of the prefix part of the
feminine-diminutive marker ta—t :
(1) a. Masc.	 b. Feminine.
argaz	 "man"	 targazt	 "manhood"
ahamosh	 "boy"	 tahamosht "girl"
11!	 "pig"	 taslit	 "bride"
ushshn	 "wolf"	 tandint	 "town"
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The CS forms are derived from the number-gender inflected forms of the
flOUflB by two different processes :
(2) a. prefixing the vowel u- to nouns with initial a or u,
and I- to nouns with initial i;
b. dropping the vowel a of the number-gender prefix
ta- in feminine nouns.
Applying these two processes to the examples in (1) yields the following
results :
(3) a. Masc.	 b. Fern.
u-argaz	 trgazt
u-ahamosh	 tharnosht
l-ilf	 tslit
u-ushshn	 tndint
These forms are then subjected to phonotatic constraints which alter their
morphological make-up to the extent that in some cases the Construct
morphology is obscured completely1.
It was mentioned above that nouns appear in the CS when they are
governed by a P or a N or when they function as postverbal subject.
Assuming that the subject in the postverbal position is governed by AGR,
we will call, for ease of reference, these governors (i.e. P, N and AGR)
Construct-governors. Since the direct object of the verb is never in the
CS we will call V a non-Construct-governor (or a Free-governor). Nouns in
non-governed positions, such as topicalised and left-dislocated nouns, also
appear in the FS. A Construct-governor Construct-marks the noun it
Construct-governs, where Construct-marking involves the processes of
prefixation and vowel-deletion discussed above. Construct-marking can be
thought of as a process of feature-transmittal. The feature [+,- Construct]
is subsequently spelled out on the nouns by morphophonological rules. The
direct object of the verb will receive the feature (- Constrt], which is
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manifest morphologicaly by not undergoing any of the processes in (2).
Notice that in order to guarantee that all Construct-governed nouns
are in the CS and that all non-Construct-governed nouns are in the FS we
have to have a special filter, a well formedness condition on nouns which
would apply at PF, presumably, to filter out the offending nouns. We will
caU this filter the Construct Condition (CC) and formulate it as follows :
(4) Construct Condition (PF)
a. *NP if NP is [+Construct] (i.e. is In the CS) and
is not Construct-governed; or
b. *NP if NP is [-Construct] (i.e. is in the FS) and
is Construct-governed.
Let us see how the two clauses of this disjunctive condition apply to
derive all and only the well-formed constructions :
(5) a. y-nya x- u-aghyur/*aghyur
3ms-rode on- CS-donkey/FS-donkey
"He rode (on) the donkey."
b. taddart n-tslit/*taslit
house GEN-CSbride/FSbride
"The house of the bride"
c. y-usid u-ahamosh/*ahamoah idnnat
3ms-came CS-boy/FSboy yesterday
"The boy came yesterday."
(6) a. *u-ahamosh/abamoah y-usid idnnat
CS-boy/FS boy 3ms-came yesterday
"The boy came yesterday."
b. zri-gh *u-ahamosh/abamosh ithyadn
saw-is CS-boy/FS-boy last year
"I saw the boy last year."
c. *u-hamosh/hmnsh, zri-gh-t ithyadn
CS-boy/FS-boy	 saw-is-him last year
"The boy, I saw him last year."
d. *u-ahamosh/ahamosh ay- zri-gh ithyadn
CS-boy/FS-boy comp- saw-is last year
"It was the boy that I saw last year."
The starred noun phrases in (5) are excluded by clause (b) of (4) because
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they are in the FS form while they are governed by Construct-governors,
P, N and AGR, respectively. The starred examples in (6), on the other hand,
are excluded by clause (a) because they are In the CS while they are not
governed by a Construct-governor. In (6b) the noun phrase ahamosh is
governed by the verb which is not a Construct-governor. In (6a,c&d)
ahamosh is without a governor. Notice that the preverbal subject patterns
with topicalised and dislocated noun phrases, a fact that should not be
surprising once we know that Berber is basicaly a VSO language (see
2.3.3.2. below for details).
The formal mechanism of the Construct system as explained above looks
similar to that of a Case system. What is more, in some cases the Construct
morphology serves as an indicator of the grammatical function of noun
phrases, a function that is traditionally associated with Case-marking in
languages with morphological Case. Consider the following examples
(7) a. y-zra u-ahamosh argaz
3ms-saw CS-boy FS-man
"The boy saw the man."
b. y-zra argaz u-ahamosh
3ms-aaw FS-man CS-boy
"The boy saw the man."
(8) a. axxam u-amqqran
room CS-Amqqran
"Amqqran' s room"
b. axxam amqqran
room FS-big
"Big room"
(7a&b) are synonymous. Despite the fact that both arguments of the verb
are postv-erbal the sentences are not ambiguous. In both of them 'boy' is
the subject and 'man' is the object of the verb. The reason for the lack
of ambiguity Is the fact that 'boy' is in the CS and 'man' is in the FS.
Because 'boy' is in the CS it must be the subject, and because 'man' is in
the FS it cannot be the subject. Similarly, the two noun phrases in (8)
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have different meanings. In (8a) amggran is the object of the noun axxam;
he Is the possessor of the room. In (8b), however, amggran, though a noun
phrase, functions like an adjective which modifies the room.
The two noun phrases obviously have different underlying structures
which can be respresented, respectively, as follows, assuming that
adjectival modifiers are adjoined to NP
(9) a. NP
N'
rN	 NP
I	 I
axxam	 u-amqqran
b.	 NP
rI	 I
axxam	 amqqran
At the surface level it is the Construct morphology which indicates the
grammatical function of the noun phrase amggran. When the latter is in the
CS, as In (8a), it can only be interpreted as the object of the noun
preceding it. When it is in the FS, as in (8b), it cannot be interpreted as
the object of the noun preceding it.
Faced with facts like these it is very tempting to conclude that the
Construct system is nothing more than a Case system, a conclusion that has
in fact been reached in a number of studies, among them Prasse (1974),
Bader and Kenstowlcz (1984), Guerssel et al (1985), and Choe (1987). One
could strengthen this conclusion further by arguing that if an (abstract)
Case system is assumed to exist in the language along with the Construct
system there would be considerable unnecessary redundancy since the two
systems would overlap in function. However, there are a number of good
reasons, both theoretical and empirical, which suggest rather strongly that
the Construct system is separate and Independent from the Case system,
and that it should be treated as being so. We turn to these reasons
immediately.
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2.2.1.2. Construct-markIng v Case-marking
Before we move on to outline and discuss the arguments for not
reducing Construct-marking to Case-marking let us have a look at the Case
system in the language. Generally, Case in Berber is abstract. However,
there exist in the language two elements which have traditionally been
treated as either prepositions or morphological Case-markers. These are the
genitival element n- , in constructions such as (5b) above, and the dative
1- in constructions such as the following :
(10) t-usha asim i-u-argaz
3fs-gave FS-fish DAT-CS-man
"She gave the fish to the man."
We will see in the next chapter that these two elements behave differently
from the true prepositions in the language in important respects, thus
suggesting that they are not genuine prepositions but are probably simply
Case-markers. All other Cases in the language, however, are abstract. This
is not a surprising conclusion if we assume, along with many linguists, that
in English, which also has a generally abstract Case system, the genitival
of is also not a genuine preposition but simply a genitive Case-marker.
One argument relates to the fact that the noun phrases to which the
genitive and the dative markers mentioied above are attached are always
in the CS as can be observed in (5b) and (10). Now if the Construct
morphology was sufficient for the noun phrase to satisfy the Case
requirement on noun phrases ( be it the Case Filter or the Visibility
Hypothesis) there seems to be no reason why the Case-markers should
appear, and obligatorily so.
Another argument is the fact that the distinction made between the
Construct-marking categories and the non-Construct-marking categories
does not correspond to the distinction usually made between Case-marking
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categories and non-Case-marking categories. V is one of the most robust of
all Case-assigning categories, and yet it is a non-Construct-marking
category. Looking at this distinction from a different angle we can
formulate a further argument, namely, that noun phrases which are
governed by non-Construct-governors or are ungoverned (and these
include, remember, direct objects of the verb, preverbal subjects, and
topicalised and dislocated noun phrases) would all fail to satisfy the
Case-requirement. If the latter is understood In terms of the Case Filter
then all noun phrases which are either governed by a
non-Construct-governor or not governed at all would be excluded,
obviously wrongly. If, on the other hand, the Case-requirement is
understood in terms of the Visibility Hypothesis then It would mean that all
noun phrases in the FS, including the direct object of the verb, would be
unable to receive a theta role, again wrongly.
A further argument is the fact mentioned earlier that the Construct
system does not correspond, historicaly, to a Case system (Penchoen
(1973)), that is it has not evolved as a substitute for a Case system. To
these can be added the fact that in some dialects of Berber the class of
noun phrases that are required to be in the CS differs. For example, it has
been reported that in Taqbaylit, a dialect spoken in Algeria, even direct
objects of the verb are required to be in the CS.
Based on these arguments I will conclude, along with the traditional
Berberist grammarians, that the Construct system is independent of the
Case system and that it should be treated as such (for a similar conclusion
based on relatively different arguments see Guerasel (1987)). As a final
remark It is perhaps important Ø to point out the fact that CS/FS
alternation is disappearing from the speech of the younger generation, and
this is true not only for the Tarifit dialect but also for the Tacheihit
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dialect as has been reported by Boukous (1979). The Construct morphology
will not play a crucial role in the rest of this work except as a useful
diagnostic to determine the categorial nature of lexical items as well as the
underlying structures of certain constructions.
2.2.2. Verb morphology
2.2.2.1. Aspect
The basic verbal oppositions in Berber are aspectual. They mainly
involve the perfective and imperfective. However, verbs generally display
two more distinct Mood forms which are the aorist and the irrealis. The
four forms are articulated by intricate morphophonological variations which
affect the internal structure of verbs and are largely of a
non-concatenative nature. The following paradigm illustrates these
variations with respect to the verbs included which are by no means
representative of the whole paradigm In the language (cf.Guerssel (1986a))
(11)	 Aorist
at
ar
ngh
agh
Perfective
uf i/a
an/a
nghi/a
sghi/a
Imperfective
tt-af
tt-ar
nqq
as-gh
Irrealis
ufi
an
nghl/a
sghi/a
"Find'
"Return"
"kill"
"Buy"
The vowel alternation 	 is determined by the person feature, being the
third person vowel
The perfective and the iniperfective are the most heavily marked for
tense. Besides the aspectual information they carry they also convey
temporal information. The perfective form usually conveys the past while
the imperfective form conveys the present :
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(12) a. y-8gha iharkuen
3ms-buyPERF shoes
"He bought shoes."
b. y-ssagh iharkuan
3ms-buyIMP shoes
"He is buying/buys shoes."
The aorist is the least marked with respect to tense. Some linguists (e.g.
Penchoen (1973), Bentolila (1981)) have in fact treated it as the unmarked
form of the verb.
The aorist occurs typically In clauses which contaim the future tense
marker ad- (ad-clauses) :
(13) a. y-tush [ ad- y-sgh iharkusn I
3ms-want to- 3ms-buyAOR shoes
"He wants to buy shoes."
b. y-ggur ( ad- y-sgh iharkusn I
3ms-went to- 3ms-buyAOR shoes
"He went to buy shoes."
Note that the ad-clauses In these sentences correspond to infinitival
clauses in English and other languages. In fact control and purposive
clauses in Berber are invariably ad-clauses. These facts, along with others,
serve as the basis for the arguments in Ouhalla (1986b) that the aorist
form can be treated as a sort of inflected Infinitival of the type that is
reported to exist in European Portuguese (Raposo (1987)). The
function of ad- in these clauses would then be similar to the function of to
in English to-infinitives. The fact that ad-clauses convey the future tense
when used in non-control clauses (14a) and as root clauses (14b) can be
made to follow from Stowell's (1983) assumption that to-infinitives
do have a tense frame which conveys a possible future (see 2.3.4.1.
for details about this point) :
(14) a. y-nna qa [ ad- y-sgh iharkusn ]
3ms-said that to- 3ms-buyAOR shoes
"He said that he will/would buy shoes."
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b. ad- y-sgh Iharkuen dudshah
to- 3ms-buyAOR shoes tomorrow
"He will buy shoes tomorrow."
The lrrealis form, on the other hand, occurs typically in clauses with
the negation element ur- (ur-clauses) :
(15) a. ur- y-sgha iharkusn
NEG- 3ms-buyIRREA shoes
"He did not buy shoes."
b. ur- t-ufi umas
NEG- 3fs-findIRREA her brother
"She didn't find her brother."
As is shown by these examples the irrealis form by Itself, like the
perfective form, conveys the past. In order to have a negative present or
future tense reading it Is the Imperfective and aorist, respectively, forms
that are used as shown by the examples below :
(16) a. ur- y-ssagh iharkaun
neg- 3ms-IMP shoes
"He does not buy shoes."
b. ur- ad- y-sgh iharkusn
neg- to- 3ma-buyAOR shoes
"He will not buy shoes."
It seems that while the irrealis form can only be used in combination with
the negation element the negation element can be used in combination with
the imperfective and aorist forms, in addition to the Irrealis form.
It is clear that the aspectual/mood forms of the verbs in Berber carry
tense Information. The only form which does not seem to do so is the aorist
which we said above is a sort of infinitival form. However, the aorist can
only occur In combination with ad- which in a sense is a tense marker
beause It potentially conveys the future. While ad- is a morphologicaly
distinct element this Is not the case with the perfective, imperfective and
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irrealis where the tense information is built into the Internal structure of
verbs. In autosegmental terms one can assume that the four forms in (11)
are the result of a mapping process from a common root onto the four
prosodic templates which correspond to the four aspectual/mood forms (cf.
Guerssel (1986a)). If the mapping process is assumed to take place in the
lexicon, given its non-concatenative nature, then it would not be possible
to assume the existence of a syntactic tense feature/node in clauses, an
assumption that is necessary given the role that Tense plays in the syntax
(Ch*iisky (1981)). On the other hand, one can assume that the
aspectual/mood templates are base-generated under a separate tense node
as a sort of bound morpheme , and that the mapping process takes place
subsequent to raising of the root, also understood as a sort of bound
morpheme, to I.
The general framework adopted In this work certainly does not
disallow this possibility. The problem is that given that the process is not
a straightforwad affixational process it is not clear how It can be handled.
As a matter of fact it is not generally clear how the theory of morphology
adopted here can In general handle non-concatenative processes which are
typical of the Semitic languages. My personal opinion is that
non-concat.enative processes should not offer any major problems to the
theory if the consonantal roots and the vocalic tiers on which they are
mapped are assumed to be a special type of affixes which require to be
mapped onto certain specific templates to be interpretable in practicaly the
same way that affixes require to be attached to certain specific categories
to be interpretable. In other words, consonantal roots and vocalic tiers are
as morphologicafly dependent as orthodox affixes and therefore are subject
to the AP. The mapping process is performed by phonological rules which
apply subsequent to raising of the root to the TNS node in I. I will come
back to this point in more detail in the next chapter.
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2.2.2.2. Auxi1iry ila
The auxiliary verb ila "be" is used In combination with the main verb
mainly in sentences which involve temporal contrastiveness or antecedence
(17) a. ha/ill-n sghi-n lharkusn atchml xdl-gh
AuxPERF/AUXPERF-3p buyPERF-3p shoes when arrived-is
"They had already bought shoes when I arrived."
b. Ba/ill-n uggur-n rux-nnl
Aux-PERF/AuxPERF-3p goPERF-3p time-that
"They had left by that time."
c. ad- ill-n uggur-n rux-nni
to- AuxAOR-3p goPERF time-that
"They will have left by that time."
ila is also used as a main verb in constructions which correspond to
copular constructions in English (see 2.4.4. for a detailed discussion of
copular constructions) :
(18) a. y-lla gi- tendint
3ms-AuxIMP in- town
"He is,1 has been in the town."
b. ad- flu-n gi- tndint dudshsha
to- AuxAOR-3p in- town tomorrow
"They will be In town tomorrow."
The fact that ila infiects for agreement, is marked for aspect/mood, and can
function as a main verb implies that It is actually a verb and not just an
aspect/mood marker. I will therefore assume, for the present moment, that
, when used as an auxiliary or as a main verb Is base-generated under a
separate V node which heads a VP that Is separate from the VP headed by
the main verb (but see 2.4.4. for a radically different view).
The most striking of the properties of ha Is that it Inflects along with
the main verb In the same clause. In many languages, when both an
auriThiry and a main verb are present in a clause it is usually the auxiliary
that carries the agreement Inflection. This makes it possible to assume the
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presence of a single AGR element in the clause which is base-generated
under a node (I) that Is separate from the V node. This assumption clearly
runs into problems with respect to clauses like those in (16) where there
are two AGR elements. In order to get around this problem it is assumed in
Ouhalla (1986b) that the AGR element in Berber is not base-generated
separately under I but attached to the verb/auxiliary, a conclusion that
has been reached independently by Choe (1987) in relation to the Tamazight
dialect.
Because the process of affixation of the AGR element to the
verb/auxiliary takes place prior to D-structure there is in principle no
limit as to the number of AGR elements that can appear in a clause. The
complex V+AGR then raises to I in the syntax obligatorily in order to make
it possible for AGR to assign nominative to the subject, a process that
cannot take place from the D-structure position of V+AGR for lack of
rn-command. While this analysis is not Implausible I wifi not adopt it here
because it would conflict with some fundamental assumptions that will be
made later to account for I structure and the order of the verbal affixes in
relation to the verb. I will come back to this point in 2.2.3.4. For reference
the AGR paradigm in Berber is given here :
	
(19) Singular	 Plural
1. —gh
2. t—t	 2. t--m (masculine)
t—mt (feminine)
3. y— (masculine)	 3. —n (masculine)
t— (feminine)	 —nt (feminine)
It is clear from the paradigm that some AGR elements are prefixes, others
are suffixes, while some others consist of both a prefix and a suffix.
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2.2.3. Infi structure
2.2.3.1. InfI elements
The elements that are standardly assumed to occupy the I node are,
generally, AGH, tense (TNS), the negation element (NEG) and, In English,
Modals. Putting aside AGR for the moment let us consider TNS and NEG. We
saw above that past and present tense are conveyed as part of the
aspectual information of verbs. The future tense, however, is conveyed by
a morphologically distinct element which Is . One can assume that TNS
oppositions in Berber operate on the basis of the feature (+,- FUTURE] in
the same way that TNS oppositions in English are assumed to operate on
the basis of the feature [+,- PAST]. When the value of the TNS feature is
set positively It is realised as ad-. But when it is set negatively it implies
two possibilities (+,- (IM)PERFECTIVE]. Each of the two possibiites
Incorporated into this feature matrix is realised under the I node by the
corresponding vocalic trier, which we are assuming to be a special type of
affix. Taking the position of the future marker ad- as being indicative of
the position of TNS in the clause we now have to provide evidence that the
position held by ad- is really the I position.
One argument can be based on the general assumption that TNS is
base-generated under I, and, in a sense, plays a role In assigning Case to
the subject (Chomsky (1981)). TNS, therefore, has to be in a position from
which it can rn-command and govern the subject. The argument receives
further support from the fact mentioned earlier that ad-clauses in Berber
perform some of the functions that to-infinitives perform in English, with
ad- having a status similar to that of to. Since to is usually assumed to
occupy the I position the assumption that ad- also occupies the I position
becomes only natural. However, the best evidence that ad- occupies the I
position, however, comes from the facts of the distribution of citics in the
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language. Since a detailed study of the status of clitics and their
distribution is given in chapter 4 we will content ourselves for the moment
with a brief survey of their main distributional properties.
General)y, citics in Berber can only attach to head elements. Their
placement, however, is governed by a fairly rigid condition which can be
formulated as followa :
(20) Clitic Placement Condition (CPC)
Clitics must attach to the highest head element
In a clause.
What this condition says is that if the C position is filled with a
complementizer then the clitic must attch to it, and not to any other lower
head element in the clause such as the I elements. If, on the other hand,
the C position Is not fified then the citic must attach to the I elements,
and not to the verb. Finally, if the I position is not fified by any element
then the clitic attaches to the verb. The effects of the CPC can be
illustrated by the following examples 2 :
(21) a. u ay-as ghar- y-sgb-n iharkusn ?
who conip-for-him will- n-buy-n shoes
"Who will buy shoes for him ?"
b. tu ay- ghar-as y-sgh-n iharkusn
who comp- will-for-him n-buy-n shoes
c. *u ay- y-sgh-n-aa iharkusn ?
who comp- n-bought-n-for-him shoes
"Who bought shoes for him ?"
In (21a) the C position is fified by the complementizer a y- and the citic is
attached to It. (21b&c) are ungrammatical because the clitic is attached to
the TNS element ghar- in (21b) and to the verb in (21c) while the C
position Is filled
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With this much in mind let US consider the following examples :
(22) a. y-tush ad-as y-sgh iharkusn
3ms-wanta to-for-him 3ms-buy shoes
"He wants to buy him shoes."
b. y-nna qa ad-as y-sgh ihrkusn
3ms-said that to-for-him 3ma-buy shoes
"He said that he would/wifi buy him shoes."
c. *y-tush ad- y-sgh-as iharkusn
3mg-wants to- 3ms-buy-for-him shoes
d. *y-nna qa ad- y-sgh-aa iharkusn
3ms-said that to- 3ms-buy-for-him shoes
Now, (22c&d)) is, presumably, excluded for the same reasons that (21b&c)
above are, namely by the CPC. Assuming that this conclusion is correct,
ad- must be in a position that is higher in the clausal structure than the
position held by the verb and lower than the C position. This position is
not likely to be anything other than I.
Notice, however, that in example (22b) the citic Is attached to the
future marker despite the fact that the C position Is filled by a
complementizer. This is obviously in violation of the CPC as formulated in
(20) and the sentence should consequently be ill-formed, but it is not. The
fault lies with the formulation of the CPC. As a matter of fact chtics in
Berber generally attach to affixal elements only,so that the CPC should be
formulated in such a way that it specifies that the host of the clitic should
be an affixal element. This way the complementizer , but not the
wh-complementizer !Z, is excluded as a possible host, hence the fact that
example (22b) is well-formed3.
There exists in the language another future tense marker which is in
complementary distribution with ad-. This marker (ghar-) occurs only in
clauses which contain the wh-complementizer , clauses which we will
refer to in the rest of this work as operator-movement clauses (see Ouhalla
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(in preparation) for details) as in (21a) above. There lB a selectional
relationship between the wh-comp a y- and the I node in that a y- requires
I to be filled with ghar- Instead of ad- when the TNS frame of the clause
Is [+ FUTURE]. This selectional relationship is in a sense similar to the
corresponding selectional relationship between C and I that is known to
exist in English. While for requires I to be [- TNS] that requires it to be
[+TNS]. The fact that ghar- is in complementary distribution with ad-
implies that ghar- occupies the same position that ad- occupies, namely I.
Notice that the test of citicisation cannot be used in this respect to
confirm the conclusion that ghar- does occupy the I position, the reason
being that because ghar- occurs only in clauses which contain the wh-comp
the citic would never be allowed to attach to ghar- because of the CPC.
For this reason ghar- can never host a citic, unlike ad-.
The other potential candidate for the I position that we mentioned
above is the NEG element ur-. Examples ifiustrating its position with
respect to the verb and the other elements in the clause are in (15) above.
One may argue, as in the previous case, that because the negation element
is standardly assumed to be an I element the same can be assumed for
Berber. This conclusion can be supported by the argument that in order
for NEG to have scope over the whole clause in which It occurs and which
it negates it is natural for It to be in I because from this position it can
rn-command the whole IP projection, including the subject position. Further
support for the conclusion can be based on the linear order of ur- in
sentences like (16b) above which in addition to the verb also contain the
future marker Because ur- precedes , which we concluded is an I
element, in linear order, then ur- must hold the same position as ad-. This
position Is obviously the I position.
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The most important piece of evidence for this conclusion in the present
context, however, comes from the fact that, like ad-, ur- can also host a
clitic
(23) a. ur-as y-sgh iharkusn
NEG-for-him 3m g-bought shoes
"He didn't buy shoes for him."
b. ur-tn y-sgh i-Hummu
NEG-them 3ma-bought DAT-Hemmu
"He didn't buy them for Hemmu."
When ur- is present in a clause the clitic cannot attach to the verb,
implying that ur- is in a position that is higher in the structure than the
position occupied by the verb :
(24) a. *ur- y-sgh-as iharkusn
NEG- 3ms-bought-for-him shoes
b. tur- y-sgh-tn i-Hemmu
NEG 3ms-bought-them DAT-Hemmu
Although the evidence seems to be pretty clear with respect to the
elements discussed here It is not so for AGR. Unlike ad- and ur- AGH can
never host a clitic. This can be attributed for the moment to some
idiosyncratic property of AGR that prevents it from hosting a clitic. It
seems to be generally true, as is remarked in Ouhalla (1986b) and Choe
(1987), that AGR in Berber is more associated with the verb than with the I
elements, a property that differentiates it from the AGE in English, for
example, which does attach to the I elements, such as modals, when they
are present in the clause. This difference will be explained later in this
chapter where a more articulated I structure is suggested and a structural
distinction Is made between SVO languages such as English and VSO
languages such as Berber that wifi have direct bearing on the status of
AGE and its position inside the sentential structure.
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2.2.3.2. Standard analysis and problems
Assuming that AGR, like the NEG and TNS elements, Is also
base-generated under I a standard analysis of the structure of I in Berber
would assign it the following form :
(25) I
(NEG)	 TNS AGR
The order in which these elements appear under I is supposed to reflect
their order in relation to each other and to the verb. Any different order
necessarily results in il-formedness as shown by the following examples
(26) a. * ad- ur- y- agh iharkusn
TNS- NEG- AGR- buy shoes
"He will not buy shoes."
b. * ur- y- ad- sgh iharkusn
NEG- AGR- TNS- buy shoes
c. * y- ur- ad- sgh iharkusn
AGR- NEG- TNS- buy shoes
...etc. While the optionality of NEG is obvious the obligatoriness of TNS
isn't and therefore needs explanation.
In the discussion above TNS has been used to refer to the future
marker ad-. In present and past tense sentences, however, the latter
element does not appear. It could therefore be assumed that in these
sentences the TNS node is not base-generated, and therefore its presence
is optional just like that of NEG. Past and present, recall, are conveyed,
respectively, by the perfective and imperfective aspectual forms of the
verbs. Alternatively, one could assume, as we did above, that the aspectual
template is base-generated under I (TNS) and that the unmarked form of
the verb (i.e. the consonantal root), base-generated under V, is mapped
onto it subsequent to V-raising to I. In this case, however, it becomes
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difficult to talk about the order of TNS in relation to the other I elements
since the aspectual morphology is of a non-concatenative nature. Pending
further clarification let us assume the latter view, while pointing out that
this choice does not affect the ensuing discussion in any serious sense.
The standard analysis embodied by (25) raises a number of serious
problems which cast considerable doubt on Its viability. One such problem
is the fact that the order of elements in (25) is an extrinsically imposed
order. There seems to be no principled reason to prevent the generation of
a different order of the elements in question. In different terms, once the
verb has moved to I there is no reason why NEG instead of AGR, or TNS
instead of AGR should not attach to it first. In order to filter out the
undesirable orders an ad hoc principle Is required. An analysis that would
make the only attested order follow from general principles while at the
same time excluding all the other unattested orders on principled grounds
is, of course, to be favoured.
The rest of the problems with the standard analysis are better
formulated In terms of questions that remain unanswered. First, Why do
ditics attach to NEG obligatorily when NEG Is present and to TNS when NEG
is not present as exemplified by the following sentences?
(27) a. ur-tn ad- y- sgh
NEG-them TNS AGR- buy
"He will not buy them."
b. * ur- ad-tn y- sgh
NEG- TNS-them AGR buy
c. * ur- ad- y-tn sgh
NEG- TNS- AGR- buy
Secondly, Why do clitics never attach to AGR even when neither NEG nor
TNS (ad-) are present?
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(28) a.* y-tn sgha
AGR-them bought
"He bought them."
b. y-sghi-tn
AGR-bought-them
The facts of cliticisation are very revealing in this respect because they
imply clearly that there is a hierarchical relationship between the I
elements. The reason why ditics attach obligatorily to NEG when it is
present Is because NEG is In a higher position than TNS and AGR. The same
can be said about the obligatory cliticisation to TNS when NEG is not
present. As to why clitics never attach to AGR the answer could be that
AGR is never the highest node in the clause given that TNS is obligatory.
If we assume that the I elements are ordered hierarchically in relation to
each other and to the verb then the facts of cliticisation would follow
naturally from the structure postulated in combination with the CPO. We
turn to this point immediately.
2.2.3.3. An articulated In!! structure
On standard GB assumptions about • sentential structure and the
principles of X-bar theory a possible way of ordering the I elements
hierarchicaly Is to assume the following structure for I
(29) I'
I	 1'I	 r(NEG)	 I	 I'
TNS	 I	 VP
I
AGH	 V
The facts of cliticisation now follow without stipulation. NEG is the highest
node, hence the f4ct that clitics must attach to it obligatorily. When MEG is
not present its I' level does not project, thus leaving TNS in the highest
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position, hence the fact that citics must attach to it when NEG is not
present. The fact that TNS is obligatory explains why citics never attach
to AGR since AGR is never the highest node.
Although the structure in (29) accounts for the facts of cliticisation it
falls short of accounting in a principled way for a number of other facts
pertaining to the order of the I elements in relation to V. Presumably, the
correct order can be derived from the structure in (29) if the verb is
assumed to move stepwise, that is to AGR, then to TNS and finally to NEG.
Direct movement to TNS or to NEG would yield the wrong order. The
principle that is likely to prevent such movement is obviously the
IIMC/ECP. Notice, however, that the HMC/ECP would be applicable to (29)
only if the elements in question are separated from each other by maximal
projections since only maximal projections can be barriers to movement. The
nodes that separate the I elements in (29) are single-bar projections and
therefore cannot function as barriers to movement. In addition, it is not
clear whether one can assume the existence of a theta-marking relationship
between the I elements and the single-bar projections they dominate, a
relationship that is crucial for the operation of the HMC/ECP, the
underlying assumption being that only maximal projection can be
theta-marked.
Given this there seems to be no principle that could prevent the verb
from moving across AGR and TNS to NEG or across AGR to TNS, thus
yielding the wrong order. Although in some cases the structures that would
be derived from this type of movement would be excluded independently,
by the AP, for example, since AGR, or AGR and TNS, which are affixes,
would be left without a carrier in violation of the AP, there are other cases
where this would not be the case. These are the cases where AGE is a
suffix such as gj (lsg). One could wonder why TNS (ad-) and AGR cannot
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attach to each other to satisfy the AP.
The structure required is obviously one where what we have been
calling I elements are separated each from the other by a maximal
projection. To this effect I will assume that NEG, TNS and AGR are heads In
the sense of X-bar theory, and that each one of them heads a separate
maximal projection in the following fashion :
(30)	 NEGP
(Spec) NEG'
NEG	 TNSP
(Spec) TNS'
TNS	 AGRP
(Spec) AGR'
AGR	 VP
vi
I will assume further that there is a (functional) thematic relationship
between these heads and the maximal projections they govern, that is NEG
theta-marks TNSP and TNS theta-marks AGRP and AGR theta-marks VP. NEG,
TNS and AGR, however, do not L-mark the maximal projections they govern
because they are non-lexical categories. As Is assumed in Chomsky (1986b)
functional heads can only L-mark their complements if a lexical category
moves up to them.
The combination of these assumptions yields the correct results with
respect to the order of NEG, TNS and AGR in relation to the verb as well
as the facts of diticisation. Given the structure in (30) any attempt to
move the verb to NEG across AGH and TNS or to TNS across AGR would
necessarily result in a violation of the HMC/ECP since the movement would
involve the crossing of a non-L-marked maximal projection. Notice that this
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movement is excluded regardless of whether the head elements crossed over
are affixal or not. A stepwise movement, however, does not result in a
violation of the RMC/ECP since each step voids the barrierhood of the
maximal projection crossed. By moving V to AGR the latter becomes an
L-marker, thus voiding the VP barrier, and by moving the complex [AGR+V]
to TNS the latter also becomes an L-marker, thus voiding the AGRP barrier,
and so on
(31) NfGP
NEG'
NEG	 TNSP
tTNS,TNSAGRP
ALL'
AGR	 VP
I
The facts of diticisation also follow in a straightforward manner. In a
structure like (30) the clitic has to attach to NEG because NEG is the
highest head element in the clause. When MEG is absent, that is in
affirmative clauses, I will simply assume that its node does not project,
thus leaving TNS the highest head position in the clause :
(32) TI1ISP
TNS'
TNS	 AGRP
AGR'
AGH	 VP
I
V
The fact that citics never attach to AGR follows from the fact that AGR is
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never the highest head element because AGR is selected by TNS which we
will assume projects obligatorily. We will see later that TNS is an essential
element in sentential clauses, that Is clauses which make complete
sentences.
What the idea underlying (30) amounts to Is a rejection of the standard
assumption that I exists as a category and consequently that it Is the head
of the sentential clause. Within the proposed system I haa no categorial
status except as a convenient cover term for the functional heads. Also, the
maximal projection of what used to be the S/IP Is not a fixed category
anymore. In negative sentences It is NEGP as in (30) while in affirmative
sentences It is TNSP as in (32). In fact we will see later that this maximal
projection also differs from language to language, a fact that will be shown
to account for surface word order variations involving the subject.
Talking about the subject one might wonder where its position in the
structures in (30) and (32) is. Assuming, as Is standardly the case, that
the subject is assigned Case by AGR through coindexation (Spec-head
agreement) the obvious position for the subject is the Spec of AGRP. As to
the Spec of TNSP and NEGP one could assume that they simply don't
project when not needed, specifiers being generally optional elements. This
assumption obviously needs clarification with respect to the Extended
Projection Principle. We will come back to this issue later in 2.3.2.
The postulation of the structure in (30) is necessary in order to
account for the facts of the order of NEG, TNS and AGR in relation to each
other and to the verb, as well as the facts of citicisation, both of which
imply that inflectional elements should be ordered hierarchically. In a sense
the structure in (30) Is also forced by the theoretical apparatus adopted,
in particular the HMC/ECP, since we saw above that in order to derive the
correct orders we must assume that the inflectional elements are separated
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from each other by a maximal projection. The theoretical and empirical
viability of the structure in (30) will be vindicated later when word order
variations across languages, in particular SVO v VSO, are discussed in
detail. It will receive further vindication as the work progresses and other
phenomena are brought under scrutiny4.
2.2.3.4. Auxilbiry fin revisited
In order to have some idea about how the postulated structure
accounts for certain facts that the standard I-analysis fails to account for
adequately let us turn to the property mentioned earlier and ifiustrated by
the examples in (16), namely, that the auxiliary verb in Berber appears
inflected for TNS and AGR along with the main verb. Under the I-analysis
this fact is problematic in an obvious sense, since the I-analysis postulates
the presence of a single I node which includes a single TNS element and a
single AGR element as illustrated by the structure in (18) above. Under the
proposed analysis the auxiliary verb and the main verb can be assumed to
acquire their TNS and AGR inflections from separate nodes through
head-movement as follows :
(33) TNSP
TNS'
AGR,
JkJ
V TNSP
AtX 	 TNS'
TNS	 AGRP
,
AGR	 VP
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The Berber auxiliary verb selects a TNSP, unlike the auxiliary verb in
English, for example, which one can assume selects a VP. AUX acquires its
inflection by moving to the AGR and TNS nodeø most closely dominating it
and the main verb acquires ita inflection by moving to the AGR and TNS
nodes most closely dominating it. The process is obviously a head-to-head
movement motivated by the AP since both AGR and TNS are affixal.
Given that there are two AGR nodes one might wonder what could
prevent the base-generation of two distinct subjects for a single clause.
The Case requirement certainly wouldn't exclude the possibility in this case
because two Cases are available. The possibility would be excluded by the
theta-criterion, however, since given that there Is usually only one external
theta-role available one of the two subjects would fail to be assigned a
theta-role. This, however, would not be the case if that subject is a
pleonastic element, an expletive pro since Berber does not have overt
expletives. I will come back to this issue later.
Before I leave this discussion I would like to point out a fact that
probably requires a revision of the structure in (33) as well as the
assumption that TNS and ASP in Berber occupy the same node. Consider
the following examples :
(34) a. ad-ili-n uggur-n rux-nni
to-AUX AOR-AGR(3p) go-PERF-AGR(3p) time-that
"They will have left by that time."
b. *ad-ili-n ad-uggur-n rux-nni
to-AUX AOR-AGR( 3p) to-goAOR-AGR ( 3p) time-that
Given the structure in (33) which includes two TNS nodes there seems to
be no reason why (34b) should be excluded. What the two examples in (34)
demonstrate clearly is that while both verbs are marked for aspect/mood
there is only one TNS element in the clause. This fact implies that TNS and
ASP are probably two distinct elements which head two different maximal
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projections. It seems that while there may be two ASP nodes in a clause
there may be only one single TNS node.
2.3. Sentential structure
2.3.1. Against a directionality parameter
In recent years there has been a growing conviction among many
linguists that the surface order of sentences in VSO languages should be
derived from an underlying SVO order instead of these sentences being
assigned a flat structure. This conviction came largely as a result of works
such as Anderson and Chung (1977), Stephens (1982), McCloskey (1983), and
Sproat (1985), among others, which show clearly that VSO languages must
be assumed to have a VP node just like SVO languages. The obvious
question that this conclusion prompts is, given that both SVO and VSO
languages have a similar base-structure what determines their basic
surface orders? Whatever the nature of the determining factor in this case
is, it would represent the parameter which if set in a certain way would
yield an SVO language and if set in a different way would yield a VSO
language. This parameter was provided in Koopman (1983), Travis (1984)
and	 Sproat	 (1985)	 and	 came	 to	 be	 known	 as	 the
"directlonaiity-of-Case-assignment parameter" or
	 simply as
	 "the
directionality parameter" as we will call It in this work5.
The idea behind the directionality parameter is that VSO languages
differ from SVO languages in that the directionality of Case-assignment in
VSO languages is strictly and uniformly to the right while in SVO
languages it is not. In SVO languages the subject can receive its Case from
AGH in I which is to the right, while in VSO languages it cannot because
Case-assignment in these languages can only operate rightward. In order
for the subject to receive Case, I has to move to a position which precedes
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the subject position. This process, however, yields the ISVO order which is
not the order sought, so an extra assumption is needed in order to
motivate V-fronting and derive the I+VSO order. This assumption has been
that I by itself cannot assign Case, it needs to be morphologically
supported by a lexical category to be able to do so, hence the necessity of
V-movement to I. Among the analyses based on the directionality parameter
for deriving the SVO surface order are Sproat (1985) for the Celtic
languages, Choe (1987) for Berber, and Fassi Fehri (1987) for Arabic6.
One Interesting prediction that Sproat's analysis makes is that when I
is infinitival the only order possible should be SVO since in this case
there would be no reason for I to move to the front and, consequently, for
the verb to follow it. The subject in the infinitival clauses must receive
Case from a different source. That the prediction is correct is shown by
the following examples from Welsh where the subject of the infinitival
clause is assigned Case by a prepositional complementizer (but see 2.3.4.2.
below for a different analysis for (35b))
(35) a. Disgwyliais i [ yr ennilla Sian I
	
(Harlow (1981))
expected-is I that would-win-3s John
"I expected that John would win."
b. Disgwyliais i ( i Si2,n ennill I
expected-is I for John to win
"I expected for John to win."
Notice that the directionality parameter in question reduces to the
presence v absence of a restriction on the directionality of Case-assignment
by I which is a non-lexical category. In SVO languages I can presumably
assign Case both rightward and leftward (or perhaps only leftward)
whereas in VSO languages I can assign Case rightward only. The strictly
rightward Case-assignment by lexical categories, however, is the same in
both types of languages since they both are head-initial languages. Because
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complements always follow their heads, Case-assignment is always to the
right. Therefore, there is no need to stipulate a directionality parameter
for the lexical categories, the restriction follows from the head parameter of
X-bar theory. Having said that, the idea that transpires is that the
directionality parameter in question seems to be associated with I, more
precisely with the AGR element of I.
The idea that parametrisation is associated with lexical items has been
suggested in the literature, in particular in Manzinl & Wexler (1987) in the
form of the Lexical Parametrisation Hypothesis, but the fact that I is a
non-lexical category, and more seriously the fact that AGR Is generally
assumed to be no more than a bundle of features, makes it difficult to
imagine the possibility of a parameter associated with AGR/I. Moreover,
unlike lexical cateogries AGR/I assigns Case via coindexation which is
generally assumed to be governed not by directionality but by the
structural notion of rn-command.
In addition to what has been mentioned the analyses based on the
directionality parameter suffer from other serious theoretical and empirical
defects. Sproats analysis, for example, suggests that I-fronting is a
process of daughter-ad junction under S (IP). Within the restricted
theoretical apparatus adopted here this process is obviously not allowed.
We therefore have to reinterpret the process as a movement to C,
apparently the only possibility allowed by the theory and the structure
adopted for the sentence. We also have to assume that the verb does not
join I In C after I has moved to C, because in this case movement of the
verb would violate the HMC/ECP since it would cross over I which is filled
by the trace of I. In order to observe the restriction imposed by the
HMC/ECP on head-movement processes the verb must be assumed to move
to I first and that it is the complex [I+(V]] which results from this
movement that moves to C.
	
This process would yield the following
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S-structure where the inflected verb precedes the subject :
(36) (CP (C' [I+V]j [IP Spec [I' 	 [VP tj NP 1]]J]
Having said that it is plausible to make the natural assumption that
movement to C implies that the C position should be empty or, as we will
see later in this work, filled by an affixal complementizer. However, it Is
quite common for VSO clauses to be embedded under a non-affixal
complementizer
(37) a. y-nna [ qa t-sgha Munat iharkusn I
	
(Berber)
3ms-said that 3fs-bought Munat shoes
"He said that Munat bought shoes."
b. Disgwyliais i [ yr ennillai Sian I
	
(Welsh: Harlow (1981))
expected-is I that would-win-3s John
"1 expected that John would win."
That the Berber complementizer is not affixal is shown by the fact that
it defines a stress domain by itself, as well as as the fact, briefly
mentioned earlier, that it can never host a dlitic despite its position as the
highest head element in the clause.
Another empirical respect in which Sproat5 analysis breaks down is
the failure to account for Grennberg's (1963) Universal 6 which states that
VSO languages generally have an alternative SVO order illustrated here by
the following examples from Berber and Arabic, respectively
(38) a. t-sgha Munat iharkuan
3fs-bought Munat shoes
"Munat bought shoes."
b. Munat t-sgha iharkuan
Munat 3fs-bought shoes
"Munat bought shoes."
(39) b. y-nna [ qa Munat t-sgha iharkusn ]
	
(cf. (37a))
3ms-said that Munat Ms-bought shoes
"He said that Munat bought shoes."
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(40) a. ?ishtara-t Mariam-u sayyaarat-an
bought-3fs Mariam-NOM car-ACC
"Mariam bought a car."
b. Marlam-u ?ishtara-t sayyaarat-an
Mariam-NOM bought-3fs car-ACC
"Mariam bought a car."
(41) a. qaal-a I ?lshtara-t Mariam-u sayyaarat-an
said-he bought-3fs Mariam-NOM car-ACC
"He said that Mariam bought a car."
b. qaal-a ( ?inna Mariam-a ?ishtara-t sayyaarat-an
said-he that Maria-ACC bought-3fs car-ACC
"He said that Mariam bought a car."
The minimal assumption that one can make in this respect is that SVO
clauses in VSO languages are instances of subject-topicalisation, a fairly
standard assumption among linguists who have worked on VSO languages.
In Berber, for example, it is demonstrated in Shlonsky (1987a) and in
Ouhalla (in preparation), among others, that "topicalisation" does not
involve movement. "Topicalised" subjects are base-generated in their
CP-perlpheral position and are coindexed with a resumptive pro occupying
the subject position and identified by the AGH inflection. Topicalised
objects, on the other hand, are also coindexed with a resumptive clitic
whose presence is obligatory. The same seems to be true for Arabic (Fassi
Fehri (1984) & (1987)).
Having said that, it Is clear in what sense the sentences in (39b)) and
(41b) are problematic for Sproat analysis. Because of the assumed
restriction on the directionality of Case-assignment by I, [I+(V]] must be in
C in these sentences where AGH of I can assigfl Case to the subject.
However, besides the fact that the C position is already filled by a
complementizer there is a noun phrase (the preverbal subject) separating
the inflected verb from the complementizer, thus implying that the inflected
verb cannot be in the C position. Moreover, it is hard to see what sort of
position the preverbal subject is occupying given that the assumed
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structure (36) simply does not provide for It7.
There are a number of other problems, both theoretical and empirical,
which face the analyses based on the directionality parameter, but we will
content ourselves here with what has been mentioned above. Obviously, an
analysis which makes the SVO and VSO orders follow from general and
independently motivated properties of the SVO and VSO languages without
having to postulate the existence of a directionality parameter, and at the
same time accounts in a principled fashion for the empirical problems
pointed out above Is to be favoured. The directionality of Case-assignment
by lexical categories is determined by the head parameter of X-bar theory
and therefore need not be assumed to be regulated by a special
extrinsically imposed constraint. It is only natural to assume that the
directionality of Case-assignment of the subject also follows from some
general property, namely the Spec-head agreement relation which, being a
relation of coindexation, is not regulated by directionality but the
structural condition of rn-command. Below I wifi propose an analysis which
seeks to do exactly that. The viability of the analysis will be strengthened
by the fact that it makes use of the conclusion reached above with respect
to the articulated structure of I. A number of other as yet mysterious
properties will also be shown to fall out naturally. As a first step I would
like to discuss the thematic structures of verbs and how they can possibly
be structurally encoded at D-structure and at other levels of analysis.
2.3.2. ThematIc domains and predication
Following a number of recent studies ( Kitagawa (1984), Koopman and
Sportiche (1986), Kuroda (1985), Fukui (1986), among others) I will assume
that the subject of sentences is base-generated in the Spec position of the
predicate VP and is then raised to the Spec of IP/AGRP in the following
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fashion :
(42)	 AGRP
-1,Speck	 AGR
AGRj	 VP
The principle that motivates the movement is the Case requirement on noun
phrases. In its D-structure poeition the subject cannot receive Case either
from the verb or from AGR. Although the verb does rn-command the Spec of
VP it does not govern it because the Spec is on the lefthand side of the
verb. Given that Case-assignment operates under government the verb
cannot assign Case to the Spec of VP. Notice that even if it was possible
for the verb to govern the Spec of VP we should prevent the verb from
assigning Case to It because the Case that would presumably be assigned
by the verb is the accusative Case, I.e. the wrong Case.
AGH on the other hand cannot assign Case to the Spec of VP because
AGR assigns Case via coindexation, and AGR and the Spec position of VP
are not coindexed. Notice that the assumption here is that Spec-head
agreement is a formal relationship which operates between the head AGR
and Its Spec position which may be empty at the D-structure level. That is
coindexatlon operates between AGR and the Spec of AGRP position
regardless of whether the Spec position is filled or not. Obviously, the
element that would fifi the coindexed Spec position would have to have
grammatical features that are identical to the features contained in AGR.
Case-assignment operates only if there is a perfect match of features
between AGR and the subject. Alternatively, one can assume, along with
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Borer (1986), that Case-assignment by AGR is in itself a manifestation of
the agreement relationship between AGR and the subject8.
As Is pointed out in Kuroda (1986), by assuming that the subject
originates in the Spec of VP we overcome one of the long standing
theoretical defects in the handling of the principles of X-bar theory,
namely that the Spec of VP position never seems to play any role
whatsoever In sentential structure. In addition, we simplify the notion of
the structural encoding of the thematic structure of lexical categories.
Within the framework proposed the thematic domain of a lexical head
corresponds structuraly to the rn-command domain of that lexical head. That
is, all the arguments bearing the theta roles associated with a lexical head
are contained at D-structure (and at S-structure and LF through traces),
within the maximal projection of that lexical head. The single-bar domain is
the domain of the head and its complements, that is the domain of the head
and its internal arguments, while the Spec position is the domain of the
external argument. From this point of view the expression "external
argument" refers to the argument that is external to the complement domain
of the lexical head. In this sense 'external argument would correspond to
any argument that Is theta-marked but not strictly subcategorised for by
the lexical head. A lexical head directly theta-marks its complements but
only indirectly theta-marks its specifier. COnsequently, the lexical head
theta-governs its complement but not Its specifier, assuming that
theta-government requires direct theta-marking (cf. Chomsky (1986b))9'l°.
Notice that the process of external theta role assignment suggested
here differs fundamentally from the quite standard assumption that the
subject is assigned a theta role via predication, that is as a consequence
of predicate-subject linking". I believe that external theta role assignment
and predicate-subject linking are two different processes which should be
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kept distinct from each other. The predicate-subject linking process does
not make reference to theta roles as is well known from the fact that the
subject does not have to be an argument as in the following examples from
Chomeky (1986a)
(43) a. It is raining
b. I expect there to be rain
c. Its having rained surprised me
d. It seems that there will be rain tomorrow
Moreover, predicate-subject linking is a process which operates between a
predicate and a structural subject regardless of whether an external
theta-role is available. Thus, in Italian constructions with postverbal
subjects (see Rlzzi (1982) and Chomsky- (1986a)), for example,
predicate-subject linking operates between VP and the expletive pro
subject even though there is an external theta role available. It also
applies between a VP and a pleonastic subject in sentences where there is
no external theta role available as in the examples in (43).
Predicate-subject linking applies between two syntactic constituents and is
blind as to whether the subject is an argument with a theta role or not.
The notion of predication has two aspects, one is purely syntactic and
the other is semantic. The semantic aspect of predication follows from
Chomsky (1986a) 's principle of Full Interpretation (Fl). Every predicate in
a sentence must be linked to a subject in order for the predicate to be
licensed, that is in order for it to receive an interpretation at LF. The
subject in this case must be an argument with a theta role, since
expletives do not receive any semantic interpretation. The syntactic aspect
of predication , however, does not follow from the principle of Fl. It
requires predicates to be linked to a formal subject in the syntax (cf.
Rothstein (1983)) as a condition of syntactic licensing. A formal subject can
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be an argument with a theta role or an expletive as in the examples in
(43). In constructions where an external theta role is available the licensing
subject usually (though not always) carries that theta role, or if it Is an
expletive, Is linked to an argument which carries that external theta role.
On the other hand, in constructions where no external theta role is
available the licensing subject Is necessarily an expletive element.
Expletives make no contribution to semantic interpretation and therefore
are eliminated at LF (cf. Chomsky (ibid)). Both these aspects of predication
have traditionally been expressed in the form of the Extended Projection
Principle.
It is not difficult to see how these notions can be incorporated into the
system outlined above. In constructions where an external theta role is
available the argument bearing that theta role Is structurally realised
under the Spec of VP at D-structure. In this position the external
argument cannot receive Case, so it has to move to the Spec of AGRP where
It can receive Case. In this position the external argument serves as a
licensing subject for the predicate in the syntax and at LF. In
constructions where no external theta role is availabe an (overt) expletive
is inserted under the Spec position of AGRP to serve as a formal licensing
subject in the syntax. In constructions where there is an external theta
role borne by an argument that is not occupying the Spec of AGRP, such
as there is a unicorn in the garden, the expletive element Is inserted
under the Spec of AGRP position again to serve as a formal licensing
subject in the syntax. At LF the expletive is eliminated as a result of a
movement of the postverbal subject to the Spec of AGRP position. In that
position the subject serves as a licenser for the predicate as required by
the principle of Fl.
One of the consequences of the analysis suggested above discussed in
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Fukui (1986) is that the distinction between A/A'-positions and
ê/øf.positions is eliminated completely. A-positions have traditionally been
defined as the positions in which an argument can appear at D-structure.
The subject position (Spec of IP) is therefore an A-position. It is also a
0-position in construtions with active non-raising predicates. In passive
and raising constructions, however, it is a 0position since It Is the target
of movement given that movement Is possible only to 0positions, a
consequence of the definition of movement-chain. In the system proposed,
however, there is a total overlap between 0-positions and A-positions. The
positions in which an argument can appear at D-structure are all and only
the positions which are assigned a theta role. It follows that all movements,
including that of the subject from the Spec of VP to the Spec of AGRP, are
to 0positions. Consequently, all movement chains are Achains, and in a
sense the definition of chain follows in its entirety.
The fact that movement of the subject from the Spec of VP to the Spec
of AGRP 18 movement to an A-position apparently looks problematic If one
hangs on to the assumption that only wh-traces are A'-bound. For a start
it is not clear that binding condition A is at all relevant to NP-traces. As
is argued in Ouhaila (in preparation) the only principle that seems to
govern the distribution of NP-traces is the ECP. As a matter of fact, one
can already sense this approach in Barriers where Chomsky avoids an
analysis of NP-traces in terms of binding in favour of an analysis in terms
of the ECP. In addition, in the system proposed here the A/A-binding
distinction simply does not exist in relation to traces. Since all movements
are to A-positions it follows, trivially, that all traces, whether they are
NP-traces or Wh-traces, are A'-bound.
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2.3.3. Word order and the Mirror Principle
2.3.3.1. Mirror Principle
Baker (1985) makes the interesting observation that the order in which
affixes appear in relation to a host, in particu]ar the verb, reflects the
order of the application of the corresponding morphosyntactic processes
which attach those affixes to the host. He encodes this observation in a
principle which he refers to as the Mirror Principle and formulates as
follows :
(44) The Mirror Principle (MP)
Morphological derivations must directly reflect syntactic
derivations (and vice versa).
To illustrate the effect of the generalisation made by the MP consider the
following abstract example : ...Mfix2+Affixl+V... The MP implies that the
morphosyntactic process which attaches Affix1 to the verb precedes, that is
applies prior to, the process which attaches Affix2.
To illustrate with concrete examples let us consider the following
sentences from Chamorro cited in Baker (ibid)
(45) a. paralu#fan-s-in-aolak I famagu'un gi as tata-n-nlha
irr-3pS-pl-pass-spank the children obi father-their
"The children are going to be spanked by their father."
b. hu#na'-fan-otchu siha
asS -caus-pl-eat them
"I made them eat."
The affix fan- occurs only with plural subjects. In (45a), where the order
of affixes is fan-passive-stem, the affixation of fan- follows the affixation of
the passive morpheme because fan- agrees with the derived subject. In
(45b), where the order is causative-fan-stem, the affixation of fan-
precedes the affixation of the causative morpheme because here fan- agrees
with the subject prior to the process of causativisation. Baker argues that
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fan- affixation and agreement-checking are parallel processes which apply
prior to causativisati.on and subsequent to passivisation. The order in
which the agreement, causative, and passsive affixes appear In relation to
the verb stem reflects the order in which the corresponding
morphosyntactic processes of agreement, causativisation and passivisation
apply.
It is clear that the generalisation captured by the Ml' makes sense only
within a theory of morphology such as the one adopted in this work, that
is a theory that allows for maximum interaction between the rules of
morphology and the rules of syntax. Morphological and syntactic derivations
are assumed to be isomorphic, in the sense that the morphological
processes and their corresponding syntactic processes must match, if they
don't the derivation would be ruled out under the generalisation made by
the MP.
After having introduced the MP I would like to demonstrate how it
gives us an interesting insight into sentential structure and the
croeslinguistic typological differences involving surface word order. More
concretely, I will argue that the order of the TNS and AGH affixes with
respect to the verb reflects directly the position of those elements in the
sentential structure, and, consequently, determine the order of the subject
with respect to the verb. It will turn out that the difference between SVO
languages and VSO languages reduces to the fact that in SVO languages
the AGR element follows the TNS element in relation to the verb whereas in
VSO languages it precedes the TNS element in relation to the verb.
2.3.3.2. VSO languages
Structure (30) which we constructed earlier for Berber negative
sentences reflects the order of the NEG, TNS and AGR affixes in relation to
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each other and to the verb. We assumed that the process of affixation of
these elements to the verb is the result of a stepwise movement process of
the verb dictated by the HMC/ECP. Ignoring for the moment the NEG
element let us consider the order derived as a result of V-movement to AGR
and TNS and subject movement to Spec of AGRP
(46) ad-y-sgh Hemmu iharkusn
will(TNS)-3ma(AGR)-buy Hemmu shoes
"Hemmu will buy shoes."
(47) TNSP
Spec TNS'
TNS	 AGRP
I
ad-	 Spec1 AGR'
U 3d Spec
AGRi	 VP
Hemmu	 V	 NP
	
sgh	 iharkusn
(47) Is the structure underlying the sentence In (46). For AGR and TNS to
satisfy the AP the verb has to move up to attach to them, assuming that
downward movement of TNS and AGR is excluded for the same reason that
downward movement processes are excluded in generaL In its movement up
the verb cannot cross over AGR to move directly to TNS because that
would constitute a violation of the HMC/ECP. At S-structure the verb ends
up under TNS. The subject Heinmu, on the other hand, moves up to the
Spec of AGRP to receive Case since it cannot receive It in its D-structure
position for reasons discussed above.
Evidence for the assumption that the VSO order in VSO languages is
the consequence of the fact that the AGR element In these languages
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precedes the TNS element in relation to the verb in sentential structure
can be derived from other VSO languages such as Standard Arabic and
Chamorro below (more examples from the Celtic languages will be discussed
later)
(48) sa-y-ashtarii Zayd-un sayyaarat-an
	 (Standard Arabic)
will(TNS)-3ms(AGR)-buy Zayd-NOM car-ACC
"Zayd wifi buy a car."
(49) Para ufan-maigu'	 (Chamorro : Chung (1983))
fut(TNS) 3p(AGR)-sleep
"They are going to sleep."
Both Standard Arabic and Chamorro, along with Berber and the Celtic
languages, are standard examples of VSO languages in the literature. In all
these languages the TNS element follows the AGR element in relation to the
verb, thus reflecting the fact that the TNS element is hierarchically higher
in the sentential structure, a fact that we established earlier on the quite
independent grounds of diticisation in Berber. At S-structure the canonical
position of the subject is the Spec of AGRP where it receives Case from
AGR via coindexation. This position is structurally lower than the TNS
position, hence the linear VSO order. Viewed as such the surface VSO order
falls out as a consequence of the structure based on the generalisation
made by the MP, and, with respect to Berber, the facts of citicisation as
well. Recall that clitics in Berber never attach to the AGR element, a fact
that follows from the conclusion that AGR is never the highest head element
in the clause since TNS, whose presence we assume to be obligatory in
every sentential clause, is always higher than AGR, Berber being a VSO
language.
In addition to what has been mentioned the proposed analysis provides
a straightforward explanation for a well known property of VSO languages
which we referred to earlier as Greenberg 's Universal 6, namely, that in
addition to the basic VSO order VSO languages generally have an
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alternative SVO order both in matrix and embedded clauses. Assuming that
all maximal projections may take aubjects the Spec of TNSP in (47) Is the
obvious location for the preverbal subject. In this position the subject
precedes the verb and follows the complementizer, hence the possibility,
illustrated by examples (39) & (41b), that an SVO clause can be embedded
under a complementizer, a possibility that is excluded by any analysis
which assumes V-movement to C.
Using the SVO alternative of the sentence in (46) for illustration (50a),
the structure of SVO clauses is expected to look like the one below
(50) a. Hemmy ad-y-sgh iharkusn
Hemmu will(TNS)-3ms(AGR)-buy shoes
"Hemmu will buy shoes."
b.	 TNSP
Spec TNS'
Hemmu TNS
	 AGRP
I
ad-	 Speck	 AGR'
AGR	 VP
I	 Spec V'
ihirkusn
Evidence that the subject in this case Is not governed by AGR comes from
the fact mentioned earlier that preverbal subjects are never in the CS
form. AGR, recall, is a Construct-governor. If AGR did govern the preverbal
subject the latter would be required to be in the CS form.
There are a number of questions that need to be answered with
respect to the structure in (50). First, Is the preverbal subject moved from
the Spec of VP position or base-generated in the Spec of TNSP? Second, if
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the subject is moved from the Spec of VP does the movement pass through
the Spec of AGRP? Third, if the subject is base-generated In its surface
position what elements, if any, occupy the Spec of VP at D-structure and
the Spec of AGRP at S-structure ?
Let us consider first the option that the subject is base-generated in
the Spec of VP and then raised to the Spec of TNSP. There are two ways
the movement can operate via Spec of AGRP or directly. What is at stake
here, obviously, is the ECP. VP and AGRP are both potential barriers to
movement because they are not L-marked. However, their barrierhood is
voided subsequent to V-movement which we are assuming operates
obligatorily under the AP. The subject can therefore move to the Spec of
TNSP position either directly or through the Spec of AGRP without causing
an ECP violation.
The question then is whether the intermediate step, that is movement
to the Spec of AGRP, is necessary. One possibility could be that the
subject has to move to the Spec of AGRP to pick up Case. However, this
possibility is excluded by the fact that the preverbal subject can appear
bearing a non-nominative 'Case assigned by an outside governor as in
example (41b) from SA where the preverbal subject bears an accusative
Case assigned by the complmentizer ?inna. Similar examples can be found in
Berber as well. In the following examples the preverbal subject is as8igned
accusative by the matrix verb ifiustrated clearly in (51b) by the fact that
it can be replaced by an accusative citic
(51) a. ufi-n ( Hemmu y-sgha iharkusn ]
found-3p Remmu 3ms-bought shoes
"They found that Hemmu has bought shoes."
b. ufi-n-t ( y-sgha iharkusn ]
found-3p-himACC 3ms-bought shoes
"They found that he has bought shoes."
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On the basis of these facts we can conclude that the subject does not
move, If it moves at all, through the Spec of AGRP position.
As a matter of fact it is a common belief among linguists (cf. Fassi
Fehrj (1984)&(1987), Guerssel (1986b), among others) who have worked on
VSO languages that preverbal subjects do behave like topicalised elements
in a number of respects, among them the fact just mentioned. Assuming
this belief to be essentially correct we can conclude that the preverbal
subject does not move from the Spec of VP since topicalisation, at least in
Berber, Is not a movement process, a fact that was pointed out earlier in
this chapter and is discussed at length in Ouhalla (in preparation).
"Topicalised" elements are base-generated in their surface structure
positions and are linked to thematic positions inside the clause. This
linking guarantees an interpretation for the topicalised elements under the
principle of Fl.
Having concluded that the preverbal subject is base-generated in the
Spec of TNSP the question that we need to answer now is, What is the
nature of the element which is base-generated In the Spec of VP and
which, presumably, serves as the receiver of the external theta role of the
verb? This element can be assumed to be the pronominal empty category
pro. There are two options with respect to pro, argumental and expletive.
Given that pro must be linked to the preverbal subject under the principle
of Fl, and given that there is only one external theta role available it is
tempting to conclude that pro should be expletive and not argumental. pro
could then be assumed to receive the external theta role and transmit it to
the preverbal subject, thus forming with it a sort of expletive-argument
chain or perhaps CHAIN as in Chomsky (1986a)). In order to satisfy the
Case requirement pro can then be assumed to move up to the Spec of AGEP
to receive Case from AGR. However, this would imply that the
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argument-expletive chain which includes the preverbal subject and pro has
two Cases, a clear violation of the condition that chains have only one Case
(cf. Brody (1985) and Chomsky (1986a)). It seems then that the assumption
that pro is a pleonastic element cannot be correct.
In order to shed more light on the problem let us have a close look at
the nature of the relationship between topicalised elements and the thematic
positions with which they are linked. In SA, for example, topicalised noun
phrases usually appear In the nominative form, a sort of default form
(cf.Fassi Fehri (1984) & (1987)), regardless of whether they are linked to a
subject position or to an object of verb position :
(52) a. Zayd-un (,) ?ishatar-a proj sayyaarat-an
Zayd-NOM	 bought-3s	 car-ACC
"Zayd, he bought a car."
b. Zayd-un (,) ra?ay-tu-hu ibaarihk
Zayd-NOM saw-is-him yesterday
"Zayd, I saw him yesterday."
In (52a) Zyad is the logical subject of the sentence, while in (52b) it is the
logical object of the verb. In both sentences the thematic position is
occupied by a resumptive pronoun, pro in (52a) and the clitic -hu in (52b).
Zayd and the resumptive pro in (52a) bear a similar Case, namely
nominative. But in (52b) Zayd bears a nominative Case while the resumptive
pronoun bears an accusative Case. It Is clear that although the topicalised
noun phrase and the resumptive pronoun are linked they can bear
different cases. Whether the relationship between the two elements
constitutes a chain that is distinct from the usual movement chain in that
It can have two Cases or does not form a chain at all, or whether the
constraint that chains should have only one Case should be relaxed with
respect to some specific relationships are questions that I will not try to
answer here.
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The parallel between this case and the case of the preverbal subject,
however, is clear. The pro base-generated in the Spec of VP is a
reaumptive pronoun of some sort which receives the external theta role of
the verb at D-structure and the nominative Case from AGH at S-structure,
subsequent to movement to the Spec of AGRP. This argumental pro is linked
to the preverbal subject which, however, is assigned a separate Case from
a different source that enables it to satisfy the Case requirement on noun
phrases. This different source can either be a complementizer as in the
Arabic example in (41b) or a matrix verb as in the Berber examples in (51).
In Case there is no governor available that would serve as the source for
Case the preverbal subject is assigned Case by a default mechanism just
like topicalised noun phrases. It must be emphasized, however, that the
structural Case assigned by a governor takes precedence over the default
Case, a fact that is well supported by evidence discussed at length in
Fassi Fehri (1984) & (1987).
Whatever the nature of the relationship beween the preverbal subject
and pro turns out to be the fact that is most relevant to the present
discussion is that a structure like (50) does provide a natural position for
preverbal subjects, thus accounting, in a principled fashion, for
Greenberg's Universal 6 mentioned above which characterisea VSO
languages generally. It should be noticed, however, that rather than being
a motivation for the postulation of a structure like (50) for VSO languages,
Greenberg' a Universal 6 is only a natural consequence of the postulation of
structure (50) which was undertaken on quite independent grounds.
Before we move on to discuss SVO languages and how they differ from
VSO languages I would like to point out that movement of the pro subject
from the Spec of VP to the Spec of AGRP in SVO sentences, in fact
movement of subjects to the same position in general, does not give rise to
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an ECP violation. The VP barrier is voided by V-movement to AGR. VP does
not form a Minimality barrier either because, as will be argued In chapter
4, (see also Ouhalla (in preparation)), NP-trace relations, unlike Wh-trace
relations, are not sensitive to Minimality barriers.
2.3.3.3. SVO languages
It was argued above that the VSO order in VSO languages is the
immediate consequence of the fact that the AGH element precedes the TNS
element in relation to the verb and therefore that the AGR element is lower
in the sentential 8tructure than the TNS element. The minimal assumption
with respect to SVO languages in this respect is that the SVO order should
also be an immediate consequence of the arrangement of TNS and AGR in
the sentential structure. Armed with the MP let us look closely at the order
of the TNS and AGR elements in the following standard SVO languages,
French and Chichewa, respectively :
(53) a. Marie acI'et-er-a des souliers demain
Marie buy-wffl(TNS)-3s(AGR) some shoes tomorrow
"Marie will buy shoes tomorrow."
b. mdyerekezi a-ku-funa i, osati iwe (Bresnan & Mchombo (1986))
devil	 SM(AGR)-past(TNS)--want me not you
"The devil wants me, not you."
The order of TNS and AGR in relation to the verb in these languages, and
presumably in SVO languages generally, is the reverse of the order of the
same elements in VSO languages as we saw above. Continuing to assume
that TNS and AGR are categories in the sense of X-bar theory the MP
implies that in SVO languages the verb attaches to the TNS element before
it attaches to the AGR element, and, consequently, that the position of TNS
in the sentential structure Is lower than the position of AGR.
Put together these observations give us the following structure for
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SVO languages :
(54)	 AGRP
Speck AGR'
tjNS,
AGR1	 TNSP
TNS	 VP
Spec V'
V	 NP
The verb moves up to TNS and then to AGR, a movement that is obligatory
by the AP since both TNS and AGR are affixal heads. The subject, on the
other hand, moves up from the Spec of VP to the Spec of AGRP to receive
Case from AGR through coindexat.ion. The linear order that these two
movements produce is SVO, necessarily. In this way the surface SVO order
fails out from the properties of the sentential structure which Is
constructed on the basis of the generalisation made by the MP. As in the
previous case there is no need to assume a certain directionality constraint
on Case-assignment by AGR. In SVO and VSO languages Case-assignment by
AGR is uniform, that Is via coindexation12'13.
An obvious question that may be raised with respect to the proposed
analysis is, What prevents the subject from moving only as far as Spec of
TNS thus deriving a VSO order instead of the desired SVO order?
Assuming the discussion above, in particular the conclusion that a subject
that is not in the Spec of AGRP position must get Case from a different
source, one way of excluding this possibility is to assume that, regardless
of the nature of the element that would occupy the Spec of AGRP, the
subject cannot receive Case in the Spec of TNSP position. The possibility
that the subject can be assigned Case by a default mechanism can be
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excluded by assuming that this mechanism, being a default mechanism,
operates only in the absence of a (structural) Case-assigner. In the
discussion of the VSO languages above, the Case assigned by AGR is taken
by the argumental pro whose presence at D-structure is necessary in order
to saturate the external theta role of the subject. Therefore, the default
mechanism can operate to assign Case to the topicalised subject in the Spec
of TNSP position. In structure (54) the subject is the only argument
present in the sentence. The Spec of AGRP position is empty and therefore
is a possible target for the movement of the subject. Therefore, the default
mechanism cannot operate since there is a structural Case available.
This way we derive the fact that SVO languages generally do not have
an alternative VSO order in the way that VSO languages have an
alternative SVO order. The possibility is excluded, in a principled way, by
the Case requirement on noun phrases. VSO order is predicted to be
possible in SVO languages only if the verb moves to a position that is
higher than the AGR position, namely the C position. This prediction is
borne out by languages like Spanish where there is evidence (cf. Torrego
(1984), Suer (1987) and OuhaUa (in preparation)) that the VSO order is the
result of a process of V-movement to C.
Surface word order variations thus follow without having to appeal to
an extrinsically imposed directionality constraint on Case assignment. One
can argue, however, that we may still need, within the proposed analysis, a
similar sort of constraint that would guarantee the generation of the
correct order of AGR and TNS in the two types of languages. This
constraint, like the directionality constraint, can also be understood as the
parameter which differentiates the two types of languages. My personal
belief is that such a constraint is not required at all. The differences can
be accounted for in terms of the selectional properties of AGR and TNS in
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the two types of languages. In SVO languages AGR selects TNSP and the
latter selects VP, while in VSO languages TNS sele-ct g
 AGRP and the latter
selects VP. These lexical selectional specifications, I believe, are sufficient
to guarantee the generation of the correct order of these elements in
sentential structure and consequently the correct surface order of the
subject, verb and object.
Among the advantages that this explanation has is that It makes
learnability with respect to this particular phenomenon look a relatively
straightforward process. One could argue that in the same way that a child
learns on the basis of the data presented to her/him that certain verbs are
transitive and take certain specific categories as complement she/he learns
that TNS and AGR take certain specific categories as complement. In SVO
languages the complement of AGR is TNSP and the resulting surface order
is SVO given the processes discussed above, while in VSO languages the
complement of TNS is AGRP and the resulting surface order Is VSO.
2.3.3.4. Celtic languages and Aspect
Using Welsh for illustration, finite clauses are known to have two basic
forms. The first is called the simple clause form and is used when TNS, but
not ASP is expressed. The second is called the periphrastic form and is
generally used as an alternative to the simple clause and when both TNS
and ASP are expressed. Both forms, however, have in common the fact that
the inflected verb occupies the initial position of the clause. The first form
is ifiustrated by example (55a) and the second by examples (55b&c),
respectively :
(55) a. Darllenodd Sian y llyfr 	 (Sadler (1988))
read-3s John the book
John read the book."
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b. Gwnaeth Sian ennill
did-3S John win
"John won."
c. Roedd Si6n yn darilen y llyfr
pt-was-3S John prog read the book
"John was reading the book."
The fact that these sentences illustrate clearly is that TNS and ASP are
two distinct elements and therefore should be treated as such. This is a
conclusion that we came to earlier with respect to Berber on independent
grounds despite the fact that In Berber the aspectual forms of the verb do
convey temporal information.
On the basis of the data from Welsh it seems possible to assume that,
like TNS and AGR, ASP is also a head category in the sense of X-bar
theory, that is a head that has an ASPP maximal projection. Given the
position of aspectual elements in the clause in (55c) we can assume the
following structure for sentences with aspectual elements :
(56)	 TNSP
TNS'
TNS	 AGRP
AGR'
AGR	 ASPP
IASP'
ASP	 VP
I
V,
V
In constructions such as (55a) where there is no visible aspectual element
it can be assumed that ASP does not project or that it does pro)ect but is
left empty. Which option should be chosen may turn out to be an empirical
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question. Having said that the question we need to answer is, How does
structure (56) allow us to account for the simple-clause/periphrastjc-clause
distinction and the possible surface orders?
In sentences which do not contain an ASP element the verb can either
move to AGR and TNS (as In (55a)) or remain in its D-structure position (as
in (55b)). In the latter case a carrier verb is inserted to support the AGR
and TNS elements to help them satisfy the AP since they are both affixal.
Because the nature of the carrier verb is similar to the English do we will
call the process that inserts this dummy element Do-support, a familiar
term from earlier work in Generative Grammar. Do can be assumed to be
inserted under AGR, thus forming a complex with it which later raises to
TNS. Alternatively, we can assume that do is a sort of aspectual element
and that it is base-generated under ASP. Its merger with AGH and TNS can
then be understood to be the result of a simple process of stepwise
ASP-movement.
The reason why in this type of sentences the verb does not carry
inflection can be explained in terms of the HMC/ECP. To carry Inflection the
verb has to move to AGH and TNS. However, to do SO it has to move across
ASP. If we assume that, like AGH and TNS, ASP is also a non-lexical
category, then VP would be a barrier to movement. In sentences such as
(55a) we can assume that because ASP is empty the verb can move to it,
thus voiding the VP barrier, or that ASP does not project, in which case
no problem arises.
A similar analysis can be adopted for sentences such as (55c). The
reason why the main verb cannot carry Inflection as Illustrated by the
following examples :
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(57) a. *darllenodd Pawl fod wedi y llythrau
read-3S Paul be perf the letters
"Paul had read the letters."
b. Roedd Pawl wedi darllen y llythrau
pt-was-3S Paul perf read the letters
can be attributed to a possible violation of the HMC/ECP. In order for the
main verb to carry inflection it has to move up to AGR and then to TNS.
However, to move to these positions the verb has to cross over ASP which
we assumed above is a non-L-rnarker, hence a blocker of head-movement
out of the maximal projection it governs, namely VP.
The next question that needs to be answered with respect to sentences
such as (55c) and (57b) is, What is the status of the auxiliary verb be?
There are two possibilities, one is to assume that be is base-generated
under a V position heading a VP meide the clause that is separate from the
VP headed by the main verb. The other possibility is to assume that be is
inserted directly under AGR forming with it a complex which subsequently
is raised to TNS. The latter is not an implausible possibility given that be
is simply a copu]a, a dummy verbal form which does not make any
contribution to sentence interpretation (see section 2.4. below). The first
possibility, on the other hand, receives support from sentences such as the
following where be occupies a position between two aspectual elements :
(58) Mae Sian wedi bod yn gweithio ers amser cinio
is-3S John perf be prog work since time dinner
"John has been working since dinner time."
Notice, however, that this example In fact provides equal support for the
possibility that be is inserted in the fashion described above since the
sentence contains two be verbs, one is inflected and the other not. The
conclusion that seems to transpire is that both possibilites seem to receive
equal support from the data.
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Assuming that inflected be is inserted in the way described abovt what
we have to account for is the presence of the uninflected be in examples
such as (58). Let us assume that ASP has the property that it obligatorily
selects a VP so that the presence of two aspectual elements necessarily
implies the presence of two VP projections. Example (58) must therefore
have two VP projections, one headed by the main verb and the other by
. The latter can be understood as a sort of verbal expletive that is
inserted to fifi the V position of the VP selected by bod that would
otherwise be left empty. Evidence for this analysis of the copula will be
discussed later in 2.4. within a more general analysis of copular
constructions and nominal sentences.
Based on this analysis the structure of (58) is expected to be roughly
as follows :
(59)	 TNSP
TNS	 AGRP
IMae	 Spec AGR'
ISionj AGR	 ASPPI	 It1	ASP'
\
win	 4t
\
\	
V	 ASPP
\	 bod	 ASP'
\
ASP	 VP
\	 I\	 yn	 Spec V'\	 'Itj	 V
.'	 gwJithio
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The problem that this structure encounters, however, has to do with
movement of the subject from the Spec of VP to the Spec of AGRP. If it is
assumed that the main verb and the Inserted copula do not move up to the
ASP positiona that govern them, then movement of the subject would be
blocked since both VPs and ASPPs would be barriers. However, if we
assume that the two verbs do move to the ASP positions that govern them,
then the intervening maximal projections cease to be barriers and the
subject can consequently move to its S-structure position in one swoop.
2.3.4. Infinitival clauses
2.3.4.1. Inflected infinitivals
It was pointed out earlier that ad-clauses in Berber serve functions
that are typically served by infinitival clauses in many languages. For
example, control and purposive clauses, illustrated by the examples in (13),
are invariably ad-clauses. For these reasons it was assumed that ad-clauses
can be considered to be in a sense similar to the inflected infinitival
clauses that exist in European Portuguese (EP), for example, with ad-
having a status that is similar to the status of to in English to-infinitives.
Given the fact that ad-clauses can also be used as root sentences
expressing a future tense, as illustrated by examples such as (46), their
structure is identical to the structure of finite clauses in that it contains
both an AGR element and a TNS element. This is obvious from the fact that
we constructed structure (47) on the basis of example (46) which is an
ad-clause. If this is the case then the standard assumption that infinitival
clauses are tenselese must be incorrect if tenselessness is understood in
terms of the absence of the TNS projection. The alternative view that we
have to adopt ía the one expressed by Stowell (1983), namely that q •'
infinitives do have a tense frame which conveys a "possible future", an
assumption that is not only plausible but necessary in Barber where
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ad-clauses are used to express future tense.
Because the structure of infinitival (ad-)clauaes in Berber is identical
to the structure of finite clauses there is no need to reproduce it here.
However, it would be interesting to see what the structure of an inflected
infinitival clause of an SVO language would look like in comparison. To this
effect let us consider closely the following paradigm from EP cited in
Raposo (1987) :
(60)	 Singular
1. eu come-r-
I eat-r-ls(AGR)
2. tu comer-r-es
you eat-r-2s(AGR)
3. ele come-r-Ø
he eat-r-3s(AGR)
Plural
floe come-r-moe
we eat-r-lp(AGR)
vos come-r-des
you eat-r-2p(AGR)
eles come-r-em
they eat-r-3p (AGE)
Raposo calls the -r element, which is common to probably all Romance
languages (with variation), the "infintive morpheme", in the same way that
a number of linguists call the English to the infinitive marker. If the
infinitive marker in EP has a similar status to the English to, and if both
these have a similar statue to the Berber ad-, then it is quite plausible to
make the assumption that the infinitive markers, including that of EP, are
TNS elements. Notice that if this assumption is correct it follows that all
infinitival clauses have a TNS node and, consequently, are marked for tense
if tense-marking is understood in terms of the presence or absence of a
TNS element.
As a matter of fact Berber is not unique in making use of the infinitive
marker to express future tense. When considered carefully the Romance
languages are found to do exactly that. Consider, for example, the French
sentence In (53a) above repeated here for convenience along with its
equivalent in Spanish :
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(61) a. Marie achet-er-a des souliers deinain
Marie buy-will-3s some shoes tomorrow
"Marie will buy shoes tomorrow."
b. Maria compra-r-a zapatos manana
Maria buy-will-3s shoes tomorrow
Like Berber the Romance languages also make use of the infinitive marker
to convey the future. This fact lends significant support to the treatment
of the infinitive marker as a TNS element as well as to the assumption that
infinitives are indeed marked for tense, contrary to the standard belief 14
Assuming that this conclusion is essentially correct then the order of
TNS and AGR with respect to the verb is as predicted for SVO languages,
namely V+TMS+AGR or AGR+TNS+V. As was explained above this order implies
that TNS attaches to the verb prior to AGR and, consequently, that TNS is
lower in the sentential structure than AGR. The D-structure of an inflected
infinitival clause in EP, therefore, looks like the following :
(62) AGRP
Sp"!GR'
4% AGR	 TNSP
I
TNS	 VP
TNS'
- Spi'
eles V	 (Obj)L L
Movement of the verb to TNS and then to AGR is obligatory by the AP
since both TNS and AGE are filled by afflxal elements. Movement of the
subject from the Spec of VP to the Spec of AGRP is necessary by the Case
requirement on noun phrases since in its D-structure position the subject
cannot receive Case.
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2.3.4.2. Non-inflected in!initivals
Corresponding to the inflected infinitival forms illustrated in (60) EP
has non-inflected infinitival forms, that is forms where the AGR element is
missing. These forms resemble the standard infinitival forms in the rest of
the Romance languages and in English. Given that the AGR element is
missing and given that, unlike inflected infinitives, non-inflected infinitives
cannot take lexical subjects, illustrated by the examples in (63) from Raposo
(ibid), the minimal assumption in this respect would be that the AGR node
does not project so that the structure of non-inflected infinitival clauses is
as in (64) below
(63) a. Ser dif(cil (eles aprovar-em a proposta ]
"It will be difficult they to-approve-AGR the proposal."
b. *Ser diff'cil [eles aprovar a proposta ]
(64) TNSP
Spec TNS'
TNS	 VP
Spec V'
V
In Romance languages TNS is occupied by the infinitive marker which is
affixal, while in English it Is occupied by to which apparently is not affixal.
In Romance languages the verb moves up to TNS obligatorily under the AP,
the infinitive marker being an affix, while in English the verb does not
move up to TNS since to is not an affix'5.
If the subject, base-generated under the Spec of vp, is lexical then it
has to move to the Spec of TNSP to receive Case from an external governor
if such a governor is available. An external governor can either be a
prepositional complementizer (as in (65a)) or a matrix verb of the
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appropriate type (as in (65b))
(65) a. I want [OP for (TNSP him to leave immediately I
b. I believe [TNSP him to have left immediately ]
Notice that at its D-structure position the subject would not be able to
receive Case, being separated from the external governor by two maximal
projections (VP and TNSP) which are barriers to government.
If, on the other hand, the subject In an empty category, presumably a
PRO, it can, in principle, either be assumed to remain in its D-structure
position or to move up to the Spec of TNSP position, though not for Case
reasons, obviously. The latter assumption could be motivated by, for
example, predication in the sense that for a syntactic and semantic
predication relationship to hold between the VP predicate and PRO the
latter has to move to an rn-commanding position. Other possible motivations
for the movement can be thought of, but I will not discuss them here.
Notice that in the Spec of TNSP PRO would still be ungoverned from
without because it in protected by TNSP and CP together, the latter,
though L-marked, inherets barrierhood from TNSP In the sense explained in
Chomsky (1986b) l6
The above analysis provides wlit may be the key to a fact that has
largely been ignored in the literature, namely, that VSO languages
generally lack non-inflected infinitivals. Ignoring for the moment the Celtic
languages which Involve some slight complication that will be cleared up
later, the fact that Berber and Arabic lack non-inflected infinitivals is
illustrated by the examples in (66) and (67) below, respectively. As for
Chamorro, Chung (1983) states that "both infinitives and finite clauses have
an INFLection that includes AGReement features,..." ( p. 235).
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(66) a. * y-tuah ( ad- egh iharkusn ] (cf. (13a&b))
3ms-want to- buy shoes
"He wants to buy shoes."
b. * y-uggur [ ad- agh iharkuan ]
3ms-went to- buy shoes
"He went to buy shoes."
(67) a. y-uriidu ( ?an [ y-ashtarii sayyaarat-an 1]
3ms-wants that 3ms-buy car-ACC
"He wants to buy a car."
b. * y-urridu [ ?an [ ashtarii aayyaarat-an ]]
3ms-wants that buy car-ACC
The explanation that can be offered within the framework developed here
goes as follows. Assuming the existence of a selectional relationship between
TNS and AGH as suggested earlier, and assuming that the absence of either
of these elements implies the absence of their corresponding projections,
the fact that AGR can be lacking in SVO languages but not in VSO
languages is a consequence of the fact that AGR in SVO languages is,
strictly speaking, not selected, on the contrary it is a selector Itself, while
AGR in VSO languages is selected by TNS which governs it. In different
terms, because TNS in SVO Is the top node in the structure It can be
missing since no selector requires its presence. In VSO languages, however,
the presence of AGR is required by TNS which is its selector.
A relevant question that may be raised in this respect, however, is,
Why can't TNS In VSO languages be missing in the same way that AGH in
SVO languages can be missing since TNS In VSO languages is the top node
and its presence Is not required by a selector? The answer to this
question lies in the assumption that TNS, unlike AGR, is an essential
component of a sentential proposition, an assumption that goes as far back
in history as Aristotle. In addition to the predicate and the subject TNS is
also an essential ingredient of a sentential clause, that is its presence Is
required, supposedly, by an Independent general principle. The presence of
AGR, on the contrary, is required solely to assign Case to the subject so
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that if an alternative Case-assigner for the subject is available, as in
(65a&b) above, AGR can simply be dropped. That this assumption is
probably correct is suggested by the fact pointed out earlier that even
infinitival clauses which have traditionally been assumed to be tenseless do
seem to have a TNS element.
Let us now turn to the Celtic languages which seem to be problematic
for the predicted generalisation that VSO languages generally lack
non-inflected infinitives. Continuing to assume that the absence of
agreement implies the absence of the corresponding AGR node, the minimal
assumption to be made with respect to examples such as (37b) above,
reproduced below, is that AGR does not project :
(68) Disgwyliaia i [ i Si6n ennill ]
expected-iS I for John to win
"1 expected for John to win."
The absence of AGR means that the subject must seek Case from a different
source. The standard assumption in this particular situation is that the
subject receives Case from the I element which is assumed to be a sort of
prepositional complementizer similar in function to the prepositional
complementizer for In English. However, if it Is possible for AGR to be
missing in Welsh, which is a VSO language, then our analysis above is in a
sense challenged because it predicts that m VSO languages the presence of
AGR is obligatory because it is required by TNS which is its selector. I
would like to argue that once we look closely at the facts of Welsh we
discover that the problem is only apparent. In this respect I wish to
challenge the standard analysis of sentences like (68) on two crucial
accounts. I will argue, first, that I is not a Case-assigner, and, secondly,
that i does not occupy the C position.
That i is probably not a Case-assigner is suggested by at least two
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different facts. The first, discussed in Borsley (1986), is that i occurs in
control constructions governing the controlled subject position :
(69) Mae Gwyn yn awyddus i PRO weld Megan
is Gwyn in eager to	 see Megan
"Gwyn is eager to see Megan."
Assuming the analysis where the controlled empty subject is PRO, a
standard assumption in mainstream GB literature, then in this sentence i
cannot be a governor of the subject position, still less a Case-assigner.
The second fact is that I can appear inflected for the subject agreement
features, that is can serve as host for the AGR element :
(70) Disgwyliodd Gwyn iddo (ef) weld Megan
expected Gwyn to-3sgm he see Megan
"Gwyn expected him to see Megan."
The optionality of the pronominal sub jet ef is made possible by the
presence of the rich agreement inflection realised on 1. When the overt
pronoun is missing the standard assumption is that its position is filled by
a pro identified by the rich agreement inflection (see McCLoskey and Hale
(1984) in relation to Irish). Now, both the overt pronoun and pro require
Case, the former because it is lexical and the latter because Case-marking
is a condition for its licensing (see Rizzi (1986b)). This Case is obviously
assigned by AGE. But if we assume that i is also a Case-assigner then we
should have a situation of Case conflict in sentences like (7o). The two
facts mentioned above therefore argue against the assumption that i is a
Case-assigner, unless it is assumed that I is a Case-assigner in certain
contexts but not in others, in which case the assumption amounta to
nothing more than an ad hoc stipulation.
The assumption that is a C element is more difficult to challenge on
empirical grounds, at least in the present context. However, Sadler (1988)
argues that the second fact mentioned above, that is the fact that i can
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appear inflected for the agreement features can be understood as an
indication that i is in INFL and not in C. Within the present context I
would like to suggest that i is simply an infinitive marker just like to in
English, ad- in Berber and -r in EP discussed above. Like all these
elements i Is also base-generated under TNS which in Welsh is the top node
in the sentential structure given that Welsh is a VSO language. The
presence of TNS implies the presence of AGR given the selectional
relationship between them. In sentences such as (68) the subject Is in the
Spec of AGRP where it is assigned Case by an abstract AGR and not by i.
Accordingly, the structure underlying example (68) is expected to be as
follows
(71)	 TNSP
TNS'
TNS	 AGRP
I
I	 Speck AGR'
ISi6nj AGRi
	
VP
Spec
en1nil
The subject moves from the Spec of VP to the Spec position of AGRP to
receive Case from the abstract AGR. If the abstract AGR is assumed to be
affixal, in the sense that it needs a carrier, then there are two options.
One is V-raising to AGR and the other is AGR-raising to TNS. Both options,
however, depend on whether the verb and the element filling the TNS
position are suitable closing elements, that is whether they satisfy the
specifications of the morphological subcategorisation frame of AGR. From
independent evidence we know that both the verb (as in (37a) and others)
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and i (as in (70)) are possible carriers for agreement. In sentences where
AGR is abstract either process can be assumed to have taken place since
the movement does not have a vi8ible/audible effect.
However, judging from sentences such as (70) It seems that the
process which takes place is AGR raising to TNS. If this is the case we
have to explain why the verb cannot move up to AGH and form with it a
complex which later moves up, or doesn't move up, depending on whether i
is affixal or not, to TNS. In this respect Welsh differs from Berber where
the surface order as discussed above is ad+AGR+V which suggests the
process just described. It seems that for some reason Vmovement to AGR
and subsequently to TNS is blocked in constructions such as (70) and,
presumably, (68), which fact accounts for their surface SVO order. I will
not try to discuss the reason why V-movement is blocked, if it is at all.
However, I would like to point out that if the verb does not move out of
VP movement of the subject to the Spec position of AGRP would be
illegitimate within the present framework since we have made it dependent
on verb movement which voids the VP barrier.
If the explanation given here for examples such as (68) is correct then
the Celtic languages are no exception to the general tendency among VSO
languages not to have non-inflected infinitives. In examples such as (68)
the AGR element is present in the same way that it is present In sentences
such as (70). The only difference is that in the former the AGR element is
abstract, a fact that has led people to believe that it is missing. If the
conclusion that the Celtic languages lack non-inflected infinitives is correct
then the proposed analysis is vindicated.
Before we leave this topic let me discuss how the proposed analysis
accounts for control sentences such as (69). Notice that the assumption that
these sentences contain an abstract AGR element which governs the subject
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position implies that the controlled empty category cannot be a PRO. So, in
a sense the criticism that we levelled against the analysis which treats i as
a prepositional complementizer with respect to (69) can in this respect be
levelled against the proposed alternative analysis. That is, the problem that
PRO is governed remains, with a change in the nature of the governor, the
new governor being the abstract AGR. However, this would be true only if
the proposed analysis aseumej, along with the initial analysis challenged
above, that the controlled empty category was PRO. That the controlled
empty category cannot be assumed to always be PRO is clear from the
Berber examples such as the following
(72) a. y-tush I ad-y-sgh pro iharkusni
3ms-wants to-3ms(AGR)buy shoes
"He wants to buy shoes."
b. y-rezzu [ ad-y-sgh pro iharkusn ]
3ms-try	 to-3ms(AGR)-buy shoes
"He tries to buy shoes."
where the controlled empty category subject is a pro that is Case-marked,
hence governed, and identified by an overt AGR element. Based on this fact
we can assume that in the Welsh example in (69) the controlled empty
category is a pro that is Case-marked by the abstract AGR17.
The problem that arises in this respect is that of identification.
Surely, it cannot be claimed that the pro is identified by the abstract AGR
because the latter is not overt, still less sufficiently rich. However, it is
possible to assume, along with Huang (1984) and Borer (1987), that a
controlled pro that is not identified locally by an overt AGR is identified
by the controller, that is the subject of the matrix clause which is
coindexed with it.
2.3.5. Small clauses
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In this section I will try to see what could be the structure of
so-called small clauses, illustrated by the English examples below, within
the farniework developed here
(73) They consider ( him a fool! out of his mind! crazy ]
Given that small clauses typically lack inflectional elements (I-elements) the
minimal assumption would be that neither AGR nor TNS project so that the
structure of small clauses is as in (74) below :
(74) XP
Spec	 X'
x	 yp
where X N, P or A
This structure is consistent with the widespread belief that small clauses
form syntactic constituents (Stowell (1981), Chomaky (1981)&(1986b), Chung
and McCloskey (1987), among others). This belief stems from the
requirements of the Projection Principle in the sense that if the verb
consider is subcategorized for a proposition at Logical Form then it must
take the syntactic equivalent of the proposition at all levels of analysis. In
terms developed by Grlmshaw (1981), Pesetsky (1982) and Chomsky (1986a)
if the verb consider s-selects a proposition then It must c-select the
Canonical Structural Realisation (CSR) of the proposition at all levels of
analysis. Chomsky assumes that the CSR of the proposition is CP or NP of
the appropriate type.
Small clauses, however, cannot be considered to be CPs for familiar
reasons, chief among them the fact that the matrix verb governs and
assigns Case to the embedded (pronominal) subject illustrated in (73) by
the fact that the pronominal subject is in the objective form, a possibility
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that is excluded if small clauses are assumed to be CPa since CP in this
case would inherit barrierhood from any maximal projection that it
dominates thus blocking government and, consequently, Case-assignment. If,
on the other hand, the categorial nature of small c]auses is assumed, as in
Stowell (1983) and Chomaky (1986b), to be determined by the categorial
nature of the predicate, that is, if the predicate is an adjective then the
small clause would be an AP and if it is a noun then the small clause would
be an NP ...etc, then we would lose the generalisation that there is a
correlation between semik.tic categories (s-selection) and syntactic
categories (c-selection).
In order to have a broader picture of the problem at hand the
examples in (73) should be compared to their paraphrases in (75) below as
well as to the Berber sentences in (76) and (77)18
(75) They consider [ him to be a fool! out of his mind/ crazy ]
(76) a. thsab-n ( Hemmu d-abuhali ]
consider-3p Hemmu ?-lunatic
"They consider Hemmu a lunatic."
b. thsab-n [ Hemmu y-bbuhlel ]
consider-3p hemmu 3ms-become crazy
"They consider Hemmu to have gone mad."
(77) a. ufi-n [ Hemmu gi teddart ]
found-3p Hemmu In house
"They found Hemmu in the house."
b. ufi-n [ Hemmu y-hlek ]
found-3p Hemmu 3mg-be ill
"They found Hemmu ifi."
(76b) and (77b) have in common with (75) the fact that the predicate of the
embedded clause is a VP. (76a) and (77a) have in common with the examples
in (73) the fact that the predicates of the embedded clauses are non-VP
categories. In (76a) it is an NP while in (77a) it is a PP. That the subject
of the embedded clause in the Berber examples is assigned Case by the
matrix verb is shown by the fact that the subject Hemmu can be replaced
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by an accusative ditic attached to the matrix verb :
(78) a. thsab-n-t d-abuhali
consider-3p-himACC ?-crazy
"They consider him crazy."
b. thsab-n-t y-bbuhlel
consider-2p-himACC 3ma-become crazy
"They consider him to have gone crazy."
(79) a. ufi-n-t gi teddart
found-3p-hImACC in house
"They found him the house."
b. ufi-n-t y-hlek
found-3p-hImACC 3ms-be ill
"They found him ill."
Let us focus our attention on (76b), (77b), (78b) and (79b) first where
the predicate is a VP and where AGR Is overtly realised. These facts imply
that we are dealing with a full clause rather than a small clause. The
structure of these clauses must be similar to the structure of examples
such as (51) discussed above, that Is they are instances of clauses with an
SVO order. The preverbal subject in these clauses, we concluded above, is
base-generated under the Spec of TNSP and receives Case from either an
external governor, e.g. a matrix verb, or by default. The Spec position of
AGEP is filled by an argumental pro which receives Case from AGR. The
preverbal subject and the pro are in a topic-argument relationship
expressed by some sort of coindexation. The structure involved has the
following form :
(80) ...V [TNSP Hemmu TNS (AGRP pro (AGE' AGE [vp V...]]]]
This analysis can be extended to the English example in (75) in a
straightforward way. We concluded earlier that non-inflected infinitivals in
SVO languages have the property that AGR does not project, suggested by
the lack of the agreement inflection. Lack of AGR implies that the subject
must seek Case from an outside governor which in (75) is the matrix verb.
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However, to be accessible to government by the matrix verb, the subject
has to move from the Spec of VP to the Spec of TNSP so that the
derived structure would look like the following :
(81) ...Consider [TNSP him ['j' to (p be ...]]J
Alternatively, the subject can be assumed to be base-generated in the Spec
of TNSP as In the Berber SVO sentences discussed above. This assumption
is supported by the fact, to be discussed extensively in the next section,
that the verb be is not a theta-role assigner simply because it does not
have a thematic structure associated with it. If this is true then the
subject in (81) has to be assumed to be base-generated in the Spec of
TNSP. The structure is an instance of an ECM construction in the
traditional sense which requires OP deletion to ailow the matrix verb to
govern into the Spec position of the maximal projection it governs.
With these ideas in mind let us see what could be the structure of the
clauses )
 which lack a verb, and, apparently, inflection could be. Given the
fact that these so-called small clauses express complete propositions let us
assume that at D-structure they are CPs, which is the CSR of propositions
as we saw above, and that they undergo CP-deletion in the syntax. This
way we can preserve the attractive correlation between semantic and
syntactic categories as well as the content of the Projection Principle. Let
us assume further, as suggested earlier for independent reasons, that TNS
is an essential component of a proposition so that each of the small clauses
must be assumed to have a TNS node. Given that the tense specification of
small clauses is identical to that of matrix clauses we can assume that TNS
in small clauses is anaphoric in nature, hence perhaps the fact that it is
abstract. In different terms, the TNS frame of small clauses is bound by
the TNS frame of the matrix clause. Assuming that binding is a form of
identification, in the sense that the content of the bindee is determined or
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derived from the content of the binder, the fact that TNS is abstract does
not result in a loss of its specification.
The combination of these assumptions leaves us with a structure like
(82) for email clauses In English and a structure like (83) for email clauses
in Berber, after CP-deletion has applied
(82) (TNSP Subject [TNs' TNS [NP/PP/AP	 1]]
(83) [TNsP Subject [TNS' TNS [AGRP Spec AGR [NP/PP ...]]]]
The presence of AGR in (83) is necessary because It is selected by TNS.
The Spec of AGRP can be assumed to be occupied by an expletive pro
Case-marked by AGR which is abstract. Alternatively we can assume that
AGR in this particular case is not a Case-assigner and that the Spec of
AGRP remains empty, or simply does not project, given that the projection
of Spec positions is generally optional.
The subject in (82) and (83) is in the Spec position of TNSP. It can
either be assumed to have been moved from the Spec position of the
predicate or base-generated there. Given that the predicate can be a PP or
an AP it is not clear in what sense the subject can be considered the
external argument of a P or an A. We will therefore tentatively conclude
that the subject is base-generated in the Spec position of TNSP. This
conclusion renders small clauses similar to their non-small counterparts in
that they have similar structures with similar properties. (83) is similar to
(80) and (82) Is emilar to (81). The only difference is that the predicate in
(80) and (81) is a VP whereas in (82) and (83) it is an NP, a PP or an AP.
Each of the two pairs can be collapsed into a single structure by
representing the predicate with a variable category.
This conclusion implies that the predicate of a clause can be a non-VP
category, thus putting all phrasal categories on the same footing as VP in
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that they can also function as predicate of a sentential clause, a function
that has been traditionally considered to be a prerogative of VP (cf. S -
NP Intl VP). It is around this issue that the discussion in the next section
centers, where the structures of nominal and copular constructions are
investigated and found, in some cases, to have non-VP predicates.
2.3.6. The status and position of NEG
In structure (30) above NEG, strictly speaking NEGP, Is the top node,
thus reflecting the fact that the negation element in Berber follows the AGR
and TNS elements. This fact Is illustrated by examples such as (16b),
repeated here :
(84) ur- ad- y- sgh iharkusn
NEG will(TNS) 3ms(AGR)- buy shoes
"He will not buy shoes."
In English, however, the NEG element seems generally to precede the TNS
and AGH elements in relation to the verb :
(85) a. Mary does not like apples
b. *Mary not likes apples
c. Mary will not eat apples
d. *Mary not will eat apples
This fact suggests structure (86) below for negative sentences in English
where NEG immediately dominates VP. The structure of negative sentences
in Berber is reproduced for comparison
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(86) AGEP
Spec	 AGH
	
AGR	 TNSP
TNS1
TIGP
NIL'
NEG	 VP
Spec V'
V	 (NP)
(87) 9GP
NEG'
NEG	 TNSP
TNS'
TNS	 AGRP
Spec AGR
AGP
Spe(l'
V	 (NP)
Notice, incidentally, that the order of the elements NEG, TNS and AGR in
Berber is the mirror image of the order of the same elements in English. In
Berber it is NEG+TNS+AGR while in English it is AGR+TNS+NEG19.
Having said that let us see how the two structures account for the
grammaticality patterns in the two languages. Let us see first how
structure (86) accounts for the ungrammaticality of the examples in (85b&d)
as well as the ungrammaticality of the following examples
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(88) a. *Mary likes not apples
b. *Mary will eat not apples
(85b&d) can be derived either by movement of NEG to a position preceding
the AGE position or by movement of AGE and TNS down to the verb, a sort
of Affix Hopping process in the traditional sense. I want to argue that both
processes are illegitimate for principled reasons, hence the
ungrammaticality.
With respect to the first process the movement is disallowed by the
HMC/ECP since NEG would have to cross over both TNS and AGE. In
addition, there is no head position available that could serve as the landing
site for the moved NEG, certainly not C because negative sentences can
generally be embedded under a complementizer, a fact that hardly needs
illustration. The second process, on the other hand, involves a lowering
movement which is also disallowed by the IIMC/ECP for familiar reasons
having to do with the fact that the moved element would fail to rn-command
its trace. Besides, in (85d) will can hardly be cafled an affix.
(88a&b) are excluded for similar reasons. They can be derived either
by a process of NEG lowering or by a process of V raising. The first is
excluded for the same reason that the process of Affix Hopping is excluded,
namely that the trace would fail to be antecedent-governed. Moreover, not
is not an affix and it is not clear which position it moves to. The second
process, on the other hand, is excluded by the HMC/ECP since it involves
movement across the NEG position.
Having explained why (85b&d) are ungrammatical let us now see how
(85a&c) are derived. One possibility is to assume that, because the TNS and
AGE elements, at least in (85a), are affixal, they require a carrier to satisfy
the AP, and that because of this reason do is inserted to serve as a
support for them. This analysis, however, does not extend easily to (85c)
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unless will is assumed to also be a carrier instead of an orthodox tense
marker. Alternatively, we can assume, as we did earlier with respect to the
Welsh do, that do and will (probably all Modals) are in fact ASP elements
which are base-generated under an ASP node which precedes the NEG node
as in the following structure2° :
(89)	 AGRP
Spec AGR
AGR	 TNSP
V
TNS'
TNS	 ASP?
A3P
ASP	 NEGP
I	 Ido/will	 NEG'
NEG	 VP
Spec	 V
VV
From the ASP position do and will raise to TNS and then to AGR, thus
helping them	 satisfy the AP21.
There is a third logical possibility which is not excluded in principle
but which does not seem to be supported by the data, namely that the
verb can move to NEG and from there to AGR and TNS. But this process
implies that the order of NEG, AGR and TNS with respect to the verb
should be TNS+AGR+NEG+V, which obviously is not the order attested. The
question that one might raise in this respect is Why is this process not
attested? One possibility could be that V-movement to NEG is blocked by
some barrier, namely VP. The possibility that the VP barrier can be voided
once the verb has moved up to it can be excluded by assuming that unlike
the other functional head categories NEG does not theta-mark its
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complement (VP) so that even if the verb moves up to it L-marking would
always fail to obtain for lack of theta-marking.
That this cannot be the case in Berber, however, is shown by the
Berber example in (84) where the complex TNS+AGR+V is attached to NEG,
thus implying that the verbal complex moves to NEG without causing an
ECP violation. In different terms, the fact that the complex can move up to
NEG without giving rise to ungrammaticality under the ECP implies that NEG
must theta-mark its complement so that L-marking holds subsequent to
movement. A more plausible explanation for the fact that the verb cannot
move up and attach to it in English but it can in Berber Is that NEG in
English is not affixal whereas in Berber it Is. In other words, movement of
the verb to NEG in English is not motivated (by the AP) In the same way
as movement of the verb to NEG In Berber is since the negation element in
Berber is clearly affixal (but see chapter 4 for a different explanation)22.
There are, however, two exceptions to the general pattern illustrated
by the examples in (88) that the verb cannot precede the negation element
in linear order. These exceptions are the aspectual verb have and the
copula be
(90) a. Mary has not accepted the offer
b. *Mary does not have accepted the offer
c. Mary is not happy about the offer
d. *Mary does not be happy about the offer
Under the analysis proposed above the grammaticality pattern expected is
the reverse of the one diplayed in (90), that is (90a&c) are expected to be
ill-formed while (90b&d) are expected to be well-formed. (90a&c) should
involve a HMC/ECP violation if have and be are assumed to be moved from
VP across NEG. Since (90b&d) do not involve such a movement the
possibility of HMC/ECP violation does not arise and therefore the sentences
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should be well-formed.
However, as has just been said, this would be true only if have and
be were assumed to be base-generated Inside VP and then moved from
there. Given that have is an aspectual element it is not implausible to
assume that it is base-generated not Inside VP but under ASP which, as
illustrated by structure (89), precedes the NEG node. Its movement from
that position to TNS and AGR does not give rise to a HMC/ECP violation,
thus accounting for the well-formedness of (90a). A similar analysis can be
adopted for be. If be is also assumed to be base-generated under ASP,
then its movement to TNS and AGR proceeds in a similar fashion.
Alternatively, we can assume, as we did earlier for the Welsh example in
(58), that be is inserted directly under TNS to serve as a carrier for TNS
and AGR by virtue of TNS+be movement to AGR. On both accounts the
predicate of (90c) would not be a VP but an AP with happy as head. As to
the ungrammaticality of (90b&d) it can be accounted for in terms of an
illegitimate (lowering) movement of have/be or an illegitimate (long) raising
movement of NEG.
2.4. Nominal sentences and copular constructions
2.4.1. Introduction
Berber, along with Arabic (Fassi Fehri (1984)&(1987)), Hebrew (Doron
(1983)&(1986), Rapoport (1985)), Russian (Kayne (1984)), has a class of
sentences referred to traditionally as nominal sentences because they do
not contain a verb. Their predicate can be an NP (91a), a PP (91b) or an
AP as in the Standard Arabic example in (91c). The equivalents of nominal
sentences in English and similar languages contain a copular verb23
(91) a. Hemmu d-amhdar
Hemmu ?-student
"Hemu is a student."
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b. Hemmu gi ted dart
Hemmu in house
"Hemmu is in the house."
c. Zayd-un mariid-un
Hemmu-NOM sick-NOM
"Hemmu is ill."
The analyses suggested in the literature for these sentences have varied
between three major opinions. Fassi Fehri (1984), for example, argues, on
the basis of SA, for the orthodox sentential structure specified by the PS
rule S —> NP INFL VP, implying that every sentence must have a VP
predicate. The copular verb, which is assumed to be present at
D-structure, fails to surface for some reason. Doron (1983) & (1986), on the
other hand , argues, on the basis of Hebrew, for a sentential structure
with a non-VP predicate so that the predicate in sentences such as (91a) is
an NP, a PP In (91b) and an AP in (91c). Kayne (1984) argues, on the basis
of Russian, for a third position where nominal sentences are treated as
small clauses in the orthodox sense of small clause. This view is adopted
for Hebrew by Rapoport (1985).
There exists in Berber another class of nominal sentences which,
typically, contain atmospheric predicates. The following, for example, are
complete sentences which express complete propositions :
(92) a. (d-)asmmid 	 c. (d-)anzar
	
?-cold	 ?-rain
"it is cold."	 "It rains."
	
b. (d-)arih	 d. (d-)adfl
	
?-wind	 ?- snow
"It is windy."	 "It snows."
Like the examples in (91) these sentences also lack a verb. Unlike the
examples in (91), however, these sentences lack an overt subject as well. If
atmospheric predicates are assumed to assign a special atmospheric theta
role then we have to assume the presence of an empty atmospheric
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quasi-argument in these sentences. If, on the other hand, atmospheric
predicates are assumed not to assign a theta role then we have to assume
the presence of an empty pleonastic subject required by the theory of
syntactic predication as explained above. On both accounts the subject can
be assumed to be a pro.
In order to have a comprehensive picture of nominal sentences a
number of facts have to be pointed out. First, note that the presence of a
copula in the sentences in (91) is optional. The following are perfect
paraphrases of the sentences in (91) with the auxiliary verb ila in the
imperfective form :
(93) a. y-lla Hemmu	 d-amhdar
3ms(AGR)-beIMPR Hemmu ?-student
"Hemmu is a student."
b. y-lla Hemmu gi ted dart
3ms(AGR)-beIMPR Hemmu in house
"Hemmu is in the house."
When the auxiliary verb is present the sentences display the basic VSO
order with the SVO order as a possible alternative.
Secondly, the past tense and future tense equivalents of the nominal
sentences in (91) require the presence of an auxiliary verb obligatorily.
(the *( ) notation here means that the sentences, understood to have a
past tense reading, would be ifi-formed with the auxiliary verb missing)
(94) a. *(y-ila) Hemmu d-amhdar
3ms(AGR)-bePERF Hemmu ?-student
"Hemmu was a student."
b. *(y-ila) Hemmu gi teddart
3ms(AGR)-bePERF Hemmu in house
"Hemmu was in the house."
c. *(ad-y-ffi) Hemmu d-amhdar
wffl-3ms-be Hemmu ?-student
"Hemmu will be a student."
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d. *(ad-y-ii) Hemmu gi teddart
will-3ms-be Hemmu in house
"Hommu will be in the house."
That the sentences in (91) have a present tense reading is shown by the
following examples (cf. Fassi Fehri (1987) for similar examples from
Standard Arabic) :
(95) a. Hemmu d-amhdar rux/*ithyadn/*dudshsha
Hemmu ?-student now/last year/tomorrow
b. Hemmu gi teddart rux/*idnnat/*dudehsha
Hemmu in house now/yesterday/tomorrow
The fact that nominal sentences are sensitive to present tense adverbials
but not to past tense and future tense adverbials shows clearly that they
necessarily have a present tense reading.
Thirdly, the negative counterparts of the Berber nominal sentences in
(91) also require the presence of the auxiliary :
(96) a. ur-*(y-lli) Hemmu d-amhdar
NEG- 3ms(AGR)-beIRRE Hemmu ?-student
"Hemmu is not a student,"
b. ur-*(y-lli) Hemmu gi teddart
NEG- 3ms(AGR)-beIRRE Hemmu in house
"Hemmu is not in the house."
Finally, the interrogative counterparts of the nominal sentences in (91)
also require the presence of the auxiliary :
(97) a. u ay- *(y-lla-n) d-amhdar?
who comp n-(AGR)-beIMPR-n ?-student
"Who is a student ?"
b. u ay- *(y-lla-n) gi teddart?
who comp- n-beIMPR-n in house
"Who is in the house ?"
The obvious question that this array of facts gives rise to is, What do
the constructions which require the presence of the auxiliary have in
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common that makes the appearance of the auxiliary obligatory? In different
terms, What turns a nominal sentence, obligatorily, into a verbal (copular)
sentence? I will try to demonstrate below that an adequate answer to this
question should not only account for the facts pointed out above but also
provide a principled explanation as to why languages like Berber, Arabic,
Hebrew and Russian allow nominal sentences while English does not. As a
matter of terminology I will call a nominal sentence every sentence that
does not have a verb in it, and I will call a copular sentence every
sentence that contains a copular verb.
2.4.2. The status of the prefix d-
Before we discuss the structure of nominal sentences let us have a
close look at the nature and behaviour of the particle d- which in a
number of sentences above is represented by a question mark. Compare the
following two examples :
(98) a. Hemmu d-amhdar
Hemmu ?-student
"Hemmu is a student."
b. Hemmu amhdar
Hemmu student
"Hemmu the student"
(98a) is a complete sentence which expresses a complete proposition,
whereas (98b) is simply a noun phrase. Yet, the only difference between
the two constructions is that (98a) contains the d- particle whereas (98b)
does not. For this reason some linguists (e.g. Shlonsky (1987), Choe (1987),
among others) have concluded that d- must be a copular form of some sort.
This conclusion is apparently supported by the fact that d- also
appears attached to clefted NPs :
/
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(99) a. d-amhdar ay- y-lla Hemmu
?-student comp 3ms-beIMPR Heinmu
"A student is what Hemmu is."
b. d-Hemmu ay- y-lla-n d-amhdar
?-Hemmu comp- n-beIMPR-n ?-student
"It is Heminu who is a student."
The analogy with English in this respect is clear. Cleft.ed elements in
English are preceded by a copula and a pleonastic subject (it). Likewise,
the cleft constructions in (99) have a copula which is d- and a pleonastic
subject which, presumably, is pro given that Berber is a pro drop
language. Although there is no rich agreement element in the matrix clause,
no problem is expected to arise since pleonastic pro does not require to be
identified, though it is not clear form which source it receives Case which,
remember, is crucial for its licensing.
However, there are a number of reasons to believe that cannot be a
copular form. First, d- appears only in sentences where the predicate is a
noun phrase. When the predicate is PP d- does not appear, not even
optionally, as is clearly shown by example (91b) and others above compared
with (100a) below. It does not appear in cleft constructions either when the
clef ted element is a non-NP
(100) a. *Hemmu d- gi- teddart
Hemmu ?- in- house
"Hemmu is in the house."
b. gi teddart ay- y-lla Hemmu
in house wh-comp 3ms-beIMPR Hemmu
"In the house is where Hemmu is."
c. *d- gi- teddart ay- y-Ila Hemmu
? in- house wh-cornp 3ms-beIMPR Hemmu
If d- was really a copular form it remains an odd fact that it appears only
in sentences where the predicate is a noun phrase, assuming that clefted
elements function as predicates of the matrix clause. We will see later that
the fact that d- appears only In sentences with an NP predicate is
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significant but for a different reason altogether.
Secondly, unlike all the other verbs in the language the particle d-, on
the assumption that it is a (copular) verb, is apparently the only verb that
is never marked for the subject agreement features, that is it never
carries the AGR element. Third, If d- was a copular form it would mean that
in a simple sentence such as (93a) and others above there are two copular
verbs, onC is ila and the other is d-. Besides the fact there is no apparent
reason why in a simple sentence like (93a) there should be two copular
verbs, it will be shown later that while the presence of the auxiliary jj is
explainable on principled grounds the presence of , on the assumption
that It is a copular verb, remains a total mystery24.
These are, to my eyes, reasonable grounds on which to doubt the
assumption that d- is a copular form. If it Is not a copular form, What is it
then? In order to have a clear idea about the nature and function of d- let
us compare example (lOic) below with the two examples in (98) repeated
here as (101a) and (bib), respectively :
(101) a. Hemmu d-amhdar
Hemmu ?-student
"Hemmu is a student."
b. Hemmu amhdar
Hemmu student
"Hemmu the student"
c. Hemmu u-amhdar
Hemmu CS-student
"Hemmu of the student
The noun phrase amhdar has a differnt grammatical function in each of
these constructions. In (c) It Is the complement of the head Hemmu, shown
by the fact that amhdar Is in the CS form, N being a Construct-governor.
In (b) amhdar is an attributive noun phrase with an adjectival function
modifying Hemmu. The fact that amhdar in (1) is not in the CS form implies
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that it is not governed by, and therefore is not a complement of, Hemmu.
In (a) amhdar clearly has a predicational function indicated by the
presence of the particle d-. Without d- (a) would be identical to (b), and
an ambiguity of grammatical function with respect to amhdar would arise.
The function of , therefore, appears to indicate that the noun phrase it
appears attached to is to be understood not as a complement or an
attributive noun phrase but as a predicational noun phrase. A similar
conclusion was reached a few years ago by Chaker (1975).
Having concluded this It is not difficult to see how the facts pointed
out above as problematic for the analysis which assumes to be a copular
form fall out immediately. The reason why d- appears only with nominal
sentences with a noun phrase predicate is that only in these constructions
does the possibility of ambiguity of grammatical function arise. When the
predicate is a PP the possibility of ambiguity does not arise at all, for PPs
in Berber cannot fulfill a modificatiorial function as the noun phrase in
(lOib) does. The equivalent of an English construction like the woman with
the blond hair is necessarily a relative clause construction :
(102)	 tamghart din- ghar-a azakhukh aahahbar
woman who has-she hair blond
"The woman who has blond hair."
Nor can PPs in Barber serve as complements of a N as the noun phrase in
(lOic) above does (see chapter 3).
The fact that	 does not Inflect for the subject agreement features
and that it co-occurs with another copular verb in the sentence follow
trivially from the conclusion that d- is not a verb. Also, the fact that
appears with clef ted noun phrases follows if we assume that the clef ted
noun phrase functions as the predicate of the matrix clause of the cleft
construction with a null pleonastic subject required by predication.
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The conclusion that is a sort of predication marker is strongly
supported by examples such as (103a), pointed out by Calabreso (1987) who,
incidentally, takes a similar view on the status of d-, as well as examples
such as (103b&c)) below it
(103) a. y-ffgh d-abamosh, y-dewwrd d-argaz
3ms-left pred-boy 3ms-came back prod-man
"He left a boy and came back a man."
b. y-ffegh x-idarn in-s, y-dwer gi-lkamiyya
3ms-left on-feet of-his 3ms-came back on-stretcher
"He left on his feet and came back on a stretcher."
c. y-dwer d-axuwwan
3ms-became prod-thief
"He became a thief."
The verbs ffzh and dwwrd in (103a) are typical intransitive verbs. ahamosh
and argaz are secondary predicates whose function is indicated by the
particle . With d- missing both noun phrases would be understood as
postverbal subjects (ignoring the fact that the two noun phrases are not
in the CS form) so that the sentence would mean "The boy left, the man
came back." In (103b) where the secondary predicates are PPs the presence
of d- Is not required and no ambiguity of grammatical function arises. In
(103c) axuwwan is also a secondary predicate whose function is indicated
by the particle d-.
On the basis of these facts and the others discussed above I will
conclude that d- is a predication marker which appears attached to NP
predicates in the following way25
(104)	 NP
,pred	 NP
di
I will leave open the question of how this structure arises.
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2.4.3. The structure of nominal sentences
A number of facts pointed out above show fairly clearly that nominal
sentences have a full fledged sentential structure just like verbal
sentences. The fact that nominal sentences are sensitive to present tense
adverbials shows that they are marked for tense and therefore have a TNS
node. The tense specification is also required independently by the fact
that nominal sentences express full propositions, assuming that tense is an
âssential component of a sentential proposition. Recall also that TNS in
Berber implies AGR since TNS selects AGR. The structure of nominal
sentences, accordingly, should look like the following :
(105)	 TNSP
TL'
TNS	 AGRP
S pec1R'
AGR	 XP
x
(where X can be a N or a P or an A)
What this structure amounts to is the claim that nominal sentences differ
minimally from verbal sentences in that they have nonVP predicates. This
is a desirable consequence given the propositional status that both types
of sentences have. What we have to determine now is how the subject
receives Case given that AGR is not overtly realised.
In order to be able to do that let us draw a parallel between nominal
sentences and so-called small clauses discussed above. Like nominal
sentences the NP predicate of a clause embedded under thsk "consider"
also requires the presence of the predicational particle, while the clauses
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that have a PP predicate do not as illustrated by examples (76a) and (77a).
I will take this fact to be indicative of an underlying similarity in
structure between small clauses and nominal sentences, a fact that is
already expressed by structure (105) above as compared with (82). The
only difference between the two structures is in the position of the subject
which Is in the Spec of AGRP in (105) and in the Spec of TNSP in (82). The
reason why we assumed that the subject in small clauses is base-generated
under the Spec of TNSP Is to make it accessible to government by the
matrix verb which assigns it accusative Case. The Spec of AGRP, we
assumed, is filled by a pro which receives Case from an abstract AGR. The
relationship between the subject and this pro is similar to the relationship
between the preverbal subject and the pro in the Spec of AGRP in SVO
sentences. The possibility that the subject in small clauses could be moved
from the Spec of the maximal projection of the predicate was eliminated by
the fact that the predicate can be headed by a lexical category, such as P,
which we assumed does not assign an external theta role.
Now, given that the subject in nominal sentences is not assigned Case
by an external governor since nominal sentences function as root clauses
we have to determine how the subject receives (nominative) Case. The
answer, I believe, is already contained within the account given above.
Unlike small clauses the subject in nominal sentences is base-generated in
the Spec of AGRP and receives Case from the abstract AGH. The Spec of
TNSP can be assumed to be left empty or not to project altogether. Notice
that we have to assume that TNS is also abstract. The reason for its
abstract realisation, along with that of AGE, can be attributed to the lack
of a suitable carrier, assuming a morphological subcategorisation frame for
overt TNS and AGE which specifies that only a verbal category can serve
as a carrier for them. Given that nominal sentences have non-VP predicates
the lack of a suitable carrier is only apparent.
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Notice that in constructions where the predicate is a noun phrase one
might argue that the latter is also subject to the Case requirement. If the
noun phrase predicate is indeed subject to the Case requirement then the
question arises as to how it is assigned Case. This is not an easy question
to answer since there apparently is no possible source for Case in the
construction. However, the question arises only if we understand the Case
requirement in terms of the Case Filter which requires all noun phrases to
have Case. If we understand the Case requirement in terms of the Visibility
Hypothesis instead then the noun phrase would not be required to have
Case because it is not an argument. The Visibility Hypothesis, remember,
makes theta-marking of argument noun phrases conditional upon them
having Case so that if a noun phrase is not required to be theta-marked,
because it is a non-argument, then it does not need to have Case.
The proposed analysis makes two interesting predictions. One is that
the basic word order in nominal sentences should be Subject-predicate
since no movement to AGR and TNS takes place to yield a different order.
That the prediction is correct is shown by all the nominal sentences
mentioned above which all have the predicted order Subject-Predicate.
This, however, does not necessarily mean that the order Predicate-Subject
is not attested. The following examples where the predicate precedes the
subject are possible paraphrases of their counterparts above
(106) a. d-amhdar Hemmu
pred-student
"Hemmu is a student."
b. gi teddart Hemmu
in house Hemmu
"Hemmu is in the house."
c. marrid-un Zayd-un
sick-NOM Zayd-NOM
"Zayd is sick."
These can be analysed as either instances of predicate-preposing or as
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instances of subject-postposing. Evidence that can decide between the two
is hard to come by. The fact that sentences like (106a&b) are usually
pronounced with an intonation break between the predicate and the subject
cannot decide between the two since both poetposed and preposed elements
are usually separated from the rest of the sentence by an intonational
break.
The second prediction that the proposed analysis makes Is that pro
drop should not be possible in nominal sentences because AGR Is abstract,
that is it is not rich in the required sense to be able to identify the
missing subject. That the prediction is correct is borne out by the
following examples
(107) a. * pro d-amhdar
pred-student
"He is a student."
b. * pro gi teddart
in house
"He Is in the house."
The analysis proposed here for nominal sentences with argumental
subjects extends naturally to nominal sentences with non-argumental
subjects, namely atmospheric sentences illustrated by the examples in (92)
and the matrix clause of cleft constructions illustrated by examples such as
(99a&b). In both constructions the subject is a pleonastic pro that is
assigned Case by the abstract AGR. The fact that AGH is abstract should
not be problematic in this case since unlike argumental pro pleonastic pro
does not require identification by rich AGR, Case-marking being sufficent
to license its presence
Viewed as such, nominal sentences turn out to have a structure that is
similar to that of small clauses, as explained above, and verbal sentences.
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The only difference lies in the fact that small clauses and nominal
sentences have non—VP predicates. Being non-VP predicates has the
consequence that AGH and TNS are not overtly realised because if they
were they would be in violation of the AP since the structure lacks a
suitable carrier for them, i.e. a verbal category. The next question we need
to answer is how nominal sentences differ minimally from their copular
counterparts. The answer to this question will hopefully provide us with an
explanation for why English does not have nominal sentences. The answer
will turn out to be crucially linked to the overt v abstract realisation of
TNS26.
2.4.4. The structure of copular constructions
Let us assume that the minimal difference between the nominal
sentences in (91) and their copular counterparts in (93) is that in the
latter AGH and TNS are realised overtly while in the former they are
abstract. Let us see how this minimal distinction can be made to account
for the presence of the copula in the examples in (93) as well as those in
(94), (96) and (97). The overt realisation of AGR and TNS implies that they
have to satisfy the AP. But to do so they have to attach to a verbal
category. Because nominal sentences have non-VP predicates they do not
contain a verbal category that can move up to AGR and TNS to help them
satisfy the AP. The solution is to insert a dummy verbal category that
would serve as a carrier. This dummy verbal category is the copula which
does not seem to make any contribution to sentence interpretation in the
same way that nominal pleonastic elements do not make any contribution to
sentence interpretation. This is shown by the fact that with or without the
copula the sentences in (91) and (93) have the same interpretation.
Therefore, we can refer to the copula as a verbal pleonastic that
corresponds to the nominal pleonastics j and there in English. What the
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analysis amounts to is the claim that the copular counterparts of the
nominal sentences, which remember all have a present tense reading,
contain a copula because AGR and TNS are realised overtly, thus
automatically falling under the scope of the AP.
Another question that we need to answer is, Why do future and past
tense sentences require the presence of the copula as illustrated by the
examples in (94)? With respect to future tense sentences the answer is
straightforward. Future tense is realised as ad- which is affixal, hence the
obligatory presence/insertion of the copula to serve as a carrier. With
respect to past tense sentences the answer is not so straightforward.
Recall that we assumed that temporal oppositions In Berber operate on the
basis of the feature matrix [+,- FUTURE]. (+FUTURE] is realised as ad-
while (-FUTURE] implies [+,- (IM)PERFECTIVE]. But now that we have
dissociated tense from aspect we have to change this feature system. We
can assume instead that [-FUTURE] implies past tense automaticaly. The
present tense can be assumed to be derived by a default mechanism, a
tense frame that Is neither [+FUTURE] nor [-FUTURE] is present. It follows
from this specification that both future and past tense are realised but the
present tense isr1it. From this also follows the fact that the
presence/insertion of the copula in future tense and past tense
constructions is obligatory to serve as a vehicle for the specified future
C
and past tense, but in present tense conatrtions it is only optional, hence
the possibility of having nominal sentences.
The examples in (96), which are the negative counterparts of the
nominal sentences, and the examples in (97), which are the corresponding
wh-questions of the nominal sentences, have in common with each other and
with the future and past tense constructions the fact that they contain
affixal elements which require a verbal category to satisfy the AP. In (96)
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the affixal element is the negation marker ur- and in 97) the affixal
element is the wh-comp The affixal nature of NEG has been discussed
at length above. The affixal nature of the wh-comp, however, will be
discussed in chapter 4 (see also Ouhalla (in preparation)) where we will see
that it is responsible for the obligatory movement of the verbal complex to
C in operator-movement constructions. The copula in the examples in (97)
can be assumed to be inserted under AGR and from that position it raises
to C through TNS.
Before we move on to discuss copular sentences in English I would like
to adduce evidence from other languages for the analysis suggested above.
Moroccan Arabic (MA) and Hebrew are languages which, like Berber, allow
nominal sentences :
(108) a. Hemmu (huwwa) taalib
	 (MA)
Hemmu is
	 student
"Hemmu is a student."
b. Hemmu (huwwa) f-ldar
Hemmu is in-house
"Hemmu is in the house."
c. Hemmu (huwwa) mriid
Hemmu is
	 ill
"Hemmu is ill."
(109) a. David (hu) student	 (Hebrew, Rapoport (1985))
David is student
"David is a student."
b. David (hu) ba-xeder
David is in-room
"David is in the room."
c. David (hu) xole
David is sick
"David is sick."
The element hu(wwa) referred to in the relevant literature as PRON has
been argued to be a verbal element despite the fact that its form is
identical to that of the third person singular pronoun in the languages in
question (see Rapoport (1985) and Doron (1983) & (1986)). PRON in a sense
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compensates for the gap in the paradigm of the copula (h.y.y. in Hebrew
and k.n. in MA) which lacks a present tense conjugation. So, PRON plays
the role that the copula in similar Berber examples plays. The fact that the
presence of PRON is optional implies that in MA and Hebrew, like in Berber,
present tense need not be overtly realised, a fact that is made obvious by
the lack of a present tense conjugation of the copula in the two languages.
The past and future tense counterparts of the examples in (108) and (109),
as in Berber, also require the presence of the copula
(110) a. Hemmu *(kaan) taalib
Hemmu was student
"Hemmu was a student."
b. David *(haya) student
David was student
"David was a student."
Let us now see what happens when nominal sentences in these
languages are negated or their subject is wh-moved. Consider the following
examples from MA :
(111) a. Hemmu mashi (huwwa) taalib
Hemmu not is student
"Hemmu is not a student."
b. shkun lii (huwwa) taalib ?
who comp is student
"Who is a student?"
Unlike their counterparts in Berber neither the negation element nor the
wh-comp in MA is affixal, hence the optional presence of the copula.
Concerning Hebrew Rapoport reports that when the subject of a
nominal sentence is relativised or long-wh-moved the PRON element appears
obligatorily :
(112) a. David, she-*(hu) student, gar be-Yeru'alayim
David, that-is student lives in-Jerusalem
"David, who is a student, lives in Jerusalem."
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b. ml amart-a she-*(hu) student?
who said-you that-is student
"Who did you say is a student?"
Like the wh-comp ay- in Berber the Hebrew complementizer she- (cf.
Shlonsky (1988)) is also affixal, hence the obligatory presence of the PRON
element which we are assuming to be a copular form.
To make the argument clearer let us compare the sentences in (112)
with their equivalents In Berber and MA, respectively :
(113) a. Hemmu, din-*(y-lla-n) d-amhdar, y-zeddegh gi- Al Quda
Hemmu comp- n-beIMP-n pred-student 3ms-lives in-Jerusalem
"}Iemmu, who is a student, lives in Jerusalem."
b. u ay- t-nni-t qa (y-lla) d-amhdar'
who comp- 2s-said-2s that 3ms-ls pred-student
"Who did you say is a student?"
(114) a. Hemmu, lii (huwwa) taalib, kayskun f-Al Quds
Hemniu comp is	 student lives in-Jerusalem
b. shkun giti beth (huwwa) taalib?
who said-you that is
	 student
The Barber relative clause complementizer din-, as we will see In chapter 4,
is affixal (cf. Ouhalia (in preparation)), hence the obligatory presence of
the copula. Its counterpart in MA 111, however, is not, hence the optionality
of the copula. On the other hand, the Berber non-wh-comp in (113b) is
not affixal, hence the optionality of the copula. Its counterpart in MA is
also not affixal, hence the optionality of the copula.
The facts discussed above show clearly that the obligatory presence of
the copula in the constructions that we have examined so far is conditioned
by purely morphological factors. The copula is obligatory only in those
constructions which contain an affixal element that requires a verbal
category to satisFy the requirement that its morphological subcategorisation
frame be satisfied (further evidence for copula insertion will be presented
in the next chapter in relation to copular constructions in Irish which have
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a ProgP (cf. McClo8key (1983)) as predicate.
It is interesting to see to what extent the analysis adopted here for
Berber copular constructions can be extended to English copular
constructions. The suggestion that English copular sentences such as those
in (115) below have non-VP predicates and that the copula is inserted
merely as a support for the AGR and TNS elements has already been made
In the literature, in particular Rothstein (1983)
(115) a. John is/was a student.
b. John is/was in the house.
c. John is/was sick.
Rothstein argues that the predicates in these sentences are NP, PP and AP,
respictively and that the copula is inserted to bear the agreement and
tense elements. Within the framework developed here copula insertion is
obligatory under the AP since both AGR and TNS are affixal.
That this analysis is probably correct is suggested by the fact that
the copula is apparently the only verb in English that can move to C in
yes/no questions, for example
(116) a. Ia/was John a student?
b. Is/was John in the house?
c. Is/was John sick?
(117) a. *Loves John Mary?
b. *Saw you John?
c. *Eat she bananas?
If the copula in these examples is assumed not to be base-generated under
a V node heading a VP predicate of the sentence but is inserted directly
under the inflectional nodes then it is possible to maintain the
generalisation that verbs in English do not move to C, for some specific
reasons (cf. Ouhalia (in preparation))27.
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Having said this it is worth asking the question : Why Is
copula-insertion in English present tense sentences obligatory? In other
words, Why is it not possible to have nominal sentences in English?
Continuing to assume that it Is the overt realisation of TNS that Is
responsible for the appearance of the copula the fact that English lacks
nominal sentences can be explained in terms of the assumption that present
tense in English is realised overtly, contrary to its counterpart in Berber
where it is inferred by a default mechanism as we concluded above. Tense
oppositions in English are standardly assumed to operate on the basis of
the feature 1+,- PAST]. [+PAST] is realised as
	 , while [-PAST] implies
[+,-FUTURE/PRESENT]. The future tense is realised by
	 fl while the
present tense, with respect to the copula, Is realised by distinct verbal
forms (, , is ...etc.). These facts seem to Imply that the present tense
is not inferred by a default mechanism, as is the case in Barber and
presumably In the other languages which allow nominal sentences, but is
realised overtly. Recall that nominal sentences in all the languages that
allow them that we have examined here invariably have a present tense
reading. The fact that Arabic and Hebrew, though historicaly related, do
not have a present tense conjugation of the copula, When considered in the
light of the fact just mentioned, cannot be simply accidentaL The analysis
proposed here is to a large extent based on this observation plus the facts
pointed out above with respect to negative and wh—copular constructions.
The general conclusion that these facts seem to point to Is that
copula-insertion is conditioned by purely morphological factors. The copula
is Inserted to satisfy the morphological subcategoriaation properties of a
certain afflxal element in the sentence28.
2.5. Conclusion
In this chapter I have proposed and discussed a fairly articulated
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structure of the sentential clause which in a way amounts to a rejection of
the standard assumption that I is a category which hosts a number of
inflectional elements (AGR, TNS, NEG...etc) and which functions as the head
of the sentence. The order of Inflectional elements In relation to each other
and to the verb in Berber sentences as well as the facts of cliticisation
have forced us to treat each of them (NEG, TNS, AGR and ASP) as a
category in its own right heading a maximal projection of its own according
to the principles of X-bar theory. These categories are also organised
hierarchically with respect to each other and to the verb. The task of
organising them in sentential structure has been based on the
generalisation made by the MP and the constraints on head-movement laid
down by the HMC/ECP.
When the conclusions reached with respect to Berber were extended to
English and other SVO languages It turned out that the surface word order
variations between VSO languages and SVO languages are the consequence
of the fact that in VSO languages TNS selects AGR, strictly speaking AGRP,
while in SVO languages it is the other way round. The surface word order
is generated as a result of V-movement to AGR and TNS, and
subject-movement to the Spec of AGRP. The former is motivated by the AP
since both AGR and TNS are affixal and the latter Is motivated by Ca8e, in
the sense that the subject moves to the Spec of AGRP to receive Case from
AGR via coindexation. Given that AGRP Is the top node in the sentential
structure in SVO languages the two movements yield an SVO order. On the
other hand, given that the top node in the sentential structure of VSO
languages is not AGRP but TNSP the two movements yield a VSO order.
Such a desirable consequence has obviated the need for a directionality
parameter of Case-assignment to account for surface word order
variations, among languages, Involving the subject. Another desirable
consequence of this analysis is that it provides a natural account of the
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fact that VSO languages generally make use of the SVO order as an
alternative, the fact that we have been referring to as Greenberg's
Universal 6. The Spec of TNSP in VSO languages provides a natural
position for the preverbal subject.
The same conclusions were also extended to account for the structures
of Infinitival and so-called small clauses. Infinitival clauses turned out to
have a TNS frame, contrary to the standard belief. The difference between
inflected infinitivals and non-inflected infinitivals Is that AGR projects in
the former but not in the latter. The analysis provided then was shown to
account naturally for the fact that VSO languages generally lack
non-inflected infinitivals. Because AGR in VSO languages is selected by TNS
it cannot fail to project, unlike AGR in SVO languages which is not selected
by any element. In SVO languages the relationship between AGR and TNS is
the reverse of that in VSO languages; it is AGR that selects TNS in SVO
languages. Small clauses, on the other hand, were found to have a
structure that in many respects resembles that of the normal infinitival
clauses with the difference that the predicate in small clauses is a non-VP
category.
The latter property was also found to distinguish nominal sentences
and some copular constructions from the normal verbal sentences. It was
argued that the copula is simply a verbal pleonastic element that is
inserted as a suitable category to satisfy either the morphological or the
syntactic (or both) subcategorisation frame of certain categories.
The ultimate and, from my point of view, the most interesting result of
the investigation undertaken in this chapter is that there is no such thing
as a fixed sentential category. In VSO affirmative sentences the top node is
TNSP while in negative sentences it is a NEGP. In SVO finite clauses it is
an AGEP while in non-inflected infinitival clauses It is a TNSP. In Berber
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negative sentences It Is a NEGP while in English negative sentences it is
not ...etc. It is perhaps for this reason that IP, generally, does not
function as an argument. Assuming that subcategorisation operates in
categorial terms, it becomes understandable why an unstable category like
the one we have been discussing seems to never be subcategorised.
The conclusions reached, on the other hand, provide us with a glimpse
into what could be one of the functions of the complementizer, namely, to
give a fixed categorial identity to the clause so that subcategorisation
becomes straightforward whether understood in traditional terms or in
terms of a correlation between semantic and syntactic categories. In the
next chapter we will discuss a not unrelated function of the
complementizer, namely, that it nominalizes the sentential clause, thus
making it possible for it to function as an argument, a function that I will
argue can only be fulfilled by nominal categories. This will allow us to
account for the fact that although noun phrases have a structure that is
remarkably similar to that of sentential clauses they generally do not seem
to take complementizers.
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Footnotes
1. The effect that some of these phonotatic constraints have on the
examples In (3a) can be seen in their surface forms which are as follows :
(I) a. wargaz
b. uhamosh
c. ilf/i-y-i]f
d. ushshn/u-w-ushshn
In (in) the Construct prefix turns into a semi-vowel, while in (ib) the
number-gender vowel deletes. (ic&d) involve two strategies : the Construct
vowel deletes or a semi-vowel is inserted to break the hiatus that results
from the prefixation of the Construct vowel (cf. Ouhaila (1984) & Chtatou
(1982)).
2. The affixal elements y--n attached to the verb In these examples are
known as "neutral AGR". They appear in clauses which involve
wh-movement of the subject. The reason why they are called neutral AGR is
because they do not agree with the subject in grammatical features In the
sense that they maintain a fixed form regardless of the features of the
subject as Illustrated by the following examples :
(i) a. ma n-ahamosh ay- y-sghi-n iharkusn?
what GEN-boy comp n-bought-n shoes
"Whih boy bought the shoes?"
b. ma n-temghart ay- y-sghl-n iharkusn?
what GEN-woman comp- n-bought-n shoes
"Whic woman bought shoes?"
c. ma n-immidn ay- y-sghl-n iharkusn?
what GEN-people comp- n-bought-n shoes
"Which people bought shoes?"
For a detailed account of the function of neutral AGR and why it appears
only in clauses which involve wh-movement of the subject see Ouhalla (in
preparation).
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3. The only exception to the condition that the host be affixal is the verb.
However, we will sea later that diticisation to the verb is only a last resort
strategy that citics turn to when there is no other suitable host in the
clause. Being morphologicaly dependent elements themselves ditics have to
attach to a category to sat1s(, the AP.
4. I would like to point out at this stage that I am not alon in reaching the
conclusion that the structure of I needs to be more articulated than Is
standardly believed. In his GLOW (1987) paper Pollock came to a similar
conclusion with respect to French and English on quite independent
grounds that have to do with the scope of verb-movement in the two
languages illustrated by examples such as the following:
(i) a. *John likes not Mary	 (Pollock (1987))
b. Jean (n')aime pas Marie
(ii)a. *Like he Mary?
b. Aime-t-il Marie?
(iii)a. *John kisses often Mary
b. Jean embrasse souvent Marie
c. John often kisses Mary
d. *Jean souvent embrasse Marie
(iv) a. *My friends love all Mary
b. Mes arnie aiment thus Marie
c. My friends all love Mary
d. *Meg
 arnie thus aiment Marie
By the time I received Pollock's paper it was too late to incorporate a
detailed discussion of its content into the main body of this work. For this
reason my comments on it will be confined to footnotes only. Although the
underlying idea is practically the same in both analyses there are
significant differences which will be pointed out and discussed at the
relevant stages.
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5. Evidence that the Tarifit dialect of Berber used for illustration here
does have rules which make reference to VP is discussed in Ouhalla (1986b)
assuming the standard IP framework. The evidence is summarised here for
reference. Examples (ia&b) below are instances of VP-deletion under
identity, while examples (iia&b) and (iiia&b) are Instances of VP-preposing.
Examples (lva&b) show that Tarifit has VO Idioms. All these properties are
Indicative of the existence of a VP node
(I) a. t-sgha Munat lharkusn; la nash
3fs-bought Munat shoes also I
"Munat bought shoes and so did I."
b. t-fgh Munat zikh; Ia Hemmu
3fs-left Munat early also Hemmu
"Munat left early and so did Hemmu.
(ii) a. y-hlkh Hemmu
3mg-be Ill heinmu
"Hemmu Is ill."
b. y-hlkh ay- y-lla Hemtnu
3ms-be ill comp- 3ms-is Hemmu
"It. Is ill that Hemmu is."
(iii) a. ad-Ui-n tf-n axuwwan rux-nni
will-be-3p caught-3p thief time-that
"They will have caught the thief by that time."
b. tf-n axuwwan ad-ill-n rux-nni
caught-3p thief will-be-3p time-that
"They will have caught the thief by that time."
(lv) a. y-shsha ixfins
3 ms-ate himself
"He ate himslef." (literally)
"He was very angry."
b. y-ush-as arih
3ms-gave-him wind
"He gave him the wind." (literally)
"He gave him nothing."
It should be pointed out, however, that what Is considered to be a VP In
Ouhaila (ibid), where the orthodox IP structure is assumed, may not be a
VP within the framework developed here.
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6. The analyses suggested by Choe (1986) and Fassi Fehri (1987), though
based on the notion of directionality, differ in important respects from the
analysis suggested by Sproat In the references cited above. Choe assumes
that AGR Is base-generated attached to the verb and that the subject
moves down from the Spec of IP and adjoins to the left of V+AGR, thus
yielding a structure like the following where the subject follows the
inflected verb
(I)	 IP	 (Choe (1987))
-1Spec	 I'
ej	 I	 VP
V	 NP
NPI
There are obvious conceptual problems with this analysis as Choe herself
admits. Among these problems is, first, the fact that the adjunction process
violates the Structure Preserving Hypothesis because it adjoins a maximal
projection to an X-O category, and secondly, that the movement is a
downgrading movement.
Fassi Fehri, on the other hand, argues that the subject is
base-generated in the Spec pos tion of VP and that the VSO order is the
result of a movement of the verb to I motivated by the necessity to
support I for the latter to be able to assign Case to the subject which
remains in its D-structure position :
(ii)	 IP
Spec I'
I+Vi	 VP
	
4	 Spec'1'
Obj
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i is on the left Bide of the subject and therefore can assign it Case. Among
the advantages of this analysis is the fact that it provides for a preverbal
subject position (Spec of IP) and therefore accounts for the possibility of
the alternative SVO order In Standard Arabic.
7. McCloskey (1983) and Sadler (1988) report that the Celtic languages
differ from the mainstream VSO languages In that they do not allow for the
SVO order In root clauses as an alternative to the VSO order. Examples
such as the following from Welsh are assumed to be instances of subject
clefting rather than instances of SVO order since there is a complementiser
separating the subject from the rest of the sentence :
(I) a. Sian a baiodd yr ardd	 (Sadler (1988))
John pt(comp) dug-3s the garden
"It was John who dug the garden."
b. Sian sy'n palu'r ardd
John is-3s--prog dig-the garden
"It is John who is digging the garden."
The reason why the Celtic languages should lack this property is not clear
to me. I suspect that this property may really turn out not to be lacking
in the Celtic languages at all and that its appearance is obscured by some
still unknown reasons.
However, it is interesting to point out in this respect a fact reported
by Sadler (Ibid), citing Richards (1938), that Old Welsh used to have an
alternative SVO order. In this order the verb agreed with a lexical subject
in number. But in the VSO order the verb agrees in number only with
pronominal subjects; with non-pronominal subjects the verb is always
singular.
This is remarkable in view of the fact that exactly the game situation
holds in Standard Arabic as explained in Fassi Fehrl (1984)&(1987). To
illustrate from Standard Arabic consider the following examples :
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(ii) a. l-?awla:d-u ja:?-u:
	 Fassi Fehri (1987))
the-boys--nom came-3p1.
"The boys came."
b. *1-?awlad-u ja:?-a
the-boys-nom came-sg.
(iii) a. ja?-a 1-?awla:d-u
came-sg. the-boys-noin
b. *ja:?-u:	 l-?awlad-u
came-3p1. the-boys-nom
(iv) a. hum ja:?-u:
they came-3p1
"They came."
b. ja:?-u: hum
came-3p1 they
In (ha) the verb agrees with the preverbal subject in number, Failure of
this agreement results in iU-formedneas as is illustrated by (jib). Examples
(iiia&b) ifiustrate the fact that the verb does not agree with the postverbal
subject in number, In VSO sentences the verb is always In the singular
when the subject is non-pronominal. When the subject is pronominal as in
(lv-a&b) the verb agrees with it in number regardless of whether it Is In
the preverbal or the postverbal position.
Examples from Welsh Illustrating the same facts are the following :
(v) a. Maent hwy yn canu
	 (Sadler (ibid))
are-3P they prog sing
"They are singing."
b. Mae y plant yn canu
is-3S the children are srnging
"The children are singing.
c. Agorodd *hwy/ef/hi y drws
opened-3S they/he/she the door
"He/she opened the door."
d. Agorodd y dyruon/y dyn y drwa
opened-3S the men/the man the door
"The man/men opened the door,"
e. *Agoron y dynion y drws
opened-3P the men the door
"The men opened the door."
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Fassi Febri takes these facts of Arabic to be arguments for the assumption
that the preverbal subject is not occupying the canonical subject position
governed by AGR but Is a sort of topic/focus element related to the
argumental subject position held by the (pronominal) AGH element which
later incorporates into the verbal complex.
Before we leave this issue I would like to emphasize that the
remarkable correlation between the facts of Welsh and Standard Arabic
pointed out above should not be dismissed as accidental but rather as
revealing of the underlying properties of SVO sentences not only in the
two languages but perhaps in VSO languages in general. At the moment I
have nothing to add to what has already been said by Fassi Fehrl (ibid).
8. It is doubtful that nominative Case is assigned by AGH as is the belief
in the mainstream GB literature. It seems to me that nominative Is rather a
sort of an elsewhere/default Case that appears on noun phrases that lack a
Case-assigning governor. This can be easily discerned in Arabic where
nominative appears on topicalised and dislocated noun phrases as well as
on subjects of sentences (cf. Fassi Fehri (1984)). In some other languages
which also have rich morphological Case systems (e.g. Turkish and
Hungarian) subjects of sentences (nominative noun phrases) are simply
unmarked for Case, again suggesting the elsewhere/default nature of
nominative. Despite these doubts I will continue to assume, for practical
reasons, that nominative Is assigned by AGH via coindexation.
9. If the assumption that the subject theta role is assigned compositionally
by the lexical head and its complement as correct, as suggested originally
by Marantz (1984), then one can assume that the subject theta role is
assigned by the X' projection which contains the head and its complement.
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10. For arguments in support of the assumption that subjects are
base-generated in the Spec position of VP and raised to the Spec of IP for
Case reasons see Kitagawa (1986). Kitagawa argues that this analysis
predicts that subjects which do not fall under the scope of the Case Filter,
such as clausal subjects, should be expected to remain in the Spec position
of VP since there is no motivation for them to raise. Kitagawa argues that
this is precisely the situation in extraposition sentences such as the
following
(i) a. It [VP turned out [that he was a spy]]
b. It [VP bothers me [he hasn't called us yet]I
c. It is [AP likely [that he will arrive late]]
where the clausal subject is on the right of the material contained within
VP and the subject position is filled by a pleonastic element to satisfy the
Extended Projection Principle.
For further arguments, based on different facts, in support of the
assumption that the subject is base-generated inside the VP predicate and
then raised to the canonical subject position see Roopinan and Sportiche
(1986).
11. The process linking of an external theta role to an external argument,
and the process of linking of a predicate to a licensing subject (via
coindexation (cf. Williams (1980)) have been considered in some sources as
one and the same process. Hale & Keyser (1986), for example, state that the
"agent role...[is] assigned to a subject in syntax, via predication." (p.26).
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12. The argument that AGR in subject-initial languages ia higher in the
sentential structure than TNS receives significant support form SOy
languages such as Turkish as well. In the following representative sentence
from George and Kornfilt (1981) AGR clearly follows TNS in order with
respect to the verb:
(i) (biz) viski-y-i	 iç-ece-iz
we whiky-ACC drink-FUTURE (TNS )-1 pl(AGR)
"We will drink whisky."
If the assumptions made above are correct then the structure of this
Turkish sentence is expected to be as follows, bearing in mind that Turkish
is a head-final language :
(ii) AGRP
(	 Spec AGR'
TNSP AGR
TNS'	 -ii
VP TNS
V,
we/l)J
NP
viiki	 ic-
The verb In this structure moves up to TNS and then to AGR to attach to
the elements occupying them. The subject, on the other hand, moves to the
Spec of AGRP to receive Case from AGR through coindexation. It is clear,
therefore, that it La the placement of AGR that is responsible for the
position of the subject in the surface structure regardless of whether the
language is head-first or head-last.
13. Assuming that the conclusion reached above with respect to
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subject-initial languages is essentially correct the structure that Pollock
(1987) suggests for French and English, reproduced here with minor
modifications, is obviously not accurate :
(lii)	 TP	 (p. 32)
Spec T'
	
T	 AGRP
A3
AGR
VI
(This structure differs from the original one in Pollock in that it does not
Include the negation element. The position of the negation element in the
sentential structure will be discussed later.) Given that both French and
English are subject-initial languages AGR has to be higher in the sentential
structure than T(NS). This is shown clearly by the French example in (53a)
where the TNS element precedes the AGR element in relation to the verb.
As a matter of fact Belletti in her GLOW (1988) paper has argued for a
structure where AGR is the top node on the basis of simple examples from
Italian such as the following
(iv) Legge-va-no	 (Belletti (1988))
read-imp(TNS/ASP)-3p1(AGR)
"They read " (imperfective)
The structure that Belletti suggests for Italian and, presumably, for French
as well is the following, which, if anything, looks identical to the one
suggested in this work :
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(v)	 AGEP
-1Spec AGE'
	
pzo AGE
	 TP
1	 I
-no
—Va	 +
legge-
TNS and AGR being both affixal the verb raises obligatorily to attach to
them, thus satisfying the AP. The order that results from this movement Is
one where the subject precedes the verbai complex and the complement of
the verb, i.e. SVO.
14. Likewise, Pollock (1987) considers the infinitive endings in French (-er,
-ir and -oir) as being TNS elements. However, Pollock assumes that it is
not the verb that moves up and attaches to the infinitive endings in TNS
but It is the infinitive endings which affix-hop down onto the verb. In the
present framework this type of movement Is not allowed for the simple
reason that it Is a downgrading movement, the underlying general
assumption being that all syntactic movements leave behind a trace which
is subject to the ECP.
Notice that the possibility that the affix-hopping of the Infinitive
endings could be assumed to operate at PP where the ECP does not apply
is excluded in the present context by the fact that the AP Is an
S-structure condition. Because the infinitive endings are affixal they are
subject to the Al' and therefore have to attach to the verb prior to the
S-structure level, that Is in the syntax.
The alternative possibility that the infinitive endings could be
assumed to be base-generated attached to the verb Is equally excluded by
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the assumption that all categories which assign a theta role, TNS affixes
included, must hold an independent structural position at D-structure
which governs their complements, i.e. the assumption expressed by the
UTAH. Recall that we have been assuming throughout that functional heads
assign a (functional) theta role to the maximal projections they select.
15. The distinction made here between the infinitive marker in English and
its counterpart In the Romance languages can be argued to be the reason
behind the possibility of VP-deletion in Enghsh illustrated by (i) below and
its lack in the Romance languages (cf. Zagona (1982) & (1988)) :
(i) John want8 to leave and Bill would like to ['rp eli too
Deletion of the VP constituent in this sentence does not result in a
violation of the AP by to since the latter is rxt affixal. Its Romance
counterpart, however, is affixal as we saw abo've so that VP-deletion
inevitably results in a violation of the AP by the infinItive marker.
The contrast between the following examples can a]so be explained
along similar lines
(ii) a. John has left and Pablo has t p e] too
b. *Juan has) sal do y Pablo ha (vp eJ tamblen
(ila) does not involve a violation of the AP since the aspectual have is
non-affixal and the TNS and AGR elements are attached to it. The Spanish
example in (jib), however, does involve a violation of The AP by ha if the
latter is assumed to be affixal in nature. That the latter assumption is
correct is suggested by the well known fact that haber + past participle
form an inseparable unit in contemporary Spanish. They cannot, for
example, be separated by a subject :
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(lii) *Que' ha Juan leido ? (Zagona (1982))
what has Juan read
Assuming j to be an affixal element which requires to attach to a verbal
category to satisfy the AP examples (jib) and (iii) can be accounted for in
terms of a violation of the AP. The fact that ha and the past participle
form two separate phonological words can be explained if ha is assumed to
be affixal only morphosyntactically (cf. Zubizarreta (1915). For more on this
point with respect to the causative verb see chapter 4.
16. Alternatively, one could assume, along with Borer (1987), that AGR In
non-inflected infintivals does project so that the structure of non-inflected
infinitivals would be similar to that of inflected infmitivals and finite
clauses. The only difference would be that AGR in non-inflected infinitivala
is abstract and that it can only identify a subject pro In control
structures, that is in structures where the abstract AGR is coindexed with
an overt matrix subject from which it receives its features (cf. Borer
(1987)) & Huang (1984)). This I believe is a rather attractive alternative
because it postulates identical structures for all types of clauses and
reduces the difference between non-inflected infinitivals, on one hand, and
inflected infinitivals and finite clauses, on the other, to a mere abstract vs
overt realisation of AGE. I leave open the question of which of the two
analyses is more adequate, a question that is clearly of an empirical order.
17. See Borer (1987) for a range of control examples from different
languages which involve pro and even overt pronominals in controlled
positions.
18. The status of the particle d- in example (76a) and others below, glossed
as "?", will be determined later in 2.4.2.
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19. Obviously, the structure in (86) cannot possibly be gerieralised to all
SVO languages in the sense that In all SVO languages NEG holds the
position that it holds in English sentences illustrated by (85a). The reason
Is simply the fact that in some SVO languages, such as French, the
equivalents of (85b&d) are grammatical :
(i) a. Marie no mange pea les pomnies
Marie NEG eat-TNS-AGR NEG the apples
"Marie does not eat apples."
b. Marie ne mans-er--a pas les pommes
Marie NEG eat-FUT(TNS)-3s(AGR) NEG the apples
"Marie will not eat the applea.'
Assuming that NEG in French consists of ne- , which we will assume to be
a prefix, and -pas, which we will assume to be a suffix, it is clear from
these examples that NEG must be higher in sentential structure than TNS
and AGR. Therefore, the structure of negative sentences in French should
look like the following :
(ii) NEGP
NEG'
	
NEG	 AGRP
ne- -pea	 AGR'
AGR	 TNSP
-1	 T1JS'
TNS	 VP
1	
-j	 j
ng-
The verb moves obligatorily to TNS, AGR and then to NEG, the latter all
being affaxal elements. Notice, however, that if we assume that the subject
is In the Spec position of AGRP at S-structure, the proposed analysis would
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yield the wrong order for French, that is VSO instead' SVO. However, if we
assume that in negative sentences the subject is in the Spec of NEGP then
the correct order would be derived. The reason as to why the subject in
negative sentences should occupy the Spec postion of NEGP, Instead of the
Spec of AGRP position, is not clear to me.
The suggestion that the NEG elements in French
	 and D&5 are affixal
In the sense explained receives some support when viewed in relation to
related facts in other languages. In some languages, including Old English,
Berber and Moroccan Arabic, NEG does consist of a prefix and a suffix. In
Berber, for example, the presence of a NEG suffix along with the prefix ur-
is optional so that alongside examples like (jim) there are examples like
(iiib)
(iii) a. ur-t-sgha iharkuen
NEG-3fs-bought shoes
"She did not buy shoes."
b. ur-t-sgha-shi lharkusn
NEG-3fs-bought-NEG shoes
"She did not buy shoes."
En Moroccan Arabic, however, the presence of the NEG suffix -shi,
along with the prefix ma-, Ia generally obligatory-:
(iv) ma-shra-t-*(ahi) ssebbat
NEG-bouhgt-3fs-NEG shoes
"She did not buy shoes."
In nominal sentences, that is in sentences which lack a verb (see 2.4.
below), the prefix and the suffix appear attached to each other :
(v) Hemmu La-SM mriid
Hernmu NEG-NEG ill
"Hemmu is not ill."
These facts show that the morphological subcategorlstion properties of the
NEG elements seem to specify V as the only category that can serve as a
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carrier. When such a category is missing the two elements attach to each
other to satisfy the AP.
I believe that this Is likely to be what happens in French infinitival
clauses where, for some reason, the verb fails to raise to NEG :
(vi) No pas manger les pommes
NEG-NEG eat the apples
"Not to eat applea...etc
The ill-formedness of examples such as :
(vii) *Marie ne pas mangera los pommes
Marie NEG-NEG eat-wiU the apples
implies that attaching to each other is a last resort strategy that the two
NEG elements turn to in the absence of a vePb that can move up to NEG
and attach to them.
20. Notice that the structure in (89) gives the vroJ]g result with respect to
the order of NEG and TNS (to) in English to-infinitives :
() a. Not to like apples...
b. Not to speak a language...
However, the facts In this respect are not very clear since, as Pollock
(1987) points out, sentences such as the following are acceptable :
(ii) a. John wants to not go
b. Peter expects his friends to not object to his proposals
Sentences like these display the expected order, that is to not Instead
to displayed by examples such as (i). I will take the expected order to be
the basic order and assume that any different order is the result of some
low-level, perhaps non-syntactic reordering rule.
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21. Notice that in the structures in (86) and (89) the position that is
presumably occupied by the subject, i.e. Spec of AGEP, is not within the
scope of NEG, assuming that the scope of NEG Is its in-command domain.
This is apparently counterintuitive since negation affects the subject as
much as it affects the rest of the elements in the clause. There are at least
two possible explanations for this fact. One is to say that although NEG
does not rn-command the subject itself it does rn-command its trace in the
Spec position of VP, that is, it rn-commands part of the (subject, t) chain.
If this explanation is correct NEG wifi always have scope over the subject
regardless of the position of NEG with respect to AGR since NEG is always
higher in the structure than VP which contains, at D-atructure, and at
S-structure through traces, the verb and its arguments, including the
subject. The other possible explanation is to assume that NEG, being an
operator, moves to C at LF where it has scope over the whole of the
clause.
22. This explanation also accounts for French examples suh as (ia&b) of
fn.19 if the analysis proposed there for ne pas is correct. The fact that
the verbal complex can move up to NEG implies that NEG must theta mark
the maximal projection it governs (AGRP) for otherwise L-raarkhig would not
hold and the trace of the verbal complex woidd fai1 to be
antecedent-governed, thus resulting in a violation of the ECP.
23. Example (91c) is taken from Standard Arabic because I3erber does not
have the category Adjective. The standard adjectival functions are
performed by attributive NPa and stative verbs. The two categories are
distinguished clearly by the nature of the inflection they bear. I will
demonstrate in the next chapter that Berber is not unique an this respect,
a fact that will lead me to argue that the category Adjective ±oes not exist,
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contrary to the standard belief. The elements that have traditionally been
referred to as Adjectives will be shown to be, In actual fact, NPs or, in
some languages, stative verbs. For the moment, however, I will continue to
assume that the predicate in (91c) Is an Adjective.
24. Th18 should not be understood to mean that it is not possible in
general to have two copular verbs rn a clause. The Welsh example in (58)
testifies to the possibility of the coexistence of two copular verbs in a
clause and so does the English example He Is being sarcastic, assuming that
all be 's are copulas. However, unlike these examples the Berber example in
(93a) Is not aspectually complex since generally copular verbs cooccur in
aspectusily complex clauses.
25. A particle with a similar function has been reported by Chung &
McCloskey (1987) to exist in Irish illustrated by the following example :
(i) T s ma dhh'odoir	 (p. 179. fn.4)
be(Pres) he in-his lawyer
"He Is a lawyer."
Chung & McCloskey conclude that the particle ma En this sentence, which
they refer to as the Agr-particle since it carries the subject agreement
features, serves the "function of morphologically marking the NP as
predicative rather than referential." (p. 180. fn.4)
Chung and McCloskey demonstrate further that the particle in question,
just like its counterpart in Berber as we saw above, also appears in small
clauses attached to the predicative NP as illustrated by examples such as
the following
(ii) a. agus	 'na dhlfodir	 (p.180 fn.4)
and him S3 lawyer
"and him a lawyer"
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Ib Tharlaigh 'na dhlfordoir e
happen(Paet) S3 lawyer him
"He happened to be a lawyer.'
c. B' fhada	 'nfl dhlfod6fr
Cop(Past) long him 83 lawyer
"He had been a lawyer for a long time."
26. The analysis in terms of an orthodox small clause structure suggested
by Kayne (1984) for Russian nominal sentences and adopted by Rapoport
(1985) for Hebrew runs into a number of problems pointed out and
discussed in Ouhalla (1987c). One of the problems has to do with the
assignment of nominative Case to the subject. If nominal clauses lack an I
node as the small clause analysis suggests then it is d2fficult to see from
which source the subject can receive Case, especially in root sentences as
well as sentences embedded under a complementlzer. Rapoport suggests that
In these constructions the subject receives Case from the predicate under
the condition that the predicate "uniquely governs the subject." The
uniqueness condition is required in order to prevent the predicate from
assigning Case to the subject of nominal clauses embedded under epistemic
verbs. In this situation the predicate would not assign nominative Case to
the subject in addition to the accusative Case it receives from the matrix
verb and the Case conflict that would ensue is thereby avoided. Besides
the fact that the uniqueness condition Is at best ad hoc the assumption
that a maximal projection can assign Case goes against the standard belief
based on the principles of X-bar and Case theories that only heads of
constructions can assign Case.
A further problem has to do with the well known assumption that small
clauses cannot be introduced by a complementizer. In this respect Rapoport
says that "Small clauses, which have no Infi, cannot be introduced by
Comp; or...a clause Introduced by Comp must contain Infi, since it is the
head of the complement selected." (p.361). This statement is based on the
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well known fact that there is a selectional relationship between C and I
illustrated in English by the fact that for requires a [-TNS] I whereas that
requires a [+TNSJ I. However, it is quite common for nominal sentences in
Berber and other languages to be embedded under a complementizer
(1) a. t-nna qa Hemmu gi ted dart
	 (Berber)
3fs-said that Hemmu In house
"She said that Heminu is in the house."
b. qaal-at ?inna Zayd-an fil l-bayt-i (Standard Arabic)
said-3fs that Zayd-ACC in the-house
"She said that Zayd is in the house."
So, by Rapoport's own reasoning at least those nominal sentences which
are embedded under a complementizer have an I node heading the IP
selected by C.
27. It has been pointed out to me by Neil Smith that in some dialects of
English the possession verb have can also precede the subject as in
(I) Have you any change?
A possible way of explaining this fact Is to assume that the verb have is
treated by the speakers of these dialects on a par with the aspectual have
in sentences such as
(Ii) Have you seen Mary?
In other words, it seems that the speakers of the dialects in question
extend the process of Aux-movement to C in Yes/No-questions to the
possession verb have. However, In order to make this assumption
technically viable in view of the general fact that verbs in English do not
move to C, it has to be assumed with respect to (I) above that the
possession verb in not base-generated heading a VP predicate but, like the
copula In examples (116a,b&c), Is inserted under the TNS element and later
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raised to C through AGR. The implication here is that (i) has a non-VP
predicate just like the copular constructions in (116a,b&c).
Evidence for this analysis can be drawn from the fact that in
languages which allow nominal sentences expressions which involve a
possession relationship are usually nominal sentences. Consider the
following examples from Berber, Arabic and Russian, respectively
(ui) a. ghar-as tin'ashin
chez-him money
"He has money."
b. 'inda-hu kitaab-un
chez-him book
"He has a book."
c. u Ivana krasivye glaza (Chvany (1975) cited in Kayne (1984))
by Ivan pretty eyes
Nlvan has pretty eyes."
Ignoring the question of whether PP is the subject or the predicate, It is
clear that these sentences do not contain a verb. The possession
relationship is conveyed by a predication relationship between the PP and
the NP which make up the sentences. Given this fact there is a sense in
which the sentence in (i) can be analysed as having a non-VP predicate,
with the verb have serving the function of supporting the TNS and AGR
elements. If this analysis Is correct then it remains generally true that in
English verbs, that is Vs which head VP-predicates, cannot move to C.
28. There are some copular constructions In English, however, which the
proposed analysis does not account for. In the examples below the presence
of the copula Is obligatory and yet there is no affixal e]ement that would
require its presence :
(i) a. John will/would *(be) a student/in the house/ sick
b. John can/could/should *(be) a student/tn the house/sick
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One way of accounting for these examples is the following. Given that they
Involve Modals which we assumed earlier in this chapter to be ASP
elements, and given the assumption that ASP has the property of selecting
VP obligatorily, the presence of the copula can be explained in terms of the
necessity to fill the V position heading the selected VP that would
otherwise remain empty in violation of some version of the Projection
Principle. In other words, the copula In these sentences is Inserted to
satisfy the syntactic aubcategorisation frame of the Modala.
Evidence for this explanation can be drawn from examples such as :
(ii) He is being silly
where two be verbs are present. One is inserted to satisfy the
morphological selectional properties of the TNS and AGR elements and the
other is inserted to satisfy both the morphological and syntactic selectional
properties of the aspectual element -in g. Assuming the structure of (ii) to
be as in (iii) below :
(iii) AG P
Spec AGR'
He	 AGR	 TNSP
4%	 TL'
1cP
1	 Ibe	 ASP'
ASP	 VP
.1
-ing	 V'
the surface form can be assumed to be derived as a result of movement of
the copu]a inserted under V to ASP to attach to -ing. Viewed as such the
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function of the copula Is that of a (verbai) place-holder. It is required to
satisfy either the morphological or the syntactic (or both) selectional
properties of certain head elements.
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Chapter Three
Noun Movement
The Structure of Nominni and Propositional Phrases
3.1. Introduction
The purpose of this chapter Is to analyse the structure of nominal and
prepositional phrases on the basis of the principles assumed and the
conclusions reached in the previous chapter with respect to sentential
clauses. Nominal phrases are shown to have a clausal structure that Is
strikingly similar to that of sentential clauses. The only significant
difference lies in the tact that while sentential clauses usually contain a
TNS element nominal phrases contain a NOM(inalization) element instead.
Word order variation among languages is also shown to fall out from
Independent facts and therefore need not be stipulated or accounted for in
terms of a directionality- parameter. Like sentential clauses and nominal
phrases prepositional phrases in some languages are shown to have an AGR
element, a fact that makes the structure of prepositional phrases in a sense
similar to those of sentential and nominal phrases, though it must be
pointed out that the differences are more significant.
In addition, an attempt is made to re-classify the range of existing
categories in terms of a binary system which recognizes only two major
categories, nominal and verbal (formally specified in terms of either of the
two madea [+,- N] or [+,- VI), an attempt that has already been made in
the literature, specifically Abney (1987). TNS and the AGR which appears
attached to verbs and which assigns nominative are argued to be verbal
categories, while NOM and the AGR which appears attached to nouns and
which assigns genitive are assumed to be nominal categories. The
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complementizer is also argued to be nominal in nature, and its function is
defined accordingly. Being a nominal category which is always the top node
in the clause the function of the complementizer is to nomlnalize otherwise
verbal clauses so that they can function as arguments, the underlying
assumption being that only nominal categories can function as arguments.
The conclusions drawn are shown to explain a number of facts that have
been reported in the literature but which have remained without a
satisfactory explanation.
Adjectives and quantifiers are also argued to be nominal categories.
With respect to adjectives the arguments go as far as denying that such a
thing as adjective category exists. The elements that have traditionally
been called adjectives will be shown to be nominal phrases with functions
that have traditionally been associated with adjectives. A similar claim Is
made with respect to adverbs. Adverbial phrases are shown to be either
nominal phrases or prepositional phrases with functions that have
traditionally been associated with adverbial expressions. Finally,
prepositions are also argued to have a nominal nature conveyed, mainly, by
the fact that in some languages they assing genitive Case which is
considered a typical property of nominal categories, and also by the fact
that prepositional phrases function as arguments, a function that is
exclusively reserved for nominal phrasal categories.
3.2. Nominal phrases
3.2.1. Basic properties
3.2.1.1. Noun morphology in Berber
It was mentioned in the previous chapter that nouns in Berber are
marked morphologicaly for the number and gender features. A lexical item
such as hamosh can either mean "boy" or "girl" or "children", depending
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on the number-gender morphology affixed to It
(1) a. a-hamosh
bo3r"
b. ta-hamosh-t
"girl"
c. i-hainosh-(i)n
"children"
The masculine singluar marker consists of the prefix illustrated by
example (la), while the feminine singular marker consists of both a prefix
(ta-) and a suffix (-t) 1
 • The plural marker consists also of both a prefix
(1-) and a suffix (-(i)n) illustrated by (ic). I must, however, hasten (.0 add
In this respect that the plural marker ifiustrated In (ic) is by no means
the only one that exists in the language. While the other two markers, i.e.
masculine singular and feminine singular, are fairly regular in that they
appear with most items, plural morphology is rather complex. Not all words
form their plural form by prefixing I- and suffixing -(i)n. The plural form
of the word azru "stone", for example, is izra "stones". The Irregularity,
however, affects mostly the suffixal part of the marker, especially the
vowel. I wifi not attempt to give a detailed study of the different
alternations that exist in the language in this respect since the details are
not crucial to the main concern of this work. All we need retain from what
has been said is that nouns in Berber are marked for the number and
gender features.
Action nouns also carry the number and gender morphology though not
as productively as the other nouns. As the following examples illustrate
clearly some action nouns take the masculine singular form while others
take the feminie singular form, though in the latter form the suffix is
missing, a fact for which I have no explanation :
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(2) a. a-mshunshaf
"fighting"
b. ta-ra
"writing"
C. ta-zzra
"running"
It is not clear, however, that the vowel of the prefix In (c) and (d) belongs
to the inflectional marker or to the stem, the reason being that that vowel
appears when the word is used as a verb y-ara tabrat "He wrote a letter."
It may be the case that the inflection used with action nouns is
different from the inflection used with the other nouns in that with action
nouns the inflection consists of only a- for masculine and t- for feminine.
Again I will refrain from venturing into the details because of the
complexity of the facts involved. To give one example of such complexity
there are nouns which apparently do not seem to be marked for the
features discussed, e.g. ufugh "leaving" and uduf "entering". In addition,
the internal vowel of these nouns does not appear in their verbal
counterpars, e.g. y-ffgh "He left." and udf-gh "I entered.", thus implying
that these nouns are perhaps derived by a mapping process onto a nominal
template aimi1r to the process that derives the various Aspect/Mood forms
of the verb discussed briefly in the the previous chapter.
One of the questions that we may raise at this stage is whether the
number-gender inflection discussed is an AGReement inflection. The idea
implicit in such an assumption is that If the number-gender inflection is an
AGR inflection then it must be expected to agree and, as we will see later,
assign Case to the noun phrase it governs. Before we provide an anwer to
this question let us consider the following examples from Hungarian and
Turkish where the inflection in question clearly agrees and assigns Case to
the noun phrase it governs :
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(3) a. az en kalap-om	 (Szabolcsl (1987))
the 1-NOM hat-POSS.lsg
"my hat"
b. a te kakap-od
the you-NOM hat-POSS.2sg
"your hat"
C. a Pter kalap-ja
the Peter-NOM hat-POSS.3sg
"Peter's hat"
(4) a. ben-im stakoz-um	 (Kornfilt (1985))
1-Gen lobster-1.sg
"my lobster"
b. biz-im &stakoz-umuz
we-GEN lobster-1.pl
"our lobster"
That the agreement inflection in these examples agrees with the possessor
is clear from the data. The fact that this AGR inflection assigns Case to the
possessor becomes equally clear when we know that in the Hungarian
example the AGR element is identical to the AGR element that appears in
verbs and, moreover, that it assigns nominative Case to the possessor in
the examples above in practically the same way that it assigns nominative
to the subject in sentential clauses. In the Turkish examples, however, the
AGR element assigns the genitive Case. We will see later the nature and
implications of this difference in Case-assignment by the AGR element.
Let us now consider the equivalents of the examples above in Berber
(5) a. a-slm in-u
ms-fish GEN-me(clitic)
"my fish"
b. ta-slm--t in-kh
fs-fish-fs GEN- you (clitic.ms)
"your small fish"
c. i-alma-n n-Hemmu
pl-fish-pl GEN-Hemmu
"Hemmu's fish"
Ignoring the order of the possessor with respect to the poesessee at the
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moment, although the possessor is marked with the genitive Case there Is
no agreement between the the possessor and the inflection on the
possessee. In addition, the possessor in (5a&b) is morphologically identical
to the object clitic, thus implying that the possessor in Berber acts like a
complement, instead of a subject governed by an AGR which is the case in
the Hungarian and Turkish examples above, a fact that we will come back
to in more detail later. Another difference between the inflection in Berber
nouns and the AGR inflection in Hungarian and Turkish that is worth
bearing in mind is that the AGH Inflection in Hungarian and Turkish carries
a person feature whereas the inflection In Berber does not. The conclusion
that seems to transpire from these facts is that the number-gender
Inflection in Berber is not an AGR inflection.
Rather, the number-gender inflection in Berber seems, to a certain
extent, to resemble the number-gender inflection that appears on the
determiners of French nouns, i.e. , le, lea, un, une, des, the first three
being definite and the rest indefinite. Notice that like the Berber inflection
these elements do not carry a person feature. It seems that the only
apparent difference between French and Berber in this respect is that
while in Berber the number-gender Inflection is realised on the noun in
French it is realised on the determiner. However, one can eliminate this
difference by assuming that the affixes which realise the number-gender
features in Berber are in fact determiners which, being affixal, attach at
some stage in the derivation to the noun. The determiner in French is not
affixal and therefore does not have to attach to the noun. The latter
explanation is supported by the fact that an adjectival element can
intervene between a determiner and the noun, e.g. Le meileur ecrivain
"The best writer", a possibility that is excluded in Berber altogether, e.g.
*ta-ahamosh tamggrant -t "The big girl".
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Before we move on to the next stage it is worth pointing out that the
definite/indefinite distinction in Berber Is not marked morphologically as It
Is In French and many other languages. The definite/indefinite distinction,
to my eyes, seems to be a matter of context, both linguistic and pragmatic.
This is despite the fact that there is a tendency among the speakers of the
language to treat nouns as being definite unless they are modified by the
numeral quantifier jj "one". In many contexts nouns are treated as being
indefnite although they are not modified by the numeral quantifier in
question.
3.2.1.2. Nominal INFLectional elements
In order to Identify all the possible inflectional elements that can occur
in a nominal phrase we are going to concentrate in this section on
languages other than Berber which have a richer (affixal) inflectional
system. These languages are Hungarian and Turkish. Notice to this effect
that we have already identified aft Inflectional element in these languages,
namely AGE. Since the AGE element In Hungarian nominal phrases is
identical to the AGR element that appears with verbs in sentences we can
extend the conclusion reached in the previous chapter with respect to
verbal AGR to nominal AGE, namely, that the AGE element in the Hungarian
nominal phrases, arid, presumably, in Turkish also, is a category in the
sense of X-bar theory. Support for this conclusion, and consequently the
conclusion that AGR in these languages assigns Case to the subject, comes
from the fact that in both languages AGR can license a pro. This fact is
illustrated by the following example from Turkish corresponding to the
examples in (4a&b) above2:
(6) a. pro 4etakoz-um
lobster-1.sg
"my lobster"
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b. pro istakoz-umuz
lobster-1.pl
"our lobster"
As to Hungarian Szabolsci (1987) states that "AGR also licenses pro-drop in
the noun phrase, just as It does in clauses." (p. 171) If licensing of pro is
understood in the terms explained in Rizzl (1986b), that is In terms of
Case-marking by a designated head (x9), then AGR must be a head since it
licenses pro.
In order to see what other inflectional elements can occur in nominal
phrases let us consider the following Turkish example from George and
Kornfilt (1981) :
(7) Ahmet ((biz-im) viski-yi i-me-miz]-i
	
iste-di
Ahmet we-GEN whisky-ACC drink-GER-lpl-ACC wanted
"Ahmet wanted us to drink the whisky."
The embedded clause in this sentence Is a nominal phrase because, as
George and Kornfilt (ibid) argue, it behaves like a lexical NP, a point that
is supported further by the fact that the phrase as a whole is assigned
(accusative) Case. In addition to the AGH element there is an affixal element
that attaches to the verb me (represented by the archiphoneme mA) which,
together with another element dlk (we will come back to the difference
between these two elements later), is known as the "nominalization
morpheme." What is implied by the latter expression is that the
nominalisation morpheme turns the verb into a noun, thus accounting for
the fact that the overall phrase Is nominal in nature and that the subject
receives the genitive Case which Is a property of nominal phrases.
On the basis of a comparison between the inflectional morphology in
nominal phrases (Gerunda) such as the embedded ,
 clause In (7) above and
the inflectional morphology in sentences, ifiustrated by (8) below, George
and Kornfilt (ibid) come to the conclusion that In nominal phrases "certain
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'nominalisation' suffixes [i.e. mA and dIki fill the slot otherwise occupied
by the tense markers In the sequence of verbal morphemes, to a certain
extent neutralising tense." (p. 107) :
(8) (biz) viskl-yi	 i-ece/iyor/ti-l/uz
we whisky-ACC	 drink-FUT/PRES/PAST- lpl
"We will drink/are drinking/drank the whisky."
Ignoring for the moment the fact that the nominalisation morpheme dlk,
unlike mA, does convey tense information (see 3.2.1.4. below) let us assume
along with George and Kornfilt that the minimal difference between
sentential clauses and nominal clauses is that sentential clauses have a TNS
affix while nominal clauses don 't. In the latter the tense affix is replaced
with the nominalisation affix. Carrying the analogy further let us assume
that like TNS the nominalisation morpheme (NOM) is also a head in the
sense of X-bar theory. Viewed as such the structure of affirmative nominal
phrases becomes identical to that of sentential clauses as we will see in
more detail in the next section.
Another Inflectional element that we concluded in the previous chapter
should also be treated as a head in the sense of X-bar theory is the NEG
element. Now, in Turkish the NEG element occurs in phrases with dlk
(dtk-phrases) but not in phrases with mA (mA-phrases). In the latter the
NEG element appears in the matrix clause :
(9) a [kimse-nin geç gel-me-di-in]-i hat4rla-dt-lar
nobody-GEN late come-NEG--dlg-3sg-ACC remember-PAST-3pl
"They remembered that nobody came late."
b. [kimse-nin ge gel-me--sin-I-i iste-me--di-ler
nobody-Gen late came-mA-3sg-ACC want-NEG--PAST-3p1
"They didn't want that anybody should come late."
I will try to demonstrate later that the difference between the dlk-phrases
and mA-phrases is expected once the real nature of dlk Is revealed and
the structural properties of the construction In which it occurs are
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outlined. We will continue to consider the negation element to be a head
category in the sense of X-bar theory. What we will have to explain is why
it generally does not occur in nominal phrases.
3.2.1.3. The structure of nominal phraaes
Assuming as we did in the previous chapter with respect to sentences
that the subject of the nominal phrase is base-generated In the Spec
position of the predicate the general structure of nominal phrases in
Turkish and similar languages can be outlined as follows (using example (7)
above for illustration), bearing in mind that Turkish is a head-final
language:
(10)	 AGRP
Spec
NOMP AGR
I	 I
	
NOM'	 -miz
A
	VP1)M	 D
( 
Spec V'
1jviski Ic-.
Given that the MOM element precedes the AGE element with respect to the
verbal head of the predicate, the generalisation made by the Mirror
Principle implies that the verb must attach to NOM before it attaches to
AGR. Assuming that the process of attachment is syntactic, given the
independent cat.egorial nature of AGE and, we assume here, NOM, this in
turn implies that AGR must be higher in the structure than NOM. Assuming
that like AGR and TNS NOM also assigns a (functional) theta role its
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base-generation under an independent node follows from the UTAH.
The verb moves up to NOM and then to AGR obligatorily under the AP
since both NOM and AGH are affixal. The subject, on the other hand, moves
up to the Spec position of AGRP to receive the genitive Case under
government by AGR via coindexation (I will come back later to the fact that
AGH in Hungarian assigns nominative). The predicate is assumed to be a VP
headed by a verb in order to account for the fact that the object receives
the accusative Case, a property that is characterstic of verbs only. The
accusative can be assumed to be assigned by V at D-structure or by the
trace of V at the S-strucutre level, assuming that although the verb moves
to a nominal category Its trace retains the verbal Btatus ( we will see later
constructions from other ]anguages where the predicate is an NP headed by
a N and where the object receives the genitive Case).
The process of "nominalisation" is understood in terms of the
adjunction of the verb to NOM in the by now familiar fashion. When the
verb moves up to NOM it adjoins to it so that the new dominating X-O node
is still NOM, a nominal category. At the same time the moved verb
preserves its initial verbal features, a necessary assumption to account for
the fact that its object is marked with accusative. Therefore, it should be
clear that the nominalisation process assumed does not affect the features
of the nominalised element, so that the general assumption that categories
cannot change their categorial features In the syntax, perhaps at all levels
of analysis, can be maintained. This way the dual nature of gerunds is
accounted for on principled grounds, a fact that has already been pointed
out with respect to English by Abney (1986) & (1987) and others within the
DP-Hypothesis.
The NOM element in English gerunds is obvoua1y -in g and the AGR
element can be assumed to be the '-s. Alternatively, the AGH element can
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be assumed to be abstract as the verbal AGR is standardly assumed to be
in English verbal caluses. The structure of a gerund construction such as
John's hitting the ball is as in (ha) below. Its counterpart where the
object is in the genitive (i.e. John's hitting
 of the ball) can be assumed to
be as in (lib) below it where the predLcate is an NP instead of a VP :
	
(11) a.
	
AGRP
Spec AGR'
AGR	 NOMP
NOM'
	
I	 I
	I 	 I	 NOM	 VP
	\ 	 \	 iiig
John	 V	 Obj(ACC)
I	 ht	 tbe'ball
b.	 AGRP
Spec AGR'
k\'
AGR	 NOMP
NP
NOM Specing
John	 N	 Obj (GEN)
I	 hit	 the ball
The verb hit in (ha) moves obligatorily to NOM and then to AGR to attach
to the elements occupying them which are both affixal in nature. The object
of the verb is assigned accusative by the trace of the moved verb. The
subject, on the other hand, moves directly to the Spec of AGRP to receive
Case from AGH through coindexation. The movement does not cross any
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barrier since both VP and NOMP have been voided as a result of
V-movement to AGR through NOM. In (lib) similar processes take place. The
predicate in this case, however, Is assumed to be an NP in order to
account for the fact that its object receives the genitive Case. The
genit.ival of can either be assumed to be the realisation of the genitive
Case assigned by N (or its trace), assuming that N in English is a
Case-assigning category, or inserted to assign Case to the object if it is
assumed that N in English Is not a Case-assigning category. Notice,
however, that in both accounts it Is always the noun that is responsible
for the appearance of the genitival of.
The structure postulated above for nominal phrases bears a strong
similarity to the structure of sentential clauses in subject-initial languages
discussed In the previous chapter In that they are both clausal. This way
we account for the well known fact that nominal phrases/clauses and
sentential clauses resemble each other in many respects, chief among them
the fact that they both can form Complete Functional Complexes (CFC) in
the sense of Chomsky (1986a). In the present context the difference
between the two categories is reduced to a mere difference in the
categorial nature of one of the functional elements in their respective
structures, namely TNS and NOM.
This conclusion in a sense conflicts with the assumption made in the
previous chapter that the tense specification is an essential component of
the semantic category "proposition" since nominal clauses clearly constitute
propositions. Notice, however, that there is a crucial difference between
sentential clauses and nominal clauses, namely, that the latter cannot
function as well formed complete sentences while the former can. Nominal
clauses can only function as arguments inside a sentential clause that has
Independent tense specification. So, our assumption that the tense
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specification Is an essential component of a propositional clause should be
understood, more precisely, to mean that tense Is an essential component of
a sentential proposition.
Let us assume then that it is theBe two elements (TNS & NOM) which
are the heads of their respective clauses in the sense that they determine
their categorial nature. More concretely, let us assume that TNS is a verbal
category and NOM, obviously, a nominal category. Consequently, their
respective clauses would have a verbal and a nominal nature. Notice,
however, that It may not be accurate to call TNS and NOM heads of their
clausal constructions while none of them, at least in subject-initial
languages, is the top node. If we assume that AGR, which is the top node,
is nominal as is the standard belief, then by virtue of the adjunction
process adopted for head movement processes the overall category would
always be a nominal category In both sentential and nominal clauses, thus
losing the distinction just made between them in categorial terms. If,
however, we assume instead that verbal AGR, that is AGH that appears
generally attached to verbs and which assigns nominative, is, like TNS, a
verbal category, and that nominal AGR, that is AGH that appears in nominal
phrases and which assigns genitive, is, like NOM, a nominal category then
the distinction between the two clauses can be maintained in categorial
terms3.
Evidence for this categorial distinction between the two AGR elements
will be discussed later in relation to Hungarian nominal clauses. Notice that
the Implication for Hungarian, which, remember, has one AGR element which
appears in both sentential and nominal clauses and which assigns
nominative in both contexts, is that Hungarian nominal phrases are verbal
in nature since their AGR element is verbal This fact sounds like a severe
blow to the distinction just made between nominal and verbal AGR. However,
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I will try to show below that it is not, once other structural properties of
nominal clauses in Hungarian have been unravelled.
3.2.1.4. On the nature and function of the complementizer
Given the striking similarity between the structures of sentential
clauses and nominal clauses it is tempting to ask whether nominal clauses,
like sentential clauses, also have a C(omp) position and consequently a
coinplementizer element. To my knowledge there have been two serious
attempts in the literature to argue for a C position in nominal phrases,
namely, Szabolsci (1987) for Hungarian and Horrocks & Stavrou (1985) for
Greek.
Szabolsci observes that the position of the determiner in the
constructions below is "reminiscent" of the position of C in sentential
clauses :
S(12) a. en-nek-em a kalap-om
I-DAT1sg the hat-POS.lsg
"my hat"
b. te-nek-ed a kalap-od
you-DAT-2sg the hat-POSS.2sg
"your hat"
c. P&ter-nek a kalap-ja
Peter-DAT the hat-POSS.3sg
"Peters hat"
She also points out that these constructions differ from those in (3) above
in that the subject in (12a,b&c) is in the dative instead of the nominative
and that it precedes the determiner instead of following it. She concludes
that the dative subject holds a position that is different from the position
held by the nominative subject which is the canonical position of the
subject since it is governed by AGE. The position held by the dative
subject, Szabolscj argues, is the Spec position of CP whose head position is
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filled by the determiner (now considered to be a Comp), thus
accounting for the fact that the subject in (12) precedes the determiner,
The arguments amount to the claim that nominal clauses do have a C node
in practically the same way that sentential clauses have a C node.
Horrocka & Stavrou, on the other hand, argue for a C node in nominal
clauses from a completely different perspective. Their argument is based on
the fact that wh-movement out of nominal clauses in Greek violates the
Subjacency condition (CNPC) on movement illustrated by the following
example :
(13) [S'pyon [S akuses (NP ti fimi [S'oti [S apelisan ]]]]]
whom	 heard-2s the 8tory that dismissed-3p
"Who did you hear the story that they dismissed ?"
The second step of the movement in this construction obviously violates
Subjacency. Horrocks & Stavrou argue, however, that if NP is assumed to
have a further projection that is parallel to the OP projection In sentential
clauses then its Spec position can serve as an escape hatch for the
wh-movement, thus avoiding a Subjacency violation and accounting for the
grammaticality of the sentence. They argue further that this additional
projection is the projection of the determiner DBTP, the determiner (DET)
being the head of the noun phrase.
Notice that the conclusion reached in this respect is similar to the
conclusion reached by Szabolsci above since both agree that this C-like
position is held by the determiner. I wifi take this conclusion and the idea
underlying it in both analyses to be basically correct and incorporate them
into the present analysis but In a slightly different guise. But before I
spell out in which way this could be done I would like to discuss the
function of the complementizer in the sentential clause and see how it can
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be extended to the nominal clause.
The term "complementizer" Is In Itself very suggestive of the function
of the complementizer category; it only needs to be spelled out In more
detail. The most insightful observation in this respect, I believe, comes
from Szabolacl (Ibid). She says that the function of the complementizer is
to "turn the proposition into something that can act as an argument."
(p.180) Szabolsci substantiates her observation by providing a semantic
account of how a complementizer converts a proposition Into an argument.
While I endorse Szabolac/ø observation completely along with the semantic
argument supporting it I would like to complement her proposal by spelling
out how a complementizer turns a clause ( proposition) into an argument
syntactically.
Recall that we assumed earlier that AGR and TNS are both verbal
categories in the sentential clause and that consequently the overall
structure is verbal. Let us assume here that the complenientizer Is a
nominal category and that Its function, syntactically, is to nominalise he
otherwise verbal sentential clause. No wonder complementizers always
occupy the top node in the clause, assuming that it is the top node which
determines the categoriál nature of the clause, a fairly standard assumption
of X-bar theory. If this Is correct we can then maintain the general
assumption that only nominal categories can function as arguments, an
assumption which would account fairly naturally for the well known fact
that only clauses (i.e. CPs) and nominal phrases (alias NPs) can function as
arguments. By assuming the complementizer to be a nominal category we
have in fact accommodated under the categorial feature system assumed, an
element that has always escaped classification in terms of the standard
feature matrices4'5.
One of the immediate consequences of this proposal Is that nominal
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clauses do not need a complementizer. However, this would be true only if
all nominal ClaUses have a nominal nature. Our last observation in the
previous section with respect to Hungarian nominal clauses shows that not
all apparently nominal ClaUses are nominal in nature. Recall that we
assumed that because the AGR element in Hungarian nominal clauses is the
same as the AGR element that appears attached to verbs in sentential
clauses, and also because it assigns nominative Case, it is verbal In nature.
Consequently, for Hungarian nominal clauses to be able to function as
arguments, syntactically, they have to be nominalised, hence the presence
of the complementizer that Szabolsci argues for quite convincingly.
Therefore, we arrive at the same conclusion that Szabolsci arrives at but
from a different route. However, I will differ from Szabolsci by assuming
that the element in question, though very similar in function and position
to the complementizer, is actually a D(eterminer). Viewed as such D in
nominal clauses is the equivalent of C in sentential clauses; sentential
arguments are CPs while nominal phrase arguments are DPs. This way we
come, again from a different route, to the same conclusion that Brame
(1981)&(1982), Hudson (1984)&(1987) and Abney (1986)&(1987), among others,
came to, namely that the determiner is the head of the noun phrase and
that noun phrases are consequently DPs6.
The parallelism between sentential clauses and nominal clauses is
thereby complete :
(14) a. [cp C [AGRP AGR [TNSP TNS [xp X ... 1111
b. ED? D [AGRP AGR (N0MF' NOM [xp X ... II]]
The difference between the C and 1) lies in the fact that the latter contains
features other than the categorial features, namely a definiteness feature,
gender-number features ...etc which play a crucial role in referentiality.
So, in addition to the function of nominalising a possibly verbal clause the
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D has the function of carrying the afore-mentioned features. This explains
the fact that in many languages the presence of the D is obligatory even
with phrases which are inherently nominal e.g. phrases which consist of a
noun alone. D also differs from C In that D may be missing altogether,
while the presence of C is obligatory, at least at D-structure, with
sentential clauses. I will spend the rest of this section adducing evidence
in favour of the conclusion that the function of the complementizer is to
nominalise sentential clauses.
Significant evidence for this conclusion comes from Turkish. There are
two well known facts about Turkish which may seem superficially unrelated
but turn out to be two sides of the same coin when viewed within the
context of the analysis proposed here. One Is that embedded clauses in
Turkish are generally nominal (gerunds) and the other is that Turkish
lacks a complementizer equivalent to that in English. If we ask within the
present context why Turkish embedded clauses are nominal the answer
would be, because Turkish does not have a complementizer that would
nominalise the clause if It was verbal. On the other hand, if we ask why
Turkish does not have a complementizer like that the answer would be,
because it does not need it since all embedded clauses are nominal. The two
otherwise mysterious facts of Turkish thereby receive a principled
explanation.
However, the generalisation that all embedded clauses in Turkish are
nominal is not accurate because of the existence of the so called Direct
Complement clauses (George and Kornfilt (1981)) which are not nominal
simply because they do not contain the nominalisation morpheme; they have
a TNS morpheme instead. The following example illustrates these clauses :
(15) herkes [(biz) viski-yi l-ece-iz] san-iyor
everybody we wisky-ACC drink-FUT (TNS )-lpl believe-Pres (TNS)
"Everybody believes we will drink the wisky."
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I will try to demonstrate below that even dlk-clauses are not nominal,
contrary to the standard belief, thus providing further evidence that the
generalisation that all embedded clausee in Turkish are nominal cannot be
true. Notice that the important Implication in this respect is that embedded
clauses which are not nominal must have a C position, albeit lexically null,
necessary to nominalise the clause, thus turning at into an argument. A
further implication Is that genuine nominal clauses, i.e. -c]auses, do not
have a C position because they are nominal irrespective. If we can provide
evidence that Direct Complement clauses and dlk-clauses do have a C
position, and consequently a CP projection, and that mA-clauses do not
have a C position then the proposed theory would e vindicated since the
prediction is that all verbal clauses must have a C/D position.
With respect to dlk-clauses I will demonstrate, Tiret, that dlk itself as
well as the AGR element that cooccurs with it are verbal in nature and not
nominal and, secondly, in fact consequently, that dlk-clauses are dominated
by a OP projection. That dlk has a verbal nature is indicated by the fact
that, unlike mA, it is marked for TNS. It alternates with the future TNS
marker (y)AcAk and conveys non-future :
(16) iyi keyif cat-acag/tig-iniz-1 bil-lyor-um
good pleasure collide-TNS-2p1-ACC know-FROG--is
"I know that you will enjoy / enjoyed yourself/yourselves."
The verbal nature of the AGR element that cooccurs with It, on the other
hand, is suggested by the fact that, unlike the AGR that cooccurs with
It can assign nominative to the subject of the clause (this fact is discussed
in (Kennelly (1987)). Both the property of being marked for TNS and the
property of assigning nominative Case, with respect to AGR, we concluded
above, are indicative of a verbal nature. It seems therefore that
dlk-clauses, unlike mA-clauses, are verbal in nature.
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That dlk-clauses, as a consequence of being verbal in nature, are
dominat.ed by a OP projection and that mA-clauses arent is suggested by
at least two facts discussed in Kornfilt (1985). The first has to do with the
scope of wh-questions. Turkish, unlike English, and like Chinese (cf. Huang
(1982)), doesnt seem to have syntactic wh-movement, for wh-words
generally surface in-situ. However, wh-questiona in Turkish allow the same
range of interpretations that wh-questions in English allow, based on scope
relations. This fact Implies that wh-movement takes place at LF just like in
Chinese, an implication that is independently warranted by the general
assumption that all wh-wordç must be in comp at LF for scope reasons (cf.
Chomaky (1986b)). Kornfilt observes that while wh-words may have a
narrow scope reading in dlk-clausea they can never have such a reading
in mA-clauses
(17) a. [parti-ye kim-in gel-di-in]-i bil-lyor-um
party-DAT who-GEN come-dlk-3sg-ACC know-PRO- lag.
"I know [who came to the party]."
b. *[parti-ye kim-in gel-me-mi-i isti-yor-um
"I want [that who came to the party]."
Kornfilt explains this discrepancy by assuming that dlk-clauses have a
wh-operator while mA-clauses dont. Within the context of the present work
this discrepancy falls out automatically. Assuming that wh-words can only
move to the Spec position of CP, both in the syntax and at LF, the fact
that wh-words cannot have a narrow scope reading in mA-clauses follows
from the fact that mA-clauses lack a Spec of CP position that can serve as
a landing site for them. dlk-clauses, however, do have a Spec of CP
position, hence the possibility of narrow scope reading for the wh-words,
expressed by movement to the Spec position of the embedded CP.
The second fact that shows that dik-clausea do have a OP projection
and that	 mA-clauses dont has to do with the scope of negative
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quantifers. In this respect Kornfilt observes that a negative quantifier has
to cooccur with a NEG element in a certain domain which she identifies as
5' (CP). She then demonstrates that while a negative quantifier In an
embedded mA-clause can cooccur with a NEG element in the matrix clause a
negative quantifier In an embedded dlk-clause cannot :
(18) a. [kimee-nin geç gel-me-sin ]-1 iate-me-di-ler
nobody-GEN late come-mA-3.sg.-ACC want-NEG-PAST-3p1
"They didnt want that anybody should come late."
b. *(ara-larin-dan kimse-nin Mekke-ye git-ti-in]-1
interval-3.pl.-ABL nobody-GEN Mecca-DAT go-dlk-3.sg.-ACC
hatirla-ma-di-lar
remember-NEG-PAST-3.pl
"They didnt remember anybody among them had gone to Mecca."
c. (kimse-nin ge9 gel-me-di-in]-1 hattrla-d4-lar
nobody-GEN late come-NEG-dlk-3.sg-ACC remember-PAST-3.pl
"They remembered that nobody came late."
In terms of Kornfilts explanation this fact shows that mA-clauses must be
Ss (AGRPs) while dlk-clauses must be S'(CPs) i.e. the position defended
here.
Using a different type of terminology while maintaining the same ideas
it seems that the NEG element behaves like an operator that defines the
scope of the negative quantifier in the manner described for French by
Kayne (1984). When the NEG element is In the embedded clause the
cooccurring negative quantifier can only have narrow scope, but when the
NEG element is in the matrix clause the cooccurring quantifier can have
wide scope, that is over both the embedded and the matrix clauses.
Assuming that scope is determined by Quantifier Raising (QR) at LF in the
standard manner, it seems that the movement of the quantifier to the
matrix clause is blocked in constructions such as (18b) above by the
presence of a CP, thus suggesting a possible violation of the ECP. The
violation arises as a result of crossing AGRP and CP together, AGRP being
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non-L-marked CP Inherits barrierhood from it. QR is possible from an
embedded mA-clause because the latter does not have a OP projection that
would give rise to an ECP violation. Because CP is missing AGRP is
theta-governed, hence L-marked, by the matrix verb and therefore is not a
barrier.
Before we move on to the next piece of evidence It should be pointed
out that mA-clauses would be as opaque if they are assumed to have a D
position and therefore a DP projection. Like OP in dlk-clauses DP would be
a barrier to movement. It should be the case, therefore, that -clauses do
not have a DP projection, a fairly plausible assumption to make in view of
the fact that D carries (in)definiteness features that normally are not
associated with clausal arguments.
Further evidence that nominal clauses do not have a C position,
because they are inherently nominal and therefore do not need to be
nominalised, comes from the facts of gerunds in English. Gerunds in
English, unlike sentential clauses, can never be introduced by a
complementizer, thus Implying that gerunds lack a C position :
(19) a. I prefer that John hits the ball
b. I prefer Johns hitting (of) the ball
c. *1 prefer that Johns hitting (of) the ball
Moreover, gerunds do not allow short wh-movement (cf. Reuland (1983)),
thus Implying that they lack a Spec of CP position :
(20) a. I do not remember what John hit
b. *1 do not remember what Johns hitting
Put together these two facts show fairly clearly that gerunds lack a CP
projection, the reason being, within the present framewok, that gerunds
are nominal in nature and therefore do not need to be nominalised by a
omptementjzer in the same way that sentential (verbal) clauses do.
3.2.1.5. Possessor arguments
We saw earlier that the possessor argument in Hungarian (3a,b&c) and
Turkish (4a&b) possessive nominal ClaUses Is governed by the AGR element
thus implying that It is the S-structure subject of the nominal clause. It is
worth asking, however, whether the possessor argument Is also a
1)-structure subject. That Is, whether it Is base-generated in the Spec of
the nominal predicate and then raised to the Spec of the AGRP or is
base-generated in the object position of the predicate and then raised to
the Spec of the AGRP in a process that resembles the process of movement
of the object to the Spec of AGRP in passive constructions. I would like to
argue for the latter view, namely, that the possessor is a D-structure
object.
The first argument derives from the fact that in some languages (e.g.
Berber amd Arabic) the possessor can be realised as an object clitic. The
Berber examples illustrating this fact are in (5a&b)) above where the object
citic is attached to the genitive preposition. Arabic examples illustrating
this fact are the following :
(21) a. kitaabu-hu
book-his (citic)
"his book"
b. kitaabu-ha
book-her (clitic)
"her book"
The fact that the possessor argument can surface as an object ditic is
clear evidence that it is a 1)-structure object since 1)-structure Specifiers
can never be realised as object cities. Moreover, it wifi be argued in
chapter 4 that citics are head categories whose movement to their host
positions is regulated by the HMC/ECP. It follows that the citic in (5a&b)
and (21a&b) must be 1)-structure objects since if they were specifiers their
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cliticisation to the possessee would be warranted neither by the Structure
Preserving Hypothesis because it is a Spec-to-head movement, nor by the
HMC/ECP because it Is a downgrading movement.
The second argument draws on some facts of agreement in Yupik and
Mayan discussed in Abney (1988). Abney observes that "possessed" nouns
in Yupik pattern with transitive verbs in that the AGR element they bear
is the object agreement that transitive verbs usually bear (23), and that
"unpossessed" nouns pattern with intransitive verbs in that they bear the
subject agreement marker which in a sense specifies their referential
features (23) :
(22) a. angute-m kiputa-a-fl
man-ERG buy-OM-SM
"The man bought it."
b. angute-m kuiga-
man-ERG river-SM
"The mans river"
(23) a. yurartug-Ø "(S)he dances"
yurartu-t	 "They (p1) dance"
yurart-k	 "They (du) dance"
b. arnag-Ø
	
"a woman"
arna-t	 "women (p1)"
ama-k	 "women (du)"
The fact that the agreement relation that holds between the possessee and
the possessor is of the objective type (since it is the object marker that
appears and not the subject marker) shows fairly clearly that the
possessor is an object of the possessee. A similar situation has been
reported to exist in possessive nominal clauses in Mayan (Abney (ibid)).
Both facts mentioned so far represent evidence that possessor
arguments are D-structure objects. Based on this evidence I will conclude
that possessor arguments are base-generated in the object position of the
possessee and are assigned a "possessor" theta-role . The possessor
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argument then either moves to the Spec position of AGRP or remains in its
place, thus allowing for two possible surface structures of possessive
nominal clauses illustrated by the following examples from English :
(24) a. Gods house
b. AGRP
Spec"lGR£TP
V
N Obj
hoLe GL
c. The house of God
d. DP
D	 NP
I	 IThe	 N'
N	 Obj
houe	 Gd
In (24a&b) the object moves to the Spec of AGRP to receive Case from AGR
through coindexation. In (24c&d), however, the AGR element does not
project (we will see below further examples of nominal clauses where AGR
fails to project) and consequently the option of moving to the Spec of
AGRP position in search of Case is not available to the object argument. In
this case the genitive preposition is inserted to help the possessor
argument satisfy the Case requirement. It seems from this analysis that
movement to AGRP is obligatory when the AGR element is present, that is
when AGR projects, so that Case-assignment by AGR has priority over
preposition-insertion, a plausible conclusion, I believe, if the process of
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preposition-insertion is assumed to be a default mechanism which only
applies in the absence of a Case-assigner,
As has just been said the analysis suggested here for possessive
nominal phrases in a sense puts them on a par with the so called nominal
passives:
(25) a. The city destruction
b. The destruction of the city
(25a&b) correspond to (24a&c) above. The city in (25a) Is clearly a
D-structure object because it bears an objective theta role. (25a)
represents the option where the AGR element projects while (25b)
represents the option where AGR does not project. The structures of the
two constructions are identical to the structures in (24a&c), respectively.
In both constructions the movement is legitimate since It Is a movement
from a theta-marked non-Case-marked position to a non-theta-marked
Case-marked position which results in the formation of a well formed
movement chain. As to the ECP a potential violation can be avoided if N is
assumed also to move to AGR, thus voiding the NP barrier which is the
only intervening maximal projection.
The possessive nominal phrase in Berber also receives a fairly
straightforward explanation, assuming that a nominal AGR element similar to
the one that exists in Hungarian, Turkish, English...etc does not exist in
Berber, a conclusion we came to earlier in this chapter 7
 :
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(26) DP
-a
U LU
The N moves obligatorily to D since the element occupying it (-a) is affixal.
The genitive Case on the object Hemmu can be explained in at least two
ways. One is to assume that it is assigned by the trace of the moved N and
the other is to assume that it is inserted by a default mechanism for lack
of adjacency brought about by N-movement to D. That the trace of N in
Berber is not capable of assigning Case will be discussed later in 3.2.3.2.
where it is argued that the N assigns Case under linear adjacency. Notice
for the moment that although the N is not structurally adjacent to the
object after movement it is still linearly adjacent to it.
Notice, finally, that the assumption that Berber does not have a
nominal AGH element makes the correct prediction with respect to the order
of the possessor and the possessee. Because AGH is lacking the possessor
can never precede the possessee in Berber :
(27) a. *(n-)Hemmu aslm
of- Hemmu fish
b. *(n-)Hemmu taddart
of- Hemmu house
This is true in a number of other VSO languages as we will see later in
section 3.2.3. where surface word order in nominal phrases is discussed8.
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3.2.1.6. Derived nominals
The discussions above are largely restricted to the so called gerundive
noun phrases as well as possessive noun phrases. However, the underlying
assumption throughout has been that all nominal phrases have, in principle,
identical underlying structures with variations in the categorial nature of
the predicate and the possibility of the projection or non-projection of
AGR. If this is the case then so-called derived nominals must also have a
similar structure. Notice in this respect, however, that derived nominals,
unlike gerunds in English, do not have an ING element which we have been
considering to be the NOM affix. Let us, however, assume that the NOM
element Is obligatory in a nominal clause, Its presence being required by a
nominal AGR which selects it so that whenever nominal AGR is present NOM
must also be present, but when nominal AGR is not present NOM may either
project or not. The relationship between AGH and NOM in this respect
parallels the relationship between AGR and TNS in sentential verbal clauses.
Using the item destruction In the construction the arm ya destruction
of the city for ifiustration let us assume that the NOM element is the -ion
suffix and that destruct attaches to it in the syntax as a result of head
movement in roughly the following manner
(28)	 AGRP
Spec AGRI'
AGR	 NOMP
\\\\LNL/ xP
Spec	 X'n	
I	 I
the1
 army	 XrbJ
destruct	 the city
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The subject the army moves to the Spec of AGRP to receive Case from AGH
via coindexation, and destruct moves to NOM to attach to the nominalisation
affix -ion and probably also to AGR. What this analysis of derived nominals
amounts to Is the claim that derivational processes can take place in the
syntax, a claim that has consistently been made in the literature of the
recent years by a number of lmgulsta, among them Fabb (1984) and Baker
(1985). The structure and derivation of derived nominals viewed this way
parallels that of gerunds in every major respect. The only difference is
that while the object in gerunds can appear in the accusative as in (ha)
above in derived nominals it cant : *the army's destruction the city.
Before we see why this should be the case we have to have a slight
diversion9.
Notice that the predicate In the structure in (28) is left unspecified as
to its categorial nature. In fact by leaving it unspecified I intend to make
a claim which at first glance may sound counterintuitive but which I
believe receives some backing from the facts In some languages that I will
discuss below. The claim is that, at least some, lexical items are not
specified as to their categorial nature in the lexicon as is the standard
behef but that they acquire their categorlal features in the syntax. More
generally, I would like to claim that it is not so-called lexical categories
that are specified for the categorlal features but the functional categories
and that the lexical categories acquire their features as a consequence of
attaching to the functional categories. More concretely I assume that the
item destruct becomes a nominal when it attaches to a NOM element such
as -ion and that it becomes verbal when it attaches to a verbal element
such as TNS or verbal AGR as in the following sentential clause :
(29) a. The army destroyed the city
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b.	 AGRP
Spec
AGR	 TNSP
TTS
-ed	 Spec
the 'army VThbj
deJtruct	 the Lity
The features that the item X acquires percolate down to its trace which
therefore acts accordingly. That is, if the item acquires verbal features the
trace would act like a verb in that it assigns an accusative Case, and that
if destruct acquires nominal features the trace would act like a noun in
that it does not assign Case at all so that the process of of-insertion
applies, or in that it assigns genitive realised as of in English.
Needless to say that this proposal requires a detailed re-analysis of a
number of facts that have long been believed to be established. Also
dozens of questions arise that have to be answered if the proposal is to
stand. Needless to say also that it ø Impossible to do Justice to all those
questions within the present context. I will content myself with pointing
out some theoretical and empirical advantages that a theory which adopts
this proposal would have. But before that, I have to make it clear that I
am restricting my claim to only semanticaly related nouns and verbs. I am
not contesting, for example, the fact that proper names such as John are
inherently nominal and that they are specified as such in the lexicon.
Let us see first how this proposal accounts for the fact that the object
can be accusative in gerunds but not in derived nominals. Let us assume
that the NOM element -ing can either be verbal or nominal, an assumption
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that is made only natural by the fact that -in g is also an aspectual element
(PROG), so that in the constructions where the object Is in the accusative
-ing can be assumed to be verbal. When the lexical item destruct (or its
equivalent) attaches to it, it acquires verbal features whh then percoJat.e
down to the trace which then assigns structural accusative to the object it
governs. On the other hand, in constructions where -irzg is nominal the
moved item acquires nominal features which it then transmits to its trace.
The object then is assigned genitive under government by the now-nominal
trace. Turning to derived nominals the fact that the object can be in the
accusative can be attributed to the assumption that -ion (or its equivalent)
can never be verbal, a fairly reasonable assumption in view of the fact
that, unlike -ing, -ion does not have any function inside verbal clauses.
An analysis which assumes that the categorial nature of the predicate
is fixed prior to syntax can only explain the discrepancy noted between
gerunds and derived nominal by assuming that while the predicate in
gerunds can either be an NP or a VP the predicate in derived nominal can
only be an NP. Besides the fact that these assumptions amount to little
more than arbitrary stipulations, the root item in gerunds, that is the head
of the predicate (destruct) Is the same in both types of gerund
constructions. To label it a verb on one occasion and a noun in another
seems to me to ignore the otherwise obvious possibility that that item is
simply unspecified/neutral with respect to the categorial features.
The proposal made above receives significant backing from the facts of
derivational morphology in the Semitic languages as analysed by McCarthy
(1979) and (1981). It is a well known fact that morphological derivation in
the Semitic languages is based on roots which consist of three or four
consonants and which express specific notions e.g. ktb "write". From these
roots are derived various forms which can be either nominal (e.g. kitaabun
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"book", kitaabatun "act of writing") or verbal (e.g. kataba "he wrote",
takaatabuu "they kept up correspondence") via certain clearly Identifiable
and fairly predictable consonant and vowel permutations. McCarthy
discusses evidence showing that the consonantal root is a morpheme in its
own right and that the various nominal and verbal forms that derive from
it are the result of mapping processes of the consonantal tier on affix and
vocalic tiers which Incorporate categorial, aspectual, temporal...etc
information.
Given this fact it is on'y natural to assume that the consonantal root,
which we said above represents the concept which forms the semantic field
around which the derived forms center, is unspecified for the categorial
features in its entry in the lexicon. Since the derivational process
described above involves ASP, TNS, AGR, NOM ...etc, elements which we
have been considering to be autonomous syntactic categories, it should be
the case that the consonantal root acquires its categorlal features in the
syntax as a consquence of movement from inside the maximal projection of
the predicate to these nodes. The mapping rules apply subsequently to
derive the surface forms.
With respect to Berber the position suggested here has been maintained
by Chaker since at least (1978) though within a radically different
framework. Chaker argues that the categorial nature of the lexical items is
determined by the type of Inflectional morphology that attaches to them.
For verbs the Inflectional morphology includes ASP and AGH elements, while
for nouns it includes NOM elements (that is the vocalic tier that derives
nouns from a consonantal root), D elements (that is number-gender
marking) and the CS/FS morphology which we concluded in the previous
chapter is determined by syntactic factors, namely, the nature of the
governor. Notice that practicaly all the morphology that Chaker argues
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determines the categorial nature of lexical Items is of a syntactic nature (in
the sense that the elements belong to independent syntactic (functional)
categories), thus implying that the lexical items acquire their categorial
features in the syntax10.
From the theoretical point of view it seems to me that the proposal
made gives more substanc....e to the fact originally pointed out by Chomaky
(1970) that semantically related nouns and verbs have identical thematic
structures. This fact would probably be captured better of instead of
talking In terms of semantically related nouns and verbs we talk in terms
of category neutral items (e.g. destruct) which represent specific concepts
and which have associated with them a thematic structure which forms part
of their conceptual structure. These items are projected onto possibly
category-neutral X-bar structures which encode their thematic structures
in configurational terms so that the internal argument occupies the object
position and the external argument occupies the Spec position of the
maximal projection of the predicate.
Having said that I would like to point out that in the absence of a
coherent theory that would incorporate this proposal and provide adequate
answers to the undoubtedly numerous questions that it gives rise to I will
continue to adopt in the rest of this work the standard assumption that
lexical items are projected already marked for the categorial features.
3.2.2. Nominslisatlon and auzilmry verbs
3.2.2.1. Irish ProgP
The non-finite forms of the verb in Irish usually consist of a deverbal
form known as the Verbal Noun (VN) and a particle which "historically and
orthographically" corresponds to a preposition of some sort (cf. McCloskey
(1983) and McCloskey & Hale (1984). One such form is the progressive form
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illustrated by the following example
I I.(30) ta slad ag togail tithe
are they PTC build(VN/PROG) houses
"They are building houses."
The progressive form exhibits some properties which are typical of nominal
categories, namely, that its object is marked with the genitive Case and its
subject, when pronominal, is realized as a possessive pronoun. Both
properties are illustrated by the following examples, respectively :
(31) a. bhf muid ag cuarti ti'
were we
	 PTC seek(VN/PROG) house (GEN)
"We were looking for a house."
b. bhf siad mo chuarti
were they my aeek(VN/PROG)
"They were looking for me."
We clearly have here a case where the main verb of a clause is nominalized
when in the progressive form. Notice, incidentally, that it may not be
simply accidental that the nominalization affix in English gerunds as we saw
above is also a progressive aspectual marker.
It is not clear from the data what Is precisely the function of the
particle that precedes the verbal noun. The assumption that it might
be the nominalization particle, that is a NOM element, is undermined by the
underlying assumption in the relevant literature that the verbal noun is
nominal independently of the particle. That is, the verbal noun is not
nominalized as a result of attaching to the particle in question but is
nominal prior to the attachment process. For lack of clear evidence as to
the function of the particle in question I will assume here that it is a NOM
element and I will leave open the question of whether the nominalization
process results from attachment to it or not. The possibility that the
particle in question is a preposition is no hindrance to assuming that it is
a NOM element since we will see later that prepositions are also nominal In
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nature.
Accordingly, the sentence in (30) is predicted to have the following
structure :
(32)	 TNSP
TIES'
TNS	 AGRP
Spec1
 AGR'
AGTMpMp
NOM'
NOM	 VP/NP
a'g-	 Spec'/N'
siad	 V/N	 Obj
t4 il	 tithe
The verbal noun moves up tO NOM and attaches to the element occupying it.
Assuming that verbal AGR and TNS, being verbal categories themselves, can
only attach to verbal categories (further evidence for this assumption will
be presented later in relation to participles), the AGR and TNS elements
remain stranded, that is they are left without a suitable carrier inside the
clause. Being affixal they are, however, subject to the AP, hence the
insertion of the copula to serve as a carrier for them in the sense
described in the previous chapter. The subject, on the other hand, moves
directly to the Spec position of AGRP to receive Case. Although the verbal
noun does not move up further than NOM, the NOMP barrier can be
assumed to be voided as a result of the insertion of the copula under AGH
which subsequently becomes lexical and consequently an L-marker.
If this analysis of ProgPs in Irish is correct then a prediction is made
as to whether they have a C position or not. The analysis predicts that
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they don't because they are nominal inherently, assuming that the function
of a C is to nominalize otherwise verbal clauses. That the prediction is
correct is amply evidenced in McCloskey (ibid) where he discusses a
number of arguments that demonstrate that ProgPs are not "clausal", by
which is meant that they are not S's (CPs).
One such argument is based on the distribution of the NEG element.
McCloskey explains in the same reference and elsewhere that the negation
marker in Irish always appears in the initial position of the clause and
therefore can be assumed to occupy the C position
(33) dtiirt m nach bhfaca me' ach mo dhearthir
said I COMP+NEG saw I but my brother
" I said that I saw only my brother."
He goes on to argue that if ProgPs had a C position, examples like (34a&b)
below should be expected to be grammatical but they are not. The negation
element, he argues, must appear in the matrix clause when the embedded
clause is a ProgP as in (34c)'1
(34) a. *bhi siad gan ag ithe ach pr tal
were they NEG eat(VN/PROG) but potatoes
"They were eating only potatoes."
b. *bh siad ag gan ithe ach prtaf
were they eat(VN/PROG) NEG but potatoes
c. nf raibh siad a ithe ach prtai'
NEG were they eat(PROG) but potatoes
"They were eating only potatoes."
Notice, however, that McCloskey 8 explanation operates on the assumption
that the copular verb in (34c) is the matrix verb and that the ProgP is
embedded under it. In the analysis suggested above there is no sense in
which the copula could be a matrix verb and the ProgP be embedded under
it. Examples such as (30) and (34a&b)) are simplex copular constructions
which happen to have a nominal phrase as predicate and which therefore
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need a verbal expletive to serve as carrier for the TNS and AGR elements,
just like the copular constructions described in the previous chapter.
Understood as such the fact that ProgPs do not have a C position follows
trivially.
3.2.2.2. Participles
I would like to argue here that the participles in the following
constructions in English and similar languages resemble verbal nouns in
Irish in that they are nominal in nature, the nominalization element being
the suffix -en ( and its equivalents e.g. -ed )
(35) a. Mary has eaten the apples.
b. The apples were eaten by Mary.
Assuming as we did in the previous chapter that have is an aspectual
element the structures of these two examples are roughly as follows,
respectively
(36) a.
Spec	 AGR'
AGE;	 T4SP
LI TNS ASPP4'	 ASP'
I
I	 ASP	 NOMP
I	 thave	 NOM'
NOM	 VP
-en	 Spec V'
¶Lr
Mary V
	 Obj
Jt aihea
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b.	 AGRP
Spec AGR'
AGR	 TSP
I	 4'	 TNS'
IL TNS	 NOMP
NOM'
NOM	 VP
\	 I
-en Spec V'
\
Ne
eat	 the apples
In (36a) the aspectual verb raises to TNS and AGR while the verb eat
raises to NOM occupied by en. The subject, on the other hand, moves up
directly to the Spec of AGRP, crossing no barriers, VP having been voided
by V-movement to NOM and NOMP is L-marked by ASP while TNSP is voided
by movement of the aspectual verb to AGR12. In (36b) the verb also raises
to NOM occupied by -en while the TNS and AGR are supported by the
inserted copular verb. The object of the verb, on the other hand, moves
up to the Spec of AGRP to receive Case from AGR via coindexaUon. As a
consequence of this movement the subject is left without a potential
Case-assigner, hence the fact that it can only be realized as an empty
category which does not require Case or as an adjunct by-phrase.
Notice that if this analysis is correct then the assumption that the
object in passive constructions moves to the canonical subject position
because it cannot receive Case from the verb in its D-structure position,
the assigned Case having been absorbed by the passive morphology, cannot
be correct. The reason is that if this were the case then (35a) should be
ungrammatical for the same reason. Given that the same item, namely -en, Is
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involved in both constructions It would be totally ad hoc to assume that it
absorbs Case in constructions like (35b) but not in constructions like (35a).
The assumption that objects move In passive constructions for Case reasons
has already been challenged in the literature on different grounds.
Rothstein (1983), for example, challenges it on the basis of the fact that in
Icelandic the surface subject of passive and unaccusative verbs is assigned
objective Case, presumably by the verb13.
On the basis of this I would like to suggest the following alternative
explanation for movement in passive constructions which does not rest
crucially on Case, and which Is based on the explanation suggested by
Rothatein (ibid) in terms of predication. We assumed in the previous
chapter that AGE and the Spec of AGRP are coindexed regardless of
whether the Spec position is filled or not, the coindexation being a formal
expression of the Spec-head agreement relationship. We assumed further
that for (nominative) Case-assignment to take place the element that fills
the Spec position of AGEP has to agree in grammatical features with the
features contained in AGR. Assuming as we did in the previous chapter that
every clause requires a subject necessary to license the predicate, the
object of the verb In passive constructions, and only the object of the
verb, has to move to the Spec of AGRP given that AGR agrees with the
object and not with the subject. If the subject moves to the Spec of AGEP
there would be a mismatch of features which would then result in a failure
of nominative Case-assignment to take place.
One of the obvious questions that immediately arise is, Why shouldn't
it be possible to insert a pleonastic element in the Spec of AGRP which
would be coindexed with the object and which would serve as a formal
licensing subject for the predicate. One way of ruling out the possibility of
an expletive subject in passives with non-clausal (heavy) 1)-structure
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objects can be formulated In terms of a failure of agreement between the
pleonastic element and AGR. Pleonastica are usually marked with third
person singular features (cf. Rizzi (1986b)), a fact that Is best illustrated
by the the following familiar example from French :
(37) fl eat arrive trois personnes
there have arrived three people
The postverbal logical subject Is plural while the the agreement Inflection
on the verb Is singular. The verb in this example agrees with the
pleonastic element which Is the formal subject of the clause. In passive
constructions, however, the AGR element agrees with the D-structure object
which may have any possible combination of features, so that if a
pleonastic element Is Inserted in the Spec of AGRP a mismatch of features
would immediately result. To ifiustrate with a concrete example, in the
sentence under (35b) above the features contained in AGR are the same as
those contained by the nominal phrase a pples, namely, third person plural,
while the features contained by the pleonaatic are third person singular,
hence the mismatch.
Notice, however, that in the English equivalent of the French example
in (37) above AGR apparently agrees with the postverbal subject and not
with the pleonastic element. If there is assumed to be marked for the third
person feature then a mismatch of features between there and AGH would
arise. If, instead, there is assumed to be unmarked for the features in
question then the problem can be avoided. In this respect there can be
assumed to differ from it which usually agrees with the AGR features in
the sentences in which it appears.
Conceived of in this manner movement of the object to the Spec of
AGRP in passive constructions is accounted for irrespective of whether the
Case borne by the moved element is objective or non-objective, the crucial
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condition being that the argument agrees with the grammatical features of
AGR. Notice that if AGR is assumed to assign Case obligatorily to the
argument It governs, that is if it is assumed that AGR must discharge the
Case it is marked for, as is assumed in Fukui (1986), for example, then in
languages where the subject carries objective Case there would obviously
be a Case conflict as well as a violation of the condition that a chain can
only have one Case (cf. Brody (1985) and Chomsky (1986a)). If, however,
nominative Case is assumed to be assigned by a default mechanism under
the agreement condition, then the subject would not be assigned nominative
because it already has an objective Case.
Notice, however, that a similar situation of Case conflict, and
consequently a violation of the condition that chains can only have one
Case, would arise if we assume, within the proposed analysis, that the verb
assigns Case to the trace of the moved argument since in this case the
resulting chain would have two Cases, one assigned to the moved argument
by AGR and the other to the trace of the moved argument by the verb. It
must therefore be the case that the trace of the subject is not assigned
objective Case. This conclusion in a sense takes us back to square one, i.e.
the initial standard position of GB that the objective Case gets absorbed by
the passive morphology, an explanation that we rejected above.
I will assume instead that the subject is assigned nominative Case in
its D-structure position by the same mechanism that has been argued to
assign nominative Case to the direct object in the following examples from
Italian discussed in Taraidsen (1985) :
(38) a. arrivato io/*me, gli altri se ne andarono
arrived I/me the others left
b. bruciato tu/*te, i crociate avanzeranno sulla capitale
burnt you/you(Objective) the crusaders will-advance on the
capital
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In the Italian examples in (38) the objects of the unaccusative verbs
arrivato and bruciato receive the nominative shown by the fact that only
the nominative form of the pronoun is allowed. This is true despite the fact
that the verbs are transitive, being unaccusative. Unlike passive verbs
unaccusative verbs apparently do not have extra morphology that could be
blamed for the absorption of the objective Case assigned by the verb.I
wish to propose that these arguments are assigned nominative in their
D-structure position by the assumed mechanism triggered by the agreement
relationship between the object and the AGR element. In different terms
because the features of the object of the verb and those of AGR match the
mechanism responsible for nominative Case-assignment applies despite the
fact that the argument Is In the object position of the verb. The proposal
becomes clearer if we assume along with Borer (1986) that nominative
Case-assignment is nothing more than a manifestation of the agreement
relationship between the subject and the AGR element. By virtue of its
agreement with the features of AGR the D-atructure object is marked with
the nominative Case. Its obligatory movement to the Spec of AGRP, on the
other hand, is required for a different reason, namely the principle of
formal predication 14,
A similar analysis can be applied to movement of the possessor
argument in possessive nominal phrases discussed above. Because the
possessor nominal phrase, which, remember, is the D-structure object of
the possessee just like the subject of passive constructions, agrees with
the AGR element it is marked with the genitive Case. Its movement to the
Spec of AGRP can also be understood to be motivated by the principle of
formal predication.
3.2.3. Word order variation
3.2.3.1. Subject-initial languages
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The task of this section is to see to what extent surface word order in
nominal clauses can be made to fall out from the distributional properties
of the AGR and NOM elements in the same way that we made surface word
order in verbal clauses fall out from the distributional properties of TNS
and AGR in the previous chapter. There is no a priori reason to assume
that languages which are subject-initial in verbal clauses must also be
subject-initial in nominal clauses. It may conceivably be the case that the
order of elements in nominal clauses differs from the order of the same or
equivalent elements in verbal clauses. In fact we will see later that, apart
from some marginal cases, the subject in Romance nominal clauses can only
be realised as a by-phrase following the object despite the fact that
Romance languages are standard SVO languages. Having said that, the
analysis developed in the previous chapter does, however, make the
prediction that in those languages where the subject systematically
precedes the nominal head the AGH element must precede the NOM element,
or to be more general, the AGR node must be the top node, ignoring for
the moment the D node.
That the prediction is correct is clearly shown by a number of
examples from Turkish mentioned above. For illustration, example (7) is
repeated here :
(39) Ahmet ((ibiz-im) viski-yi ig-me-miz]-1 iste-di
Ahmet we-GEN whisky-ACC drink-NOM-lpl(AGR)-ACC wanted
"Abmet wanted us to drink whisky."
Turkish is a subject-initial language in both verbal and nominal clauses.
That AGR follows TNS in verbal clauses Is demonstrated in fn.12 of the
previous chapter. With respect to nominal clauses the fact that AGH follows
NOM in relation to the head is clearly shown by the example in (39). Given
this fact, together with the assumption that AGR and NOM form separate
syntactic categories and the Head-parameter of X-bar theory, the Mirror
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Principle predicts the following structure for Turkish nominal clauses such
as the one embedded under the matrix verb in (39) :
(40)	 AGRP
SpeçR'
( NOMP AGR;)
I	 INOM' -miz
P NOMJ
Spec
(ibi#/1,,,J
Obj	 V
1	 Iviski
The verb raises to NOM and then to AGR to attach to the affixal elements
occupying them, while the subject moves from the Spec position of VP to
the Spec position of AGRP to receive Case from AGR via coindexation. Both
these movements yield the Subject Object Noun (SON) order, that is the
basic surface order of nominal clauses in Turkish. The verbal head
undergoes nominalisation as a result of affixation to the NOM element
during the derivation.
With respect to Hungarian which is also a subject-initial language the
examples given above are all instances of possessive clauses. They all
involve categories that are nominal inherently (e.g. common and proper
nouns) and therefore do not contain nominalisation affixes. The fact that
AGR is the top node in these constructions only trivially bears out the
prediction. However, in constructions with gerunds or derived nominals the
NOM ele e t i e p ted to precede the AGR element with respect to the
head. The overall structure and the surface word order derived from it are
expected to be similar to that of nominal clauses in Turkish.
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The AGR element in English nominal clauses is also expected to precede
the NOM element. However, given that AGR in English is abstract and given
that the element attaches to the eubject the expected order is not easily
discernible. I will assume that the structures in (11) and (29), which
encode the expected order, are essentially correct and that the derivation
proceeds as indicated there, yielding a surface SNO order, English being a
head-initial language.
If the parallelism between the structures of nominal and verbal clauses
is carried further the analysis proposed and developed predicts that the
AGR element of nominal clauses in subject-intial languages may fail to
project in the same way that the AGR element of verbal clauses in the same
type of languages also may fail to project, thus giving the infinitive
clauses, which, remember, were concluded to be different from finite
clauses in that AGH fails to project. The analysis also predicts that in this
case a lexical subject would have to get Case from an external governor.
That both predictions are borne out is shown by the following examples,
respectively, from Turkish and English :
(41) a. (ben) [ viski-yi i2-me]-e	 raz ol-du-m
I	 whisky-ACC drink-NOM-DAT consent-PAST-1.ag.
consented to drink whisky."
b. Mary hated [them playing football
c. The manager counted on [him scoring a goal]
The AGR element in (41a) is missing and the subject position is fified by an
empty category that is controlled by the matrix subject. The lack of AGR in
(411,&c) is indicated by the absence of 'a. In both constructions the
embedded subject, occupying the Spec position of NOMP, has objective Case
assigned by the matrix verb in (41b) and by the governing preposition in
(41c). This fact implies that gerunds do not have a CP projection because
if they did government of the embedded subject in the Spec position of
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NOM would not be possible since CP would inherit barrierhood from NOMP,
thus blocking government from without. This is a desirable conclusion
which lends further support to the analysis developed in this work since
we came to the same conclusion earlier on quite Independent grounds,
namely, that gerund a are nominal Inherently and therefore do not need a C
to nominalise them so that they can function as arguments.
3.2.3.2. Noun-initial languages
It was pointed out above that there is no a priori reason to assume
that the surface order of elements in a language would be the same in both
nominal and verbal clauses so that if a language Is VSO In verbal clauses it
should be expected to be NSO in nominal clauses. However, in practicaly all
the VSO languages that I have examined the surface order of elements in
nominal clauses turns out to reflect that of verbal clauses. That is the
basic surface order in nominal clauses of VSO languages is NSO. The
following examples from Berber, Arabic, Welsh and Chamorro, respectively,
illustrate this fact :
(42) a. axarab n-ljish i-tendint
destruction of-army to-town
"The army's destruction of the town"
b. tadmiir-u l-?aduww-i li-l-maddinat-i 	 (Fassi Fehri (1987))
destruction-NOM the-enemy-GEN to-the-town
"The enemy's destruction of the town"
c. distrywiad Si3n o'r dref	 (Sproat (1985))
destruction Sion of-the town
"John's destruction of the town"
d. i bisit.a-na al Francisco as Teresa (Chung (1982))
the visit-AGR(3.sg) Unm Francisco of Teresa
"Francisco's visit to Teresa"
Also, in all these languages the possessor follows the possessee in
order, unlike in subject-initial languages (not all of them, obviously; see
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3.2.3.3. below) where the possessor precedes the possessee. Examples
illustrating this fact in Berber are given above in (5). Examples from
Arabic, Welsh and Chamorro are given below :
(43) a. bayt-u l-mudarris-i
house-NOM the-teacher--GEN
"The teacher's house"
b. brawd yr athro	 (Sadler (1988))
brother the teacher
"The teacher's brother"
c. i kareta-nniha I famalo'an (Chung (1982))
the car-AGR(3p1) the women
"The women's car"
It is clear then that in both types of constructions the subject follows the
head. As we did with verbal clauses we should expect this order to fall out
from independent facts that have to do with the underlying structure and
the order of affixal elements in relation to the head category o & F"z'd
Notice that apart from Chamorro none of the other languages has an
overt AGE element. With respect to Berber we concluded above that it does
not have a nominal AGR element, and the same can be said about Arabic.
Welsh differs from Berber and Arabic In that the object In the examples in
(42) is marked with a genitive preposition while in Berber and Arabic it is
marked with a dative preposition. In this respect Welsh resembles Chamorro
where the object is also marked with a genitive preposition. In both Berber
and Arabic the subject which immediately follows the head is marked with
the genitive while in Welsh and Chamorro it is unmarked. Given these facts
let us assume that Welsh and Chamorro differ from Barber and Arabic in
that they have an AGE element while Berber and Arabic don't. Having said
that we have to specify the underlying structures of nominal clauses in
these languages and determine how the subject and the object receive
Case.
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Despite the observed similarity between Berber and Arabic there is a
slight difference between them with respect to the examples in (42) and
(43). While the head noun in Berber has a D element the head noun in
Arabic doesn 't. As a matter of fact the head noun in the Arabic example
cannot carry the (in)definite article, a fact that was explained earlier with
respect to the genitive construction in fn.8. The same explanation carries
over to non-possessive nominal clauses such as the one in (42b).
Accordingly, the structures underlying the constructions in (42a) and (42b)
are the following, assuming that the prefix ta- is the nominalisation affix in
the Arabic example 15
 :
(44) a.
	
DP
a-	 Spec	 N'
ljish	 N	 Obj
	
xarab	 tendint
b.	 DPI
OMP
	
[+Def]
	
NOM'
NOM	 P
ta- Spec	 N'
I'	 I
	l-?aduww r
	
Obj
1-mad ilnat
In (44a) the lexical head raises obligatorily to D. As a result of this
movement adjacency with the object is lost, hence the insertion of the
dative preposition to assign Case to the object. The subject remains in its
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D-structure position and receives (structural) genitive Case from the moved
head under D. In the Arabic example in (44b) the lexical head raises only
as far as NOM. As in the Berber example movement of the head results in a
loss of adjacency with the object and the insertion of the dative
preposition to assign It Case. The subject also remains in its D--structure
position and receives (structural) genitive under government by the moved
head under NOM. Alternatively, the subject could be assumed, in both
structures, to be assigned genitive by D and NOM, respectively'6.
That the genitive Case assigned to the subject of the nominal clause is
structural in Berber and Arabic is shown by the fact that when the
subject is missing it Is the object that is assigned the gerutive
(45) a. axarab n-tendint
destruction of-town
"The destruction of the town"
b. tadmiir-u l-madiinat-1
destruction-NOM the-town-GEN
Generally, genitive Case Is assigned to the argument that immediately
follows the head noun, regardless of whether the argument is a subject or
an object, a clear indication that the genitive Case is structural. However,
the adjacency that seems to be required for Case-assignment is not
immediately clear. Based on the analysis suggested for the examples in
(42a&b) the underlying structures of (45a&b) are as follows :
(46) a.	 DP
I	 I
Nr
\xazb tendint
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b.	 DP
D	 NOM
[+D!f I
	
NM'
I	 Ita-	 N'
4'I	 N	 Obj
1-nm diinat
In both structures the lexical head moves up to a higher position, D in
(46a) and NOM in (46b). As a result of this movement structural adjacency
with the object is lost In exactly the same way that adjacency is lost in
the structures in (44) and the preposition is inserted. In (45a&b), however,
no preposition-insertion takes place. It seems that the type of adjacency
that is at work here is linear adjacency and not structural adjacency. In
(44a&b) the lexical head is adjacent to the subjet both structurally and
linearly, while in (46a&b) the lexical head is adjacent to the object only
linearly. If we assume that the genitive Case in (46a&b) is assigned via the
trace of the moved N which is structurally adjacent to the object the
question would arise as to why this should not be the case in (44a&b). So,
It must be assumed that the trace of N is not capable of assigning Case at
least in Berber and Arabic (but see below for a different explanation).
Possessive nominal phrases receive an analysis along similar lines. The
structure of the possessive nominal phrase in Berber is outlined in (26)
above where the possessee is base-generated as head of NP and is later
raised to the D position to attach to the affixal element occupying it.
Although structural adjacency Is lost with the possessor noun phrase as a
result of this movement linear adjacency stifi holds, hence the genitive
Case. The structure of the possessive nominal in Arabic is practically the
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same except that in Arabic the possessee does not raise to D since there is
no affixal element occupying the D position that needs to satisy the AP :
(47) DP
D	 NP
(+Def]
	
N'
N	 ObjI	 Ibayt	 1-mudarrisi
The lexical head is adjacent to the object both structurally and linearly.
Consequently, genitive Case-assignment can take place.
Let us now turn to the examples from Welsh and Chamorro. Assuming
that the Welsh nominal phrases have an abstract AGR element that is similar
to the overt AGH element in the Chamorro nominal phrases and assuming
that It is this AGR that assigns Case to the subject the underlying
structure of the examples in (42c&b) is roughly as follows, using the
Chamorro examples for illustration :
(48) a.	 DPI
D	 AGRP
-1
U _r!a Spec	 N'
AGH
IFrancisco	 N	 Obj
bLita	 TeL8
Assuming that the determiner i Is affixal as In Berber and Arabic the
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lexical head noun moves up to AGR and then to D, while the subject moves
directly to the Spec of AGRP to receive Case from AGR via coindexation.
The object receives genitive Case, presumably from the trace of the moved
head. If this is correct then the obvious question that arises in this
respect is why the trace of N should be able to assign Case in Chamorro
and Welsh but not in Berber and Arabic as we concluded above.
Notice that in the Welsh and Chamorro nominal phrases there are two
potential Case-assigners, AGR and N, while in the Berber and Arabic
nominal phrases there Is only one potential Case-assigner, namely, N since
AGE is lacking. At the same time there are two arguments that require
Case, namely, the subject and the object. Having made that observation it
is easy to see the need for an external (inserted) Case-assigner in the
Berber and Arabic examples but not in the Welsh and Chamorro examples. It
is also easy to see why no external Case-assigner is needed when the
subject is missing from the nominal phrases in Berber and Arabic. To give
a formal explanation to these observations let us assume that a chain (e.g.
(N) or (N,t)...) can assign at most one Case. In the examples in (44) the
Case of the chain (N,t) is assigned to the subject in the Spec position of
NP, and in (46) to the object. As a consequence, the object in (44) is left
without a Case-assigner, hence the insertion of the preposition. What needs
to be explained here is why the subject should have priority over the
object. I must admit I have no adequate exaplantion for this.
In the Welsh and Chamorro examples in (46) the Case of the movement
chain (N,t) is assigned to the object while the subject is assigned Ca8e by
AGE. Even in this case there is a sense in which the subject has priority.
One could say that the Case of the chain (N,t) is assigned to the object
only because the subject has an independent Case-assigner. Notice that if
this explanation is correct the question as to whether the trace of N is a
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Case-assigner in some languages but not in other8 does not arise.
Generally, the trace of N can assign Case to the object provided that the
subject receives Case independently.
The derivation of the possessive nominals in Welsh and Chamorro can
be argued to operate along similar lines. The possessor is base-generated
in the object position and from there moves to the Spec of AGRP to receive
Case. The lexical head noun, on the other hand, moves to AGR and then to
D to attach to the affixal elements occupying these positions. Using the
Chamorro example for illustration again the structure is roughly as follows:
(49) L1P
D	 AGRPI
I	 Sp
AGR	 NP
N	 Obj
\iiha
'c'
eta	 i fainalo'an
I
The only intervening potential barrier between the initial position of the
object and the Spec of AGRP is NP which is voided as a consequence of
N-movement to AGR.
Despite the similarities there is an apparent difference between nominal
phrases in the Celtic languages and in Chamorro, namely, that while an
overt pronominal possessor cannot appear in Chaniorro it can in the Celtic
languages :
(50) a. mo theach	 (McCloskey & Hale (1984))
my house
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b. I lepblo-nna (*gui') 	 (Chung (1982))
the book-AGH (3.sg)a/he
"His/her book"
Notice, however, that the pronominal possessor in the Irish example In (50a)
precedes the possessee unlike non-pronominal possessors which invariably
follow the possessee. This fact in a sense runs contrary to what is
predicted by the analysis outlined above. Nevertheless, seen from a
different angle this fact ceases to be a problem and in fact turns out to be
evidence in support of the analysis suggested.
Precisely because the pronominal possessor behaves differently from
the non-pronominal possessors with respect to their order in relation to
the poasessee McCloskey and Hale (ibid) argue that what we have been
calling a pronominal element Is in fact an overt realisation of the AGR
element itself. McCLoskey and Hale discuss further evidence in support of
their claim, notably, the fact that this element behaves similarly to the AGR
elements that appear attached to verbs and to some prepositions. For
example, like the "synthetic" verbal AGR element the element in question
cannot cooccur with an overt independent pronomirial :
(51) *mo theach
my house me/I
Given this fact the statement made earlier that Chamorro and the Celtic
languages differ in that Chamorro does not allow for coocurrence of the
overt pronoun with AGR while the Celtic languages do is obviously wrong.
This statement was based on the wrong assumption that in addition to the
element in question there is an abstract AGR element whose presence we
assumed earlier in order to account for the similarity between Chamorro
and the Celtic languages with respect to non-possessive nominal phrases.
The question as to why an overt pronoun cannot coocur with an overt AGH
is still a mystery to me. However, the fact that Chamorro and the Celtic
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languages pattern together in this respect represents evidence for the
analysis suggested.
3.2.3.3. Romance nomiyutl phrases
Nominal phrases in the Romance languages differ in that, apart from
some marginal cases, a non-pronominal lexical subject can only be realised
as a by-phrase17
 :
(52) a. La destruction de Ia vile par les soldats
the destruction of the town by the soldiers
b. *Des/les soldats la destruction de la vile
the soldiers the destruction of the town
c. *La destruction des soldats de Ia vile
the destruction of-the soldiers of the town
The possessor (subject) in possessive nominal phrases, however, receives
the genitive
(53) a. Les armes des soldats
the arms of-the soldiers
b. La maison de Marie
the house of Marie
The discrepancy between the subject of the possessive nominals and the
sub jett of the derived noininals is clear. However, the discrepancy
disappears under the analysis adopted in this work where the possessor is
considered a D-structure object. Viewed as such the possessor behaves
exactly like the object in the example in (52a) in that they both are
assigned genitive, presumably under government by the head noun.
The obvious question that we have to answer with respect to the
Romance nominal phrases is why a non-pronominal subject can only be
realised as a by-phrase. The parallel with passive constructions Is clear,
thus implying that the reason has to do with Case theory. Let us assume
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that like Berber and Arabic the Romance languages do not have a nominal
AGR element so that their nominal phrases never contain an AGR node. The
number-gender features, we concluded earlier, are part of the D
morphology just like in Berber. Let us assume further that the head noun
in the Romance languages never moves up to D which is the only head
dominating its maximal projection, the reason being that D elements are not
afixal and therefore do not need a carrier, unlike the D elements in Berber.
Put together these assumptions predict the following structures for nominal
phrases in the Romance languages :
(54) a.
D
Ia	 Sp
lea skdats	 Obj
destruction	 la yule
b.	 DP
I
lii
N	 Oj
maison	 Marie
In both structures the object is assigned genitive Case by the head noun
which remains in its D-structure position. The subject in (54a), however,
has no source of Case whatsoever, hence the fact that it can only be
realised as an adjunct by-phrase where it is assigned Case by par. The
parallel with the D-structure subject of passive constructions in this
instance is striking. As we saw earlier the only potential Case-position for
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the subject in passive constructions is filled by the argument moved from
the object position. As a consequence the subject is left without a source
of Case, hence the fact that it can only appear as an adjunct by-phrase.
It Is interesting to point out with respect to nominal phrases in the
Romance languages that they resemble nominal phrases in the Celtic
languages in that when the subject Is an overt pronominal element it
precedes the lexical head noun Instead of following it as is the case with
non-pronominal subjects :
(55) Sa maison
her/his house
The first idea that cornea to mind within the present context is that these
pronorninal elements, like their counteraprts in the Celtic languages, may
also be AGR elements, in which case the analysis suggested above would
extend to them with no revision.
However, there are reasons to believe that these elements are not likely
to be AGR elements. Take for example the fact that an adjective can
intervene between the pronominal element and the head noun :
(56) Sa belle maison
her/his beautiful house
This example shows clearly that the pronominal is not attached to the head
noun as an AGR element is expected to be. Rather the pronominal element
behaves like an Independent element which holds an independent syntactic
position.
The question then is what this position is likely to be. Judging from
Italian examples such as (57) below :
(57) II suo libro
the his book
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the position is likely to be the Spec of the maximal projection of the head
noun since It is the only syntactic position that intervenes between the
determiner and the head noun. The pronominal possessor can be assumed to
move to this position from the object position where it is base-generated in
accordance with the assumption made above that possessor arguments are
internal arguments. Like the surface subject of passive constructions the
pronominal possesso_r is assigned Case in its fl-structure position prior to
movement.
3.3. Adjectival, adverbial and quantified nominal phrases
In this section I will have a brief look at the structure of nominal
phrases with adjectival, adverbial and quantifying functions. I wifi then
argue that Adjective does not exist as an independent category, and that
the elements that have been traditionally called adjectives are either
stative verbs or nominal phrases, and that adverbs are either nominal
phrases or prepositional phrases. The discussion of these two points is
based on the simple fact that Berber, among other languages, does not
have Adjective and Adverb as independent categories. The elements that
perform adjectival functions bear either verbal inflection and therefore are
(stative) verbs, or bear nominal inflection and therefore are (attributive)
nominal phrases. On the other hand, elements that have adverbial functions
are either nominal phrases or prepositional phrases which consist of a
preposition and a nominal phrase complement. Likewise, I will argue that
quantifiers do not form a separate categorial class either but are nouns
which assign genitive Case to the nominal phrases they quantify. In many
ways the discussions included here will provide further support for the
binary classification of categories in terms of the feature matrix [+,- N] or
(+,- V] adopted in this work. If adjectives and adverbs are really basic
categories as they have traditionally been considered one might wonder
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why Berber, and in'deed a number of other languages, simply don't have
them'8.
3.3.1. Adjectival and adverbial nominal phrases
The following are examples which Illustrate the facts that the adjectival
expressions in Berber are either nominal phrases (58a&b) or verbal
sentences (59a&b), and that adverbial expressions are also either nominal
phrases (60a&b) or prepositional phrases (60c)
(58) a. a-hamosh a-kkuh
ms-child ms-small
"the small boy"
b. ta-hamosh--t ta-kkuh-t
fs-child-fs fs-small-fs
"the small girl"
(59) a. y-hlkh Hemmu
3mg-be ill Hemmu
"Hemmu is ifi."
b. t-uhhl Munat
3fs-be tired Munat
"Munat is tired."
(60) a. y-udf a-mzgaru/ t-udf ta-mzgaru-t
3mg-entered ms-first 3fs-entered fs-first-fs
"He/she entered first."
b. y-xdl nhar-a
3ms-arrived day-this
'He arrived today.'
c. y-ffgh s-uzir
3mg-left with-dawn
"He left early."
In (58a&b) the adjectival element is a nominal phrase which agrees in
number and gender with the nominal phrase it modifies. In (59a&b) the
adjectival element is a stative verb which carries verbal agreement. In
(60a) the adverbial element is again a nominal phrase which agrees in
number and gender with the subject and AGR of the verb In (SOb) the
adverbial element is a nominal phras with a demonstrative pronoun
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attached to it. In (60c) the adverbial element is a PP which consists of a
prepositional head and a nominal phrase complement. Because we will talk in
more detail about prepositional phrases in the next section this example will
be ignored here. In the rest. of this work I will use the terms "adjective"
and "adverb" simply as "notional" categories (cf. Abney (1987)), or as
labels which refer to the function rather than the categorial nature of
lexical items.
Another language where adjectives and some adverbs are clearly
nominal phrases is Standard Arabic. This is shown by, among other things,
the fact that these categories bear a determiner and are marked for Case :
(61) a. wasal-a l-mudarris-u l-mariid-u muta?axxir-a-n
arrived-3ms the-teacher (male)-NOM the-ifl-NOM late-ACC-a
"The sick teacher arrived late."
b. zur-tu	 mudarris-at-a-n marrid-at-a-n
visited-Is teacher-f--ACC-a sick-ACC-a
"I visited a sick teacher."
c. nahad-tu sabaah-a-n / fi- l-sabaah-i
woke-up-is mormng-ACC-a in- the-morning-GEN
"1 woke up in the morning."
The adjectival phrase in (61a) agrees with the subject in definiteness (both
bear a definite article), number-gender (both are masculine singular), and
Case (both bear the nominative). In (61b) the adjectival phrase agrees with
the direct object in indefeniteness (both bear an indefinite article),
number-gender (both are feminine singular), and in Case (both bear the
accusative). The adverbial (nominal) phrases in (61a) and (61c), however,
agree with the subject only in number and gender. They bear an indefinite
article as well as an accusative Case while the subjects are definite and
obviously bear the nominative Case. As an alternative to the nominal
adverbial in (61c) it is possible to have a PP adverbial. As in Berber,
possibly in all languages, adverbials in Standard Arabic are either nominal
or prepositional phrases. The interesting thing about these data from
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Standard Arabic is that they could give us important clues as to the
possible sources of Case for the adjectival and adverbial nominal phrases,
Case being morphological in Standard Arabic. Needless to say that being
nominal phrases these elements are subject to the Case-requirement.
There exists in English a set of nomnal phrases which have adverbial
functions known in the literature as bare NP-adverbs. The following
examples from Larson (1985) illustrate this particular use of nominal
phrases
(62) a. I saw John (that day]! [someplace you'd never guess]
b. John was headed [that way]
c. Max pronounced my name [every way imaginable]
Larson also provides examples to make the point that not all nominal
phrases can perform this function :
(63) a. John arrived *(on) [that occasion]/*(during) [this vacation]
b. John stayed in New York *(during) [that period of his life]
These adverbial phrases differ from those above in that they take a
preposition obligatorily. Obviously the presence of the preposition is
required by Case theory since the phrases between brackets are nominal
phrases and therefore are subject to the Case requirement. The question
that has to be answered in this respect is how the nominal phrases in (62)
satisfy the Case requirement.
Larson suggests that these nominal phrases satisfy the Case
requirement via a special feature [+F] which is a lexical property of the
head N. This feature is then inherited by the whole nominal phrase
containing the feature-bearing N thereby receiving an oblique Case. It is
by virtue of this inherent feature that bare NP-adverbs satisfy the Case
requirement in the absence of a Case-governor. It is also by virtue of this
lexically determined feature that a distinction can be made between those
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particular nominal phrases which can function as bare NP-adverbials and
those which can ' t.
As to adjectives Larson (1987) argues that they typically receive their
Case "indirectly", through some form of agreement with a Case-marked
nominal phrase. He distinguishes three types of adjectives, prenominal
modifier (64a), predicational (64b) and adjunct (64c)
(64) a. The red barn
b. John painted the barn red
c. John walks quick-ly
The adjectives in (64a&b) satisfy the Case requirement by agreeing with
the nominal phrase "barn". In (64c), however, the adjective satisfies the
Case requirement by attaching to the suffix which Larson considers to
be a sort of Case-marker affix whose function is to license an adjunct
adjective. With these ideas in mind let us turn back to the Arabic data in
(61).
That adjectival nominal phrases satisfy the Case requirement through
some sort of concord with the nominal phrases they modify is clear from
the data. However, the suggestion that adverbial nominal phrases receive
oblique Case through the special [+F] feature does not seem to be
supported by the data because the adverbial phrases bear the accusative
which usually is not considered an oblique Case. Let us assume instead
that adverbial nominal phrases satisfy the Case requirement through some
sort of (Case) agreement relationship with the verb in the same way that
adjectival nominal phrases satisfy the Case requirement through a concord
relationship with the nominal phrases they modify. This suggestion is in
keeping with the common belief that while adjectives usually modify nominal
categories adverbials usually modify verbal categories. The nature of the
Case that adjectives bear is determined by the nature of the Case that the
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nominal element they modify bears. The Case that bare nominal adverbs
bear, however, is the accusative or any other Case that is assigned by
verbal categories, the accusative being the most typical. Notice that the
nominal adverbial in (61a) is in the accusative despite the fact that the
verb is intransitive.
If this proposal is correct then the need for the [+F] feature
suggested by Larson is obviated. What needs to be made clear in this
respect is why some nominal phrases can function as bare adverbials while
others can't as pointed out by Larson. I must admit that I have no
adequate answer to this question. I suspect, however, that the restrictions
may turn out to be semantic rather than syntactic, that is, the type of
restrictions that regulate modification relationships between elements.
An alternative analysis to the one suggested here is to assume, along
with Bresnan and Grimshaw (1978), that bare nominal adverbials are
underlyingly prepositional phrases with a null preposition as head. This
way the adverbial nature of these apparently nominal phrases is accounted
for since it is generally quite common for PPs to have adverbial functions.
One of the advantages of this analysis is that it provides a uniform
account for both overt PP and bare nominal adverbials by treating them
both as PPs. However, the Arabic data In (61) makes it difficult to imagine
how the proposal can be made to work. Prepositions in Arabic invariably
assign genitive to their complements, while the nominal adverbials in the
examples in (61) are in the accusative. If these phrases were really
governed by a null preposition which presumably assigns them Case then
that Case should be genitive and not accusative. With respect to Berber the
PP analysis can be rejected further on the ground that the adjectival and
adverbial nominals are not in the CS form, thus implying that they are not
Construct-governed. The preposition, however, is a Construct governor as
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we saw in the previous chapter. If the adjectival and adverbial nominal
phrases were governed by a preposition they should be expected to be in
the CS form. We will see later that dative arguments though governed and
assigned Case by a null preposition they are always in the CS in
conformity with the Construct Condition.
Another alternative analysis is to assume, along with the Visibility
Hypothesis, that nominal adverbials as well as nominal adjectives do not
need Case because they are not arguments that are required to be licensed
by theta-marking. We did in fact adopt this approach in the previous
chapter with respect to nominal phrases which function as predicates of
nominal sentences. We assumed that because these nominal phrases are not
arguments they are not required to be Case-marked. Here again Arabic can
be useful in providing us with the correct explanation. One might wonder
why bare nominal adverbs and nominal adjectives should be marked for
Case if they do not need it. The fact that they do is an indication that
they are required to. To accommodate this fact under the Visibility
Hypothesis we can assume that adverbs as well as adjectives require
theta-marking in order to be licensed at LF. The theta-marking, however,
can only take place if the adverbs and adjectives have Case, that is if
they are visible, just like nominal arguments. PP adverbials receive their
Case from the prepositional head while nominal adjectivals and adverbials
receive their Case via agreement in the manner described above.
As to predicational nominal phrases a look at some further data from
Standard Arabic shows that they also are Case-marked :
(65) a. Zayd-un marffd-un
	 (Fassi Fehri (1987))
Zayd-NOM sick-NOM
"Zayd is sick."
b. ?a-dunnu ( Zayd-an mariid-an I
I-believe	 Zayd-ACC sick-ACC
"I believe Zayd to be sick."
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In these examples the nominal predicate agrees with the subject in Case.
They both bear nominative in (65a) and accusative in (65b). As in the case
of adjectival nominals we can assume that predicational nominala also
satisfy the Case requirement by agreeing with the nominal phrase they are
predicated of. We can assume further that this Case-marking is necessary
for the nominal predicate to be assigned the functional theta role that we
have been assuming throught this work is assigned to predicates by the
head that immediately dominates them.
Before we leave this topic I would like to discuss a few facts from
English and other ]anguages which bear on the nominal nature of the
phrases traditionally known as adjectives. We concluded above that
assignment of genitive Case is Indicative of a nominal nature, genitive Case
being a property of nominal categories in the same way that accusative
Case is a property of verbal categories. That adjectives assign genitive is
a well known fact illustrated by the following examples from English,
French and Spanish, respectively
(66) a. John is fond of Mary
b. Jean eat content de lul meme
Jean is pleased with himself
c. contento de sus notes	 (Plann (1985))
content of his grades
The fact that like nouns and nominal AGR adjectives assign genitive Case
implies that they have a nominal nature.
Other properties of adjectival categories that reveal their nominal
nature have to do with -Ing and -en adjectives as in :
(67) a. The working class
b. The singing detective
C. The broken promises
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We concluded above that -ing and -en/-ed are nominal categories which
have the effect of nominalising the verbs they attach to them. Assuming
the analysis suggested above the adjectival categories in these examples
are in fact nominal categories which consist of a verb and a nominal head
which is -ing or -en. If the analysis is correct then we have further
evidence that adjectives are in fact nothing else than nominal phrases.
Two final points in this respect are in order. One is the fact that
adjectives, like nouns, can take a determiner 80 that it is possible to have
examples such as (68a) below. The other is the fact that some adjectives
can function as arguments as in example (68b) below
(68) a. They all gathered there; the happy and the sad, the young
and the old ...etc.
b. I have seen the best
Again, determiners are typical properties of nominal categories and so is
the ability to function as an argument. The fact that adjectives can take a
determiner and function as argument of a verb constitute further evidence
that adjectives are indeed nominal categories.
The question that remains to be answered is, Why can't adjectives
function easily as an argument as nouns do, a fact that hardly needs
illustration, if they both have a similar categorial nature? One possible
answer to this question is to assume that nominal categories are specified
either positively or negatively with respect to a referentlality feature so
that those which are specified positively can function as arguments while
those that are not cannot or can do so only marginally 19. Alternatively, one
might assume, as we did earlier that the referentiality feature is a
property of the determiner, possibly related to the (in)definiteness feature.
Notice that this proposal would explain why adjectives, generally, can
function as arguments only if they are preceded by a determiner :
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(69) a. They all gathered there; *(the) happy, and *(the) sad,
*(the) young and *(the) old ...etc.
b. *(The) worst is stifi to come
There are other possible features that one might make use of to distinguish
between items that can function as arguments and those that can't (cf.
Abney (1987)).
3.3.2. Quantified nominal phrases
Quantifiers in Berber behave like nominal heads in that they assign
genitive Case to the nouns they modify :
(70) a. tiata n-ihamoshn
three of-chidren
"three children"
b. attas n-immidn
lot of-people
"lot of people"
c. shi n-temghart
some of-woman
"some woman"
d. ijj n-wargaz
one of-man
"a man"
Assuming on the basis of the principles of Case and X-bar theories that
only head categories can assign Case the quantifiers in the examples above
must be heads and not specifiers/determiners as their counterparts in
English are standardly believed to be. Abney (1987), however, argues for a
structure of nominal phrases in English where DET elements are the head
of the nominal phrase construction. This analysis brings English quantifiers
closer to their counterparts in Berber since both are considered to be head
categories. What needs to be explained is why Berber quantifiers assign
Case to the nominal phrases they modify while English quantifiers
apparently do not, assuming that the absence of the genitive preposition of
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signals the absence of Case-assignment.
A possible explanation could be that quantifers are Case-assigning
categories in English but not in Barber. However, this explanation implies
that quantifers constitute a separate categorial class that is different from
the class of nouns. I will demonstrate below that Barber quantifers are
nominal categories because their phrases behave exactly like nominal
phrases. Another possible explanation could be that while quantifiers are
determiners in English they are nouns in Arabic, assuming that determiners
do not assign (genitive) Case. I will leave this question open for I have
nothing more to say about it. I will turn now to examine the nature and
distribution of quantified nominal phrases in Berber.
There exist languages other than Berber where quantifiers assign
genitive Case to the nouns they quantify. Pesetsky (1982) demonstrates
that Russian is one such language. Other languages are Arabic and Hebrew
(Shlonsky (1987)). Pesetsky suggests on the basis of the fact that some
prepositions in Russian assign genitive Case to their complements that
Russian quantifiers may be prepositional in nature. Although it is quite
plausible to group categories together on the basis of the fact that they
assign the same type of Case I believe that Pesetsky's suggestion goes in
the wrong direction. I suggest turning Pesetsky's argument around and
saying instead that the fact that genitive prepositions in Russian assign
genitive implies that they are nominal in nature, assuming that genitive
Case-assignment is a typical property of nominal categories.
There are empirical reasons to believe that quantified phrases in
Berber are nominal in nature, notably the fact that they behave similarly to
nominal phrases in a number of respects. For example, they can function as
the subject of non-copula.r verbs, agreeing fully with the verb, and as the
object of V , P or N receiving the appropriate Case
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(71) a. t-xdl shi n-teslit
3fs-arrived some of-bride
"Some bride arrived."
b. y-usha lxatnd 1-shi n-teslit
3ma-gave ring to(DAT)-some of-bride
"He gave the ring to some bride."
c. n-uggur ag- shi n-teslit
ip-went with some of-bride
"We went with some bride."
d. t-weddar txatnd n-tesllt
3fs-be lost ring of-bride
"The bride's ring is lost."
In addition, quantified nominal phrases undergo syntactic processes that
are typically associated with nominal phrases such as raising in passives.
They also enter into binding and control relationships :
(72) a. tw-atf-n attas n-ixwwanen ithyadn
PASS-catch lot of-thieves last year
"A lot of thieves were caught last year."
b. iii n-uxwwan y-jarh ixfinns
some of-thief 3ms-hurt himself
"Some thief hurt himself."
c. tnayn n-ixwwanen arzu-n [ e ad-awwr-n ]
two of-thieves tried
	 to-escape-3p
"Two thieves tried to escape."
It should be clear from the data above that Berber quantifiers are nominal
in nature. This Is a desirable conclusion in view of the attempt undertaken
in this work to reduce all categories to two basic classes, nominal and
verbal.
That quantifiers in English are also nominal is conveyed by a long
tradition to treat them as nouns precisely because their distribution is
similar to that of noun phrase, a fact that can easily be discerned from the
English glosses of the Berber examples in (72). The following examples
demonstrate further the nominal nature of quantifiers by showing that in
some constructions they assign genitive Case, indicated by the presence of
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the genitival preposition of
(73) a. Some of his friends
b. Few of his friends
c. One of his friends
Having concluded that quantifiers are nominal categories our next task is
to see what Is the status of prepositions within the binary classification
adopted. Are they nominal or verbal, or do they form a different class
altogether?
3.4. Prepositional phrases
3.4.1. The paradigm
3.4.1.1. Genuine prepositions
The basic class of prepositions in Berber consists of affixal elements
which appear prefixed to the nominal phrases they select
(74) a. y-arzm tawwart sg-tghenjayt
3ms-opened door with-spoon
"He opened the door with a spoon."
b. y-usid x-ughyur
3ms-came on-donky
"He came riding a donkey."
c. y-ufa aqzin g-uxxam
3ms-found dog In-room
"He found the dog in the room."
d. t-xdl zi-tendint
3fs-arrived from-town
"She arrived from the town."
e. y-ffegh ag-urn-as
3 ms-left with-brother-his
"He left with his brother."
The affixal nature of these prepositions Is conveyed, primarily, by the fact
that they do not receive a stress independently of their complements. Given
the standard assumption that prepositions assign a theta role to their
complements the affixal prepositions in Berber must hold a structurally
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independent position at D-structure by virtue of the UTAH. This conclusion
is supported further by the fact that the complements of prepositions are
usually in the CS form, thus suggesting that they are governed by a
Construct-governor, namely the preposition. On the other hand being affixal
the prepositions are required to be attached to their potential host prior to
S-structure. It follows that the process of affixation that attaches the
preposition to its nominal complement operates in the syntax and therefore
is an instance of Move-alpha.
Assuming the general structure of prepositional phrases to be as in
(75) below, affixation can be considered to be the consequence of a head
movement process which raises the head of the nominal phrase first to D to
pick up the determiner and then to P :
(75)
rThP
\teglirjayt
Assuming a theta-marking relationship between D and NP, and P and DP the
movement does not give rise to an ECP violation. With respect to the first
step, L-marking holds subsequent to movement thus nullifying the NP
barrier. As to the second step we can assume that prepositions, being
lexical categories, are capable of L-marking their complements. Otherwise,
L-marking can be assumed to hold subsequent to movement as in the first
step.
The affixal prepositions listed above can also appear attached to citics
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which, like lexical nominal phrases, function as complements which satisfy
both the syntactic and the morphological subcategorisation frames of the
prepositions
(76) a. sg-as	 c. zg-as
with-it	 from-it
b. x-as	 d. akid-as
on-it	 with-him
The cliticisation process can be assumed to operate along the same lines
described above with respect to lexical complements. In chapter 4 clitics
will be argued to be nominal head categories which differ from the main
class of nouns in the language in that clitics are affixal. Their movement
wifi be shown to be governed by the HMC/ECP just like the movement of
other head categories.
It is important to see what type of Case Berber prepositions assign to
their complements. Because Case in Berber is generally abstract it is
difficult to define the nature of the Case assigned by the preposition. Any
arguments provided in this respect would have to rely on indirect
evidence. Let us take, for example, the fact that the clitic that appears
with prepositions is the so called dative clitic. Assuming, along with Aoun
(1979), Borer (1984), among others, that ditics are the realisation of the
Case assigned by their hosts, can the fact that Berber prepositions take
dative citics be taken to mean that Berber prepositions assign dative?
My Immediate answer is no, the reason being the fact that so-called
dative ditic also appears attached to Kinship Nouns :
(77) a. ymma-s	 c. utchma-s
mother-his	 sister-his
b. uma-s	 d. aba-s
brother-his	 father-his
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Nouns in Berber assign the genitive Case and not the dative. It follows
that the fact that the dative clitic appears on a lexical category cannot be
taken to mean that that category assigns dative Case. One can argue,
however, that the fact that the clitic that appears with prepositions is the
same as the one that appears with nouns may be taken as evidence that
prepositions in Berber have a nature that is simlar to that of nouns and
that they assign genitive Case. The fact that the genitive marker -n never
appears on the complement of prepositions can be understood to be a
consequence of the incorporation of the nominal complement into the
preposition In the manner described above. Baker (1985) discusses ample
evidence from a wide range of languages which illustrates the fact that
incorporated nouns are in some sense exempt from the Case requirement
since even in languages which have rich morphological Case systems the
incorporated nouns generally do not appear marked for Case. Notice Pi
this respect that prepositions have in common with the Kinship Nouns the
fact that they both have their complements incorporated into them.
3.4.1.2. Disguised adverbial PPs
In addition to the basic class of prepositions mentioned above Berber
has another class of adverbial elements which have traditionally been
considered to be prepositions despite the fact that they differ from the
basic class of prepositions in a number of respects :
(78) a. y-nuffar swadday n-ttifur
3ms-hid under of-table
"He hid under the table."
b. y-ila sudara' n-teddart
3ms-was over of-house
"He was on the top of the house."
c. y-bedd zzdat n-uxxam
3ms-stood near of-room
"He stood near the room."
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One re t in which these elements differ f m th asic class of
prepositions discussed above is that they are not affixal, they receive
stress independently of the element that follows them. Another respect is
that the complements of the elements in question are marked with the
genitive marker while we saw above that the genitive marker never appears
n the complement of the basic class of prepositions for reasons explained
above.
Further differences emerge when the elements in (78) are analysed in
detail. When considered closely they are found to consist of two distinct
elements, a preposition, which is the (initial) s- sound that is common to all
of them in (78) (in (78c) s assimilates to z), and which means roughly
"towards" , and a noun awadday "bottom" in (81a), adara' "top" in (81b)
and adat "side" in (Sic). That these elements are nouns is shown by the
fact that they carry the nominal inflection -a. Their nominal nature is also
conveyed by the fact that they are in the CS form shown by the change in
the quality of the initial vowel a change that we saw in the previous
chapter is induced by Construct-marking. Recall that only nouns exhibit
the CS/FS distinction. The conclusion that these elements are nouns
explains the presence of the genitive marker on their complements.
Notice that the fact that the nouns awadday and adam' are in the CS
implies that they must be Construct-governed for otherwise they would be
in violation of the Construct Condition. This fact clearly implies that the
prefix s- must be a Construct governor, namely, a preposition. As a matter
of fact the preposition appears with a number of other nominal adverbials
in the language :
(79) a. y-ffgh s-uzir
3ma-left towards-dawn
"He left early in the morning."
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b. y-dwer s-u'shahi/s--llilt
3ms-returned towards-evening/towards-night
"He returned in the evening/night."
So what have traditionally been considered prepositions turn out to be
prepositional phrases which consist of a preposition and a nominal phrase.
It is plausible to conclude In this respect that the function of the
preposition a- Is to assign Case to the adverbial nominal phrase to which it
is prefixed. Nevertheless, from this particular point of view the presence of
the preposition is not necessary since adverbial phrases can satisfy the
Case requirement in the manner described above, that is by agreeing with
the verb. There is a sense, however, in which the adverbial phrases above
have become "fossilized", a fact that, I suspect, is largely behind the
attempt by many Berberists to treat them as semantic and syntactic units.
This explanation is supported by the fact that in other dialects of Berber
(e.g. Tamazlght (cf.Guerssel (1987))) the prepositional prefix does not
appear with the adverbial phrases corresponding to the ones discussed
here :
(80) a. tania n waryaz	 (Guerssel (ibid) p. 163))
'near the man'
b. afella n wghyul
'on the donkey'
Notice that like their counterparts In Tarifit the complements of these
elements appear marked with the genitival n. Given thi. fact one can
conclude that these adverbial elements In Tarifit have undergone a
historical process which seems to have reanalyaed their origInally PP
structure as a nominal phrase20.
Note that whether these adverbial expressions turn out to be
prepositional or nominal phrases the point being made here, namely that
adverbs do not exist as a separate categorial class in Berber, is vindicated.
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The claim can be extended to English adverbials if we assume, along with
Larson (1987), that the morpheme is a "Case-marking element that
allows a Case-dependent category to appear in an adjunct site." (p.251).
The structure of ly-adverblals that Larson provides is the following where
J is an adverbial prefix governing an AP which is its complement:
(81) AdvP
Adv	 AP
I	 I
-Iy	 quick
In the present context where we assume that adverbs and adjectives do
not exist as separate categories we can assume that is an affixal
preposition and that quick is a noun. Accordingly, the structure of
ly-adverbials becomes identical to the structure of prepositional adverbs as
outlined in (75) above. The surface form is derived by a head-movement
process that moves the head N and adjoins it to P :
(82)
1
qick
The nominal nature of the elements that attach to dy., in fact of all the
phrases that have traditionally been called adjectives, as we saw earlier, is
revealed by the fact that they can take a determiner the quick/the sadj
the happy ...etc. This is in addition to the fact also pointed out earlier that
transitive adjectives assign genitive to their complements, a property which
we have been assuming and demonstrating to be typical of nominal
categories.
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3.4.1.3. The dative and genitive markers
The dative and genitive markers in Berber (1- and
	 , respectively)
have peculiar properties which set them apart from the basic class of
prepositions mentioned above. The dative marker behaves differently in at
least two crucial respects. One Is that unlike the other prepositions It can
never host a citic
(83) a. y-usha aslm i-wargaz
3ms-gave fish to-man
"He gave the fish to the man."
b. *y-ush asim i-as
3ma-gave fish to-him
The other respect in which the dative marker differs has to do with a
process that will be discussed in detail in chapter 4, namely,
P+cl-movement.
Berber prepositions, it will be demonstrated, undergo a productive
process of movement to functional positions such as TNS, NEG and C which
resembles the process of citic-movement briefly introduced in the previous
chapter. This process is illustrated by the following examples:
(84) a. y-arzm tawwart sg-aa
3ms-opened door with-it
"He opened the door with it."
b. y-tush ad-sg-as y-arzm tawwart
3ms-want to-with-it 3ms-open door
"He wants to open the door with it."
c. ur-sg--as y-arzm tawwart
NEG-with-it 3 ms-opened door
"He did not open the door with it."
d. u ay-sg-aa yarzmn tawwart?
who wh-comp-with-it opened door
"Who opened the door with it?"
In (84a) the preposition and its complement citic are in their D-structure
position. In (84b) they are attached to the TNS element, while in (84c&d)
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they are attached to NEG and C elements, respectively. The movement
process can involve other prepositions as well as we will see In chapter 4.
The dative preposition, however, can never undergo this movement
(85) a. *y-tush ad-i-as y-ush asim
3ms-wants to-to-her 3ms-give fish
"He wants to give her the fish."
b. *ur-i-aa y-usha aalm
NEG-to-her 3mg-give fish
"He did not give her the fish."
c. u ay-i--aa yushn asim?
who wh-comp-to-him gave fish
"Who gave her the fish?"
These two facts may be taken to imply that the dative marker is not a
genuine preposition but simply a morphological Case marker.
The genitive marker, on the other hand, differs from the dative marker
in that it can host a clitic, though when it does so it gets augmented by a
vowel or a consonant, a fact that may make one wonder whether one might
be dealing with two different items, one a Case-marker and the other a
preposition :
(86) a. taddart n-temghart
house of-woman
"the woman's house"
b. tad dart in-Inn-a
house of-her
"her house"
So as far as citic-hosting is concerned it seems that the genitive marker
does not behave differently from the basic class of prepositions described
above. The difference lies In the fact that the genitive marker can never
undergo movement to TNS, NEG or C :
(87) a. *y-tush ad-in-as y-zar taddart
3mg-wants to-of-her 3ms-see house
"He wants to see her house."
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b. *ur-jn-aa y-zra taddart
NEC-of-er 3ms-saw house
"He did not see his house."
c. *u ay-in-as yzrin taddart?
who wh-comp-of-her say house
"Who has seen her house?"
Again this fact may be taken to imply that the genitive marker, like the
dative marker, is also not a (genuine) preposition.
There is an important respect, however, in which both the dative and
the genjtjve markers behave like prepositions, namely, that their
complements are always in the CS as can be easily observed in the data
above. This fact seems to imply clearly that the dative and genitive
markers must be prepositions which hold independent structural positions
from which they Construct-govern their complements. However, one could
argue, quite correctly, with respect to the genitive marker, that it is not
really the genitivo marker that induces the Construct-marking on the
complement of the noun to which it is attached but the head noun itself
(recall that the noun is a Construct-governor). If this is correct then the
fact that the nominal phrase that the gerutive marker attaches to is in the
CS does not represent any conclusive evidence as to the prepositional
nature of the genitive marker. It seems that the genitive marker has a dual
nature in that it behaves like a preposition in some respects but not in
others. I will therefore conclude that it is a preposition which is inserted
to serve as a genitive Case-marker assigned by the nominal head. This way
the duality in the nature of the genitive marker is preserved and the facts
are accounted for. Its status is in a sense similar to the status of the
genitive preposition of in English as explained in Chomsky (1986a).
With respect to the dative marker an argument such as the one put
forward above in relation to the genitive marker, namely that the nominal
phrase it is attached to is Constrct-governed independently, cannot go
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through because the only other available governor in the dative
construction is the verb, which, recall, is not a Construct-governor. On the
contrary, in this case we have to make sure that the verb does not govern
the dative argument because If it did a violation of the CC would ensue
since we would have a situation where a Construct noun phrase is
governed by a non-Construct governor. In order to avoid a violation of the
CC we have to assume that the dative marker is a preposition which holds
an independent structural position at D-structure and which governs the
dative argument. This way the dative nominal phrase would be protected
from government by the verb under the Minimality Condition, the dative
preposition being a closer governor.
The problem with this solution, however, is that it treats the dative
marker like a genuine preposition on a par with the clear cases of
prepositions, contrary to what we concluded above. An alternative solution
which avoids this problem is to assume that the dative preposition which
Construct-governs the dative argument is a null preposition, and that the
dative Case Is an inherent (lexical) Case, in the sense that is It is not
assigned by a specific category. The latter assumption is necessary since
we concluded earlier that prepositions in Berber need not assign Case to
their complements because the latter are incorporated into them. This
solution guarantees that the dative argument is not governed by the verb
while maintaining the conclusion reached above that the dative marker is
not a genuine preposition. Evidence that dative arguments are underlyingly
prepositional phrases is discussed in Ouhalla (in preparation) where it is
shown that they pattern with prepositional phrases with respect to
movement. I will therefore conclude that the dative marker is a
case-marker which Is the morphological realisation of the inherent dative
Case and that the dative argument is governed by a null dative
preposition.
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3.4.1.4. The coordination morpheme
The coordination morpheme is another element that exhibits some
ambiguities in its behaviour. It behaves like prepositions in that the
nominal phrase it is attached to (the second coordinate) is always in the CS
form :
(88) a. t-uggur Munat d-wargaz in-s
3fs-left Munat and-man of-her
"Munat and her husband left."
b. y-zzenza Hemmu d-t.emghart in-s tafunast
3ms-sold Hemmu and-woman of-him cow
"Hemmu and his wife sold the cow."
Unlike prepositions, however, the coordination morpheme can never host a
clitic
(89) a. *Munat d-s
Munat and-him
b. *Hemmu d-s
femmu and-her
Notice that it is necessary to assume that the second conjunct is governed
by a Construct-governor for otherwise a violation of the CC would arise.
This governor is not likey to be the first conjunct, though a
Construct-governor, because there is no sense in which the second
conjunct is the complement of the first conjunct, so that it would be
governed by it. It must, therefore, be the case that the Construct-governor
is the coordination morpheme.
However, for the latter to be a Construct-governor it has to be either
a N or a P. Assuming that it is a preposition the structure of the
coordinate nominal phrases would look like either of the following
structures where the coordinating preposition is simply adjoined to the
second conjunct (90a) or heads a prepositional phrase which has the
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second conjunct as complement (90b)
(90) a.	 DP
DP
b.
P	 DP
In both structures the coordination preposition governs the second
conjunct but not the first; in (90a) for lack of the right directionality and
In (90b) for lack of rn-command.
Which of the two structures in (90) is the correct one is an empirical
question. Empirical evidence seems to suggest that (90b) Is probably the
correct structure. The evidence derives from the fact Illustrated by the
examples in (88) above that It is only the first conjunct that agrees with
the agreement morphology of the verb. Although the coordinate subject
consists of two nominal phrases (two persons) the agreement morphology on
the verb is singular. This fact shows that the first conjunct acts as the
head of the coordinate nominal phrase since it agrees with the agreement
morphology of the verb. This possibility is obviously allowed by (90b) but
not by (90a) since in (90b) the second conjunct is simply a complement of
the prepositional coordinating element (see Choe (1987) for a similar
conclusion). McCloskey and liale (1984) report that a similar phenomenon
holds In Irish, thus suggesting that In Irish also the structure of
coordinate nominal phrases is probably as outlined In (90b) above.
It is important, however, to point out that when a coordinate subject
precedes the verb In Berber the verbal agreement exhibits plural features,
that is It agrees with the whole of the coordinate nominal phrase and not
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simply with the first conjunct
(91) a. Munat d-wargaz in-s uggur-n/*t-uggur
Munat and-man of-her left-3p 3fa-left
"Munat and her husband left."
b. Hemmu d-temghart in-s zenz-n/*y-zzenz tafunast
Hemmu and-woman of-him sold-3p 3ins- gold cow
"Hemmu and his wife sold the cow."
Although this fact seems to suggest, superficially, that the structure of
preverbal coordinate nominal phrases may be like (90a) this cannot be the
case. Recall that we concluded in the previous chapter that preverbal
subjects in Berber and other VSO languages do not occupy the canonical
subject position which is the Spec of AGRP and therefore are not governed
by AGRI Therefore, it is not the coordinate nominal phrase in (91) that
agrees with the verbal agreement morphology but the pro that occupies the
canonical subject position governed by AGE. The conclusion that coordinate
nominal phrases have the structure outlined in (90b) above can therefore
/ be maintained.
Obviously, this conclusion cannot be extended to English coordinate
nominal phrases which unlike their Berber and Irish counterparts agree
fully with the verbal agreement morphology. This fact suggests that the
structure of coordinate nominal phrases In English is more likely to be
(90a) which is a fairly standard structure in the literature apart from the
designation of the coordinating element as "preposition" instead of "Conj".
We have thus managed to classify a further category in terms of our
binary division which has escaped classification in terms of the standard
system of categorial feature-specification. This is a desirable step in the
context of the present work where lexical items are being reduced to two
categorial sets, nominal and verbal. Notice, however, that so far we have
not taken a stand yet as to whether prepositions themselves are nominal or
verbal or constitute a separate categorial class altogether. The task of the
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next section is to try to determine the categorial nature of prepositional
phrases in terms oP their inherent and distributional properties.
3.4.2. The status and nature of prepositions
3.4.2.1. Prepositions and the syntactic features
As has Just been mentioned we will try in this section to determine the
nature of prepositions in relation to the binary classification of categories
advocated in this work. There are two important properties of prepositions
that indicate that they are nominal in nature. One Is the fact that in some
languages (e.g. Arabic, Russian) prepositions assign genitive Case which we
have been assuming throughout is a property of nominal categories, in
particular N and nominal AGR. The other property is the fact that
prepositional phrases function as arguments of verba, a function that we
have been assuming can only be performed by nominal categories21'22.
Another distributional fact that apparently looks like good evidence
that can be brought to bear on the classification adopted is the well known
fact that in English only noun phrases and prepositional phrases can be
clefted
(92) a. It is John that Mary saw in the garage
b. It Is in the garage that Mary saw John
c. *It Is happy that Mary is
d. *It is quickly that Mary did her homework
e. *it is saw John that Mary did in the garage
Notice, however, that when considered seriously these examples do not
constitute evidence at all in favour of the classification of prepositions
specified above. On the contrary, they apparently provide an arugment
against the general binary classification adopted, in particular against the
classification of adjectives and adverbs as either nominal phrases or
prepositional phrases. If adjectives and adverbs are as claimed here then
there is no reason why (92c&d) should be ungrammatical.
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I believe that the fault lies not with the binary system adopted but
probably with the assumption that categories which undergo similar rules
must have syntactic features in common that make of them a "natural
class", a notion borrowed from phonology where it Is used to justify
feature systems. In the current system of GB all transformational rules
have been reduced to a single rule/principle (Move-alpha) which ranges
over all existing categories and Is assumed to be, in principle, capable of
moving any category anywhere. The conditions that determine what
category can move where, which before used to be built into the
formulation of the transformational rules themselves, now belong to
different modules of the system. Within such a system it does not make any
sense at all to say that such and such categories form a syntactic natural
class because they can serve as input to the same rule. The reason why
adjectives and adverbs cannot be clefted in English therefore has nothing
to do with whether these elements have different or identical syntactic
features to those categories which can be clefted.
That the notion of syntactic natural classes cannot be correct is shown
by the fact that In Berber DPs, PPs and VPa with stative verbs can be
clefted, but not VPs with non-stative verbs (see Enriaji and Sadiqi (1986)
for a detailed study of clefting in Berber)
(93) a. Bemmu ay- t-zra Munat gi- ssuq
Hemmu comp- 3fs-aaw Munat in- market
"It is Hemmu that Munat saw In the market."
b. gi- ssuq ay- t-zra Munat Hemmu
in- market comp- 3! s-saw Munat hemmu
"It is in the market that Munat saw Hemmu."
c. y-hlkh ay- ha Hemmu
3ms-be sick comp- is Hemmu
*"It Is sick that Hemmu is."
d. *t-zra Hemmu gi- ssuq ay- t-l]a Munat
31's-saw heznmu in- market comp- 3fa-is
*"It is saw Hemmu in the market that Munat did."
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Stative verbs have nothing in common with DPs and PPs as far as syntactic
feature specification is concerned, On the other hand, stative verbs are
identical to other verbs in terms of syntactic features specification and yet
the former can be clefted but not the latter. It should be clear from these
facts that the factors which determine which elements can be clefted and
which can't seem to have little if anything to do with their categorial
nature23. I will not try to provide here an explanation as to what could be
the nature of those factors.
The two criteria which we made use of to determine the nominal nature
of prepositions above differ radically from the notion of natural classes
based on rule application. The first criterion refers to an inherent
property of prepositions in certain languages, namely, the fact that they
assign genitive Case. The second criterion, though apparently
distributional, Is based on the functional properties of prepositional
phrases, that is their ability to function as arguments, rather than their
ability to undergo a certain specific transformational rule. To these can be
added a further distributional fact which testifies to the nominal nature of
prepositions, namely that prepositions can function as complementizer (see
fn. 4). If our account of the function of complementizers presented above is
correct then the fact that a preposition can function as a complementizer
implies that the preposition must be a nominal category since the function
of the complementizer is to nonainalize verbal clauses.
The status of prepositions in relation to the other major categories
recognized in the grammar has not been a clear cut matter. In FiUmore's
(1968) Case Grammar, for example, prepositions are considered to be not
categories but simply Case-markers. Underlying this analysis is the fact
that the complement of prepositions is usually a nominal phrase. However,
the real basis on which this analysis rests Is semantic, namely, the fact
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that what are Case-markers In some languages behave like prepositions in
other languages and vice versa. For example, the dative marker In Berber
discussed above has the properties of a Case-marker and yet its equivalent
in English () and many other languages Is a preposition. As a matter of
fact an attempt (by Guerssel (1987)) has already been made in the
literature, within the GB framework, to analyse the basic class of
prepositions in Berber as Case-markers. We turn to the analysis
immediately.
3.4.2.2. Guerasel 's analysis
Guerssel 's proposal amounts, ultimately, to a denial that the elements In
question are prepositions. He argues that they are Case-markers which
along with the nominal phrases they are attached to form what he calls
"Kase Phrases". Before we move on to the details I would like to point out
that If Gueresel's proposal is correct then it must be welcomed within the
present framewok as a step in the right direction since the outcome is the
same, namely, to reduce the existing range of categorial classes to a basic
minimum of two.
Guerssel makes use of the traditional terminology familiar from
languages with morphological Case to refer to the Items under discussion
(94) a. sg—
 "with" Instrumental
b. I- "to"	 Dative
c. n- "of"	 Genitive
d. x- "on"	 Superessive
e. gi- "in"	 Inessive
f. zi- "from" Elative
.. .etc.
The collective term for this class of Case-markers is Kase which presumably
is considered to be a category in the sense of X-bar theory. The overall
node that dominates these elements and the nominal phrases they are
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attached to are consequently referred to as Kase Phrases.
The following illustrates what the structure of a Kase Phrase looks like,
with some adjustments :
(95)
K'
K	 DPI	 I
x-	 D'
D	 NP
a-	 N'
N
g!iyur
Notice that this structure is identical to a substructure of the structure
postulated above under (75). The only difference is in the labelling of the
elements under discussion. What are traditionally known as prepositions are
treated by Guerssel as different categories, namely, Kase categories. Given
this fact one could argue quite correctly that Guerssel '8 analysis does not
reduce the range of existing categories as claimed above since what seems
to have been done is that one category gets substituted for another.
However, when viewed in relation to the present framewok Guerssel's
proposal does make a significant reduction. It is a well known fact that
Case is primarily a property of nominal phrases, thus implying that it is
itself a nominal category, if it is a category at all. So, by treating the
elements under discussion as Case-markers Guerseel makes the implicit
assumption, when interpreted within the present context, that prepositions
are in fact nominal categories.
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3.4.2.3. AGE in
Another proposal that has been made In the literature which also
provides some evidence as to the nominal nature of prepositions has to do
with the possibility of the appearance of a nominal AGE element in PP In
some languages. The nature of the AGR element in question as well as the
Case it presumably assigns might give us a clue as to the categorial nature
of PPs themselves. Recall that the verbal nature of sentential clauses and
the nominal nature of nominal clauses were determined, partly, on the basis
of the nature of the AGR element they contain and the Case It assigns.
The crucial data in this respect come from Turkish which because it Is
a head-last language has postpositions instead of prepositions. The
following examples from Kornfilt (1985) exhibit quite clearly an AGR element
attached to the postposltion. This AGE element assigns genitive Case to the
object of the postposition which can be missing altogether, thus implying
the possibity of pro drop in PPs
(96) a. (sen-in) hakk-in-da ok gzel ey-ler duy-du-m
you-GEN about-2.sg.-LOC very nice thing-pi hear-PAST-1.sg.
"I have heard very nice things about you."
b. masa-n4n alt-4
table-GEN under-3.sg.
"under the table"
The possibility of pro drop Implies, among other things, that AGE must be a
head category since pro can only be licensed by a designated X-O catgory
(cf. Rizzi (1986b)).
If AGE is a head then the structure of PPs in Turkish must be as
follows
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(97)	 AGRP
Spe'iGR'
PP	 JGR
(;:jj
masa
The object of the postposition moves to the Spec position of AGRP to
receive genitive Case from AGE and the postposition moves to AGR to attach
to the affixal element occupying it. A plausible question that may be asked
in this respect is, Why should the object of the postpoeition move to the
Spec position of AGRP to receive Case? Why can't it receive Case In its
D-structure position from the poetposition? A possible answer to these
questions is to assume, on the basis of a suggestion made by Korrifilt (ibid
fn. 3 of chapter 2), that (at least some) postpositions in Turkish are not
Case-assigning categories. In cases where no AGR element appears the
object of the postposition receives Case by a default mechanism.
Alternatively, Turkish postpositions can be assumed to assign Case
optionally so that when a potential Case-assigner is present they do not
have to assign Case. When a potential Case-assigner is lacking then they
assign Case to their complements. Whatever the right explanation is, the
important point for us is that the fact that the object of the postposition
receives genitive Case is Indicative of the nominal nature of the
postpositional phrase.
Notice, however, that the structure postulated above for PPs with an
AGR element is somewhat curious because when applied to PPa In head-first
languages it makes prepositions look like postpositions because the nominal
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phrase complement would precede instead of following the preposition
(98)	 AGRP
Spec AGR'
\jObJ
It should be the case, therefore, that AGE never projects in head-last
languages or that its complement does not move up to the Spec of AGRP.
The former is not likely to be the correct explanation since we would
expect AGE to project regardless of whether a language is head-first or
head-last since there is apparently no link between the two properties. In
addition we would expect to find head-first languages where an AGR
element projects and where the compiment follows the preposition. A
possible candidate in this respect is Irish, where, according to McCloskey
and Hale (1984), prepositions can be inflected for the AGE features in a
way similar to the way verbs and nouns appear inflected. It must be
assumed, therefore, that the complement receives its Case, probably from
AGR, possibly from P, in its D-structure position. The same assumption can
be made with respect to PPs In Turkish. In this case whether the
complement moves to the Spec of AGRP or remains in its D-structure
position has no effect on the surface order. In both cases the complement
precedes the postposition.
3.5. Conclusion
The major aim of this chapter has been twofold. First to outline the
structure of nominal and prepositional phrases on the basis of the
assumptions made In the previous chapter with respect to verbal clauses.
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Secondly, to re-clas8lfy lexical items in terms of a binary distinction which
recognises only two types of categories, nominal and verbal.
With respect to the first point nominal phrases have been found to
have a structure that is significantly similar to that of sentential verbal
c]auaes. Corresponding to the AGR element that assigns nominative in
sentential clauses nominal phrases contain an AGE element that assigns
genitive . On the other hand, corresponding to the TNS element which we
concluded in the previous chapter is an essential component of sentential
clauses, nominal phrases contain a NOM element whose function is to
guarantee that the overall structure is nominal given that nominal phrases
function as arguments, a function that is assumed to be exclusively
reserved for nominal categories. As to prepositional phrases they have been
found in some languages to contain an AGE element which assigns genitive
to the complement of the preposition, a fact that makes the structure of
PPs in those languages look a bit similar to that of nominal phrases and
sentential clauses.
With respect to the second point TNS and nominative AGR have been
argued to have a verbal nature, while their counterparts in nominal
phrases, i.e. NOM and genitive AGR, have been argued to be nominal in
nature. Complementizers, conjunctives and prepositions have also been
argued to be nominal categories.
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Footnotes
1. The feminine marker is alsO used as a deminutive marker. For example,
the word a-zru means "stone" but when the feminine marker is affixed to it
ta-zrut its meaning becomes "small stone".
2. The Turkish data in this chapter are drawn from George and Kornfilt
(1981) and Kornfilt (1985). Any Turkish example that Is not acknowledged In
the main text is hereby acknowledged.
3. That nominative Case is Indicative of the verbal nature of Its assigner is
shown by the fact that in some languages (e.g. Italian and Finnish; see
3.2.2.2. below) the direct object of certain verbs is marked with nominative.
Another fact which illustrates the claim better is mentioned briefly in
Taraldsen (1986) in relation to Finnish, namely, "...the general fact that any
plural non-pronominal NP is marked morphologically as a nominative in
contexts where a singular NP Is In the accusative Case" (p. 139). The fact
that nominative alternates with the accusative, which we concluded earlier
is Indicative of the verbal nature of its assigner, shows that nominative
Case is also indicative of the verbal nature of its assigner.
4. The clauses that can function as arguments are of at least two major
types. One type consla..ts of clauses that are introduced by the
complementizera that (Ia), for (ib) and whether (ic), and the
	 other
type consists of infinitival (Id) and gerundive (ie) clauses :
(1) a. [ That I John is a happy man] pleases me
b. ( For [ John to eat in public] is immoral
c. [ Whether [ he came ] is a differnt question
d. ( C [ PRO to eat in public] is immoral
e. [ C ( PRO eating in public] is immoral
The claim made in the main text as to the nominal nature of
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complementizers in general may be questioned with respect to the
prepositional complementizer in (ib), at least. One might wonder whether
one would be justified in calling a preposition a nominal category despite
the fact that it functions as a complementizer. I will argue later in this
chapter that prepositions are indeed nominal in nature. Assuming the
conclusion to be correct, in anticipation, the fact that a preposition can
function as a complementizer, i.e. as a nominaliser, represents evidence in
favour of the claim made here that the function of the complementizer Is to
enable a verbal clause to function as argument, by nominalizing it.
With respect to (ic&d) it is possible to assume that although empty the
C position is marked for nominal features so that the clause It heads is
also nominal. Alternatively, one might assume that the absence of the
complementizer implies that C does not project so that the head of the
infinitival clause In (ic) is TNS occupied by to and the head of the
gerundive clause Is NOM occupied by g, assuming, as we did earlier in
the main text, that AGR does not project in Infinitival and gerundive
clauses. The PRO subject can then be assumed to remain in the Spec of VP
where it is protected from government from without by VP and TNSP
together, the latter having Inherited barrierhood from the non-L-marked VP
(recall that in English infinitival clauses the verb does not move up to TNS
so that VP Is always a barrier). Notice, however, that this assumption
yields the wrong result with respect to the infinitival clause, though not
with respect to the gerundive clause, in the sense that as a result of the
non-projection of C/CP, TNS, which we have been assuming is a verbal
category, becomes the head of the clause.
But there is a sense in which the element occupying the TNS position
in infinitival clauses differs from the element occupying it in finite clauses.
In the former it is clearly a preposition which we said above will be
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argued later to be nominal. If this explanation Is correct then the otherwise
mysterious fact that infinitival clauses do not seem to take a
coniplementizer unless a lexical subject is present, in which case a
1ca
prepositional complemntiser only, receives a natural explanation. Infinitival
clauses are nominal Inherently and therefore do not need a complementizer
to nominalize them. In cases where the subject is lexical the presence of
the prepositional complementizer is obviously required by the necessity to
assign Case to the lexical subject.
5. The assumption made here with respect to the categorial nature of the
complementizer runs Into problems with respect to the Arabic
coniplementizer ?inna (cf. e.g. (41b) of chapter 2) which seems to assign
accusative to the noun phrase it governs. Accusative Case, we have been
assuming, is indicative of the verbal nature of its assigner. It should be
clear that there is a conflict In this respect between the assumption that
the complementizer Is nominal in nature and the assumption that accusative
Case-assignment is indicative of verbality. The conflict, however, would
disappear if ?inna is shown not to be a complementizer or if the Case that
appears on the noun phrase that immediately follows it Is shown not to be
assigned by ?inna. In the absence of evidence for one or the other I leave
the problem open.
6. The fact that the subject that precedes the determiner in the Hungarian
examples In (14) is in the dative Instead of the nominative can be explained
by assuming that the dative Case is assigned to it by a default mechanism.
The position held by the dative subject can be assumed to be the Spec
position of DP or, alternatively, a peripheral TOP position such as the one
usually assumed to be occupied by focused elements. The canonical subject
position (i.e. Spec of AGRP) can be assumed to be occupied by a reaumptive
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pro identified by the AGR inflection.
Szabolsci (1987) poInts out that dative subjects differ further from
nominative subjects in that they can be extracted while nominative subjects
can't :
(I) a. Pter-nekj lattam [t [DP a ka1ap-j-t ]
Peter-DAT saw-I
	 the hat-POS S.3sg.-ACC
"For x Peter, I saw x's hat"
b. ki-nekj lttam Etj EDP a ka]ap-j-t I
who-DAT saw-I	 the hat-POSS.3sg-ACC
"For x Peter, I saw x's hat"
(ii) a. *Pter-Ø lttam [Dp a [AGRP tj kaiap-j-t ]
Peter-NOM saw-I	 the	 hat-POSS.3sg-ACC
b. *kl-Øi lttam EDP a (AGRP tj kalap-j-t ] ?
who-NOM saw-I the hat-.POSS/3.sg-ACC
The discrepancy between the two constructions In relation to the extraction
of the subject can be explained in terms of the ECP in the following
manner. The position of the dative subject in examples such as (ia&b) is,
we concluded above, peripheral to DP. Therefore, its extraction does not
give rise to an ECP violation since the only maximal projection that it
crosses is L-marked by the matrix verb. In examples such as (iia&b),
however, the nominal subject Is inside DP, occupying the Spec of AGRP. Its
extraction, unlike that of the dative subject, crosses AGRP which is a
barrier because it Is not L-marked, D being a non-lexical category.
Consequently, DP inherits barrierhood from It and becomes itself a barrier.
Alternatively, one could assume, along with Chomsky (1986b) that AGRP/IP
is a defective projection which can never be a barrier inherently but
which can transmit barrierhood to the mximR1 projection immediately
dominating it although the latter may be L-marked. Both explanations yield
similar results since they both predict that movement across AGRP and DP
together, like movement across AGRP and CP together, gives rise to an ECP
violation.
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Notice, however, that this explanation would go through only if the
Spec of DP is assumed to be unable to serve as an escape hatch for the
movement. If it is possible for the extraction movement to pass through the
Spec of DP then no ECP violation would arise and the ungrammaticality of
the sentences would fail to receive an explanation in terms of the ECP. If,
on the other hand, the Spec of DP cannot serve as an escape hatch for
extraction then the Greek example In (15) discussed by Horrocks & Stavrou
(1985) must receive a different explanation. I leave the issue open.
7. By treating a- and ta- as determiners, that is heads of the nominal
phrase, we Indirectly give an explanation to why Construct-marking affects
them precisely as we saw in the previous chapter. This is similar to the
familiar fact about German that Case-marking appears on the determiner, an
indication that the determiner is the head of the noun phrase.
8. The analysis proposed here may hold the key to a mysterious fact about
Construct noun phrases in the Semitic languages discussed in Borer (1984)
( see also Rit.ter (1987), Fassi Fehrl (1987) and Borer (1988)). As in Berber,
the possessor in the Semitic languages follows the possessee and appears
marked with the genitive Case as can easily be observed in the following
examples from Standard Arabic :
(I) a. daxal-tu daar-a r-rajul-i	 (Fassi Fehri (1987))
entered-I house-ACC the-man-GEN
"I entered the man's house."
The possessee nominal phrase In this contruction is not marked (at least
morphologically) for definiteness. Borer demonstrates that when the
possessee nominal phrase Is marked for definiteness, that Is when the
definite article appears attached to the possessee, the presence of a
preposition in the position immediately preceding the possessor becomes
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obligatory. The following examples from Hebrew and Moroccan Arabic
illustrate this fact
(ii) a. belt ha-mora	 (Borer (1984))
house the-teacher
b. ha-bayit *(shel) ha-mora
the-house of the-teacher
(iii) a. daar l-mudrris
house the-teacher
b. 1-daar *(dyal) l-mudrris
the-house of the-teacher
Like their counterparts in Berber these examples have the following
structure
(iv) 1W
D'
D	 NP
(+,- def] N'
N	 Obj
house	 teacher
When the definiteness feature is not realized morphologicail the noun
"house" remains in its D-structure position. But when the the definiteness
feature is realized morphologicafly the noun "house" moves up to D
obligatorily since in both Arabic and Hebrew the (in)definite article is
affixal. As a result of this movement adjacency with the object nominal
phrase is lost and the latter remains without a source of Case, hence the
obligatory appearance/insertion of the preposition. Notice, however, that if
this analysis is correct then genitive Case must be a structural Case.
Moreover, the trace of N must be assumed to be unable to assign genitive
to the object of the noun.
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9. It is a well known fact that in English and a number of other languages
the (in)definitie article cannot coocur with a lexical subject in nominal
phrases
(1) a. *The/a the army' a destruction of the city
b. *The/a the city's destruction
c. *The God's house
Notice that syntactically there is no apparent reason why the two elements
should not be able to cooccur since they are assumed to occupy different
positions. Assuming that the (in)definite article is a realisation of the
(in)deflniteneas feature the fact noted above can be explained by assuming
that the appearance of the subject is sufficient to define the identity of
the destruction in question. In other words, the subject sufficiently
restricts the range of reference for the destruction so that the presence of
the article is no* needed. However, when the subject is not realized It is
the (in)definite article which performs that function, hence its appearance.
10. In this respect Chaker (1984) points out that
"noms et verbes sont des complexes obtenus par adjonctions
de marques spcifics des racines lexicales communes,
indiffrencies. En d 'autres terms, la dichotomie nom-verbe,
nette au plan de Ia synt.axe de la phrase, cache une unite'
plus profonde de 1 'ensemble des formes con stituant le
lexique de Ia langue. Si l'on part des units minimales,
1' existence d 'un systme verbo-nominal unique apparait
avec cIart." (p. 128)
He goes on to conclude that
"En tout tat de cause, Ia structure du systme
verbo-nominal du berbere amene a relativiser fortement
la notion de catgorie : lea ensembles que 1 'on pout
dlimiter ne sont pas radicalement £trangere l'un
l'autre." (p. 129).
11. Notice that in this respect the Irish ProgPs resemble the mA-phrases In
Turksih which we saw earlier (Bee e.g. (9)) also do not allow a NEG element
to appear inside them, unlike dlk-phrases which do. In both cases the NEG
element has to appear on the matrix clause. A possible explanation of this
fact Is to assume that NEG Is a verbal category and as such cannot occur
insed a nominal phrase. This assumption would not only account for the
observed fact but would also allow us to accommodate the NEG category
under the binary system of categorial classification adopted in this work.
12. The assumption that ASP in (36a) L-marks the maximal projection it
theta-governs conflicts with the assumption made in the previous chapter
with respect to the Welsh examples in (55) that ASP Is not an L-marker
because it Is not lexical. As a matter of fact it is not entirely clear In the
present context what categories are lexical and what are not. By attributing
inflectional elements the status of categories in the sense of X-bar theory
which are specified for the categorial features just like the so-called major
categories we have in fact caused the distinction made between the two
types of categories based on the notion of "lexicality" to be blurred. As a
consequence it seems necessary to substitute the existing definition of
"L-marking" with another definition which makes a distinction between the
two types of categories not in terms of "lexicality" but in some other terms
which take Into account the revisions effected. In the absence of such a
definition, however, I will account for the conflict pointed out above by
assuming that ASP is lexical in English but not in Welsh.
13. Rothstein (1983) illustrates her argument with respect to Icelandic by
citing the following examples :
(i) 5 Mig (A) kelur (acc. subjet)
"I am getting frost-bitten/am freezing."
b. Mr (D) likar beir bilar (dative subject)
•1 like these cars."
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(ii) a. Jn kastadi steini-DAT
"John threw a stone."
b. St.eini-DAT var kastad
"The stone was thrown."
(ia&b) contain unaccusative verbs whose D-structure objects surface as
sub jects. The Case that these surface subjects bear, however, is en
objective Case assigned by the unaccusative verb. (lib) is the passive
counterpart of (lie). The derived subject in (jib) bears the objective
(dative) Case assigned by the verb "throw" to its object as illustrated by
(iia). Rothstein argues that if these noun phrases are assumed to move to
the subject position to receive Case then they should be expected to
appear in the nominative since the Case assigned to subjects, by AGR
presumably, is standardly believed to be nominative.
14. There have been a number of suggestions in the literature that the
D-structure objects of passive and unaccusative verba receive Case in
their D-structure position. Pollock (1981) and (1983), for example, argues
that passive and ergative verbs must be assumed to assign Case to their
objects. He demonstrates that this assumption would account for the
discrepancy in grammaticality between examples such as the following :
(i) a. Ii est arrive un homme
It has arrived a man
b. Ii a t4 tue un homme
it was killed a man
c. *11 tait stupide un homme
it was stupid a man
If the verbs in (ia&b) are assumed to assign Case to the nominal phrase on
their right the ungrammaticality of (ic) can be explained in terms of the
assumption that adjectives differ from verbs in that adjectives do not
assign Case.
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Another suggestion that the object of passive and ergative verbs
receives Case in its D-atructure poaition has been made by Belletti (1988a).
Belletti, however, argues that the Case assigned is an Inherent partitive
Case. Her suggestion is based on, among other things, the fact that in some
languages, e.g. Finnish, partitive Case Is morphologically realized on those
objects. In languages where Case is not morphological she assumes that the
partitive Case assigned to the object of passive and ergative verbs Is
abstract.
15. The prefix ta- attaches to a number of other root Items in the language
to form nouns. The following are some examples
(I) a. ta-?liif
b. ta-ksiir
c. ta-dwiin
d. ta-sdiir
...etc.
"writing books"
"breaking"
"documentation"
"export"
16. The suggestion that genitive Case borne by the subject In Arabic
examples such as the one in (44b) is assigned by D subsequent to
N-raising is made in Pass! Fehri (1987). The structure that Pass! Fehrl
postulates differs from the one in (44b) in that it does not include a NOM
projection so that D immediately dominates the NP predicate. Among the
important facts that this suggestion accounts for is that the object in
these examples can appear in the accusative instead of the genitive :
(i) tadmlir-u 1-' aduww-i l-maddinat-a
destruction the-enemy-GEN the-town-ACC
"The enemy's destruction of the town"
The fact that the object is in the accusative implies that the head of the
predicate is a verb and that the predicate is consequently a VP. If the
head Is a verb then the assumption made In the main text here that the
subject is assigned genitive by the moved head cannot be maintained since
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the moved head is a verb and therefore cannot assign genitive. If, on the
other hand, the genitive Case Is assumed to be assigned by D then the fact
that the moved head is a verb would ceas to be a problem since adjunction
to D results in a complex D which is a nominal category, presumably.
17. The marginal cases in question are phrases such as the following
mentioned in Zubizarreta (1988) :
(i) La traduction de l'oeuvre de Proust de Jean
the translation of the work of Proust of Jean
"Jean's translation of the work of Proust"
where the subject Jean appears marked with the genitive preposition in the
position Immediately following the object. Given the position one can make
the point that the function of the genitive preposition is the same as that
of in the following phrase which is a well formed paraphrase of (i),
namely to assign Case to the subject noun phrase :
(ii) La traduction de l'oeuvre de Proust par Jean
the translation of the work of Proust by Jean
18. In a book with the very suggestive title Where Have All the Adjectives
Gone? Dixon (1982) remarks that "...not all languages have the major word
class Adjective" (p. 2). In answer to the question of how the concepts that
re expressed through adjectives in languages like English are rendered in
these languages he cites the facts that in some languages (e.g. Chinese)
they are rendered through intransitive verbs while in others (e.g. Hausa
and Chinook) they are expressed through nouns and verbs. He also
remarks that as far as he knows all languages have nouns and verbs.
For a discussion of the lack of the Adjective category in Navajo see Hale
and Platero (1985). Like Chinese Navajo makes use of verbs to render
adjectival expressions.
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19. The referentiality feature in question is used in Ouhafla (1987a) to
account for the fact that non-clitic pronouns in Berber and other
languages cannot function as objects of the verb unlik their counterparts
In other languages such as English :
(I) a. *zri-gh ntta
saw-is him
"I saw him."
b. *ushl-gh asim I- ntta
gave-is fish to-him
"1 gave him a fish."
The reason why the non-ditic pronouns in Berber cannot appear in these
positions, it is argued, Is that they are specified negatively for the
referentiality feature, unlike their equivalents in English which are
specified positively and therefore can appear In the object position of the
verb, and also unlike ditic pronouns which can appear In the positions
specified as demonstrated by the following examples :
(ii) a. zri-gh-t
saw- is- him
b. ushi-gh-as aslm
gave-is-to-him fish
If the distinction made in Ouhal]a (ibid) between non-citic pronouns and
citic pronouns in terms of the referentiality feature Is correct then the
need for the referentiality feature is independently motivated.
20. A similar reanalysis process is assumed to have been undergone by
sjmflar adverbial phrases in Spanish as discussed by Plann (1986).
Expressions such as
(i) a. eniin,i de is mesa
on-top of the table
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b. enfrente de Ia mesa
in-front of the shouse
were originally prepositional phrases which consisted of the preposition en
"in" and the noun cima "top" and frente "front". These phrases resemble
their Berber counterparts in that they also assign genitive (de) to the
nominal phrase that follows them. Plann argues that these adverbial
phrases have undergone some historical reanalysis process that has turned
them into what she calls "neutralized syntactic categories". Within the
present context, however, the fact that these phrases asign genitive is
Indicative of their nominal nature, a conclusion that is supported by the
fact pointed out and demonstrated by Plann that in many respects these
adverbial phrases behave similarly to nominal and adjectival phrases.
21. Hale and Platero (1985) discuss facts, which are different in nature
from the one discussed here, which show quite clearly that postpositions in
Navajo are also nominal in nature.
22. The standard assumption in the literature Is that prepositions assign
oblique Case. In some contexts the term oblique is used to refer to some
specific Case that appears on the object of prepositions, while in others it
is used'a sort of cover term to mean any Case that is assigned by
prepositions, where in some languages It may be partitive while in others It
may be genitive. Chomaky (1986a), for example, distinguishes between
"structural" and "inherent" Cases. He then points out that "The latter
include the oblique Case assigned by prepositions and ... also genitive
Case, which we assume to be assigned by nouns and adjectives...". (p.193)
Clearly, Chomsky distinguishes between oblique Case which he assumes is
assigned by prepositions and genitive Case which he assumes is assigned
by nouns and adjectives. However, we saw above that prepositions in
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Arabic, Russian and Berber assign genitive Case just like nouns. Would the
genitive Case assigned by the prepositions in these languages stifi be
called oblique? I would like to emphasize, though, that the fact that
Chomsky has grouped prepositions and adjectives together with nouns with
respect to Case-marking may be understood as indicative of the possibility
that they have identical categorlal nature, i.e. the position defended here.
23. For more arguments against the (natural) classification based on the
standard feature system of X-bar theory see Riemadijk (1978) and Muysken
and Riemsdijk (1985).
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Chapter Four
Clitic and Preposition Movement
The Structure of Causative Constructions
4.1. Introduction
This chapter deals with movement of ditics in general as well as
movement of prepositional complexes in Barber. It is argued, along with
Kayne (1987), that citics are head categories with an affixal nature and
that their placement is governed by the same principles which govern
syntactic movement processes in general. The assumption that clitics are
head categories is shown to receive significant support from the facts of
Berber. In particular, clitic-placement is shown to bear strong similarities
to the behaviour and distribution of prepositional complexes which are
complex prepositional heads which consist of a preposition and a citic
incorporated into it.
The chapter is divided Into three major sections. The first introduces
the phenomena of clitic- and preposition- movement In Berber and
discusses their basic properties. The second section examines the process
of clitic-moveinent in Berber and the Romance languages and of
preposition-movement in Berber in the light of the conclusions reached in
the previous chapters with respect to the structures of sentential and
nominal clauses. It is argued that clitics and the prepositional complex move
to inflectional heads in the clause in a direct fashion that violates the
restriction imposed on head-movement processes by the HMC. The
conclusions reached in this respect stand in sharp contrast to the
conclusions reached by Kayne (1987) in his study of ditic-movement, in
particular the conclusion that dlitics move to their S-structure positions in
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a stepwise fashion. It is demonstrated that despite the long nature of the
movement assumed it does not give ri8e to an ECP violation.
The third major section examines the process of clitic and preposition-
climbing, that is movement of a citic or a prepositional complex from an
embedded clause to a matrix clause. The constructions which involve this
process are referred to as clitic- and P- climbing constructions to
differentiate them from the constructions which involve movement of a clitic
or a prepositional complex inside the same clause and which are referred to
as clitic/P-movement constructions. Clitic- and P- climbing constructions
include causatives in Berber and the Romance languages as well as the
Italian restructuring constructions. Movement of the ditic and the
prepositional complex in these constructions Is also argued to operate
directly, in violation of the IIMC. Again, the process is shown not to involve
a violation of the ECP de8pite Its unusually long nature.
The conclusions reached in this respect are shown to lead to a conflict
between the predictions made by the lIMO and the ECP. This conflict is
then resolved in the final section by eliminating the lIMO altogether on
the grounds that Its effects with respect to some head-movement processes
are derivable from the ECP (cf. Chomsky (1986b)) and, more crucially, that
it makes wrong predictions with respect to some other head-movement
processes. It is demonstratd that while the lIMO makes correct predictions
with respect to movement of the verbal complex It makes wrong predictions
with respect to movement of the clitic and the prepositional complex as well
as movement of the preposition in some applicative constructions discussed
in Baker (1985). The only principle that seems to govern ditic- and
preposition- placement processes, It Is argued, is the principle that
governs movement processes in general, i.e. the ECP.
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4.2. Basic properties
4.2.1. Clitics
4.2.1.1. Object-of-V citice
It was pointed out at the beginning of chapter 2 that ditics In Berber
attach to head categories only. These categories can be the wh-comp (ib),
NEG (ic), TNS (id), V (le), N (if) or P (ig) :
(1) a y-arzm tawwart sg-tghenjayt
3ms-opened door with-spoon
"He opened the door with the spoon."
b. u ay-t y-arzm-n sg-tghenjayt?
who wh-comp-lt n-opened-n wiht-spoon
"Who opened it with the spoon?"
c ur-t y-arzm sg-tghenjayt
NEG-It 3ms-opened wiht-spoon
"He did not open It with the spoon."
d. y-tush ad-t y-arzm sg-tghenjayt
3ms-wante to-it 3ms-open wiht-spoon
"He wants to open it with the spoon."
e. y-arzmi-t sg-tghenjayt
3ms-opened-it with-spoon
"He opened it with the spoon."
f. y-arzm tawwart n-urn-es sg-tghenjayt
3ms-opened door of-brother-his with-spoon
"He opened his brother's door with the spoon."
g. y-arzm tawwart sg-as
3ms-opened door with-it
"He opened the door with it."
For the moment we will concentrate on the accusative and dative argument
clitics (object-of-V ditics). Later we wifi discuss the possessor
(object-of-N) citics and the oblique (object-of-P) ditics in separate
subsections'.
It was also pointed out in chapter 2 that the distribution of citics in
Berber is regulated by a strict hierarchical condition which we referred to
as the Clitic Placement Condition (CPC). This condition requires that citics
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be attached to the highest bead element in the clause at the S-structure
level. The effect of this condition on the distribution of clitica can be
illustrated by the foflowing examples which are ungrammatical because they
are in violation of the CPC :
(2) a. *u ay- ghar-t y-arzm-n sg-tghenjayt?
who wh-comp- will-it n-open-n with-spoon
"Who will open it with the spoon."
b. *ur- y-arzml-t sg-tghenjayt
NEG- 3ms-opened-it wiht-spoon
"He will not opne it with the spoon."
c. *y-tush ad- y-arzmi-t sg-tghenjayt
3ms-want to- 3ms-open-it with-spoon
"He wants to open it with spoon."
In (2a) the clitic is attached to the TNS element ghar- while the C position
is filled by the wh-comp. In (2b) the citic is attached to the verb (more
precisely the [V+AGR] complex) while the clause contains a MEG element
which, recall, is higher in the clausal structure than AGR and V in Berber.
In (2c) the clitic is attached to the [V+AGR] complex while the clause
contains a TNS element which is higher in the structure than both V and
AGR
It is clear from the facta above that attachment to the verb is a sort
of last resort option that is forced on clitics In the absence of a suitable
host. Clitics seem to attach to the verb only in cases where none of the
other possible hosts is present in their clause. When more than one
potential host is present there Is a rigid order of preference which is
based on hierarchical terms expressed by the CPC. As far as I can see at
the present moment the CPC does not seem to follow from any general
principles. It has to be stated as an Independent principle of Barber
grammar and be conceived of as a sort of filter which operates at the
S-structure level and filters out the constructions which violate the
condition it expresses.
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There are, however, two significant exceptional cases to the otherwise
rigid CPC which involve the non-wh-comp and the NEG element ur-.
Each of these elements is an exception in a different way. With respect to
the non-wh-comp	 clitics seem never to attach to it despite the fact that,
being a comp, it is the highest head element in declarative clauses. In this
respect differs from the wh-comp ay- which generally hosts the clitics
in its clause whenever it is present, as fflustrated by example (ib) above
(but see below for an exception) :
(3) a. *t-nna qa-t y-arm sg-tghenjayt
3fs-said that-it 3ma-opened with-spoon
"She said that he opened it with the spoon."
b. t-nna qa y-arzmi-t sg-tghenjayt
3fs-said that 3ms-opened-it with-spoon
(3a) is consistent with the CPC and yet it is ifi-formed, while (3b) is in
violation of the CPC and yet it is well-formed. It seems that the CPC needs
to be revised so that the complementizer g would be excluded as a
possible host for citics while the general hierarchical condition on the
appearance of clitics is maintained.
To be able to effect this revision we have to see in what way
differs from the wh-comp	 • The difference between these two elements
that immediately strikes the mind is the fact that while a y- is affixal	 is
not. This is shown by, among other things, the fact that
	 defines a
stress domain by itself while receives stress in relation to the verbal
complex which it always appears attached to. The affixal nature of ay- is
demonstrated further by the fact (discussed in detail in Ouhalla (in
preparation)) that it does not allow a subject to intervene between it and
the verbal complex while 	 does so freely :
(4) a. *u ay- Hemmu y-zra?
who wh-comp Hemmu 3ms-saw
"Who did Hemmu see?"
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b. U 87- y-zra Hemmu?
who wh-comp 3ms-saw Hemmu
(5) a. t-nna qa Hemmu y-zra Munat
3fa-said that. Hemmu saw Munat
"She said that Hemmu saw Munat."
b. t-nna qa y-zra Hemmu Munat
3fs-said that 3ma-saw Hemmu Munat
It is argued in Ouhaila (In preparation) that sentences such as (4a) are
excluded by the AP, being an affixal element which requires to be
attached to the verbal complex which consists of the verb, AGR and TNS.
The latter attaches to the affixal complementizer via a process of stepwise
head-movement. Sentences like (5a), on the other hand, are grammatical
because unlike ay-	 is not affixal and therefore does not attract the
verbal complex to the C position.
It should be clear now in what sense the CPC should be revised so
that. it excludes the comp . It should be reformulated In such a way that
It makes reference to affixal head categories only. A tentative way of
reformulating it Is the following :
(6) Clitic Placement Condition (CPC)
Clitics must attach to the highest affixal head
in a clause.
Despite the fact that the non-wh-comp is always the highest head
element In the clauses in which it appears it does not fall under the scope
of the CPC as formulated in (6) because it is not affixal in nature.
Consequently, the examples In (3) cease to be problematic. Note that by
specifying that the host must be an affixal element we have in fact defined
cliticisation as a process whereby affixal lexical categories satisfy the AP.
In general, citicisation seems to be a process that Is motivated by the AP
since both the clitica and their hosts are affixal elements. This will become
clearer as we proceed.
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The NEG element ur- behaves exceptionally with respect to the CPC in
a totally different way. When present In the clause, clitics must attach to
the NEG element even if the C position Is filled by the wh-comp :
(7) a. *Hemmu ay-t ur- y-arzm-n sg-tghenjayt
Hemmu wh-comp--it NEG n-opened-n with-spoon
"It was Hemmu who did not opene it with the spoon."
b. Hemmu ay- ur-t y-arzm-n sg-tghenjayt
Hemmu wh-comp NEG-It n-opened-n with-spoon
The situation with respect to these two sentences is similar to the one
discussed above with respect to the examples in (3). (7a) is consistent with
the CPC and yet it is ill-formed, while (7b) is in violation of the CPC and
yet it is well-formed. Despite the fact that the C position In (7b) Is filled
by the wh-comp the clitic appears attached to the NEG element which,
given the discussion in chapter 2, is lower in the clausal structure than
the position of the complementizer.
Do we have to revise the CPC further in order to accommodate this fact
as we did above with respect to the non-wh-comp ? Not really because
we will see later that the facts illustrated by the examples in (7a&b) follow
from a more general claim, namely that the NEG element generally blocks
ditic-movement across It. We will discuss well-known examples from the
Romance languages where cUtic-dimbing is, Interestingly enough, also
blocked by the presence of a NEG element in the clause. For the moment It
is important to note that the TNS element, unlike the NEG element, does not
block citic movement across it. The grammaticality pattern in the following
pair of examples is the reverse of the one in (7) above :
(8) a. u ay-t ghark y-arzin-n sg-tghenjayt?
who wh-comp-it will- n-open-n with-spoon
"Who will open it with the spoon ?"
b. u ay- ghar-t y-zrzm-n sg-tghenjayt?
who wh-comp will-it n-open-n with-spoon
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Both these examples are consistent with the CPC as formulated above. It Is
because of examples such as these that the CPC has to be maintained as It
Is. The facts that apparently seem to violate It, such as the one pointed
out above with respect to the NEG element, should be made to foUow from
some general restrictions on ditic placement.
Note that not only the accusative argument clitic but also the dative
argument clitic can appear attached to the C, NEC, and TNS elments:
(9) a. y-usha asim i-Munat
3ms-gave fish to-mUnat
"He gave the fish to Munat."
b. u ay-as y-ushi-n aslm ?
who wh-comp-her n-gave-n fish
"Who gave her the fish ?"
c. ur-as y-ush asim
NEC-her 3ms-give fish
"He did not give her the fish."
d. y-tush ad-as y-uah asim
3ms-wants to-her 3ms-give fish
"He wants to give her the fish."
e. y-ush-as asim
3ms-gave-her fish
"He gave her the fish."
The distribution of the dative argument ditic is similar to that of the
accusative argument ditic in every respect, including the fact that its
movement to C Is blocked by the presence of a NEG element:
(10) a. *Hemmu ay-ea ur- y-ushl-n asim
Hemmu wh-comp-her n-gave-n fish
"It was Hemmu who did not give her the fish."
b. Hemmu ay- ur-as y-ushi-n asim
Hemmu wh-comp- NEC-her n-gave-n fish
"It was Hemmu who did not give her the fish."
Notice in this respect that the dative argument ditic behaves like the
accusative argument citic despite the fact that the former Is governed by
a (null) preposition while the latter is governed by the verb. We will come
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back to the reason behind this similarity in behaviour later2.
4.2.1.2. Object-of-N (possessor) citics3
Recall that we concluded in the previous chapter that possessor
nominal phrases are internal arguments of the possessee which assigns
them an (internal) "possessor" theta role. Among the facts on the basis of
which this conclusion was reached is that the possessor argument can, in
some languages, be realised as an object citic attached to the possessee.
Berber Is one such language. However, in Berber only a limited class of
nouns, which we identified in the previous chapter as Kinship Nouns (KN),
can host clitics :
(11) a. tawwart n-urn-as
door of-brother-his
"His brother's door"
b. tawwart n-ab-aa
door of-father-his
"His father's door"
c. *tawwart-as
door-his
"His door"
d. *aslm-as
fish-his
"His fish"
With non-KNs the clitic appears attached to the genitival marker jjJj which
we saw above has a dual nature as a preposition and as a Case-marker :
(12) a. tawwart In-as
door of-his
"His door"
b. asim in-as
fish of-his
"His fish"
What we have to determine now is what is special about KNa that makes it
possible for them to host ditics.
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What is special about KNs 18 simply the fact that, unlike the rest of the
nouns in the language, they are affixal in nature. They cannot stand by
themselves and function, for example, as subject of a sentence or object of
a verb or of a preposition :
(13) a. *t-xdl utchm-/ymm-
3ms-arrived sister/mother
"The sister/mother arrived."
b. *zrigh um-/yll-
saw-lu brother/daughter
"I saw the brother/daughter."
c. *t-awr zi- um-/utchm-
3fs-fled from- brother/sister
"She ran away from the brother/sister."
Given the affixal nature of KNs these sentences are ifi-formed by virtue of
the AP since the morphological subcategorivation frame of the KNs fails to
be satisfied. In examples such as (lla&b) the morphological
subcategorisation frame of the KNs is satisfied by the clitics attached to
them. Notice that this fact lends further support to our revision of the CPC
to make it relevant to affixal categories only as hosts for dlitics. The
assumption that cliticisation is a process that Is essentially motivated by
the AP is thereby vindicated.
Like object-of-V clitics possessor clitics can also appear attached to
the wh-comp, NEG, TNS or V, but only optionally
(14) a. u ay-as y-arzm-n tawwart sg-tghenjayt?
who wh-comp-his n-opened-n door with-spoon
"Who opened his door with the spoon?
b. ur-es arzm-n tawwart sg-tghenjayt
NEG-his opened-3p door with-spoon
"They opened his door with the spoon."
c. tush-n ad-as arzm-n tawwart sg-tghenjayt
want-3p to-his open-3p dorr with-spoon
"They want to open his door with the spoon."
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d. arzin-n-as tawwart sg-tghenjayt
opened-3p door with-spoon
"They opened his door with the spoon."
(15) a. u ay- y-arzm-n tawwart In-as sg-tghenjayt
who wh-comp n-opened-n door of-his with-spoon
b. ur- arzm-n tawwart in-as sg-tghenjayt
NEG- opned-3p door of-his with-spoon
c. tush-n ad- arzm-n tawwart In-as sg-tghenjayt
want-3p to- open-3p door of-his with-spoon
d. arzin-n tawwart In-as sg-tghenjayt
opened-3p door of-his with-spoon
The examples in (15) are synonymous with their counterparts in (14). The
fact that they are grammatical testifies to the statement made earlier that
cliticisation of the possessor argument to C, NEG, TNS or V is optional. In
this respect possessor clitics differ from object-of-V clitics whose
cliticisation to higher positions Is obligatory under the CPC.
It would be wrong, however, to conclude on the basis of this
observation that the possessor citic is not subject to the CPC. That the
possessor clitic is indeed subject to the CPC like all the other clitics in the
language is demonstrated by the fact that it cannot appear attached to a
TNS element in a clause whose C position is filled by a wh-comp, or to a
verb In a clause which contains a TNS element :
(16) a. *u ay- ghar-as y-arzm-n tawwart sg-tghenjayt?
who wh-comp will-his n-open-n door with-spoon
"Who will open his door with the spoon?"
b. u ay-aa ghar- y-arzm-n tawwart sg-tghenjayt?
who wh-comp-his n-open-n door with-spoon
"Who will open his door with the spoon?"
(17) a. *ad- arzm-n-aa tawwart sg-tghenjayt
to- open-3p-his door with-spoon
"They wifi open his door with the spoon."
b. ad-as arzm-n tawwart sg-tghenjayt
to-his opne-3p door with-spoon
"They will open his door with the spoon."
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The il-formedness of the (a) examples in these sentence is obviously on a
par with the ill-formed ness of the examples above which we concluded
constitute violations of the CPC.
If this is the case then why is it that possessor clitics citicise to
higher positions in the clause only optionally in apparent violation of the
CPC since in the sentences in (15) the genitival marker is obviously not
the highest head element in the clause. The answer to this question lies in
the fact that contrary to what was said above citicisation of the possessor
clitic to higher positions is not optional. The fact that the examples in (15)
are possible alternatives to the examples in (14) does not necessarily imply
that the cliticisation process Is optional once considered carefully. Notice
that the examples in (15) differ from those in (14) in that the former
contain the genitival preposition in- . Taking this fact to be a fundamental
distinction between the two sets of examples let us consider each of them
separately.
Given the ill-formedness of the examples in (16a) and (17a) there is a
clear sense in which the possessor clitics in the set of examples in (14) are
subject to the CPC. What needs to be explained is the fact that the
following examples, corresponding to those in (15), are ill-formed despite
the fact that they conform to the CPC
(18) a. *u ay-as y-arzm-n tawwart in- sg-tghenjayt?
who wh-comp-his n-opened door of- with-spoon
b. *ur-ea zrzin-n tawwart in- sg-tghenjayt
NEG-his opened door of- with-spoon
c. *ad-aa arzm-n tawwart in- sg-tghenjayt
to-his opened door of- with-spoon
d. *arzm-n-aa tawwart in- sg-tghenjayt
opened-3p-his door of- with-spoon
Notice that these are cases where a (genitival) preposition is left stranded,
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its complement having been moved higher in the clause. Consequently,
these sentences are ungrammatical by vrtue of any principle which
disallows preposition-stranding In Berber or other languages. Alternatively,
the ungrammticality of these examples can be explained In terms of the AP,
the genitival preposition being an affixal element which requires to attach
to Its complement to satisfy the AP (see 4.2.L3. below).
Viewed from this angle the optionailty that is conveyed by the two sets
of examples In (14) and (15) is not that of the cliticisation of the possessor
but of the appearance or non-appearance of the genitival preposition. When
absent the possessor clitic citicises obligatorily as prescribed by the CPC
and the resulting sentences are grammatical. On the other hand, when the
genitival preposition is present the possessor clitic cannot cliticise to
higher positions as prescribed by the CPC because the process would
result in a violation of the AP by the strtanded genitival preposition. In
view of this we can maintain the conclusion that all clitics are subject to
the CPC in that they must cliticise to the highest affixal head in the
clause. What we have to add to this conclusion is the proviso that clitics caI
do so only In situations where they are not required to do otherwise by
some independent general principle. In the examples in (15) above the citic
is required by the AP to attach to the genitival preposition, thus exempting
it from the requirement of the CPC4.
4.2.1.3. Object-of-P clitics
Unlike direct object, indirect object, and possessor ditics object-of-P
citica cannot cliticise to higher positions without giving rise to ifi-formed
constructions :
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(19) a. y-arzm tawwart ag-ag
3ms-opened door with-it
"He opened the door with it."
b. *u ay-aa y-arzm-n tawwart ag- ?
who wh-comp-it n-opened-n door with
"Who opened the door with it ?"
c. *ur-as y-arzm tawwart ag-
NEG-it 3ms-opened door with
"He did not open the door with it."
d. *y-tush ad-as y-arzm tawwart sg-
3ms-wants to-it 3ms-open door with
"He wants to open the door with it."
As illustrated by example (19a) the object-of-P clitic can only cliticise to
the preposition governing it. The obvious question that we need to answer
with respect to the ill-formed examples in (19) above is why cliticisation of
the ditic out of PP results in ill-formed ness. Notice that the situation here
is similar to the one discussed above with respect to the genitival
preposition. The explanation suggested there can therefore be extended to
the ill-formed examples in (19), namely that they involve a violation of the
AP by the affixal prepositions. Alternatively, they can be accounted for in
terms of any principle which disallows preposition stranding in some
languages but not in others.
One of the desirable consequences of the explanation in terms of the
AP is that it provides a natural account for the fact that dative argument
clitics, though governed by a preposition, as we concluded in the previous
chapter, can cliticise to higher positions without giving rise to
ifi-formedness. This fact is illustrated by the examples in (9) where the
dative clitic is attached to the wh-comp in (9b), to the MEG element in (9c),
to the TNS element in (9d) and to the verb In (9e). The reason why the
dative citjc can citicise out of pp is that the head of PP is a null
category and therefore is not subject to the AP, the latter being a
well-formedness condition on the morphological make-up of lexical
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categories. In different terms, because the prepos tion which governs the
dative clitic and heads the PP dominating it is null the clitic can escape
out of PP without causing an AP violation.
That this is probably the correct explanation is suggested by the
behaviour of benefactive clitics. Benefactive arguments in Berber resemble
dative arguments in that they also appear bearing the dative Case :
(20) a. y-arzm tawwart i-uhamoah sg-tghenjayt
3ms-opened door DAT-boy with-spoon
"He opened the door for the boy with the spoon."
b. snenni-n acsum i-inbjiwn
cooked-3p meat DAT-guests
"They cooked meat for the guests."
We concluded in the previous chapter with respect to dative arguments
that the dative Case is an inherent Case which is not assigned by a
specific category but simply appears attached to the dative nominal phrase.
We also concluded that dative arguments are underlyingly PPs where the
dative nominal phrase is governed by a null preposition which protects it
from government by the verb, since dative arguments are always in the CS
form while the verb is a non-Construct governor. Given that benefactive
arguments are also marked with the dative Case and given that they also
are in the CS form, it is only natural to conclude that they also are
underlyingly PPs headed by a null preposition which protects them from
government by the verb, assuming, as we will see later, that benefactive
arguments are arguments of the verb which assigns them a theta role just
like dative arguments (see 4.3.2.5 below).
Assuming this conclusion to be correct our analysis predicts that
benefactive ditics should be able to chticise to higher positions just hke
dative citics. The prediction is borne out by the fact that the following
examples are well formed :
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(21) a. u ay-asn y-snenni-n acsum?
who wh-comp-for-them n-cooked--n meat
"Who cooked meat for them?"
b. ur-asn snenni-n acsum
NEG-for-them cooked-3p meat
"They did not cook meat for them."
c. tuha-n ad-aan snennl-n acsum
want-3p to-for-them cook-3p meat
"They want to cook meat for them."
d. snenni-n-asn acsum
cooked-3p-for-them meat
"They cooked meat for them."
In (21a) the benefactive ditic -asn is attached to the wh-comp , while
in (21b,c&d) it is attached to NEG, TNS and the verb, respectively. The fact
that the benefactive clitic can cliticise out of the PP dominating It without
giving rise to ill-formedness lends support to the explanation in terms of
the AP suggested above to account for the impossibility of cliticisation out
of PPs with overt prepositional heads.
Note, finally, that as we said above with respect to the genitival
preposition, the fact that example (19a) is well-formed despite the fact that
the clitic is not attached to the highest head element in the clause should
not necessarily be understood to undermine the effectiveness of the CPC if
the latter is interpreted in the way explained above. That is, If the CPC is
interpreted as meaning that, unless required to do otherwise by some
principle, clitica must attach to the highest head element In their clause.
42.2. P+ditic complex
In Berber, the complex that consists of a preposition and its clitic
complement (P+cl(itic)) behaves in many respects like clitics, notably in that
it can appear attached to a wh-comp, to a NEG element, or to a TNS
element:
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(22) a. u ay-sg-as y-arzm-n tawwart?
who wh-comp-with--it n-opened-n door
"Who opened the door with It ?"
b. ur-gg-aa y-arzm tawwart
NEG-with-it 3ms-opened door
"He did not open the door with it."
c. y-tush ad-as y-arzm tawwart
3ms-wants th-with-t 3ms-open door
"He wants to open the door with It.,"
In (22a) the complex P+cl Is attached to the wh-comp a y-. In (22&cb) it is
attached to the NEG and TNS elements, respectively. Movement to these
positions of the complex in question is optional since the following
sentences where the complex remains in its D-structure position are perfect
grammatical paraphrases of their counterparts in (22) above :
(23) a. u ay- y-arzm-n tawwart ag-as?
who wh-comp- n-opened-n door with-it
b. ur- y-arzm tawwart sg-aa
NEG- 3ms-opened door with-it
c. y-tush ad- y-arzm tawwart sg-as
3ms-wants to- 3ma-open door with-it
In this respect the P+cl complex differs from ditics whose movement to
higher positions is obligatory under the CPC.
The P+cl differs further from clitics in that it never attaches to the
verb. Even in sentences where the complex is adjacent to the verb the
complex receives stress independently, unlike In examples such as (22)
above where it is stressed in combination with the elements it Is attached
to. The reason why the P+cl never attaches to the verb is because unlike
citics it jg not morphologically dependent; it can stand alone as a complete
word. Recall that diticisation to the verb is a last resort option that ditics
turn to In the absence of a more suitable host. Because the P+cl is not
morphologically dependent the option of attaching to the verb is never
forced on it.
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It is probably this difference in nature which accounts for the fact
that when both a clitic and a P+cl complex are present in a clause only the
citic can attach to the head elements specified above :
(24) a. *u ay-sg-as y-arzm-n-t?
who wh-comp-wlth-it n-opened-n-it
"Who opened it with it ?"
b. u ay-t y-arzm-n sg-as?
who wh-comp-lt n-opened-n with-it
(25) a. *ur-ng-aa y-arzmi-t
NEG-with-it 3ms-opened-it
"He did not open it with it."
b. ur-t y-arzm sg-aa
NEG-it 3ms-opened with-it
(26) a. *y-tush ad-ag-as y-arzmi-t
3ms-want to-with-it 3ms-open-it
"He wants to open it with it."
b. y-tush ad-t y-arzm sg-as
3ms-want to-it 3ms-open with-i
It seems that the dependent nature of the citic gives it priority over the
P+cl complex. It Is not clear that this priority is due to some privileged
relationship that the clitic has with the verb over the P+cl, in the sense
that the clitic is an argument of the verb but the instrumental P+cl is not,
since we will see later that instrumental PPs are arguments of the verb
which assigns them a theta role in practically the same way that It assigns
a theta role to a dative argument. The same mechanism which allows the
dlitic to move up to higher positions will be shown also to allow the P+cl
complex to move to the same positions.
The similarity in behaviour between the P+cl complex and clitics goes
well beyond what haa already been mentioned. Like clitics the distribution
of the P+cl is also governed by the CPC
(27) a. *u ay- ghar-sg-as y-arzm-n tawwart?
who wh-comp wifi-with-it n-opened-n door
"Who will open the door with it?
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b. u ay-sg--as ghar- y-arzm-n tawwart?
who wh-comp-with-lt will- n-open-n door
"Who will open the door with it?"
(27a) is ifi-formed because the P+cl Is attached to the TNS element while
the C position is filled by the wh-comp. (27b) conforms to the CPC and
therefore is well-formed.
Like clitics movement of the P+cl is also blocked by the presence of
the NEG element :
(28) a. *u ay-ag-as ur- y-arzm-n tawwart?
who wh-comp-wlth-it NEG- . n-opened-n door
"Who did not open the door with it?
b. u ay- ur-sg-ae y-arzm-n tawwart?
who wh-comp- NEG-with-it n-opened-n door
"Who did not open the door with it?"
The similarity in behaviour between the P+cl and the ditics exhibited by
these facts Implies that the two elements may have an identical cat.egorial
nature. We turn to this point Immediately.
The fact that the complex P+cl patterns with citics in its placement
may be understood as suggesting that the complex is possibly a PP citic
similar to the PP clitics that are known to exist in some Romance languages.
The following are illustrative examples from French where the clitic in
(29a) and the ditic en in (29b) stand for the PP "about it" :
(29) a. Cela y fait penser tout le monde
that about-it make think all the people
"That makes everyone think about it."
b. On essaiera d 'en faire parler ton ami
we will-try to-about-it make talk your friend
"We will try to make your friend talk about it."
Now, if citics are ditics by virtue of the fact that they are morphologlcally
dependent elements, that is If the defining property of clitics is the fact
that they cannot stand by themselves, then the complex P+cl in the Barber
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examples above is obviously not a clitic. The reason is simply that unlike
clitics, including the Romance PP clitics, the complex in question can quite
happily stand by itself defining a stress domain and be separated from the
verb by lexical material as in the examples in (23).
Moreover, the P+cl complex consists of two elements that are clearly
distinct both morphologically and semantically so that the overall meaning
of the complex is always compositional, derived from the meanings of the
preposition and the clitic together. The Romance PP ditics, however,
consist, morphologicaily and semantically, of a single unit whose meaning is
read directly from its phonological shape just like the other non-PP clitics.
In view of these facts it is legitimate to conclude that the P+cl, though it
patterns with ditics in many crucial respects, is not a clitic itself.
Another possibility is to consider the P+cl a normal PP maximal phrase
which consists of a preposition which Is the head and a clitic which is a
nominal phrase complement. There are at least three reasons to believe that
the P+cl complex is not likely to be a PP maximal projection. First, the fact
that the P+cl complex moves to head positions implies, under the Structure
Preserving Hypothesis, that it cannot be a maximal projection since maximal
projections can only move to maximal projection positions. Secondly,
movement of a PP with a non-dlitic complement to the positions to which
the complex moves gives rise to ifi-formed constructions :
(30) a. *u ay-sg-tghenjayt y-arzm-n tawwart?
who wh-comp-with-spoon n-opened-n door
"Who opened the door with the spoon ?"
b. *ur-sg-tghenjayt y-arzm tawwart
NFG-with-spoon 3ma-opened door
"He did not open the door with the spoon."
c. *y-tush ad-sg-tghenjayt y-arzm tawwart
3ms-want to-with-spoon 3ms-open door
"He wants to open the door with the spoon."
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If the complex P+cl was really a PP It would remain an odd fact that when
the complement is a non-citic nominal phrase the movement produces an
Ill-formed construction.
The third reason Is the fact that when PPs move in Berber they move
to positions that apparently are peripheral to the clause, not to positions
inside the clause as is the case with the complex in quesUon :
(31) a. sg-es/eg-tghenjayt (,) y-arzm tawwart
with-it with-spoon	 3ms-opened door
"With it! the spoon he opened the door."
b. sg-as/sg-tghenjayt ay- y-arzm tawwart
with-it! with-spoon wh-comp- 3ms-opened door
"It was with lt/ the spoon that he opened the door."
In (31a) the instrumental PP which can consist of either a preposition and
a clitic complement or of a preposition and a non-citic complement, is
topicalised and therefore is somewhat peripheral to the OP (or C'
projection if topicalised elements are assumed to occupy the Spec of CP)
that contains the rest of the sentence. This Is shown by the fact that the
toplcalised PP can be separated from the rest of the sentence by an
intonational break. In (31b) the instrumental PP is clefted and appears in a
position that clearly precedes the position of the wh-comp fl y-. It should
be clear that the positions to which PPs move in Berber are not the same
positions to which the complex P+cl moves. It follows that the complex P+cl
is not a PP.
Having concluded that the P+cI is neither a citic nor a PP maximal
projection let us now determine what It actually is. The fact that the P+cl
complex moves to, and attaches to elements in, head positions implies, by
virtue of the Structure Preserving Hypothesis, that it is a head category.
The fact that it has a complex nature can be explained in terms of an
incorporation process of the citic into the preposition. The structure of
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the P+cl can then be assumed to be as follows where the clitic is adjoined
to the prepositional head :
(32) P
P	 ciI	 Isg-	 -as
I will argue later that this structure Is the result of a head-movement
process which moves the clitic from Its D-structure position as the head of
the nominal phrase complement of P and adjoins it to the preposition. This
analysis Implies, however, that clitics are head categories, a position that I
will also argue for later in this chapter. Note for the moment that if all
clitics are head categories then our argument above that the prepositional
complex is not a clitic loses its force since both the clitic and the
prepositional complex are head categories. The only difference between them
is the fact that while clitics are morphologically dependent elements the
prepositional complex is not.
Assuming the conclusion that the prepositional complex is a complex
preposition is correct one may object to it on the ground that movement of
the preposition by itself, that is without the citic complement, to the same
positions results In lil-formedness :
(33) a. *u ay-sg- y-arzm-n tawwart -as/tghenjayt?
who wh-comp-with- n-opened-n door -it/spoon
b. *ur-sg- y-arzm tawwart -aa/tghenjayt
NEG-with- 3ms-opened door -it/spoon
c. *y-tush ad-sg- y-arzm tawwart -as/tghenjayt
3ms-want to-with- 3ms-open door -it/spoon
The question that one may raise in this respect is, If the prepositional
complex is really a head category why shouldn't a bare preposition be able
to move without giving rise to ifi-formed constructions? In order to answer
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thia question adequately we have to recall, first, that prepositions in
Berber are affixal elements and, therefore, are subject to the AP, and,
secondly, that the morphological subcategorisation frame of the prepositions
specifies nominal categories as the only elements which can satisfy them.
These nominal categories, we concluded in the previous chapter, are always
the complements of the prepositions themselves, regardless of whether they
are full lexical nouns or just clitics. Given these facts the preposition in all
the three examples in (33) is in violation of the AP because it is not
attached to a nominal category. Notice that In the environment where it is
in these examples the element that Is adjacent to the preposition from the
righthand side Is the verbal complex. In cases where the complement of the
preposition is a clitic each of the examples in (33) represents, in fact, a
double violation of the AP, by the preposition and by the clitic.
It is clear then that what looked, at first glance, like a
counterargumerit to the conclusion that the prepositional complex is a head
category haa turned out, after a closer look, to be, in actual fact, an
argument for the general analysis developed in this work which predicts
that such a process should inevitably result in Ill-formednesa for the
reasons spelled out above. Our next task Is to examine the status of the
cliticisation processes as well as the movement of the prepositional complex
with respect to the HMC/ECP.
4.3. Citic- and P+cl- movement and the ECP
4.3.1. Kayne'a analysis
Kayne (1987) proposes an anlysis for the possibility of dlitic-cimbing
(movement of a citic to a higher clause) in Italian and Its lack in French,
illustrated by the two examples in (34) below, by linking it to the
well-known possibility of licensing a null subject In Italian and its lack
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in French :
(34) a. Gianni li vuole vedere
Gianni them-want--3ms to-see
"Gianni wants to see them."
b. *Jean les veut voir
Jean them-want-3ms to-see
"Jean wants to see them."
Kayne relates this contrast to the other contrast between the two
languages concerning the licensing of a null subject in terms of the
following assumption :
(35) An I that can license a null subject can L-mark
it8 VP complement even if the verb does not move
up to I.
This assumption differs essentially from the assumption made in Chomsky
(1986b) that I, whether it can license a null subject or not, can never
L-mark its VP complement simply because I is not a lexical category. Kayne
ignores the fact that I is not a lexical category and links its ability or
inability to L-mark Its VP complement with Its ability or inability to license
a null subject. Assuming for the moment that (35) is correct the crucial
point is to see how it accounts for the contrast between Italian and French
illustrated by the examples in (34).
The underlying structure of the two sentences in (34) is roughly as
follows, irrelevant details omitted :
(36) ...V [cp [ip Spec I Evp V ci]]]
Given this structure in order for the citic in the object position of the
embedded verb to be able to move up to the matrix clause it has to be able
minimally to escape out of the embedded VP. In Italian the embedded
infinitival I is capable of L-marking the VP it governs so that the latter is
never a barrier to movement of the citic. In French, however, the
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embedded infinitival I is not capable of L-marking VP so that the latter is
always a barrier to movement of the clitic. The possibility that the VP
barrier in French can be voided by V-movement to I as excluded on the
assumption that the Infinitival verb In French does not move to I for some
reason that need not concern us at the moment. Note that the assumption
that the infinitival verb in French does not raise to I cannot be made to
follow from the fact that the French I cannot license a null subject. For
that would necessarily make It impossible for finite verbs, not only in
French but In all non-null subject languages, to move up to I, which is a
totally undesirable consequence for obvious reasons.
The possibility that the dlitic could adjoin to VP to void its
barrierhood Is excluded in Kayne's analysis by the assumption that citics
are head categories in combination with the Structure Preserving
Hypothesis. The assumption that clitica are heads is based minimally on the
fact pointed out above with respect to Berber that c]itics move to, and
attach to elements in, head positions.
It is clear that according to Kayne ditic-climbing is possible in Italian
because the clitic can minimally escape out of the embedded VP, and is
impossible in French because the ditic cannot minimally escape out of the
embedded VP. In order to account for the fact, pointed out earlier with
respect to Berber, that ditic-movement is blocked by the presence of a
NEG element, illustrated by the examples in (37) below, Kayne proposes,
first, that the NEG element is a head category in the sense of X-bar
theory, and secondly, that NEG, like the French I, is not capable of
L-marking its VP
(37) a. *Gianni li vuole non vedere
Gianni them-want-3ms NEG to-see
"thanni wants not to see them."
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b. Gianni vuole non vederli
Gianni want-3ms NEG to-see-them
"Gianni wants not to see them."
Because non does not L-mark VP movement of the dlitic results in the
crossing of the VP barrier, and, consequently, in the violation of the ECP.
Kayne argues further that the clitic does not move to its S-structure
position directly, that is in one swoop, but stepwi8e, that is by moving
through the intervening head positions in the way demonstrated by the
following structure :
(38)	 ...clj...[p 4 [p Spec [r' 4 [VP V 4 1]]]
The first step, that is movement to the embedded I, is necessary so that
the resulting complex can subsequently void the IP barrier by moving to C,
assuming that IP is a barrier inherently, contrary to what is assumed in
Chomsky (1986b). The scenario goes as follows : the citic moves from its
D-structure position as an object of the embedded verb to I and adjoins to
it forming a complex I. Then, the latter complex moves up to C thereby
voiding the IP barrier, and from there the citic moves to the matrix
clause, CP being a non-barrier because it is L-marked by the matrix verb.
The IP barrier is voided by a process that is similar to the process
whereby the VP barrier is voided suggested in Chomsky (ibid), namely, the
IP barrier is voided subequent to I-movement to C in practically the same
way that the VP barrier is voided as a result of V-movement to I. The
comparison, however, would hold only if I is assumed to be an L-marking
category. Note that movement of the clitic from its D-structure position
directly to C would result in the crossing of the IP barrier since the latter
would not be L-marked. Likewise, movement of the ditic directly to the
matrix clause would also cross the IP barrier, as well as the CP barrier
since the latter would inherit barrierhood from the non-L-marked IP.
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The stepwise movement of the ditic accounts for, among other things,
the fact that a filled C blocks clitic-climbing, a fact that is illustrated by
the following examples :
(39) a. *Non U	 fare
NE them-know-la if to-do
"I don't know whether to do them."
b. Non so se faril
NEG know-is if to-do-them
"I do not known whether to do them."
Since clitic-climbing has to pass through C for the reasons specifjed above
Kayne makes the plausible prediction that movement to/through C is
possible only if the C position is empty. The C position In (39a&b) is filled
by the complementizer se and therefore blocks movement of the [cl+[I]J
complex to C, hence the fact that (39a) is Ill-formed.
Note, finally, that crucial to this analysis is the assumption that
clitic-trace relations are not sensitive to Minimality barriers, for otherwise
the initial trace of the clitic in (38) would be separated from its
antecedent-governor by the VP barrier under the broad interpretation of
the Minimaiity Condition and by the VP and V' barriers under the narrow
interpretation of the Minimality Condition.
The rest of this section will be spent on trying to see to what extent
the conclusions reached by Kayne can be accommodated within the
framework developed in this work which assumes a more articulated
structure of the clause. The discussions are based on the facts of
cliticisation in Berber as well as In the Romance languages.
4.3.2. Clitic-inovement In Berber
4.3.2.1. Clitica as heads
After having demonstrated that ditics climb stepwise and not in one
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swoop, Kayne claims that this conclusion confirms the assumption, made
originally on the basis of the fact that clitics move to head positions, that
citics are indeed head categories. Head-movement processes are believed to
be strictly local, a belief that is explicitly expressed by the HMC. The fact
that ditics move in the fashion demonstrated by Kayne makes them conform
to the standard processes of head-movement and, consequently, implies that
ditics are head categories themselves.
Note that over and above the fact that clitics in Berber also move to
head positions the assumption that citics are head categories receives
independent support. One of the arguments put forward above in trying to
establish the nature of the prepositional complex is that the fact that the
complex behaves like a clitic in its placement suggests that it is a citic
itself. However, now that we have established the nature of the complex as
a complex prepositional head we can switch the argument around and say
instead that the fact that ditics behave like the prepositional complex in
their placement Implies that clitica are, like the prepositional complex, head
categories. The difference between the two head categories, that is the
prepositional complex and the clitic, reduces to the trivial fact that the
former Is not morphologically dependent while the latter is, hence the fact
pointed out above that movement of clitics in search for a host is
obligatory while movement of the prepositional complex is not. From this
minimal distinction also follows the further fact that the prepositional
complex never attaches to the verb, the latter process being a last resort
option that Is forced on citics because of their dependent nature5.
Having said that let us now outline the details of the process whereby
the prepositional complex is derived. Assuming the structure of PPs In
Berber to be as outhned in (75) in the previous chapter, and assuming that
ditics are Ns which head the NP complement of the D head of the nominal
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phrase complement of P, the structure of the prepositional complex is
expected to be roughly as follows6
(40)
The clitic moves to D first and then to P. Movement to D as an intermediate
step is necessary in order to get around the NP barrier. NP becomes
L-marked subsequent to citic-movement to D. Note that this explanation
entails that clitics are lexical categories which are capable of L-marking the
maximal projections they govern. From D the clitic moves further up to P,
DP being a non-barrier because it is L-marked by the preposition. Note
again In this respect that prepositions are also assumed to be capable of
L-marking their complements. The movement of the clitic to P is, needless
to say, motivated by the AP, the ditic and the preposition being both
affixal elements.
Viewed as such clitics have In a sense a nature that is similar to that
of KNa. Recall that the distinctive property of KNs is that they are affixal
and that for this reason they can host citics unlike the rest of the nouns
in the language which can't, citicisation being essentially a means of
satisfying the Al'. Like KNs ditics are specified in the lexicon as being
affixal in terms of a morphological subcategoristion frame which requires
them, under the AP, to attach to specific categories In the syntax. Given
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this similarity the process whereby the KN complex is derived can be
defined along the lines outlined above for the derivation of the
prepositional complex
(41)
N	 DP
I
N	 N
I	 I
urn-	 -ask D	 JP2
The voiding of the NP 2
 barrier operates along the same lines discussed
above with respect to the derivation of the prepositional complex. As to DP
it is not a barrier because it is L-marked by the KM.
4.3.2.2. Movement to TNS
We have been assuming so far that one of the possible hosts of ditics
in Berber Is the verb. However, when considered carefully this statement Is
found to be at odds with the CPC given the structure of the verbal clause
in Berber assumed in the first chapter of this work. The verb is never the
highest head in the clause and therefore can never host a citic by virtue
of the CPC. In sentences such as (le) where the citic appears attached to
the verbal complex the host is, in actual fact, TNS which is the highest
head in the clause. This fact is illustrated clearly in constructions such as
(id) (ad-clauses in general) where the citic appears clearly attached to the
TNS element ad-. The difference between constructions such as (le) and
constructions such as (id) is that the latter contain a TNS element that can
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host a clitic because it is lexical, while the former contain a TNS element
that cannot host a citic by itself because it is in a sense abstract. A TNS
node that is occupied by an abstract element can only host a citic in
combination with the (V+AGRJ complex.
Assuming this distinction to be correct the structures underlying
sentences (le) and (id) are as follows, respectively, irrelevant details
omitted :
(42) a. [TNSP TNS+[AGR+V]j +cli [AGEP tj [vp tj 4 PPI]]
b. ...V [TNSP TNS+clj [AGRP AGR+[V] [VP t tj PP]]]
In (42a) the verb moves up to AGE and then to TNS. The clitic, on the
other hand, moves up to TNS after the verbal complex has moved to that
position. Notice that the clitic cannot move to TNS prior to movement of the
[AGR+V] complex because the TNS node is filled by an abstract element
which we concluded above cannot host a ditic. In (42b) the verb moves up
only as far as AGR. It is the clitic which moves to TNS to help the element
occupying It (ad-) satic, the AP. Note that the [TNS+cl] complex forms a
unit/word that is morphologically and phonologically independent of the
unit/word formed by the (AGR+V] complex.
Among the obvious questions that arise with respect to the structures
in (42) is whether the citic moves to its S-structure position directly, as
is implied by the structures, or stepwiae as is required by the HMC. Notice
that there are two head positions (V and AGE) intervening between the
S-structure position of the citic and its initial position. The HMC requires
the ditic to move through these intervening positions on its way up to its
S-structure position. If the clitic does move through V and AGR there are
two logically possible ways It can do so. One is to attach first to V, the
L-marker of its maximal projection, and form with it a complex verb that
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subsequently moves to AGR and then to TNS. The other is to wait until the
verb moves up to AGR and TNS in (42a) and to AGR in (42b), thus emptying
the V and AGR positions or just V. The ditic can then move through the
now empty intervening head positions. Neither of these two possibilities is
tenable for the following reasons.
The first possibility where the clitic attaches to the verb first and
forms with it a complex that later moves to AGR and TNS predicts, under
the MP, an unattested order of the elements in question, namely,
*TNS+[(V+cl]+AGR], where the clitic precedes the AGR and TNS elements in
relation to the verb. A well known fact about clitics in general that is
hardly in need of ifiustration is that they always appear outside the domain
of the derivational and inflectional morphology. Given this fact the
possibility entertained here simply cannot be correct. Notice, in addition,
that in (42b) the clitic is attached to the TNS element and forms with it a
complex that is independent of the [AGR+V] complex phonologically as well
as morphologically.
As to the second possibility where the citic moves through the V and
AGR positions after they have been emptied it is excluded by the Head
Opacity Condition (HOC) of chapter 1 which, recall, specifies that the ECP,
or Move-alpha for that matter, cannot make reference to the internal
structure of an 1-0 category. When V and AGR move from their positions
they leave behind traces. When the citic adjoins to these positions on its
journey up it also leaves traces. The structure that results from these
movements is that of a complex X-O catgory (V and AGR) that dominates two
different traces. Assuming that all traces are subject to the ECP the latter
would have to look into the internal structure of the X-0 category to
distinguish between the two traces. In addition, in structure (42b) the AGR
position is not empty in the way the V position is. To maintain a stepwise
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analysis of clitic-movement in this case would require the diltic to adjoin to
the complex in AGR and then gets extracted from it and moved to TNS.
Again this possibility is excluded by the HOC for the same reason that
adjunction to a head position filled by a trace Is excluded.
The obvious conclusion that transpires from the discussion above is
that the clitic moves to its S-structure position in one SWOOP and not
stepwise. We will see later that the same reasoning leads to a similar
conclusion with respect to clitic-movement in the Romance languages
contrary to what is argued for by Kayne (ibid) who, Incidentaly, also
assumes a principle that is similar to the HOC in that it does not allow for
traces to be dominated by an X-O category (cf. Baker (1985)). Having
concluded that ditics move to their S-structure positions directly the next
step is to define the status of this rather long movement, judging by the
known standard of head-movement processes, with respect to the ECP. That
the movement violates the HMC is a fact that barely needs pointing out.
What I want to demonstrate is that although the movement violates the HMC
it does not violate the ECP. If this is the case then the HMC must be a
misguided principle and therefore should be discarded (see 4.5.).
Starting with (42) we notice that there are two maximal projections
which separate the citic from Its Initial position, VP and AGRP, which are
both potential barriers because their theta-markers (AGH and TNS,
respectively) are non-lexical categories. However, both VP and AGEP are
voided as a result of V-movement to AGR and then to TNS, thus making it
possible for the moved citic to antecedent-govern its trace inside VP. As
to the Minimality barriers we wifi assume, along with Kayne (ibid) and
Ouhalia (in preparation), that citic-trace relations, in fact all
non-wh--word-trace relations, are not subject to Minlinality barriers.
Turning to (42b) we see that as in the previous case both VP and
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AGRP separate the moved citic from its trace. However, unlike the previous
case in (42b) the verb moves up only as far as AGH so that while the VP
barrier is voided the AGRP barrier remains, TNS being a non-lexical
category. But notice that the TNS element has attached to it the clitic
which we concluded earlier with respect to (40) is capable of L-marking the
maximal projection it governs. We can therefore assume that subsequent to
ditic-movement to TNS the latter becomes lexical and, consequently, AGRP
ceases to be a barrier, thus allowing the moved citic to antecedent-govern
its trace in satisfaction of the ECP.
5.3.2.3. Movement to NEG
Like the TNS element ad- the NEG element ur- can also host a clitic. As
ifiustrated by example (ic) the complex that results from the citicisation is
morphophonologically independent of the complex which contains the verb,
AGR and TNS. Like the rest of the citicisation processes in the language
this one is also motivated by the AP. The NEG element satisfies its
morphological subcategorisation frame as a consequence of hosting the
ditic, hence the fact that it is morphophonologically independent of the
verbal complex. Recall that In the absence of a dlitic the NEG element
attaches to the verbal complex.
Assuming the structure of negative sentences in Berber postulated in
the first chapter is correct, the structure underlying example (ic) is
expected to be as follows where NEG is the top node, Ignoring the C node
for the moment :
(43) (NEGP NEG+cl [TNSP TNS+(AGR+[V] j ]k [AGRP tk [vp tj tj PPI]]]
The verb moves up to AGH and then to TNS while the ditic moves to NEG,
In one swoop, presumably. As in the case of movement to TNS discussed
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above the maxima] projections (VP, AGRP and TNSP) which separate the
moved clitic from its initial position all become L-marked subsequent to the
head-movement processes. VP and AGRP become L-marked as a result of
V-movement to AGR and [AGR+[V]]-inovement to TNS, and TNSP becomes
L-marked as a result of clitic-movement to NEG. Recall that we concluded
earlier that the ditic is capable of L-marking the maximal projection it
governs. Antecedent-government of the trace by the moved clitic therefore
holds despite the long nature of the movement, thus satisfying the ECP.
The possibility that the ditic moves to its S-structure position in a
at.epwise fashion is excluded for the same reasons that a similar movement
of the citic to TNS was excluded earlier. Assuming the HOC and the
generalisation made by the MP, the order of the clitic and the NEG, TNS,
AGR elements with respect to the verb suggests rather strongly that the
movement of the clitic is not likely to have operated in a stepwise fashion.
Notice again in this respect that the fact that the movement operates in
one swoop without giving rise to an ECP violation implies that the severe
restriction put by the HMC on head-movement processes must be erroneous
(see 4.5. below).
4.3.2.4. Movement to C
As In the previous two cases the clitic and its host, the wh-comp
form a complex that is morphophonologically Independent of the verbal
complex. Like the TNS and NEG elements the wh-comp is also affixal and
therefore is subject to the AP. In the absence of a clitic the wh-comp
satisfies the AP by attaching to the verbal complex. The attachment is the
result of a head-movement process which moves the [TNS+[AGR+[V]]J
complex to the C position (see Ouhalla (in preparation)). The process is
illustrated by (44b) below which is the structure of the sentence in (44a)
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(44) a. u ay— ghar- y-arzm-n tawwart sg-tghenjayt?
who wh-comp- will- n-open-n door with-spoon
"Who will open the door with the spoon?"
b. (cp C+[TNS+[AGR+[V]j]j]k [TNSP tk [AGRP tj (VP tj DP PP]]]]
The complex which consists of the wh-comp, the TNS element, the AGR
element and the verb forms a single phonological unit, i.e. one word,
despite its very complex nature.
In constructions which contain a clitic such as the one In (ib) the
complex [TNS+(AGR+[VJ]] does not need to move up to C because the
morphological subcategorisation frame of the wh-comp Is satisfied by the
citic. The structure underlying the wh-question in (id) is therefore as
followø :
(45) (op C+cli (TNSP TNS+(AGR+[V]j]k (AGRP tk [yp tj t1 PP B]]
For reasons that are similar to the ones put forward above with respect to
movement to TNS and to NEG the clitic in (45) also moves directly. VP and
AGRP, though potential barriers, become L-marked subsequent to the
movement of the verb to AGR and the movement of [AGR+(V]] to TNS. As to
TNSP it becomes L-marked subsequent to movement of the citic to C.
Alternatively, it is possible to assume, along with Chomsky (1986b), that the
inflectional maximal projections (IP in his system, and TNSP or AGRP in the
present system) are defective projections which are never barriers
inherently. Given that no barriers separate the moved ditic from its trace
inside VP antecedent-government holds in satisfaction of the ECP.
Having concluded that, let us now see why and in what sense the
presence of a NEG element blocks ditic-movement to C. Recall that Kayne
(1987) explains this phenomenon In the Romance languages by assuming that
NEG Is not an 1,-marker and that as a conaequence the maximal projection
it governs is always a barrier to movement, hence the blocking effect.
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However, given the discussion above It should be clear that Kayne 8
explanation would be valid only if it Is assumed that the verbal complex
does not move up to NEG and attach to the element occupying it because if
the verbal complex does move up to NEG then NEG can become an L-marker
as a result of this movement as we saw in chapter 2 above with respect to
the Berber examples. If the explanation proposed for the NEG elements in
French in chapter 2 is correct then it must be the case that it is not the
maximal projection governed by the MEG element that blocks cliticisation.
To see why Kayne 8 explanation cannot be correct when extended to
Berber and to have a glimpse into what could be the blocking category
consider the examples in (7a) above repeated below along with their
respective underlying structures :
(46) a. *Hemmu ay-t ur- y-arzm-n ag-tghenjayt
Hemmu wh-comp-it NEG- n-opened-n with-spoon
"It was Hemmu who did not open it with the spoon."
b. *Hemmu [op C+c1 [NEGP NEG+[TNS+[AGR+[V]j]k]l
[TNsP tl (AGRP tk [vp tj t • PP B]]]
(47) a. Ilemmu ay- ur-t y-arzm-n sg-tghenjayt
Hemmu wh-comp NEG-it n-opened-n with-spoon
"It was Hemmu who did not open It with the spoon."
b. Hemmu [cp C+[NEG+cl]j [NEGP tj [TNSP TNS+[AGR+[V]k]1[AGEP t1 [yp tk t1 pp ]]]]]
In (47) the clitic is attached to the NEG element which together with the
wh-comp forms a single complex. The complex Is the result of the movement
of [NEG+cl] to C. We have already discussed in what way ditic-movement to
MEG satisfiea the ECP and therefore no further explanation is needed at the
moment. The fact that the sentence in (47) does not involve an ECP
violation accounts for its well-formedness.
Notice, however, that (46) also satisfies the ECP and yet the sentence
is ifi-formed. VP, AGRP and TNSP are not barriers because they become
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L-marked subsequent to V-movement to AGE, [AGR+[V]]-movement to TNS
and [TNS+(AGR+[V]J]-movement to NEG, respectively. NEGP, on the other
hand, becomes L-marked after the clitic has moved to C. Whatever the
correct explanation for the ill-formedness of (46) it is not likely to be
along the lines suggested by Kayne for the similar phenomenon in the
Romance languages. According to Kayne's analysis (47), in fact all cases of
clitic-movement to NEG, should be ungrammatical because they involve
movement across the maximal projection governed by NEGI It seems to me
that, if anything, it te NEGP itself that is likely to be the blocking
category. It seems that even when L-marked NEGP still blocks the
movement of elements across it. I, however, have no explanation at the
present moment for why this should be the case.
4.3.2.5. Dative, benefactive and possessor cJitics
Recall that what dative and benefactive arguments have in common is
that they bear the dative Case and are underlyingly PPs headed by a null
preposition. We concluded above that it is precisely because the head of
the PP is null that the dative and benefactive citics can move up to
higher positions without causing an AP violation by the stranded null
preposition. The following is a partial structure of the sentences in (9) and
(21), assuming that citic-arguments have the structure outlined above in
(40) and (41)
(48) a. ...cli...[Vp V DP [pp P [Di' Li [NP Li 11]
Movement of the citic out of VP to higher positions operates along the
lines discussed above, hence the fact that the structure in (48) is
incomplete. The clitic moves from its D-structure position to D first in
order to get around the NP barrier as explained above, and from D it
moves to its S-structure position directly. Di' is L-marked by the null p
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while PP Is L-marked by the verb.
Notice, however, that this explanation assumes crucially that the verb
theta-marks the PP in the structure in (48). While it is pretty clear that
dative arguments are theta-marked by the verb, this is not the case with
benefactive arguments. That dative arguments are indeed arguments of the
verb is usually illustrated by the fact that their omission results in
ifi-formedness, a violation of the Projection Principle, presumably
(49) a. He gave/handed the book *(to Mary)
b. y-usba asim *(i-Munat)
3ms-gave fish to-Munat
"He gave Munat the fish."
Omission of benefactive arguments, however, does not result in
ifi-farmed ness
(50) a. They cooked meat (for the guests)
b. snenna-n acsum (i-inbjiwn)
cooked-3p meat to-guests
"They cooked meat for the guests."
This fact, among others, has led some linguists, notably Marantz (1984),
to conclude that benefactive PPs are not arguments of the verb but are
simply adjunct modifiers of VP. As such they are not theta-marked, hence
not L-marked, by the verb, and, consequently, movement out of them is
predicted to be impossible. However, precisely because movement out of
benefactive PPs is attested in a number of languages Baker (1985) argues
that benefactive PPs are indeed arguments of the verb from which they
receive a theta-role. The fact that their omission does not result in
ill-formedness is explained by assuming that benefactives are optional
arguments of the verb. The theta-role that they receive from the verb is
passed on to the nominal phrase complement via the prepositional head. The
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theta marking mechanism assumed can be iiiustrated by the following
structure where the lines indicate the theta-marking relationship (cf. Baker
(ibid))
(51) ...V...[pp P [ DP 1]
The verb assigns a theta-role to the benefactive PP and the head of the
latter passes the theta-role assigned on to its complement.
Note that the fact that benefactive ditics can move out of their PPs to
higher positions in Berber shows fairly clearly that benefactive PPs are
Indeed theta-marked by the verb. For if they were not the PP would be a
barrier to movement because it would not be L-marked. Baker's conclusion
which, incidentally, is based on an extensive study of applicative
constructions, that is constructions which involve Incorporation of a
preposition into the verbal complex, in a number of languages, therefore
receives significant support from the facts of benefactive clitic-movement in
Berber.
As to possessor clitic its movement does not raise any problems with
respect to the ECP since its phrase is L-marked by the possessee noun,
while the maximal projection of the latter is L-marked by the verb. Using
the examples in (14) for illustration the structure underlying them is
predicted to be roughly as follows, irrelevant details omitted :
(52) ...clj...[vp V [Dpi D+[N] [Npi tj [Dpa ti [NP ti 1]]]]
The ditic moves to D 1
 first to get around the NP 2 barrier and from there
moves to its S-structure position. DP 2
 is L-marked by the possessee noun
N 1
 which raises to D 1
 to attach to the determiner, thereby voiding the NP1
barrier. As to DP 1
 it is L-marked by the verb. Movement out of VP to
higher positions also sataifies the ECP thus accounting for the possibility
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of movement of the possessor clitics.
4.2.3. P+cI-movement
It was observed and demonstrated earlier that movement of the
prepositional complex to TNS (22c), to NEG (22b) and to C (22a) resembles
in every crucial respect movement of the clitics to the same positions
discussed above. Assuming the conclusions reached with respect to
movement of the clitics to be correct the structures of the sentences in
(22) are expected to be as follows, where 53a) corresponds to (22c) and
(53b) corresponds to (22b), while (53c) corresponds to (22a) :
(53) a. [TNSP TNS+[P+clJ [AGRP AGR+[VJJ [vp tj DP [pp tj 1]]]
b. [NEGP NEG+[P+c11J [TNSP TNS+[AGR+[V]j]k [AGRP tk
[Vp t DP [pp 4 1]]]]
c. [p C+[P+clJ [TNSP TNS+[AGR+[V]j]k [AGRP tk
[vp tj DP [pp 4 ]]]]
In (53a) VP becomes L-marked after the verb has moved to AGR, while
AGRP becomes L-marked after the prepositional complex has moved to TNS.
In (53b) VP and AGRP become L-marked subsequent to V-movement to AGR
and [AGR+[V]]-movement to TNS. TNSP, on the other hand, Is L-marked by
NEG which becomes lexical after the prepositional complex has moved to it.
In (53c) VP and AGRP also become L-marked after the verb has moved to
AGR and [AGR+(V]] has moved to TNS. TNSP, however, is L-marked by C
which becomes lexical after the prepositional complex has attached to it. In
all these structures, therefore, no barrier intervenes between the moved
prepositional complex and its trace, thus satisfying the ECP.
The possibility that the prepositional complex could have moved to its
S-structure position in a stepwise fashion Is excluded for exactly the same
reasons that a similar process of ditic-movement is excluded. The order of
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elements attested shows, in combination with the generalisation made by the
MP and the restriction imposed by the HOC, that the prepositional complex
moves to Its S-structure position in one swoop. The same arguments put
forward above against a stepwise movement of clitics apply to the movement
of the prepositional complex, given the striking similarity in behaviour
between the two elements which we attributed, mainly, to the fact that they
are both head cat.egries.
There Is, nevertheless, a potential problem with respect to the
movement of the prepositional complex out of PP. All the examples given
above involve an instrumental prepositional complex. Other types of
prepositional complexes (e.g. locative/source) can also move to the positions
indicated
(54) a. y-gga timlialin g- uqrab/g-as
3ms-put eggs in- basket/in-It
"He put the eggs In the basket/it."
b. u ay- g-as y-ggi-n timlialin?
who wh-comp- in-it n-put-n eggs
"Who put the eggs in it?"
c. ur- g-as y-gga timilalin
NEG- in-it 3ms-put eggs
"He did not put the eggs in it."
d. y-tush ad-g-aa y-gg timlialin
3ms-want to-in-it 3ms-put eggs
"He wants to put the eggs in it."
(55) a. y-xdl ia-tendint/zI-aa
3ms-arrived from-town/from-it
"He arrived from the town/it."
b. u ay- zi-as y-xdl-n?
who wh-comp-- from-it n-arrived-n
"Who arrived from it ?"
c. ur- zi-as y-xdl
NEG- from-it 3ms-arrived
"He did not arrive from it."
d. y-ugi ad-ia-an y-xdl
3ms-refused to-from-it 3ms-arrive
"He refused to arrive from it."
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The potential problem mentioned above has to do with the question of
whether the instrumental/locative/source PPs are theta-marked by the verb
or not. Here again, as in the case of benefactive PPs, opinions differ.
Marantz (1984) argues, on the basis of the fact that omission of
instrumental PPs does not result in ill-formedness, that they are not
arguments of the verb but are simply adjuncts. The fact that the omission
of instrumental, as well as source, PPa in the examples above does not
result in ill-formedness is illustrated by the following examples :
(56) a. y-arzm tawwart (sg-tghenjayt)
3ms-opened door with-spoon
"He opened the door (with the spoon)."
b. y-xdl (zl-tendint)
3 ms-arrived from-town
"He arrived from the town."
As to the locative PP in (54) its deletion does result in ill-formedness,
implying that the PP is an argument of the verb, a fairly standard
assumption with the verb 'put' in many languages
(57) t-gga timilalin *(g-uqrab)
3fa-put eggs	 in-basket
"She put the eggs in the basket."
Baker (1985), on the other hand, argues on the basis of the fact that in
somes languages instrumental, as well as some locative prepositions, do
incorporate into the verbal complex that instrumental and, at least some,
locative PPa are indeed arguments of the verb from which they receive a
theta-role in the fashion ifiustrated by the structure in (51) above.
In the present context the facts are clear-cut and the conclusion is
straightforward. That instrumental, locative and source prepositional
complexes can move out of their PPs to higher positions in the clause
implies that their respective PPs are arguments of the verb. For the
prepositional complexes to be able minimally to escape out of PP without
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causing an ECP violation the latter has to be L-marked by the verb.
4.3.4. Clitic-movement in Romance7
4.3.4.1. Movement to TNS
We concluded in the first chapter that non-inflected infinitival clauses
in SVO languages, including the Romance languages, lack an AGR projection
so that the top node in the infinitival clause, apart from C, is TNS. In the
Romance languages the infinitival TNS node is filled by the infinitive
marker -r (or its other equivalents) which attaches to the verb as a result
of an obligatory V-movement process to TNS. Given this the citics that
apparently appear attached to Infinitival verbs (cf. (37b) and (39b)) are in
fact attached to a complex which consists of the verb and the infinitive
marker. Using example (37b) for illustration the D-structure of the
embedded clause is as follows, ignoring the negation element :
(58) Gianni vuole [o p [TNSP -er [ p ved- [Dp li ]IJ
The infinitive marker occupies the TNS position while the clitic occupies its
position as the object of the embedded verb. In order for the verb to
attach to the the infinitive marker it has to move up to TNS, downgrading
movement being an unlawful process in the present context. The fact that
the ditic follows the inifinitive marker implies, under the generalistion
made by the MP, that the clitic attaches to the verbal complex after the
verb has attached to the infinitive marker. It follows that the ditic
attaches to the TNS node and not to the bare verb. Given that verbs in
Romance are always either tensed or marked with the infinitive marker
technically the bare verb is never the host of the clitic given the
well-known peripheral nature of dlitics in relation to derivational and
inflectional morphology.
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The conclusion that seems to tran8pire is that the citic moves directly
to TNS without passing through the V position as the HMC requires, given
that the verb is the L-marker of the maximal projection dominating the
clitic argument. Let us consider the possibility that the citic moves
through V first before moving on to TNS. As in the previous case there are
two ways this can be done. Either the clitic attaches to the verb and forms
with it a complex that later moves up to TNS and attaches to the element
occupying it, or, Instead, the clitic waits until the verb moves up to TNS
and empties its position so that it can be used as an intermediary station
by the clitic. The first possibility would yield an order of elements where
the clitic precedes the infinitive marker, i.e. *ved-li--er, an unattest.ed and
ill-formed order, obviously. The second possibility is excluded by the HOC
because the citic would attach to the V position, which is filled by the
trace of the moved verb, and then gets extracted from it, thus resulting in
a V node which dominates two different traces [v t1 [v tj ]]. The ECP,
according to the HOC, is not allowed to look into the structure of an X-O as
it would have to do in this case.
After movement of the verb and the dlitic in (58) have taken place the
S-structure is expected to look like the following :
(59) Gianni vuole [p [TNSP [EYed-] 3 -er]+I [yp tj tj 1]]
Both movements satisfy the ECP trivially, the only intervening maximal
projection being VP which becomes L-marked subsequent to V-movement to
TNS. If this analysis is correct then Kayne' s conclusion that citics move
according to the restrictions laid down by the HMC must be false. Notice in
this respect that when looked at carefuly Kayne 'a analysis involves a
violation of the HMC in practically the same way that the present analysia
involves a violation of the HMC. Looking back on structure (38) we find
that in its movement to I the citic does in fact cross over the verb which
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is the L-marker of the clitic. The HMC, however, does clearly require the
citic to move to V as a first step. Now, if the clitic does move through V
there will always be a violation of the HOC, which Kayne crucially assumes
in his analysis, though in a different form, whichever way one looks at it.
If the clitic moves to V while the verb is still there the ditic would have
to be extracted later from the resulting V complex, which means that
Move-alpha would have to make reference to the Internal structure of an
X-0 category, a violation of the HOC. If, on the other hand, the citic waits
until the verb empties the V position then a similar violation of the HOC
arises since the ECP would have to make reference to the internal
structure of V.
4.3.4.2. Movement to AGR
Finite clauses in SVO languages, including Romance languages, differ
from non-inflected infinitival clauses in that finite clauses have an AGR
node, which, given the discussion in chapter 2, is the top node in the
clause apart from C. Given that the verb in these clauses moves
obligatorily to TNS and AGR we would expect, on the basis of the
conlusions reached above along with the peripheral nature of clitics, that
an object clitic would be attached to the complex that results from this
movement. Unlike in the previous case, however, it is not possible to verify
this conclusion simply on the basis of an observation of the order of the
citic in relation to the inflectional elements and the verb. The reason is
that in Romance languages ditics generally appear prefixed to tensed
verbal complexes while the TNS and AGR elements are suffixed to the verb
as the following example from French illustrates :
(60) Elle lea mang-er-a demain
she them-eat-will(TNS )-3s(AGR) tomorrow
"She will eat them tomorrow."
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Given this order it is not possible, on the basis of the generalisation made
by the AP, to determine whether the chtic attaches to the verb prior to
movement to TNS and AGR so that the structure of the verbal complex Is as
In (61a) below, or that the clitic attaches to the verbal complex subsequent
to movement of the verb to TNS and then to AGR so that the structure of
the verbal complex is as in (61b) below
(61) a. [[[cl+[V]]+TNSJ+ACRJ
b. [cl+[[[V]+TNS]+AGR]]
There are at least two important reasons to favour (61b) over (61a),
that is to favour the analysis where the clitic moves directly to AGR over
the analysis where the clitic attaches to the verb before moving up to TNS
and AGR. The first reason is empirical and has to do with the well-known
fact mentioned earlier that clitics usually appear in positions that are
perepheral to the domain of the inflectional morphology. (61b) is consistent
with this fact while (61a) is not because in (61a) the clitic is in8t the
domain, indicated by the brackets, of the TNS and AGR elements. The
second reason is theoretical and has to do with the fact that given that
direct movement of the clitic to AGR is warranted by the ECP there is no
reason why we should assume that the ditic does not move in one swoop.
In different terms, if the stepwise movement that yields the structure in
(61a) is understood to be forced by the ECP then the fact that the clitic
can move directly without giving rise to an ECP violation eliminates the
original motivation, the raison d 'etre, so to speak, for the stepwise
analysis. In addition to what has been mentioned consistency forces us to
conclude that as in the previous cases the citic in constructions such as
(60) also moves in one swoop, thus favouring (61b) over (51a).
To see how a direct movement of the ditic in constructions such as
(60) satisfies the ECP let us outline the underlying structure of the
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example in (60)
(62) [cp (AGRP Elle [AGR' lesj+[[[mang]J+er]k+a] [TNSP tk
(VP t 4 ]]]]]
VP and TNSP become L-marked as a result of V-movement to TNS and
[[V]+TNS]-movement to AGR, thus clearing the way for the clitic to move in
one SWOOP without giving rise to an ECP violation.
4.3.4.3. Movement to C
The discussion here will be restricted to Spanish data with the
possibility that the conclusions can be extended to Cat.alan, at least. The
reason is that Spanish has been argued, by Torrego (1984), to have a
process of subject-verb inversion which applies obligatorily in
wh-questions illustrated by the following examples where the subject
follows the verbal complex in (63a) and precedes it in (63b) :
(63) a. A quin dio Juan el libro ?
to whom gave Juan the book
"To whom did Juan give the book?"
b. *A quin Juan dio el libro ?
to whom Juan gave the book
Torrego argues that the inversion process involved in these constructions
differs crucially from the subject-postposing process attested in declarative
clauses in that the inversion process preposes the verbal complex instead
of postposing the subject. En different terms, in wh-questioris such as (63)
It is the verbal complex that is the object of movement while in declarative
sub ject-postposing sentences it is the subject that is the object of
movement (cf. Rizzi (1982) and Chomsky (1986a)).
The V-preposing process in wh-questions differs further from the
sub ject-postpoaing process in that the verb-preposing process is
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obligatory, hence the ill-formednesa of (63b), while the subject-poatposing
process is basicaly optional. Torrego argues that the verb-preposing
process moves the verb from its D-structure position inside VP and adjoins
It to S (IP/AGRP).
While I take Torrego'a analysis to be essentially correct I am forced by
the restricted theory of movement adopted in this work to differ from her
with respect to the landing site of the moved verbal complex. I will assume
instead that the verbal complex lands in C, the only head position that
precedes the subject position given the clausal structure of SVO languages
postulated in chapter 2. Obviously, on its way up to C the verb moves
through TNS and AGR to pick up the elements occupying them, thus
avoiding a violation of the AP as well as of the ECP. Having said that, the
similarity between Spanish wh-queations such as the one in (63) above and
the Berber operator-movement constructions discussed briefly earlier (and
in detail in Ouhalla (in preparation)) is obvious. Like Spanish wh-questions
Berber operator-movement constructions involve an obligatory movement
process which moves the verbal complex to the C position filled by the
affixal wh-comp ay- so that the ill-formedness of the Berber example in
(4a) above is on a par with the ill-formedness of the Spanish example in
(63b). The only difference between the two languages is that while the
Berber operator-movement constructions contain an affixal wh-comp the
Spanish ones do not, a difference that can be explained in terms of an
assumption that Berber has a wh-comp while Spanish does not.
Assuming the revision suggested above to be correct it follows that the
citics in the following examples are in C :
(64) a. A quin Jo dio Juan ?
to whom it-gave Juan
"Who did Juan give it to ?"
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b. Qu le dio Juan ?
what to-him-gave Juan
"What did Juan give to hun ?"
Here again the question arises as to whether the clitic moves directly to C
or in a stepwise fashion. As in the previous case it is difficult to draw a
conclusion on the basis of the MP by just observing the order of the citic
with respect to the inflectional elements and the verb, the reason being
that given that the verb is inflected the clitic and the inflectional elements
attach to different sides of the verbal complex.
It is fairly plausible, however, to extend the conclusions reached
earlier with respect to movement to AGR to the constructions In (64),
namely that the ditic moves directly to C and that the structure of the
verbal complex that results from the movements that operate is as in (61b)
above where the clitic is outside the domain of the inflectional elements.
Accordingly, the structure underlying the wh-questiona in (64) is as
follows, ignoring the wh-movement process as well as the fact that In one
case It Is the direct object that cliticise while in the other it is the
indirect object :
(65) (cp wh [' clj+([[V]j+TNS)k+AGR]l [AGRP Juan (AGR' 4
ETNSP tk [vp tj t1 e 1]]]]]
All the maximal projections that intervene between the moved ditic and its
trace are L-marked, thus making It possible for the clitic to
antecedent-govern its trace. VP becomes L-marked as a result of
V-movement to TNS and TNSP becomes L-marked as a result of
[[V]+TNS]-movement to AGE, while AGRP becomes L-marked subsequent to
movement of the ([[VJ+TNSJ+AGRJ complex to C. AGRP also becomes L-marked
as a result of clitic-movement to C. I would like to point out, however, that
an alternative analysis where the citic moves to AGR first and then moves
to C along with the verbal complex is not to be excluded; or, at least, I
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have no reasons to exclude it at the moment.
4.3.4.4. Subject ditics
Subject ditics are problematic for the assumption that clitics are head
categories in an obvious sense. If subject clitics were head categories
which attach to the verbal complex via a syntactic process of
head-movement, as we have been assuming for object clitics, then we would
be dealing with an unusual process which involves movement of an element
from a Spec position to a head position. Using the French example in (66a)
below for illustration the structure that results from the process of subject
cliticisation is as in (66b)
(66) a. Elle mangera les pommes
She eat-will-3s the apples
"She will eat the apples."
b. Ecp [AGRP t1 (AGR' cl+EE(mang-]+er]k+a1 [TNSP tk[ p tj les pommes I]]]]
The process is unusual when seen in the light of the extensive discussion
in Baker (1985) of the fact that incorporation of subjects into the verb
seems to be unattested in natural languages. The apparent counterexamples
turn out to be, after investigation, subjects of unaccusative verbs, that is
subjects that are D-structure objects. Baker argues that thia fact follows
from the ECP since the process would involve a lowering movement. The
trace of the moved subject would not be rn-commanded, therefore not
antecedent-governed, by the moved head.
Notice, however, that subject citics, given their peripheral nature,
attach to the verbal complex and not just to the bare verb. In different
terms, subject clitics incorprate into AGR (I in the orthodox structure)
which does rn-command the Spec of AGRP, the canonical subject position,
thus implying that no ECP violation is involved since the moved citic in
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AGR does antecedent-govern its trace in the Spec of AGRP. Despite the fact
that the movement satisfies the ECP the fact that it involves movement of
an element from a Spec position to a head position looks as if it is in
violation of some version of the Structure Preserving Hypothesis.
One could assume, instead, that subject ditica are AGR elements
which function as licensers for null subjects, an assumption that has been
made by Sportiche (1983) for Standard French (SF), Roberge
(1986a)&(1986b) for Colloquial French (CF), Jaeggll (1984), Rizzl (1986),
among others, for the northern Italian dialects. This assumption, in a sense,
puts subject clitics on a par with overt/rich AGR in null subject languages.
That the assumption is probably correct Is suggested by the fact that in
some langauges the subject citic can be doubled by a non-citic nominal
phrase
(67) a. Jean il part
Jean he leaves
"Jean leaves."
b. El Mario el magna
the Mario he eats
"Mario eats."
(CF : Roberge (1986b))
(Trentino : Rizzi (1986a))
c. Le ragazze le vengano (Fiorentino : Roberge (ibid))
the girls they come
"The girls come."
In SF, however, doubling is not allowed unless a pause is made between
the doubling nominal phrase subject and the ditic in which case the
nominal phrase is clearly a topicalised/dislocated element occupying a
peripheral position8
 :
(68) a. *Jean il mange
Jean he eats
b. Jean, il mange
"Jean, he eats."
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In addition to this fact Rizzi (ibid) remarks that subject clitics in SF
and in the northern Italian dialects behave differently in a number of
other crucial respects. For example, while the subject ditic and a nominal
phrase subject are in complementary distribution in SF their coocurrence
in the northern Italian dialects is generally obligatory :
(69) El Gianni *(el) magna	 (Trentirio)
the Gianni he eats
Another difference which shows that the coocurring subject in the
northern Italian dialects is not in a peripheral position is illustrated by the
following examples where the nominal phrase subject is quantified
(70) a. Gnun l'a dit gnent	 (Torinese)
nobody he has said anything
b. Nessuno l'ha detto nulla	 (Fiorentino)
nobody he has said anything
(71) a. Personne n'a rien dit	 (SF)
nobody hasn't said anything
b. *Personne, il n'a rien dit	 (SF)
nobody he hasn't said anything
(71b) shows that a quantified subject is generally excluded from the
position of topicalised elements. The well-formedness of the examples in (70)
suggests that the cooccurring nominal phrase subjects in the northern
Italian dialects are not topicalised elements, unlike their counterparts in
SF.
In order to account for the discrepancy in behaviour observed above
Rizzi argues that subject citics In SF and In the northern Italian dialecta
differ in categorial nature as well as in structural position. In SF the
subject clitic is base-generated in the subject position as a full argument
which later diticises to the verbal complex at PF, while in the northern
Italian dialects the subject citic is base-generated under I (AGR in the
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present context). From this perspective the northern Italian dialects, and
presumably CF as well, are null subject languages in practically the same
way that Standard Italian is, the only difference in this repsect being that
in the northern Italian dialects the spelling out of AGR in the form of a
clitic is obligatory9.
The ultimate conclusion that Rizzi (ibid) draws from this study is that
"the very notion 'subject clitic' ... turns out to define a spurious
syntactic class; still the notion appears to be linguisticaly significant
elsewhere, in that It seems to define a genuine class in the PF component."
[1 this conclusion, together with the analysis outlined above, is correct
then subject clitics do not offer any major problem to the analysis
suggested here for object citicwhich treats them as head categories that
attach to their hosts via a syntactic process of head-movement.
4.4. Clitic- and P- climbing and the ECP
4.4.1. Discussion
Unlike Italian, and like French, Berber does not allow clitic-climbing of
the type ifiustrated by the example in (34a) above repeated here along with
its ill-formed Berber counterpart
(72) a. Gianni Ii vuole vedere
Gianni them-wants to-see
"Gianni wants to see them."
b. *y-tush-tn ad- y-zar
3ms-wants-them to 3ms-see
"He wants to see them."
Recall that Kayne accounts for (72a) on the basis of the assumption
expressed in (35). Because Italian is a pro-drop language its Infinitival I is
capable of L-markjng the VP it theta-governs, thus making it possible for
the ditic to escape out of the embedded VP. French, on the other hand, is
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not a pro-drop language and therefore the clitic in the equivaient
construction is incapable of escaping out of the embedded VP, hence the
Ili-formedness of (34b). Notice, however, that given that Berber Is a robust
pro-drop language Kayne's analysis predicts that (72b) above should be
well-formed, a false prediction, obviously.
While I agree with Kayne that (72b) and (34b) are instances of an ECP
violation I wish to disagree with him on the assumption that it is the
embedded VP that is responsible for this violation. I will argue that the
ECP violation involved in (72b) and (34b) is the result of crossing a
non-L-marked IP/AGRP/TNSP together with the CP immediately dominating
it. The well-formedness of the Italian restructuring construction in (34a) is
due to the fact that the IP/AGRP is L-marked as a result of V-movement to
C (see 4.4.4. below), a process that is lacking in similar French
constructions. The ultimate consequence of the analysis is that
clitic-dilnibing can be accounted for without having resort to the
assumption in (35), which, given the Barber example in (72b) above, is
untenable anyway.
Having said that, let us see in detail how (72b) involves a violation of
the ECP in the sense intended above. The S-structure underlying the
sentence is as follows
(73) ...c11... [cp C [TNSP ad+[y+[zra]]k [AGRP tk [VP t tj I]]]
Although VP and AGRP cease to be barriers subsequent to movement of the
verb to AGR, and the resulting complex to TNS, TNSP remains a barrier
because it is not L-marked, C being empty. CP, though L-marked, inherits
barrierhood from TNSP and, consequently, movement of the clitic across
both of them gives rise to an ECP violation, hence the ill-formedness of the
sentence. Notice, however, that the ECP violation in question would be
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avoided if the ditic move through the embedded C, especially in view of
the conclusion reached earlier that ditics can function as L-markers. As a
consequence of movement to C TNSP would cease to be a barrier, being
L-marked by the now lexical C, and CP would not inheret barrierhood from
it.
In order to maintain the otherwise attractive analysis just suggested
we have to make movement of the clitic through C an unlawful step. We
need not resort to an extra principle, however, to be able to exclude
movement of the clitic through C. The illegitimacy of the movement follows
from the HOC whose existence, needless to say, is independently needed.
Recall that head-movement, unlike movement of phrasal categories, is
crucially an adjunction movement whereby a head category is adjoined to
another head category which can be empty as is the case with C in the
example in (72b)/(73). Once the adjunction has taken place the resulting
complex becomes opaque to extraction processes because of the HOC. The
complex as a whole can move but not any of its constituent parts. Given
that it is only the citic, and not the complex [cl+[C]], which is assumed to
climb to the matrix clause, movement of the citic through C would
necessarily involve a HOC violation because the clitic would have to be
extracted out of the [ cl+(C]] complex and moved further up. Assuming
this analysis is correct movement of the citic either directly or through C
would always result in the violation of either the ECP or the HOC, hence
the il-formedness of (72b).
Given the HOC, which, I would like to point out again, Kayne also
assumes In his paper, though in a different form, along with the
assumption that all head-movement processes are necessarily ad junction
processes, Kayne's conclusion that the citic moves through I and C on its
way up to the matrix clause implies that what ends up in the matrix clause
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is a complex that consists of the clitic itself, an abstract I and an empty C
[c C+[I+[cl]]], a highly unlikely possibility, I blieve. It should be clear that
if the existence of the HOC as a principle of UG is justified then any
attempt to account for clitic-climbing in terms of a stepwise movement
process through I and C or through either of them is inevitably
untenable.
Notice that our conclusion that the clitic cannot be assumed to move
through C apparently fails to account for the fact pointed out by Kayne
and illustrated above by (39a&b) that a filled C seems to block
clitic-climbing, a fact that his analysis does account for. However, as Kayne
himself demonstrates there are constructions where the C position is filled
and yet citic-climbing is not blocked
(74) Lo finisco di fare	 (Italian)
it-finished-la that to-do
"I finished doing it."
(75) Lo tengo que hacer	 (Spanish)
it-have--is that to-do
St have to do It."
Kayne explains away these examples by assuming that the Italian and
Spanish complementizers di/ gue do not occupy the C position but the Spec
of CP position. Putting aside the question of how plausible, and how
empirically viable' 0, Kayne's explanation of the examples in (74) and (75)
is, these examples, if anything, represent strong evidence that
ditic-climbing cannot be assumed to operate through C. Later we will see
why the Italian constructions which contain the complementizera di and the
Spanish constructions which contain the complementizer
	 allow
clitic-climbing while the constructions which contain
	 (39a&b) do not.
Before we leave this discussion there remains a point that needs to be
cleared up. In order to account for the well-known fact that not all matrix
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verbs in Italian allow clitic-cimbing (e.g. unlike volere "want" odiare
"hate" does not allow clitic-climbing (76a&b)) Kayne proposes that there are
two necessary conditions ((77a&b)) for citic-climbing to be able to operate:
(76) a. *Mario 10 odia leggere
Mario it-hate-3a to-read
"Mario hates to read it."
b. Mario odia leggerlo
Mario hate-3s to-read-it
(77) a. The infinitival I must be able to L-mark VP
b. The matrix V must be compatible with clitic-climbing
Condition (77a) is met by all contructions in Italian since Italian is a null
subject language. Condition (77b), however, is met by only a specific class
of verbs. The ill-formedness of (76a) is therefore to be attributed to a
failure to meet condition (77b). Odiare, unlike volere, does not belong to
the class of verbs which are compatible with citic-cimbing.
In French the impossibility of clitic-dimbing is attributed to a failure
to meet condition (77a) since French is not a null subject language. As to
condition (77b) it is difficult to tell whether there are verbs in French
which can satisfy it because the general impossibility of citic-climbing can
always be attributed to a failure to meet condition (77a). In different terms,
there seems to be no way one can know whether there are verbs in French
which are compatible, or incompatible, for that matter, with clitic-dimbing if
ditics are incapable of minimally escaping out of the embedded VP.
I have already demonstrated that the principle upon which condition
(77a) is based is untenable as well as unnecessary. We must therefore
substitute it with the condition that requires that all the intervening
barriers be voided. The latter, however, would simply be a restatement of
the content of the ECP and, therefore, Is redundant. As to condition (77b) I
will argue below that it should be revised to mean that the matrix verb
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8hould be compatible with restructuring, that is the process which involves
movement of the embedded verbal complex to the embedded C position and
on which clitic-climbing depend s crucially.
4.4.2. ClitIc-dlimbing In causatives
Berber does, however, allow diltic-cimbing as well as P-climbing in
causative constructions as illustrated by the examples below. Berber has
what are known in the literature as morphological causatives where the
causative verb is a prefix as- which appears attached to the causativised
verb
(78) a. t-ss-shsha acsum i-Hemmu sg-tghenjayt
3fs-cause-eat meat to-Hemmu with-spoon
"She made Hemmu eat meat with the spoon."
b. t-ss-shshi-t 1-Ilemmu sg-tghenjayt
3fs-cau se-eat-it to-Hemmu with-spoon
"She made Hemmu eat It with the spoon."
c. t-ss-shsh-as acsum sg-tghenjayt
3fs-cause-eat-him meat with-spoon
"She made him eat meat with the spoon."
d. t-ss-shsha acsum 1-Hemmu sg-aa
31s-cause-eat meat to-Hemmu with-it
"She made Hemmu eat the meat with It."
(79) a. t-tush ad-t t-ss-shsh i-Hemmu sg-tghenjayt
3fs-want to-it 3fs-cause-eat to-Hemmu with-spoon
"She wants to make Hemmu eat it with the spoon."
b. t-tush ad-as t-ss--shsh acsum sg-tghenjayt
3ms-want to-him 3fs-cause-eat meat with-spoon
"She wants to make him eat meat with the spoon."
c. t-tush ad-sg-as t-ss-shsh acsum i-Hemmu
3fs-warit to-with-it 3fs-cause-eat meat to-Hemmu
"She wants to make Hemmu eat meat with it."
(80) a. ur-t t-ss-shsh 1-Hemmu sg-tghenjayt
NEG-it 3! s-cause-eat to-Hemmu with-spoon
"She did not make Hemmu eat It with the spoon."
b. ur-as t-ss-shsh acsum sg-tghenjayt
NEG-him 3fs-cause-eat meat with-spoon
"She did not make him eat meat with the spoon."
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c. ur-sg-as t-ss-shsh acsum i-}Iemmu
NEG-with-it 3fs-cause-eat meat to-Hemmu
"She did not make Hemmu eat meat with it."
(81) a. u ay-t y-sa-shsh-n 1-Hemmu sg-tghenjayt?
who wh-comp-it n-cause-eat-n to-Hemmu with-spoon
"Who made Hemmu eat it with the spoon?"
b. u ay-aa y-sa-shsh-n acsum sg-tghenjayt?
who wh-comp-him n-cause-eat-n meat with-spoon
"Who made him eat meat with the spoon."
C. U ay-sg-aa y-ss-shsh-n acsum i-Hemmu?
who wh-comp-with-it n-cause-eat-n meat to-Hemmu
"Who made Hemmu eat meat with it ?"
(78a) Is an example of a causative construction in Berber which Involves
causativisation of a transitive verb. In (78b) the accusative ditic, which is
the D-structure object of the embedded verb, is attached to the verbal
complex in the matrix clause. In (78c) the dative citic, which is the subject
of the embedded clause, is attached to the verbal complex. In the examples
in (79) the accusative and dative clitics , as well as the prepositional
complex, are attached to the TNS element of the matrix clause. The examples
in (80) and (81) are instances where the same accusative and dative clitics
as well as the prepositional complex are attached to, respectively, the NEG
element and the wh-comp of the matrix clause.
Assuming that causative constructions in Berber have a biclausal
structure, as we will see shortly, the sentences above are examples of
clitic/P-dimbing since they involve movement of a citic or a prepositional
complex from the embedded clause to the matrix clause. In this respect
Berber resembles French where clitic-cimbing is also allowed in causative
constructions despite the fact that it is not allowed in constructions such
as (34b). Unlike Berber, French haa non-morphological causatives where the
causative verb is a complete word that is phonologically independent of the
causativised verb
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(82) a. Jean a fait manger la vlande Marie
Jean has caused to-eat the meat to Marie
"Jeani made Marie eat the meat."
b. Jean l'a fait manger a Marie
Jean it has caused to-eat to Marie
"Jean made Marie eat It."
The accusative clitic in (82b) is the D-structure object of the embedded
verb. Its appearance on the matrix verbal complex Implies a climbing
process which invovies movement of the clitic from its D-structure position
to the matrix clause.
Given the typological difference between Berber and French the fact
that both languages allow clitic-climbing in causative contructions but not
In other constructions Implies that causative constructions must have
similar underlying properties in both languages despite the apparent
differences. Later I will propose a unified analysis for causative
constructions in Berber and the Romance languages which is based on the
conclusions reached in chapter 2 of this work and which reduces the
differences between the two to a trivial morphophonological property of the
causative verb.
Notice, finally, with respect to the causative constructions above that
the fact that causative constructions allow cht.ic- and P- climbing Implies
that the movement does not give rise to an ECP violation. Given the
conclusions reached earlier this movement presumably applies directly. Our
next task is to see how the citic and the prepositional complex, which,
recall, we have been assuming are head categories, move from the
embedded clause to the matrix clause in one swoop without causing an ECP
violation. In order to be able to do that, however, let us first examine the
properties of the structure of causative constructions In Romance and in
Berber.
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4.4.3. The structure of causative constructions
4.4.3.1. Romance causatives
As was pointed out above with respect to French the causative verb in
the Romance languages (faire In French, fare in Italian, hacer in Spanish
...etc) is phonologically a complete word in the sense that it defines a
stress domain by itself independently of the causativised verb. Moreover, it
inflects separately for tense and agreement. The following are ilustrative
examples from French, Italian and Spanish, respectively :
(83) a. Je feral Scrire une lettre mon ami
I cause-will to-write a letter to my friend
"I will make my friend write a letter."
b. Maria a fatto riparare la macchina a Gianni
Maria haa caused to-repair the car to Gianni
"Man made Gianni repair the car."
c. Mar(a hizo arreglar el coche a Juan
Maria caused to-repair the car to Juan
"Maria made Jaun repair the car."
However, despite the fact that the causative (matrix) and the causativised
(embedded) verbs are two independent words they have to be adjacent to
each other in linear order. They cannot, for example, be separated by the
embedded subject :
(84) a. *Je feral mon ami crfre une lettre
I cause-will my friend to-write a letter
b. *Maria a fatto Gianni reparare Ia macchina
Maria has caused Gianni to-repair the car
c. *Manl'a hizo (a) Juan arreglar el coche
MarIa caused to Juan to-repair the car
In this respect causatives in Romance differ clearly from causatives in
English where the embedded subject does intervene between the causative
and the causativised verbs. This is despte the fact that Romance and
English causativee are both considered to be, unlike the causatives in
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Berber and similar languages, non-morphological and therefore clearly
biclausal.
It is important to point out, however, that the possibility of an
intervening subject between the causative and the causativised verbs is
allowed in the Romance languages with other arguably causative verbs such
as the French laisser "to let". (85b) below is a perfectly well-formed
paraphrase of the sentence In (85a)
(85) a. Je laisserai e'crire une lettre a mon ami
I let-will to-write a letter to my friend
"I will let my friend write a letter."
b. Je laisserai mon ami crire une lettre
I let-will my friend to-write a letter
In (85a) the two verbs are adjacent to each other, while in (85b) they are
separated by the embedded subject. Given this fact, whether the embedded
subject can intervene between the two verbs or not seems to be
determined by the nature of the causative verb. While faire requires to be
adjacent to the causativised verb laisser does not. It should be clear that
the difference in this particular requirement is due to a difference in the
properties of the causative verbs and not to some fundamental structural
differenc..es between the two constructions.
When an intransitive verb is causativised, the embedded subject is
assigned the accusative Case. This is shown in the French example in (86b)
below by the fact that the subject Jean in (86a) is replaced by the
accusative ditic le:
(86) a. Je feral telephoner Jean a Marie
I cause-will to-telephone Jean to Marie
" I will make Jean telephone Marie."
b. Je le feral telephoner Marie
I him-cause--will to-telephone to Marie
"I will make hun telephone Marie."
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On the other hand, when a transitive verb is causativised it is the
embedded object that receives the accusative while the embedded subject
receives the dative. Both facts are illustrated by the Italian examples below
where la macchina in example (83b) above is replaced by the accusative
clitic Ia in (87a) below and Gianni by the dative citic gj in (87b) :
(87) a. Maria Ia fa reparare a Gianni
Maria it caused to-repair to Gianni
"Maria Gianni repair It."
b. Maria gil fa reparare la macchina
Maria him caused repair the car
"Maria made him repair the car."
Corresponding to the constructions in (83) Romance languages have
another type of causative where the embedded subject appears as a
by-phrase (p-phrase in French, da-phrase in Italian and -phraae in
Spanish) :
(88) a. Je feral crire une letter par Jean
I cause-will to-write a letter by Jean
b. Maria ha fatto reparare Ia macchina da Gianni
Maria has caused to-repaire the car by Gianni
c. Hicieron destruir Ia ciudad por los soldados
caused destroy the city by the soldiers
In order to distinguish these constructions from their counterparts in (83)
they are referred to in the relevant literature as Faire-par causatives
while those in (83) are referred as Faire-a or the Faire-I(nfinitive)
causatives. Kayne (1975) (cf. Burzio (1986)) argues that the by-phrase in
the Faire-par constructions has properties which are similar to those of the
by-phrase usually found in passive constructions.
It should be clear that in addition to the similarities pointed out above
that exist between Romance causatives there are differences as well. Among
the differences between Romance languages with respect to causatives is
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the fact that while it is possible to have a PP complement of the embedded
verb preceding the embedded subject in Italian It is not possible in
French:
(89) a. Faro scrivere Gianni a Maria
cause-will to-write Gianni to Maria
"I will make Gianni write to Maria."
b. ?Faro scrivere a Maria Gianni
cause-will to-write to Maria Gianni
c. *Je feral ecrire a Marie Jean
I cause-will to-write to Marie Jean
The Italian example in (89b) is not perfect but still It Is not as bad as its
French equivalent in (89c).
These differences, however, are not likely to be the consequences of
some fundamental differences between the structural properties of
causatives in the languages. As we will see later these are rather marginal
differences which can be accounted for in terms of some low level
reordering processes.
Romance causativea have received a great deal of attention from a
number of linguists among them Kayne (1975), Rouveret and Vergnaud
(1980) and Burzio (1986). The analyses suggested in these works have in
common the assumption that causatives are basicaly biclausal with the
causative verb heading the matrix VP and the causativised verb heading
the embedded VP. The surface order is derived by movement processes
which apply either to the whole embedded VP or simply to a sequence of
its elements. These movement processes are obligatory, triggered by the
causative verb which is assumed to be lexically marked as a "triggering
verb".
Kayne assumes that when the embedded verb is intransitive the
movement process applies to the verb alone extracting it from the
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embedded VP and adjoining it to the matrix VP. This process accounts for
the obligatory word order where the matrix and the embedded verbs are
adjacent. On the other hand, when the embedded verb is Intransitive the
movement process applies to the sequence V+NP (the V' projection within
an analysis which assumes that the indirect object Is outside the domain of
the single-bar projection which dominates the verb and its direct object
[vp [y' V NP] PP]) only, thus leaving the indirect object behind. This
assumption makes It possible to account for, among other things, the word
order facts displayed by the French examples such as (86a) above.
Burzio (1986), however, argues against Kayne's V+NP movement analysis
on theoretical as well as empirical grounds. In a restricted theory of
movement that allows movement only of either a maximal projection or a
head category Kayne's analysis is obviously untenable. The empirical
reason is the fact that in Italian it is possible for the embedded indirect
object to precede the embedded subject, a fact that is illustrated by
example (89b) above. With respect to this particular sentence it has to be
assumed, it seems, that the whole embedded VP moves and not just the
sequence that consists of the verb and its direct object.
Burzio discusses a number of other problems with Kayne's analysis
some of which are poined out by Kayne himself. One such problem is the
fact that non-Indirect object PPs citicise easily :
(90) a. Cela y fait penser tout le monde
this about-it cause to-think all the people
"This makes everybody think about it."
b. On essaiera d 'en faire parler ton ami
we try-will to-about-it cause to-talk your friend
"We will try to make your friend talk about It."
These examples cast considerable doubt on the assumption that the Indirect
object does not move along with the verb. On the basis of these facta and
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others that he discusses, Burzio concludes that what moves is always the
VP and that the unpredicted orders attested are the result of some low
level reordering processes. The moved VP is daughter-adjoined to the
matrix VP.
The analysis suggested by Rouveret and Vergnaud (ibid) differs in that
the moved VP is adjoined to the embedded clause (S). They also suggest a
slightly different mechanism of Case-asignment. The alternative analysis
that I will suggest below has an eclectic nature in that it borrows from the
works discussed above as well as from Zubizarreta (1985) and Baker (1985).
For the moment let us see how the properties of Berber causatives compare
with those of the Romance languages.
4.4.3.2. Berber causatives
It was pointed out above that the Berber causative verb differs from
its Romance counterparts in that the Berber causative verb is a prefix
which appears attached to the causativised verb. Berber causatives also
differ in that not all transitive verbs can be causativised :
(91) a. *as-wkt-n tawwart i-Hemmu
cause-hit-3p door to-Hemmu
"They made Hemmu hit the door."
b. *88-zn-n afighar i-Munat
cause-see-3p snake to-Munat
"They made Munat see the snake."
The transitive verbs that can be causativised, in fact, form a rather limited
class. They are mostly verbs which have to do with 'eating' and
'drinking', that is 'ingestion' verbs. Given this fact the generalisation
that one can make with respect to the possibility of causativisation in
Berber is that, generally, only intransitive verbs can be causativised (see
Guerssel (1985) for a detailed study of causativisation in Berber).
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Guerssel (ibid), however, demonstrates that not all apparently
Intransitive verbs can be cau8ativi8ed, either. There is a class of
apparently intransitive verbs which systematically resist causativisation.
The following are some examples
(92) a. t-arzm tewwart
3ms-open door
"The door is open."
b. *ss-arzm-n tawwart
cause-opened-3p door
"They caused the door to open."
(93) a. y-wda uhamosh
3ms-fell boy
"The boy fell."
b. *ss-wda-n ahamosh
cause-fell-3p boy
"They caused the boy to fall."
Guerasel demonstrates that these verbs are in actual fact unaccusative in
nature, that is they are verbs whose S-structure subjects are D-structure
objects. In view of this fact the generalisation that only intransitive verbs
can be causativised in Berber can be maintained since unaccusative verbs
are transitive in the sense that they subcategorise an object'1.
Putting aside these differences casuatives in Berber display a range of
significant similarities with the Romance causatives. For example, as in
Romance when an intransitive verb is causativised the embedded subject is
assigned the accusative Case. This is demonstrated in the examples below
by the fact that Hemmu in (94a) does not bear a dative marker, and also
by the fact that it can be replaced by the accusative ditic (94b) but not
by the dative clitic (94c)
(94) a. ss-idf-n Hemmu
cause-entered-3p Hemmu
"They made Hemmu enter."
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b. ss-idfl-n-t
cause-entered-3p-him
"They made him enter."
C. *gs-jdf-n-as
cause-entered-3p-hlm
"They made him enter."
As in Romance also when a transitive verb Is causativised It is the
embedded object that is a8signed the accusative while the embedded
subject is assigned the dative. These facts are illustrated by the examples
in (78), among others. In (78a) the embedded subject Hemmu bears the
dative marker, while in (78c) it is replaced by the dative dlitic attached to
the verbal complex. That the embedded direct object acsum is assigned
accusative is shown by the fact that it is replaced by an accusative clitic
in (78b) attached to the verbal complex.
As in Italian a PP complement of the embedded verb can precede the
embedded subject in surface linear order :
(95) ?ss-shsh-n acsum sg-tghenjayt i-Hemmu
cause-ate-3p meat with-spoon to-Hemmu
"They made Hemmu eat meat with the spoon."
The sentence is not perfect but it is not bad either. The parallelism with
the Italian example in (89b) in this respect is rather striking.
As has already been pointed out the observed similarities are quite
significant in the sense that they suggest that the underlying structural
properties of causative constructions and the mechanisms involved in
deriving the surface orders are probably the same in Berber and the
Romance languages. The fact that Berber and the Romance languages are
genetically and typologicaly different suggests further, in the light of the
similarities pointed out above, that the syntax of causative constructions is
probably fundamentally the same in all languages (cf. Baker (1985) for
further arguments). The surface differences may turn out to be the result
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of some idiosyncratic properties of the lexical items involved, in particular
the causative verb.
4.4.3.3. A unified account
The crucial questions with respect to the structure of causatives are,
first, whether causatives are all biclausal, and, second, whether the
embedded clause is a full clause or simply a reduced, perhaps small (cf.
Manzini (1983)), clause. The structure that we will assign to causative
constructions below is based on the conclusions reached in the first
chapter with respect to the sentential structure.
Starting with Romance causatives we notice that the embedded
(causativised) verb is in the infinitive form. Given the conclusions reached
in the first chapter with respect to infinitival clauses in SVO languages
this fact implies that the embedded clause in Romance causatives has the
D-structure in (96) below where the AGR node is lacking and where the
embedded subject is base-generated in the Spec position of VP
(96) ...V [ p C (TNSP -er [vp Spec [v' V (DP) (PP) I]]]
The verb moves up to TNS obligatorily to attach to the infinitive marker
occupying it, and from there, I will assume, moves further up to C.
Movement to C would account for the fact pointed out earlier and
ifiustrated by the examples in (83) and (84) that the causative verb and
the causativised verb are always adjacent despite the fact that each of
them is phonologically independent of the other. By having the embedded
verb in C we capture both facts12.
When the embedded verb is transitive its trace assigns accusative to
the direct object in its D-structure position, hence the fact that when the
causativised (embedded) verb is transitive its object is assigned the
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accusative. The subject, however, remains without a potential Case-assigner
since AGR is lacking. Notice that the situation here is similar to the one in
passive constructions discussed in chapter 2 where the subject remains
without a Case-assigner and as a result Is realised as an adjunct
by-phrase, possibly via a movement process which removes it from the
Spec position of VP and right-adjoins It to VP or to some other projection.
It is only natural to conclude that this is exactly what takes place in the
Faire-par causatives, especially in view of the fact pointed out above that
the by-phrases in the Faire-par causatives behave similarly to the
by-phrases In the passive constructions.
With respect to the Faire-a causatives the situation is not very
different once we assume, along with Zubi.zarreta (1985) and others, that
the dative preposition which appears immediately preceding the embedded
subject does not hold a base-generated P position but is simply inserted to
serve as a Case-assigner for the stranded subject. Notice, however, that
P-insertion cannot be assumed to apply to the embedded subject in its
D-structure position since the resulting surface order would be different
from the attested order where the subject follows the complements instead
of preceding them. It seems that in this case also the subject is moved to
another postposed position where the process of P-insertion can apply. In
order to account for why the P-insertion process does not apply to the
subject in its D-structure position one may assume a certain restriction on
the process of P-insertion whereby it can only apply to nominal phrases in
certain specific contexts, e.g. peripheral positions.
When the embedded subject is realised as a citic, however, the latter
satisfies the Case requirement by diticising to a head, given the
assumption made in the previous chapter (cf. Baker (1985)) that
incorporated elements are either exempt from the Case requirement or that
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they satisfy it by incorporating into another head. Later we will examine
the cliticisation process in relation to the ECP.
Let US now turn to the constructions where the embedded verb Is
intransitive. Recall that in this case the embedded subject Is assigned the
accusative. I will assume that this accusative Case is (structurally)
assigned to the subject, after the latter has moved to the Spec of TNSP,
under government by the moved verb in C despite the fact that the latter
is an intransitive verb. Accordingly, the question that immediately leaps to
mind is why should the same process not apply in constructions with
transitive verbs where Instead the subject is realised either as a by- or a
to- phrase. The answer to this question lies precisely in the fact that in
one case the verb Is transitive and in the other it Is intransitive. When the
verb is transitive the Case of the verb is necessarily assigned to its object
through the trace. Assuming that a chain can assign at most one Case the
subject cannot receive another accusative Case from the head of the (V, t )
chain in C. When the verb is intransitive, however, there is no direct
object that would require Case in addition to the subject. The subject is
therefore assigned structural accusative under government by the verb in
C.
Turning now to Berber I will assume that the only difference between
the Berber causatives and the Romance causatives Is that the embedded
verb in Berber causatives does not remain in C but moves further up to
the matrix V occupied by the causative verb' 3. The motivation for this
further step is obviously the fact that the causative verb in Berber is
affixal which is not the case with the causative verb in Romance. Assuming
that the Berber causative verb is specified so that it can only attach to a
verbal category to satisfy its morphological subcategorlaation frame,
movement of the verb from C to the matrix V is the only possibility
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available. The mecliism of Case-assignment, however, is practically the
same except that in the Berber constructions with intransitive verbs the
embedded subject is assigned accusative under government by the trace of
V in C instead of V itself. Alternatively, the subject can be assumed to
move to the Spec of CP where it becomes accessible to goverment by the
matrix verb.
Before I move on to discuss an alternative analysis of causatives a
word must be said about the structure of the embedded c]ause in Berber
causatives. Given the conclusions reached in chapter 2 with respect to
sentential structure in VSO languages the structure in (96) cannot be
extended to Berber since in Berber TNS Implies AGR whereas it is clear
from the data above that the embdded verb Is not inifected for AGR
separately from the causative verb. Given that the AGR element follows the
causative prefix in relation to the embedded verb it follows that the AGR
element belongs to the matrix and not to the embedded clause. If the
embedded clause does not have an AGR node the implication is that it does
not have a TNS node either. Evidence for this conclusion derives from the
fact that in constructions such as those in (79) above there is only one
TNS element which given its position with respect to the verbal complex,
must be concluded to belong to the matrix clause.
Notice, however, that despite the fact that the embedded verb carries
neither a TNS nor an AGH element it does carry an ASP element, a fact that
is easily discernable from the presence of the vowels given the conclusions
reached in chapter 2. Recall that verbal roots in Berber consist of only
consonant clusters and that the vowels, which are the means through which
the aspectual information is chanelled, belong to the ASP node. The surface
forms, remember, are the result of a mapping process which maps the
consonantal root onto the vocalic tiers which form the ASP morphemes.
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Assuming this analysis to be correct the only change that needs to be
effected in the structure in (96) to account for the Berber causatives is to
change TNSP to ASPP:
(97) ...V (jp C (ASPP ASP (vp Spec [v' V (DP) (PP) 1331
Movement of the verb to ASP is obligatory for the same reason that
movement of the verb to TNS in (96) Is obligatory. Note that unlike TNS the
presence of ASP does not necessarily Imply the presence of AGR since ASP
does not select AGRP.
The alternative analysis that I would like to discuss briefly is basicaly
the one proposed in Ouhalia (1988b) where the embedded clause is assumed
to undergo CP-reduction and the subject to move to the matrix V in both
Romance languages and Berber. The analysis in based, partly, on the
distinction made In Zubizarreta (1985) between morphophonological affixes
and morphosyntactic affixes. The causative verb in Berber is assumed to be
affixal both morphophonologicafly and morphosyntactically, thus accounting
for the fact that It cannot define a stress domain by Itself. Romance
causative verbs, however, are affixal only morphosyntacticaly, thus
accounting for the fact that they do define a stress domain separately from
the causativised verb. Both types of affixes, however, are assumed to be
subject to the AP. Assuming that these affixes can only satisfy the A.P if
they attach to a verbal category, the obligatory nature of the movement of
the embedded verb to the matrix V becomes only natural. Evidence that the
Romance causative verb does behave like an affix In discussed in
Zublzarreta (1985), though from a different perspective.
Thin analysis is obviously not radically different from the one
discussed above. However, it has a number of advantages which when
considered seriously appear to favour it over the preceding one. The most
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general of these advantages Is the fact that it reduces the difference
between causatives in Romance and in Berber further than the previous
analysis does. Viewed from the perspective of the alternative analysis
Romance and Berber causativea differ merely in the fact that while the
causative verb in Romance is affixal only morphosyntacticafly the causative
verb in Berber is affixal both morphosyntactically and
morphophonologically.
By assuming the Romance causative verb to be affixal In nature an
explanation for the ill-formednesa of the examples in (84) in terms of a
violation of the AP becomes readily available. In the previous analysis no
explanation is given for these examples since no reason was given for why
the embedded verb should move obligatorily to C so that the two verbs are
adjacent. In the alternative analysis the ill-formedness of the examples in
(84) is treated as parallel to the Ill-formedness of the following examples
from Berber where the embedded subject intervenes between the two verbs
of the causative construction :
(98) a. *t-ss- [ Hemmu (y-)adf I
3fs-cauaed- Hemmu 3ms-enter
"She made Hemmu enter."
b. *t-as- ( Hemmu (y-)shsha acsum sg-tghenjayt I
3fa-caused- Hemmu 3ms-eat meat with-spoon
"She made Hemmu eat meat with the sl5oon."
These are constructions where the embedded verb fails to raise to attach
to the matrix V, thus causing the matrix causative verb to fail to satisfy
the AP'4.
Another fact can be accounted for by assuming the causative verb
faire to be affixal, namely, the difference discussed earlier between it and
laisser with regard to the possibility of allowing the embedded subject to
intervene between the two verbs in the causative construction. Recall that
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laisser differs from faire in that lalseer does not require to be adjacent to
the embedded verb. This can be accounted for either by assuming that
]alsser, unlike faire, is not affixal and therefore is not subject to the AP,
or that it is affixal only optionally and therefore may or may not be
subject to the AP, hence examples (85a&b).
In terms of the technicalities of the movement involved in causatives
and the mechanisms of Case-assignment the alternative analysis also seems
to have some advantages. By eliminating the C position we avoid the
assumption whereby, in Berber causatives, what moves to the matrix V is a
complex which also includes an empty C [ C+[ASP+[V]]J. We expressed our
doubts earlier in this chapter about a similar assumption implicit in
Kayne s analysis of citic-dlimbing in terms of a st.epwise process which
goes through C.
As to Case-assignment, by eliminating the CP projection we make it
possible for the embedded subject in constructions with intransitive verbs
to receive the accusative from the matrix clause instead of from the
embedded verb, an assumption that in a way is undermined by the fact
that the verb in question Is intransitive. Within the alternative analysis the
Case-assigner of the subject in the Spec position of ASPP can be assumed
to be the verbal complex that is derived as a result of the affixatlon of the
embedded verb to the matrix verb. In order to avoid a similar process
taking place in constructions with transitive verbs where the embedded
subject, recall, Is assigned Case by an inserted dative preposition, we can
put a condition on the Case-assignment capability of the derived verb to
the effect that for it to be able to assign Case none of the two
constituents of the derived verb should be a Case-assigner. Notice that
this proposal still maintains the intuitive Idea that what makes the
difference with respect to the nature of the Case assigned to the embedded
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subject is whether the embedded verb Is transitive or intransitive.
A further advantage that the alternative analysis has is that by
assuming the causative verb in Romance to be affixal we can provide a
formal explanation for the otherwise mysterious lexical property associated
with it, namely, the "triggeri" property. In the analyses discussed above
the causative verb is assumed to be specified as a triggering verb in
order to account for the obligatoriness of the movement processes which
take place in causative constructions and which have the effect of
rearranging the order of the elements so that the two verbs are always
adjacent. Within the context of the alternative analysis the triggering
nature of the causative verb is nothing other than its morphological
subcategorlsation frame, It being afflxal. The causative verb triggers
movement simply because Its morphological subcategoristion frame requires
it to be attached to a verbal category.
Despite the fact that the alternative analysis, that is the analysis
where the causative verb in Romance is assumed to be affixal and the
embedded clause to undergo CP-reduction, has some significant advantages
I will leave the question of choosing between the two analyses open, the
main concern of this chapter being what it is about causative constructions
that makes it possible for a citic to climb up from the embedded clause to
the matrix clause without giving rise to an ECP violation, an issue to which
we turn immediately.
4.4.3.4 Clitic- and P- dilnibing in causativea
It. should be obvious from the discussion above what Is the property of
causatives that makes it possible for the ditic to move to the matrix clause
in one swoop. It is the movement of the verbal complex to TNS/ASP and
then to C or to the matrix V depending on which analysis one choses to
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adopt. By virtue of this movement all the intervening maximal projections
that are potential barriers become L-marked, thus allowing the dlitic to
move to the matrix clause in one swoop without causing an ECP violation.
The moved clitic can either be the subject of the embedded clause as
in the Berber examples in (78c) and (94b) and the Italian example in (87b),
or the direct object of the embedded verb as in the Berber example in
(78b) and the French example in (82b), or the object of a P as in the
French examples (90a&b), or still a prepositional complex as in the Berber
example in (79c). The D-structurea underlying all three possibilities are
given here, ignoring the fact that the head immediately dominating the
embedded VP is an ASP in Barber and a TNS in Romance :
(99) a. ...V (Ecp C) [TNSP TNS [p ci Lv' V (DP) (PP) ]J](])
b. ...V ([cp C) ['rNsp TNS Evp Spec Lv' V ci (PP) ]]](])
...V ((cp C) [msp TNS ['vp Spec Lv' V DP (pp ci ]]](])
In (99a) the clitic is the subject of the embedded clause sitting in Its
D-etructure position in the Spec of VP. From that position it moves up to
the matrix clause. The effect that the process of V-movement to ThS/ASP
and [TNS/ASP[+V]]-movement to C or to the matrix V has is to clear the
path between the moved dlitic and its trace so that antecedent-government
holds in satisfaction of the ECP. In (99b) it is the direct object of the
embedded verb that dliticises up, while in (99c) it is the complement of a
null P or the prepositional complex that moves up to the matrix clause. In
these constructions the same scenario takes place as in (99a), hence the
fact that they are well-formed.
The conclusion that ditic-cimbing in causative constructions is possible
because of the movement process of the verbal complex that they involve
receives significant support from examples such as the following from
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Spanish and French, respectively15
(100) a. La hice examinar al doctor
her caused-is to-examine the doctor
"I made the doctor examine her."
b. *La hice al doctor examinar
her caused-is the doctor to-examine
c. Hice al doctor examinarla
caused-is the doctor to-examine-her
(101) a. Jean l'a laJss ecrire a Marie
Jean It-has let to-write to Marie
"Jean let Marie write it."
b. *Jean l'a ]aiss (a) Marie e'crire
Jean it-has let to Marie to-write
I	 I
c. Jean a laisse Marie 1' ecrire
Jean has let Marie it-to-write
In (lOOa) movement of the verbal complex has applied as Indicated by the
fact that the embedded verbal complex precedes the embedded subject in
linear order. Citic-clixnbing is therefore possible and the sentence is
well-formed. In (bOb), however, movement of the verbal complex has not
applied, as indicated by the fact that the embedded verbal complex follows
the embedded subject in linear order. Clitic-cimbing is therefore not
possible, hence the ifi-formedness of the construction. When movement of
the verbal complex to C or to the matrix V fails to take place, the clitic can
only attach to the embedded verbal complex as illustrated by (lOOc).
The French examples in (101) convey the same conclusion. The
causative verb in these examples is laisser which we assumed above allows
movement of the verbal complex optionally because of Its nature as a
non-affix or as an optional affix. In (101a) citic-climbing is possible
because movement of the verbal complex has taken place, while in (lOib)
citic-cimbing is not possible because movement of the verbal complex to C
or to the matrix V has failed to take place. In this case the citic has to
attach to the verbal complex in the embedded clause as in (lOic).
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It is clear from the discussion above that clitic-cimbing seems to be
contingent upon the movement of the verbal complex as a means to clear its
path of all potential barriers that would block antecedent-government of
the trace by the moved ditic. If this conclusion is correct then the Italian
re8tructuring constructions illustrated by (34a) above which also allow
clitic-dimbing must involve a similar process. We turn to this issue
Immediately16'17.
4.4.4. ItallRn perestroika
4.4.4.1. Restructuring constructions
Rizzi (1982) (see also Burzio (1986)) demonstrates that the so-called
restructuring constructions in Itahan behave exceptionally in at least three
major respects. One has to do with the fact demonstrated above that they
allow clitic-climbing (102a) and the other two have to do with the fact that
they allow preposing of the embedded object (103a) and that they select
the auxiliary essere (104a) :
(102)a. Mario lo vuole leggere	 (cf. (34a))
Mario it-wants to-read
"Mario wants to read it."
b. *Mario 10 odin leggere
Mario it-hates to-read
"Mario hates to read it."
(103)a. Questi libri si volevano propio leggere
these books SI wanted really to-read
"We really wanted to read these books."
b. *Questl libri si odiavano propio leggere
these book a SI hated really to-read
"We really hated to read these books."
(104)a. Mario sarebbe propio voluto andare a casa
Mario would be really wanted to-go home
"Mario would have really wanted to go home."
b. *Marjo sarebbe propio odiato andare a casa
Mario would be really hated to-go home
"Mario would have really hated to-go home."
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The contrast between the restructuring constructions in (a) and the normal
constructions in (b) ifiustrates clearly the exceptionalit.y of behaviour that
restructuring constructions exhibit.
In order to account for the clustering of these properties Rizzi (ibid)
proposes that theae constructions undergo a "restructuring rule...whlch
optionally reanalyses a terminal string V (P) V as a single verbal complex,
hence automatically transforming the underlying bisentential structure into
a simple sentence." (p.5). The effect that this restructuring process has,
Rizzi argues, is to create a matrix VP which looks like the following:
(105) VP
V
V	 (Comp) V
where the intervening Comp node is included to accommodate constructions
such as (106) below where a wh-word intervenes between the matrix and
the embedded verbs :
(106) Non ti saprei che dire
NEG you-would know what to-say
"You would not know what to say."
What this example illustrates clearly Is the fact that the embedded clause in
restructuring constructions must be a full CP clause.
Burzio (ibid), on the other hand, tries to assimilate restructuring
constructions to causatives by assuming that, like causatives, restructuring
constructions also undergo an (optional) process of VP-movement to the
matrix clause. This movement has the effect of turning a normal biclausal
structure into the following structure:
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(107)	 S
NP1Gianni	 VI 1 _
vuole	 andare PRO—
where the moved embedded VP Is daughter-adjoined to the matrix VP. The
PRO under the embedded S node is the subject of the embedded clause
which Is controlled by the matrix subject. Note, incidentally, that virtually
all restructuring constructions are either control or raising constructions,
a fact that we will come back to later. Note also that Burzlo's attempt to
assimilate restructuring constructions to causatives contrasts sharply with
Rizzi ' s insistence that the two constructions exhibit different properties.
4.4.4.2. Restructuring as isovement
It is clear that neither Rizzi's nor Burzio S5 anaiysis can be
accommodated within the more restricted theoretical framework adopted in
this work, which does not allow the structures that the processes assumed
to take place give rise to. I would like to suggest here an analysis for the
restructuring constructions in terms of a simple movement process similar
to the one suggested for causativea above. This analysis will allow us to
account not only for the process of ditic-dimbing but also for the process
of object-preposing illustrated above.
Notice that, as In causative constructions, the embedded verb in
restructuring constructions Is in the infinitive form, thus implying that the
embedded clause is an Infinitival clause with a structure that lacks an AGR
node. This conclusion along with the fact pointed out above that a wh-word
can Intervene between the matrix and the embedded verbs, implying that
the embedded clause is a full CP clause, predicts that the D-structure of
restructuring constructions is as follows
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(108) ...V Ep (wh-) [c' C [TNSP TNS ['vp Spec (v V (DP) 1]]]]
The verb moves up to TNS obligatorily to attach to the affizal infinitive
marker occupying it. From the TNS position, I will assume, the verb moves
further up to C, the movement being optional given the optionality of
restructuring. Notice that the possibilities that the embedded verb moves
further up to the matrix V or that CP undergoes deletion, as we assumed
above for causative constructions, are immediately excluded by the fact
that a wh-word can intervene between the two verbs, a possibility that is
excluded in causatives.
The latter fact can be understood as further evidence that the
alternative analysis for causatives discussed above, that is the analysis
where the embedded clause undergoes CP-reduction, is probably the
correct one since the first analysis predicts that a wh-word can intervene
between the two verbs since the Spec position of CP remains free.
Assuming the alternative analysis of causatives to be the correct one the
analysis presented here for restructuring constructions accommodates the
otherwise conflicting views of Rizzi and Burzio in that the proposed
analysis Implies that restructuring constructions are both similar to and
different from causative constructions. The similarity lies in the assumption
that both constructions undergo a movement process of the verbal complex,
and the difference lies in the assumption that while the verbal complex in
restructuring constructions moves only as far as C, in causatives it moves
further up to the matrix V, In addition to the assumption that causatives
undergo CP-reduction while restructuring constructions don t.
Note that the structure In (108) above accounts for the fact that some
restructuring constructions are control constructions. Assuming the
controlled category to be PRO the latter can be assumed either to remain in
its D-structure position in the Spec of VP or to move to the Spec of TNSP.
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In both positions it is protected from government from the matrix clause by
VP, TNSP and CP together in the first case, and by TNSP and CP together
in the second case. The fact that some restructurang constructions are also
raising constructions is accounted for below. In This respect the presence
of CP might look as if it Is going to cause some problem.
4.4.41. Clitic-dlimblng
Given the analysis suggested above it should be obvious why
ditic-climbing is possible in restructuring constructions. Using example
(102a) for illustration the S-structure of a restructuring construction looks
like the following, irrelevant details omitted
(109) MarIo loj vuole [ p ((legge-J+re]J ['INsP tj (VP tk tj ]]]
The verb moves up to TNS and then to C as explained above. As a result
all the maximal projections that intervene between the initial position of the
clitic and its S-structure position become L-marked, thus allowing for
antecedent-government to hold between the clitic and its trace.
Accordingly, what we have to explain now is wh y constructions such as
(102b) do not allow ditic-dimbing. We also have to explain why French does
not allow ditic-clinibing even In constructions such as (102a).
With respect to Italian constructions such as (102b) an obvious
explanation would be that unlike constructions such as (102a) they do not
allow (optionally) for a process which moves the verbal complex to C
(restructuring) so that TNSP remama a barrier along with CP which would
then inherit barrierhood from it. The crossing of these two maximal
projections together by the dit.ic would always give rise to an ECP
violation, hence the impossibility of dlitic—clinibing. This explanation,
however, begs another obvious question, namely why constructions such as
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(102b) do not undergo movement of the verbal complex to C, restructuring,
that Is. In different terms, what prevents the embedded verbal complex fri
these constructions from moving up to C given the Implicitly assumed
structural similarity between them and the restructuring constructions? It
seems to me that at this stage no adequate answer to this rather intriguing
question can be properly formulated. I therefore leave the issue open18.
An alternative explanation would be to assume that constructions such
as (102b), like the restructuring constructions, also undergo (optionalily)
movement of the verbal complex to C and that the impossibility of
clitic-dlimbing follows from some other reason. This reason could be
condition (77b) above which, remember, was suggested by Kayne (1987) to
account for precisely the problem we are facing now. Notice that by
suggesting condition (77b) Kayne in a sense rejects the analyses where a
structural difference (restructuring) between the two constructions is
deemed responsible for the possibility or Impossibility of citic-dimbing.
ClItic-dliinbing, according to Kayne, Is not possible In (76a) and (102b) not
because these constructions fail to undergo restructuring but simply
because their matrix verb odiare "hate", unilke the matrix verb volere
"want" In (34a) and (102a), Is not compatible with clitic-dlimbing.
However, given that clitic-climbing is only one example of the cluster
of properties, pointed out above, which distinguish restructuring
constructions from their non-restructuring counterparts Kayne' s proposal
would amount to the claim that the verb odiare s also incompatible with
the process of object-preposing. The fact that both chtic-cimbing and
object-preposing are movement processes Implies, as far as I can see, that
the difference between the two types of construction. siust have to do with
the ECP, in the sense that these processes are not possible in
non-restructuring constructions because these constructions contain some
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barriers which block the movement of these eleuients. If this Is correct
then the analysis suggested above In terms of the movement of the verbal
complex to C (restructuring) Is to be favoured over the analysis suggested
by Kayne in terms of the notion of (in)compatibilty. I will content myself
with this conclusion while emphasizing that there is at least one crucial
question that remains unanswered, namely what prevents movement of the
verbal complex from applying in non-restructuring constructions.
That dlitic-dimbing Is crucially dependent on restructuring in the
sense explained above receives significant support from examples such as
the following where the presence of the auxiliary easere is indicative of the
fact that restructuring has applied (cf. Burzio (1986)):
(110) a. Mario sarebbe propio voluto andarci
Mario would be really wanted to-go-there
"Mario would have really wanted to go there."
b. Mario ci sarebbe propio voluto andare
Mario there would be really wanted to-go
(111) a. Mario avrebbe propio voluto andarci
Mario would have really wanted to-go-there
b. *Mario ci avrebbe propio voluto andare
Mario there would have really wanted to-go
A comparison of (llOa&b) with (llla&b) shows that dlitic-climbing is
optional when the auxiliary is essere but impossible when the auxthary is
avere. Assuming as suggested above that the presence of the auxiliary
Implies that the construction In question is a restructuring construct.ion,the
ill-formedneas of (lllb) follows In a straightfoward manner. Clitic-climbing
In (ilib) violates the ECP because the citic crosses a non-L-marked TNSP
and a CP together. The conclusion that dlitic-climbirig is contingent upon
movement of the verbal comp]ex to C Is consequently vindicated.
Like Kayne's analysis the analysis suggested here also accounts for
why a filled C should block clitic-climbing (cf. (39a)), but for a different
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reason. In Kayne's analysis a filled C blocks chtic-climbing because the
latter process Is assumed to operate through C. In the present context a
fified C blocks dit.ic-dlinibing only Indirectly. In more precise terms, it Is
not really dlitic-dimbing that a filled C blocks but movement of the verbal
complex to C. But because citic-climbing depends crucially on the movement
of the verbal complex to C for reasons explained above it falls to apply
successfuly in constructions where movement of the verbal complex to C
fails to take place'9.
Examples (74a&b) remain problematic for both analyses, nevertheless.
Notice that In the present context both examples have to be assumed to
undergo the same movement process of the verbal complex to C, for
otherwise they would necessarily involve an ECP violation and,
consequently, they would wrongly be predicted to be ill-formed. A possible
explanation would be to assume that unlike the complementizer in (39a) the
complementizers In (74a&b) are optionally morphosyntacticaly affixal, just
like the Romance causative verb (faire and its equivalents) discussed
above, while the complementizer In (39a) Is not. If this assumption is valid
then, although these complementizers fill the C position, movement of the
verbal complex to it would not be blocked. On the contrary, the movement
would be required to take place by the AP so that the affixal
complementizers can have their morphological subcategorisation frame
satisfied 2O,21
The question as to why clitic-climbing should not be allowed in the
French counterparts of (34a) and (102a) also receives a similAr answer. The
French counterparts of the ItaJian restructuring constructions do not
undergo movement of the verbal complex to C. This explanation is in a
sense similar to the one provided by Kayne (Ibid) who, recall, assumes that
in French the citic cannot escape out of the embedded Infinitival VP
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because the French I Is not an L--marker. The possibility that VP would be
voided as a result of V-movement to i is excluded by the assumption, which
Kayne argues is arrived at Independently by Emonds (1978) and Pollock
(1987), that the infinitival V In French does not raise to L
In his analysis, Kayne assumes the orthodox structure where the
infinitive marker La base-generated attached to the verb inside VP. VP in
this analysis corresponds to TNSP In the present analysis since the
Infinitive marker is assumed to be a TNS element. So, if Kayne's assumption
is transferred to the present context it would mean that the Infinitival
verbal complex in French does not raise out of TNSP to, inevitably, C. In
the present context what this assumption amounts to is simply the claim
that these French constructions do not undergo restructuring in the sende
understood In the present work. But here again the crucial question of
what prevents restructuring from applying in these constructions remains
unanswered.
Notice, finally, that among the consequences the analyam suggested
above has is that it treats French examples such as (34b) as being parallel
to the Italian non-restructuring constructions, a fairly plausible and
desirable consequence, I believe, in view of the fact that they both disallow
citic-chmbing. This consequence, however, fails to be captured by Kayne '8
analysis because the latter makes a crucial distinction between French and
Italian in terms of condition (77a) combined with aaauwptlon (35).
Clitic-cLimbing is disallowed in If-n1in non-restructuring constructions, in
Kayne's system, for a rean that is different from the reason why the
same process is disallowed in the French constructions such as (34b). In
the present analysis, however, the reason behind the failure of
clitic-clinibing to apply sucesafully In both types of constructions is the
same, namely the absence of restructuring.
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Further support for the analysis suggested here for the process of
restructuring cornea from the fact that it allows for a natural analysis of
the possibility of object-preposing in restructuring constructions and its
impossibility in non-restructuring constructions.
4.4.4.4. Object-preposing
Given that object-preposing is a movement process which moves the
embedded object to the matrix clause the reason why it can operate in
restructuring constructions can immediately be attributed to the assumption
that these constructions involve a movement process of the verbal complex
which has the consequence of voiding all the potential barriers in the
embedded clause. To see how let us consider the underlying structure of
the example In (103a), irrelevant details omitted :
(112) Questi libri...Lp [[legge-]j+ro] Emsp tk [vp tj tj]]]
VP and TNSP become L-iziarked as a result of movement of V to TNS and of
[[V]+TNS] to C. CP, on the other hand, is L-marked by the matrix verb.
The moved object can therefore antecedent-govern Its trace from
	 Its
S-structure position.
However, this analysis runs immediately into problems with the
Minimality Condition. Being a non-clitic/head the movement of the object in
question Is supposed to be sensitive to Minlmahty barriers. If this is the
case then at least the embedded VP would be a barrier and
antecedent-government would obviously fail to hold, thus wrongly
predicting the coritruction to be ifi-forined. So, we either have to assume
that what moves in these constructions Is also a head category, or assume,
along with Ouhalla (in preparation)), that, like movement of head categories,
movement of non-wh-phrases is also not sensitive to Minimality barriers.
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The first option Is not likely to be correct for obvious reasons. The second
option, however, merits some consideration.,
Consider the following simple passive and raising constructions:
(113)a. John was hit
b. [AGRP Johnj (AGR' waj (p tj [vp Spec [v' hit 4 1]]]]
(114) a. John seems to be happy
b. EAGRP Johnj (AGR' seemsj ('IrNsp tj [yp tj[TNSP 1.0 Lvp tj [v' be happy 1]J]J]]
Assuming that the option of adjoining to \VP and TNSP is riot available to
non-wh-phraaea (cf. Chomsky (1986b)$ the moved nominal phrase in (113) is
separated from its trace in the objecv position of V by at least one
Minlmality barrier. In (114) the moved nominal phrase is also separated
from its trace by at least one Minimelity iarraer. If we assume, however,
that like head categories non-wh-phraaea are not sensitive to Mmimality
barriers then the passive and raising constructions above cease to be
problematic. Notice that in both stcucthree above no movement barriers
exist between the moved phrase and its trace. In (113) VP and TNSP
become L-marked subsequent to movement if the verb to TNS and of the
complex that results from this movement to £GR. In (114) the embedded VP
is L-marked by , while the embedded TNP is L-marked by the matrix
verb. The matrix VP and TNSP, on the other hand, become L-marked as a
result of the movement of the verbal coLaplex in the tamiB,r way.
If the assumption that non-wh-phrasei are not sensitive to Minimality
barriers is correct as seems to be necessary from the passive and raising
constructions above (see Ouhafla (in preparation)) for more arguments) then
the process of object-preposing in Italiain restructuring constructions
ceases to be problematic with respect to the ECP since it also involves
movement of a non-wh-phreae22.
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The assumption that non-wh-phrases are not sensitive to Minunality
barrier, would also allow us to account for the fact mentioned earlier that
some of the restructuring constructions are also raising constructions. It
was also briefly mentioned that the assumption that the embedded clause in
restructuring construction is a CP might prove problematic for this
particular case given the standard assumption that raising verbs generally
Induce CP-reduction on their clausal complements. However, when the
structure that results from the various movement processes that take place
is considered carefully no problem relating to the ECP is found to be
involved despite the fact that the embedded clause maintains its CP
projection.
Consider in this respect the raising construction in (115a) below and
It. S-structure in (115b) :
(115) a. Giovanni dovrebbe prendere II libro
Giovanni would have to-fetch the book
b. Giovanni3
 dovrebbe [op [[prende-]+re]k TNSP tk[vp t [y. t il libro I]]]
None of the maxunal projections in the embedded clause is a barrier, for
reasons that should be familiar. CP, on the other hand, La L-marked by the
matrix verb. Notice, however, that both TNSP and OP would be barriers if
the movement process of the verbal complex to C Is not assumed to take
place. TNSP would not be L-marked and CP would Inherit barrierhood from
it. Assuming the moved phrase not to be sensitive to Minimality barriers
the ECP is satisfied by the structure In (115b). It should be clear
therefore that the fact that restructuring constructions can also be raising
constructions I. entirely predictable within the present context.
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4.5. AgaInst the HMC
The conclusion that clitaca and the preposit3ona1 complex, which we
have argued are head categoron, move to their S-structure positions,
either in the same clause or in the upstairs clause, in one SWOOP is in
flagrant conflict with the HMO which puts severe locality restrictions on
head-movement processes in general. If our conclusion is correct, as I have
tried to demonstrate in most parts of this chapter, then the HMC must be
incorrect even If it is understood suaply as a deacriptfve statement which
bears on the nature of head-movement processes in general. I wish to
argue bore that while the EMC is correct with respect to some
head-movement processes, the ones that gave rise to cite formulation, it is
not so with respect to some other head-movement processes.
Chomaky (1986b) (cf. Baker (1985)) argues that the HMC is not likely to
be an independent principle c UG because its effects can be derived from
the ECP. In the English sentences belew, for example, movement of the verb
directly to C crosses the VP barrier:
(116)a. *Where be John AGR?
b. (cp Where Ic' bej [ip John [i' AGR (VP tj il]]]]
The only way the VP barrier in this case (in fact generally) can be voided
is by V-movement to I prior to movement to C, I being the theta-governor
of VP. A two-step movement process in a construction like (116) yields a
well-formed construction as shown in (117) below:
(117)a. Where is John?
b1. [cp Where [' isj lip John Ii' 4 [VP 4 1]]]]
It is clear that any process of V-movement to a higher position that does
not go through I is bound to give rise to an ECP violation. Ii this sense
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the role played by the RMC is redundant. The same conclusion would be
reached in a framework which assumes a more articu]ated structure of the
inflectonal elements such as the one suggested in thi. work.
Chomaky' a conclusion that the effects of the HMC can be derived from
the ECP combined with the conclusion reached here that the HMC makes
false predictions with respect to at least some head-movement processes
apparently sound in conflict unless a revision of the ECP is undertaken.
However, a close look at the facts reveals that the two conclusions are not
in conflict and that no revision of the ECP is required. That no revision of
the ECP is required to account for long ditic/P-movement is obvious from
the discussions above. The source of the apparent conflict, I believe, lies
with the false assumption, expressed by the HMC, that all head-movement
processes should pattern like movement of the verbal complex.
The discussion in Choinsky (ibid) that led to the formulation of the HMC
is mainly centered around the process of V-movement to I and to C. We saw
above, however, that the strictly local nature of V-movement follows from
the fact that the only way the VP barrier can be voided for the elements
contained Inside VP, Including the verb itself, Is by V-movement to the
inflecUonal head that immediately dominates it. The possibility that the VP
barrier could be voided by some other process so that the verb can move
directly to C without having to pass through the Inflectional head that
Immediately dominates it is never available for obvious theoretical reasons.
However, with respect to the citic and the prepositional complex the VP
barrier, an well as all the other intervening barriers, as we saw above, are
voided by the concomitant movement process of the verbal complex.
There is a clear sense then in which the HMC is correct only as far as
the movement processes of the verb and the inflectional heads are
concerned. The assumption that all head-movement processes should pattern
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hke the movement processes of the verbal complex is tkerefore wrong. The
correct assumption, and in fact the only- one needed, is the one made by
the ECP, namely that any category, regardless of whether it Is a maximal
projection or a head category, can move any distance as long as the
movement does not give rise to an ECP violation. Insofar as citics and the
prepositional complex can move long distance without causing an ECP
violation the process Is warranted.
In addition to Barriers the HMC also appears in Travis (1984) and in
Baker (1985), though In. these works the HMC is brmulated slightly
differently. Again, Travis formulates the condition oi the basis of a
discussion largely dominated by the movement processes of the verb and
the Inflectional heads In the Germanic languages. Mtweaent of these
categories Is so restricted for the reasons discussed above. Baker,
however, extends the condition to account for incorporation phenomena, e.g.
incorporation of a noun Into its governing verb in noun-incorporation
constructions, Incorporation of a preposition Into its governing verb in
applicative constructions and so on.. In these cases, however, there is no a
priori theoretical reason to assume that movement of these incorporated
elements should be as restricted as the movement of the verb and the
inflectional heads. If our reasoning is correct then we sheuld expect that if
a language that allows noun and preposition -lncorporatioii has a mechanism
whereby the immediate VP barrier can be voided (e.g. Y-movement) then
the incorporating elements should be able to incorporate into (I.e. move
directly to) positions higher than the verb position.
That this is probably the case is suggested by the representative
applicative construction in (118b) below from the Bantu language
Kinyarwanda discussed In Baker (ibid) :
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(118) a. umwaana y-a-taa-ye igitabo mu maazi
child SP-past-throw--asp book in water
"The child has thrown the book Into the water."
b. umwaana y-a-taa-ye-mo amaazl igitabo
child SP-past-throw--asp-appl water book
"The child has thrown the book Into the water."
(118b) Is the applicative counterpart of (118a) where the preposition mu/o
is attached to the verbal complex. The attachment/incorporation is the
result of a head-movement process which moves the preposition from Its
D-structure position inside the PP complement of V and adjoins it to the
verbal complex.
Notice, however, that the preposition appears at the periphery of the
verbal complex which includes, in addition to the verb, such elements as
TNS and ASP which in the orthodox analyses of the sentential structure are
atandardly associated with the I node, and in the present work are given
full categorial status in the sense of X-bar theory. Given the generalisation
made by the MP, which, Incidently, plays a crucial role in Baker 's system,
the order of the elements which constitute the verbal complex in (118b)
seems to suggest that the applicatwe preposition must have adjoined to the
verb after the latter has moved up to the inflectional heads. In different
terms, the applicative preposition does not incorporate into the verb but
into the top inflectional head in the clause. This process is clearly in
violation of the }IMC since the latter requires the preposition t.o attach first
to the verb since the verb ii the L-marker of the PP whIch dominates the
applicative preposition. The order of the elements predicted is one where
the applicative preposition precedes the inflectional elements, a false
prediction obviously, given that the order attested is a different one as
Illustrated by the example in (118b) above.
The noun-incorporation constructions, however, do seeni generally to
conform to the restriction imposed y the HMC. In the following examples
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from Iroquoian also discussed in Baker (ibid) the incorporated noun
appears inside the domain of the inflectional elements :
(119) a. watesyvta hra-nuhe-nuhwe?-s
doctor 3ma-houae-like-perf
"The doctor liked the house."
b. i?i ye-k-kar- hrek-s
I tl-lsS-bark-push-perf
"I push the bark."
Clearly, it cannot be assumed with respect to these examples that the noun
incorporates into the verbal complex and not Just into the bare verb
because If this were the case we would expect the Incorporated noun to
appear at the periphery of the verbal complex as is the case with the
applicative preposition In the applicative construction above. Given the MP
it must be assumed that the noun Incorporates into the verb prior to the
latter's movement up to the inflectional heads, a process that is consistent
with the restrictions imposed by the BMC.
We need not, however, appeal to the HMC to account for the fact that
the noun incorporates into V but not into any of the inflectional heads,
despite the fact that the analysis proposed in this work predicts that the
noun can incorporate directly into any of the inflectional heads without
giving rise to an BCP violation given the movement of the verb involved. A
plausible account can be formulated in terms of the morphological
eubcat.egorlsation frame of the incorporated nouns. The latter can be
assumed to be specified so that they can only attach to V, excluding the
inflectional, and possibly other, heads. From this it would follow that any
order of the elements that constitute the verbal complex which differs from
the attested order in that it allows for an Inflectional element to Intervene
between the verb and the incorporated noun, would necessarily involve a
violation of the morphological aubcategorisation frame of the incorporated
noun and, consequently, of the AP.
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Notice that the morphological subcategorlsaton specifications sugeated
above are needed quite Independently of what is being discussed at the
moment. They are required for a number of reasons discussed during the
course of this work. They are also required in order to exclude
Incorporation processes which are possible In principle but are not attested
in some languages. For example, in a language which allows
noun-incorporation but not preposition-incorporation the suggested
morphological subcategoristlon specifications are required to rule out
Instances of preposition-Incorporation. Viewed from this angle the fact that
the process of noun-incorporation exemplified by the Iroquoian examples
conforms to the KMC does not follow from the ECP at all but rather from
the morphological requirement of the incorporated noun. As far as the ECP
is concerned the noun might as well incorporate into any of the inflectional
head. since the Intervening barriers are presumably all voided by
movement of the verbal complex to the Inflectional beads.
In summary, I have tried to demonstrate that it is desirable to
eliminate the }IMC not only because its effects with respect to some
head-movement processes are derivable from the ECP but, more crucially,
bcause it makes false predictions with respect to some other head-movement
processes. The only condition on head-movement processes needed Is the
condition on movement processes in general, i.e. the ECP. By showing that
clitic. as well as the prepositional complex , which we have established as
head categories, can move long distance without giving rise to an ECP
violation, and by showing that they can do so only If no ECP violation is
Involved, we have in fact provided significant evidence not only against
the HMC but also In favour of the ECP and the definition of "barrier" as
formulated in Choinaky (1986b) and adopted in thi, work.
Finally, by showing that movement of citx, is governed by the ECP we
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have provided equally significant evidence that clitic-placement is
essentially a ayntactic process governed by the same principles which
govern movement processes In general. Any theory of chtic-placement that
adopts a non-movement analysis or a PP chticiaatlon analysis faces the
prospect of failing to eccount for what seems to be a basic property of
clitic-placeinent phenomena.
4.6. Conclusion
In this chapter I have tried to outline an analysis 'of citic-placement in
Berber and the Romance languages and of preposition-movement In Berber
which assumes ditics to be head categories with an affixal nature. This
assumption is based on the general fact that dlitice invariably attach to
head categories as weli as the fact, peculiar to Berber, that clitics pattern
in their distribution with the prepositional complex which consists of a
preposition and a citic complement attached to it and which we established
as a complex head category.
Movement of the ditic in Berber and the Romance languages, as well as
movement of the prepositional complex In Beber, to inflectional heads
inside the clause have been shown to operate directly in violation of the
HMC. The conclusion is reached on the basis of t&e generalisation made by
the MP and the order of elements which constitite the verbal complex. The
peripheral nature of clitica is argued clearly to imply that the citic moves
to Its S-structure position directly and not .tepw(se as suggested by
Kayne (1987).
Clitic-climbing is also shown to operate directly deap to its long nature.
This process Is attested in causative constructions hi Berber and the
Romance languages and In the Itja1rn restructuring constructions. To
demonstrate how and why the process of citic-cimbing can apply in these
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particular constructions analyses of causative. and restructuring
constructions have been proposed and discussed.
Two alternative analyses have been proposed for causative. in Berber
and the Romance languages both of which try to minimize the structural
difference. between the causative constructions in the two languages given
the similarities that their surface forms exhibit. Both analyses, for example,
assume that all causative constructions, whether they are morphological or
not, are essentially biclausal in nature. The differences between the two
analyses are the following. The first assumes that the embedded clause
retains its C? projection and that the embedded causativised verb in
Romance moves up to C while in Berber it moves further up to the matrix
clause because the causative verb in Berber is a prefix which appears
attached to the causativised verb, while in the Romance languages the
causative verb is apparently not affixal since It defines a stress domain
separately from the causativised verb.
The second analysis assumes that the embedded clause undergoes
CP-reduction and that in Both Berber and the Romance languages the
embedded causativised verb moves up to the matrix V and attaches to the
causative verb occupying Ite The Romance causative verb is assumed to be,
like the Berber causative verb, affixal in nature. In order to account for
the fact that while the Romance causative verb defines a stress domain by
Itself while Its Berber counterpart does not, a distinction, suggested
originally in Zublzarreta (1985), is Introduced between morphophonological
and morphosyntactic affixes. The Berber causative verb is affixal both
morphophonologically and morphoayntactically while its Romance counterpart
is affixal only morphosyntacticafly. Both types of affixes, however, are
subject to the AP, hence the obligatory nature of the movement which
accounts for the fact that in Romance the causative and the causativised
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verbs must be adjacent.
It has been demonstrated that it Is because causative constructions
Involve the movement process of the verbal complex to either C or the
matrix V that clitics or the prepositional complex can move directly to the
matrix clause without giving rise to an BOP violation.
An analysis along similar lines has been suggested for the Italian
restructuring constructions. The fact that a wh-phrase can Intervene
between the matrix and the embedded verbs In these constructions has
been taken to Imply that the embedded clause is a CP. The embedded
verbal complex moves to the C position thereby clearing the path for the
moved clitic in the matrix clause to antecedent-govern its trace in the
embedded clause. The effect that the movement of the verbal complex to C
has Is that the Intervening maximal projections become 1,-marked, thus
making it possible for the citic to move in one swoop without causing an
ECP violation. This movement process has been argued to be lacking in the
Italian non-restructuring constructions as well as in French. A tentative
analysis of subject-raising and object-preposing has been suggested which
assumes, crucially, that non-wh-phrasea are not sensitive to Minlinality
barriers, an assumption that has been Instrumental in the analysis of
citic-dimbing as well.
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Footnotes
1. I am referring here to the dative argument clitic as object-of-verb
simply to draw a parallel between It and the accusative argument clitic with
respect to movement. Recall that we concluded in the previous chapter that
dative arguments are underlying PP. headed by a null P. We will see later
that the dative argument citic differs from clitics which are objects of
overt prepositions with respect to the possibility of citicisatlon to higher
positions.
2. When both an accusative and a dative dlitic are present In a clause the
dative clitic precedes the accusative ditic :
(I) a. y-ush-aa-t
3ma-gave-her-it
"He gave it to her."
b *y-ush-t-aa
3ms-gave-it-her
(ii) a. y-tuah ad-a.-t y-ush
3ms-want to-her-it 3ma-give
"He wants to give It to her."
b. *y-tush ad-t-as y-ush
3ms-want to-her--it 3ms-give
The rigidity In the order of citic arguments contrasts sharply with the
relatively free order of the corresponding non-chtic arguments :
(iii) a. y-ush asim i-Munat
3ms-gave fish to-Munat
"He gave the fish to Munat."
b. y-aha 1-Munat aslrn
3ma-gave to-Munat fish
"He gave Munat the fish."
Notice that when the dative argument precedes the accusative argument it
does not lose its dative marker. In other words, the examples in (iii) are
not likely to be instances of dative shift constructions parallel to the
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English construction in the glosses.
3. The discussion of object-of-N citics here is restricted to possessor
clitice to the exclusion of patient and theme object-of-N clitica. The Latter,
recall, are to be found in conatructions with action nouns discussed in the
previous chapter.
4. One might ask what happens when the possessive dlitic moves in
constructions with LNa. The prediction that the general analysis developed
in this work make. is that the movement must result in ill-formedness since
the KN would be left without a suftable category to satisfy its
morphological subcategorisation frame. That the prediction Is correct is
shown by the following examples
(I) a. *wkth-n-as turn-
hit-3p-hla brother
"They hit. his brother."
b. *tuah-ii ad-se wkth-n urn-
want-3p to-his hit-3p brother
"They want to hit his brother."
c *u ay-aa y-wkth-n urn-?
who wb-comp-his n-hit-n brother
"Who hit ha brother?"
The well-formed versions of these sentences are the foUowing where the
moved clitic is doubled by sri Identical clitic attached to the IN :
(ii) a. wkth-n-fia urn-as
hit-3p-his brother-his
b. tush-ri ad-se wkth-n urn-se
want-3p to-his hit-3p brother-his
c. u ay-ae y-wkth-n urn-as ?
who wh-comp-his n-hit-n brother-his
This type of citic-doubling is distinct from the well-known type of
clitic-doubling (Jeeggli (1981), Aoun (1979)& 1981), Borer (1984), Ouhalla
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(1987a), among others) illustrated by the following examples from Spanish
and Berber, respectively :
(iii) a. Lo vimos a Juan	 (Jaeggli (1981))
him saw-we to Juan
"We saw Juan."
b. y-.ah-aa slam 1-Munat
3ma-gace--her fish to-Munat
"He gave the fish to Munat."
The doubling in the examples In (ii) Involves the doubling of a clitic by
another clitic whereas the doubling illustrated by the examples in (iii)
involves the doubling of a non-ditic argument by a clitic, or, rather, the
other way round as we will see later.
There are at least two possible ways the doubling phenomenon in (ii)
can be explained. One Is to assume that the D-atructure citic citicises up
to higher positions and that a copy of it is Inserted to help the KN satisfy
the AP. The other possible explanation is to assume, along with Ouhaila (in
preparation), that when the citic moves, it leaves behind another
(identical) clitic as trace. Within the analysis developed in Ouhalla (ibid)
this suggestion would put ditic-movement on a par with other movement
processes which are assumed to leave behind any category, null or overt,
as trace and that It is general principles of UG which determine what
categories can function as traces in which contexts.
This suggestion is consistent with the fact that even with non-KNs
doubling is possible. The following are perfectly well-formed paraphrases of
the sentences in (14) and (15) in the main text :
(iv) a. u ay-as y-arzm-n tawwart in-as sg-tghenjayt?
who wh-comp-hls n-open-n door of-his with-spoon
"Who opened his door with the spoon?"
b. ur-as arzm-n tawwart in-as sg-tghenjayt
NEG-his opened-3p door of-his with-spoon
"They did not open his door with the spoon."
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C. tush-n ad-as arzm-n tawwart in-as sg-tghenjayt
warit-3p to-his open-3p door of-Ms with-spoon
"They want to open his door with the spoon."
d. arza-n-as tawwart in-es sg-tghenjayt
opened-3p-his door of-his with-spoon
"They opened his door with the Bpoon."
However, given that the genitival preposition j is, like KNe, afflxal in
nature the appearance of the doubling clitic In these constructions can be
argued to be motivated by the same reason which motivates the appearance
of the doubling dlitic In constructions with KNs, the latter being also
aft ixal.
With respect to the phenomenon of standard citic-doubling illustrated
by the examples In (iii) above the non-citic arguments must be assumed to
hold non-argument positions given the analysis developed in this work
which assigns clitics full argumental status. Viewed as such It is the
non-clitic argument that doubles the citic instead of the other way round.
In this respect I depart radicalUy from the view expressed in Ouhalla
(1986c), (1987a) and (1988c) which assumes that diltics do not have an
argument status and that they are simply object agreement elements which
serve the function of identifying a pro occupying the aubcategoriaed
argument position.
5. Further evidence for the assumption that clitics are head categories
comes from the fact pointed out earlier in the previous footnote that
possessor citics leave behind a copy of themselves when they move to
higher positions. Baker (1983) and (1985) discusses a number of cases of
noun-Incorporation where the noun leaves a copy of itself in its
D-atructure position after It has moved. Assuming, along with Baker, that
noun-incorporation Is a process which moves a head noun category and
attaches It to the verb the similarity noticed here implies that dlitics, like
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incorporated nouns, are aiso head categories which incorporate into their
hosts via a process of head-movement,
As a matter of fact the treatment of clitics suggested here and in
Kayne (1987) is in many ways similar to the treatement of the Italian clitic
ne in Belletti and RIzzi (1981). Bellettl and Rizzi argue that the dlitic ne 18
a non-phrasal nominal element which heads the nominal phrase that
contains the quantifier. They argue further that the process of
ne-cliticlsation to the verb Is a syntactic movement process which leaves
behind a trace just like the rest of the movement processes that fall under
the range of Move-alpha. The fact that ne-citicisation exhibits the
subject-object asymmetry (complements of the verb, but not subjects, can
undergo ne-cliticisation) reflects the fact pointed out and discussed
extensively by Baker (1985) that generally noun-incorporation is possible
only from the complement position. Baker argues that the fact thsubjects
generally do not Incorporate is a consequence of the ECP (see 4.3.4.4.
below).
6. Being pronominal the clitic can be assumed to be a D element rather
than a N head of the NP complement of D as dn the structure In (40). Both
Hudson (1987) and Abney (1988) have argued that pronouns are D
elements.
7. The French, Italian and Spanish data that are cited here are drawn
mainly from the references cited and discussed. Therefore, any examples
that are not acknowledged in the relevant places are herein acknowledged.
8. Roberge (1986) cites Caroll (1982) as arguing that subject doubling is
possible in SF as well in complex inversion constructions of the following
type:
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(I) Mariej veut-ellej voir Pierre?
Marie wants-she to-see Pierre
"Does Marie want to see Pierre?"
In order to show that the subject Marie is occupying the canonical subject
position and not a peripheral position Roberge cites examples such as
(lia&b) below
(ii) a. Qul Mariej veut-ellej voir?
who Marie wants-she to-see
"Who does Marie want to see
b. Mariej, quf veut-ellej voir'
Marie who wants-she to-see
"Marie, who does she want to see ?"
where (ha) shows that the doubled subject is not In a perpheral position
since it follows the wh-word In linear order. In order to have a dislocation
reading the subject has to move to a position that precedes the wh-word
and Is separated from It by a pause/comma) as in (lib)
9. Notice, however, that if complex inversion constructions of the type
discussed in fn.8 above are really cases of subject doubLing then they are
problematic for Rizzi a analysis in an obvious way. The subject clitic in
this case cannot be assumed to be base-generated in tihe canonical subject
position because the subject position is filled by the ncn-clitic subject.
Re]ated to this is another potentially problematic fact pointed out in
Safir (1982) and discussed briefly In Rizzi (1986). Subject citics in SF and
in the northern Italian dialects seem to behave siniilarI r with respect to
inversion
(I) a. Quand a-t-fl niang? 	 (SF)
when has-he eaten
"When has he eaten ?"
b Quando a-k) nmgna?	 (Trentino)
when has-he eaten
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Assuming, along with Kayne (1983), that inversion is the result of a
leftward V(AUX)-movement process which we can understand as movement
to C, and assuming that the subject citic attaches to the nearest lexical
(verbal) complex at PF the French example in (Ia.) receives a
straightforward explanation. The Trentino example, however, does'3 receive an
equally straightforward explanation. Assuming that (ib) is also derived by
movement of the verbal complex to C there seems to be no apparent reason
why inversion should take place since tle ditic, being an AGR element,
moves along with the verbal complex to C.
10. The empirical viability of Kayne's suggestion that the Spanish
complementizer qua occupies the Spec of OP instead of C is called into
question by examples such as the following which Involve, in addition to
citic-cimbing, movement of a wh-phrase from the embedded clause :
(i) a. Para quien lo tienes que hacer?
for whom it-have-you that to-do
"For whom do you have to do it?"
b. Porque lo tienes qua hacer?
why It-have--you that to-do
"Why do you have to do it?"
Given these examples It is difficult to imagine how movement of the
wh-phrase from the embedded clause could ibe assumed to have operated
through the Spec position of the embedded CP if the latter is assumed to
be occupied by the complementizer que as Kayne suggests.
11. Gueresel (1986a) mentions another class d transitive verbs which, like
ingestion verbs, also causativise. He refers to them as "motion verbs" and
illustrates them with examples such as the foIwing :
(i) a. y-ndw waryaz Ighzar
3mg-cross man river
"The man crossed the river."
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b. y-ndw waryaz i y-ghzar
3ms-cross man to river
"The man crossed the river."
c. y-ss-ndw wma arya I yghzar
3ms-cause-cross my-brother man to river
"My brother made the man cross the river."
Gueresel demonstrates that the verbs which form this class differ from the
ingestion verbs Ira two major respects. In simple sentences the object can
either be in the accusative or fri the dative as illustrated by examples (Ia)
and (ib), respectively. Secondly, when causativised the (embedded) subject
of the motion verbs receives the accusative am iUumtrated by (Ic) above,
instead of the dative as is the case with the ingestion verbs.
As a matter of fact the classifications discussed on which is based the
generailsation that only intransitive verbs can be causativised are not
clear-cut. In Tarifit, at least, there exist transitive verbs which causativise
and which belong to neither of the two classes, mentioned by Guerssel. The
following example is drawn from Cadi (1985)
(ii) a. t-arbu urn-as
3ms-carry-on-back brother-her
"She carries her brother on her back."
b. t-aa--arbu ahnjir i-yedg-aa
3mg-cause-carry-on-back boy to-daughter-her
"She made her daughter carry the boy on her back."
On the other hand, there are unaccusative verbs which do seem to
causativise easily:
(iii) a. t-khmed teddart
3ms-burned house
"The house has burnt."
b. sa-khmd-n ixw-wanen taddart
cause-burn-3p thieves house
"The thieves caused the house to burn? burnt the house."
Finally, there are also non-unaccusative intransitive verbs which do not
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seem to be able to causativise :
(iv) a. y-azzr Bemmu
3ms-ran Hemmu
"Hemmu ran.
b. *-zz- Remniu
cause-run-3p Heminu
NThey made Heminu run."
It 18 clear that whiie some verbs apparentIly group together with respect to
the (im)poeslbihty of causativisatlon there are others which apparently do
not seem to form any coherent class. It seems that whether a verb can
causat.ivise or not may turn out to be a matter of lexical specification.
12. Notice in this respect that although the matrix verb in (96) moves up to
TNS and AGR obligatorily It stifi is linearli adjacent to the embedded verb,
thus preserving the property that the uiatrlx and the embedded verbs must
be adjacent.
13. I am assuming here that morphological causative. are biclausal in
structure just like non-morphological causativea. For arguments in support
of this assumption see, among others, Marantz (1984) and Baker (1985).
Some arguments with respect to Ber her causativea are discussed in
Lumsden & Teriny 1987).
14. Burzio (1986) attributes the ungrauamaticality o the Italian example in
(84b), and, presumably, it. equivalents in the other Romance languages, to
a failure on the part of the embedded subject to satisfy the Case
requirement. While Burzio assumes that tie causative verb is an ECM verb
he argues that Case-assignment acrosi the sentence boundary is contingent
upon the application of the procesa of VP-movement, that is the matrix
causative verb assigns Case to the embedded subject just In case
VP-movement has applied. This assumption would account for the general
lack of ECM constructions in Italian :
(i) a. *Giovanni ritiene (Mario easer partito]
Giovanni beleivea Mario to-have left
b. Giovanni ritiene [di aver finito]
Giovanni beleives comp to-have finished
"Giovanni beleivea to have finished."
The matrix verb in (ia) cannot assign Case to the embedded subject
because the VP-movement process has not applied. (ib), on the other hand,
is a control construction wherein the subject is a PRO which does not
require Case.
It Is not clear to me why Case-assignment by the causative verb
should be made contingent upon the application of VP-movement. This
assumption Is counterintuitive in the sense that, if anything, movement of
the embedded VP to the matrix VP should be expected to prevent
Case-assignment of the embedded subject by the matrix verb from taking
place instead of the other way round. In its S-structure position, i.e.
daughter-adjoined to the matrix VP, the moved embedded VP intervenes
between the matrix verb and the embedded subject, thus destroying the
adjacency that is generally necessary for Case-assignment to take place.
15. Notice that the Spanish example in (lOOc) is problematic for the
alternative analysis of causatives discussed above which assumes the
causative verb hacer requires to attach to a verbal category to satisfy its
morphological uubcategoriaation frame, since the category that is adjacent
to it in (lOOc) is the embedded subject. The example, however, is not
problematic for the analysis which does not assume the causative verb to
be aft ixal.
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16. One of the advantages of the present analysis of ditic-dimbing over
the one suggested by Kayne (1987) is that it accounts for ditic-dimbing in
French causativea without having to resort to the assumption that the
embedded clause in causativea is a VP, instead of a full clause. This
assumption is crucial to Kayne a analysis In order to eliminate the presence
of an I in the embedded clause that would otherwise be expected to block
clitic-cimbing given the assumption that I in French is an L-marker.
17. Note that the implication here is that In constructions such as (81a,b&c)
the ditic moves from the embedded clause to the C position of the matrix
clause. One might wonder whether this rather long movement does not
involve a violation of Subjacency. However, in a theory where bounding
nodes are understood in terms of barriers (cf. Chomsky (1986b)) the fact
that the movement in question does not cross any barriers as I tried to
demonstrated above implies that the movement does not involve any
Subjacency violation.
18. One can in fact ask the reverse question, namely, Why should the
verbal complex move up to C in restructuring constructions? A possible
answer to this question, at least with respect to the restructuring
constructions which are also control constructions, can be formulated along
the lines suggested by Borer (1987) to account for control phenomena (see
fn. 10 of chapter 2)
Essentially, Borer agrees with Manzini (1983) and others (e.g.
Bouchard (1984)) that control should be reduced to binding. She, however,
differs in assuming that in obligatory control constructions it Is not the
empy category in the embedded subject position that has an anaphoric
nature but the (infinitival) AGR element, the assumption being that
infinitival clauses do contain an (abstract) AGH element. Being anaphoric
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the AGR element has to move to the embedded C position where It becomes
accessible to government from the matrix clause and, consequently, to
binding by the matrix subject which Is coindexed with It. The embedded
subject position Is filled by a pro which Is Identified, through binding, by
the matrix subject via the AGR element in C. Borer argues further that the
embedded pro subject is assigned nominative Case by a special rule which
applies to subjects in the context where the verbal complex has moved to
C, the rule that Rizzi (1982) originally suggested to account for
AUXt0-Comp phenomena. The rule is reproduced here for reference :
(i) Assign nominative Case to NP in the context AUX/V -
Assuming Borers analysis to be essentially correct the reason why the
verbal complex has to move to C in control restructuring constructions can
be attributed to the necessity to create the right context for the rule
above to apply to assign Case to the subject pro, otherwise the latter
would not be licensed given Rizzl (1986) licensing principle which makes
licensing of pro dependent on Case-asalngment by a designated head.
Notice that this analysis would directly link restructuring constructions to
Rizzia AUX-to--Comp constructions, a desirable consequence, I believe, in
the sense that It shows that the process is more general than is otherwise
believed.
With respect to raising restructuring constructions we wifi see later
that movement of the verbal complex to C in these constructions can also
be made to follow from a specific reason, namely the necessity to void the
AGRP/TNSP barrier. Notice that if these suggestions are correct then
citic-dlimbing in restructuring constructions turns out to be an only
parasitical phenomenon. The verbal complex moves up to C for reasons that
have nothing to do with clitic-climbing.
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19. The blocking effect that a filled C has on movement of the verbal
complex to C is used in Ouhalla (in preparation) to account for the
that-trace effect in English and sim3]ar languages. It is argued that the
presence of the complementizer that in the embedded C position blocks
movement of the verbal complex to C, the process whereby the IP/AGRP
barrier is voided, so that IP/AGRP remains a barrier to movement, hence
the ungrammaticality. In sentences where that is missing the verbal complex
is assumed to have moved to the embedded C, thus voiding the IP/AGRP
barrier and consequently allowing the moved wb-phraae to
antecedent-govern its initial trace in the subject position. With respect to
movement out of the object position of the verb the initial trace is
antecedent-governed by the intermediate trace adjoined to VP. As to the
intermediate trace itself it is assumed that it deletes subsequent to the
S-structure level (cf. Lasnik and Saito (1984), and Chomaky (1986b)).
The well-known fact that null subject languages do not observe the
that-trace effect is accounted for by assuming, within the context of a
general theory of movement which allows for any category to be left behind
as trace, general principles of UG permitting, that the trace left behind by
wh-movement of the subject is a pro and therefore is not subject to the
BC? which is relevant to only non-proriominal empty categories, pro is
subject to identification by rich AGR morphology for its licensing, hence
the fact that violation of the that-trace filter Is attested in null subject
languages only. In languages such as English pro as a trace in the subject
position is excluded by the fact that it would fail to be identified. In other
words, this explantlon maintains the association between rich AGR
morphology and the possibility of the violation of the that-trace filter
which are accounted for together in Chomaky (1981) and (1982) in terms of
the pro-drop parameter.
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20. Evidence for the assumption that a C filled by in Spanish can still
serve as host for a verbal complex can be drawn from the fact that VSO
clauses can be embedded under g together with the assumption that. VSO
order in Spanish Is derived by movement of the verbal complex to C :
(1) a. Dice que dio Juan el libro a Maria
said-he that gave-he Juan the book to Maria
"He said that Juan gave the book to Maria."
b. Cre! que ha viato Juan a Maria
thought- I that has seen Juan to Maria
"I thought that Juan has seen Maria."
The embedded clause In these sentences exhibits the order where the
subject Intervenes between the verbal complex and the object. This order
implies that the verbal complex moves to a position that is higher than the
position of the highest inflectional head in the clause which in SVO
languages is, recall, AGR. The position to which the verbal complex moves
can only be the C position which in the examples above is filled by the
complementizer If, however, pue is assumed to be (optionally) affixal
then movement of the verbal complex to C ceases to be a problem. The
movement results Into a complex C which consists of the complementizer and
the verbal complex.
21. Rizzi (1982) points out that some adverbs can also intervene between
the matrix and the embedded verbs in the restructuring constructions as
in the following examples :
(i) 51 Lo verro subito a acrivere
"I it will come at once to write -."
b. Gil stessi errorl si continuano atupidamente a commetter
"The same errors si continues stupidly to do -."
It seems to me that In both examples the intervening adverb seems to
modify the matrix verb rather than the embedded verb. If this is the case
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then the adverb can be assumed to be base-generated adjoined to the
matrix VP, and the order obtained Is the consequence of the movement of
the matrix verb to the matrix TNS and AGR, Notice, however, that this
explanation is possible only within an anlysis which assumes that the
embedded verb moves only as far as the embedded C.
22. Notice that this analysis not only allows us to account for simple
passive and raising constructions with minimal conceptual tools but also for
the ill-formdness of the so-called super-raising constructions which are
known to Involve "improper movement" :
(i) a. *Johnj seems [cp that EAGRP it appears [pNSp tj to be ifi]])
b. *John seems[cp that (AGRP It Is cons1dered[p 4 to be ill]]]
Assuming that John, being a non-wh-phrase, cannot adjoin to any of the
intervening maximal projections it must be assumed to have moved directly,
that is in one swoop. The most embedded TNSP is not a barrier because it
is L-marked by the matrix verb. The AGRP embedded under the
complementizer that, however, is a barrier beause it is not L-marked, thus
causing the CP that immediately dominates it to Inherit barrierhood. The
crossing of these two maximal projections together, therefore, resulte in an
ECP violation, thus accounting for the impossibility of super-raising.
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